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ABSTRACT

Domesticated reindeer were introduced to Alaska from the Russian Far
East at the end of the nineteenth century as a project in social engineering
designed to assist in the assimilation of Alaska Natives into Euroamerican
society. Most previous discussions of Alaska Native reindeer herding have
focused on reindeer introduction as an agent of culture change associated with
culture contact and economic modernization. This diachronic study of more
than a century of Bering Strait Iiiupiaq reindeer herding, however,
demonstrates that reindeer herding was incorporated into traditional Inupiaq
culture and society to the extent th at it now helps to m aintain and reproduce
traditional Inupiaq values and social relations.
Inupiaq reindeer herding emerged as a result of the previous experience
the Bering Strait Inupiat had with the intercontinental trade of Chukchi
reindeer herding products prior to reindeer introduction. Bering Strait Inupiat
were already aware of the economic potential of reindeer herding, such that
reindeer herding was incorporated into traditional Inupiaq conceptions of
property, wealth, prestige, social organization, subsistence, and land use
practices. This incorporation provided the opportunity for the Bering Strait
Inupiat to improve standards of life during a period of rapid social change
associated with increasing Euroamerican influences. Furthermore, it also
provided a means to m aintain Inupiaq cultural identity through the emergence
of reindeer umialiks and through the importance of reindeer herding in
maintaining traditional social relations. In effect, reindeer herding became part
of Bering Strait Inupiaq traditional culture through its importance to Inupiaq
cultural reproduction.
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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM AND APPRO ACH

INTRODUCTION
History repeats itself. Many of us have heard this axiom since our
school days. Children are taught that they should learn from history so that
mistakes made in the past will not be repeated in the future. Unfortunately,
however, these lessons are sometimes difficult to learn. Even more
unfortunate are the cases in which historical insight is never realized. It is
under these circumstances th at we chance repeating an historical action that
is subsequently judged unjust. Sometimes those of younger generations must
make their own mistakes and learn their lessons firsthand, much to the
consternation of their elders. Such repetition seems to be acceptable and is
perhaps inevitable at the level of the individual. However, what about those
cases where whole groups of people are affected, for example, a sociopoliticallydominated group? W hat about when the lessons of history are not heard by
decision-makers and people in positions of power? Attempting to answer these
general questions is beyond the scope of this work. Yet, I find myself faced with
just these issues in choosing a suitable introduction to this dissertation
considering the current legal controversy regarding Alaska Native reindeer
herding.
Reindeer herding in Alaska has recently undergone a significant change
in political form. This is not the first time Alaska Natives have faced the issue
of establishing their rights to reindeer herding, however. In 1937 an Act of
Congress limited reindeer herding in Alaska to Alaska Natives to protect the
“Native character” of the industry (50 Stat. 900 et seq . or 25 U.S.C. 500 et
seq.). Non-Native ownership of reindeer threatened the continuation of Native
reindeer herding and contradicted the original intention of reindeer introduction
into Alaska. Alaska Native reindeer herding again may be faced with great
challenges. The following excerpts from two national press organizations
reveal the recent problems faced by Alaska Native reindeer herders.
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“SAN FRANCISCO, May 28, 1997 - A federal court of appeals
has ruled that the Reindeer Act of 1937 does not prohibit non
natives in Alaska from owning, importing or selling reindeer. The
Reindeer Act was passed to preserve the “native character” of
the reindeer business, but the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in San Francisco held that the act does not guarantee Alaska
natives an industry monopoly. The court said that, contrary to
popular belief, reindeer are neither native to Alaska nor part of
the native Alaskan way of life” (United Press International).1,
“...The opinion by Judge Alex Kozinski acknowledged th a t
numerous valid federal laws and programs were designed to
benefit Alaska Natives and other Indian populations. But he said
all of them related to ‘unique Indian concerns... Indian land, tribal
status, self-government or culture.’ ‘Indians have a right to
expect some special protection for their land, political
institutions... and culture,’ Kozinski said. That definition does not
appear to fit a practice such as raising imported livestock, which
is not part of traditional Native culture, he said” (The Associated
Press, see Egelko 1997).
Judge Alex Kozinski of the 9th U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that
non-Natives can now legally own reindeer in Alaska. Earlier in this century the
non-Native ownership of reindeer coincided with a dramatic decrease in Alaska
Native involvement with reindeer herding. This decrease had several causal
factors th at are discussed in Chapter 6. One of the causes identified was that
of competition with the unscrupulous practices of non-Native corporations.
After many federal investigations and hearings, Congress passed the Alaska
Reindeer Act of 1937. W hat recently started as a case fighting the restricted
access to reindeer herding based on race, ended with non-Natives receiving
special rights beyond those held by Alaska Natives. In addition to restricting
(see http://biz.yahoo.coni/upi/97/05/28/general_state_and_regionaLnews/careindeer
_l.html).
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ownership of reindeer to Alaska Natives the Reindeer Act restricted sales of
reindeer by Natives. Today, these restrictions still apply to N ative people,
although they do not affect non-Native owners of reindeer in Alaska. Natives
can not sell live reindeer to non-Natives whereas non-Natives can sell reindeer
to whomever they want. Non-Natives now have more rights regarding reindeer
herding than do the Alaska Native reindeer herders (Caldwell 1997; cf.
Anonymous 1995). Again, history repeats itself.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
I refer to the present controversy over the Reindeer Act by way of
introduction to this dissertation. The recent debate over Alaskan reindeer
herding fails to benefit fully from the lessons of history. The remainder of this
text is not about the sociopolitics of Alaskan reindeer herding per se; however,
recent rulings concerning the Reindeer Act bring into sharp focus the heart of
this research. This dissertation is a description of the development of Alaska
Native reindeer herding and an illustration of how and why reindeer herding
became an integral aspect of Inupiaq livelihood and Native identity in the
Bering Strait region.2 At the sam e time, however, this study has applicability
to a present controversy involving indigenous rights. Recent interpretations of
the Reindeer Act, especially those of the U. S. Court system, also suggest a
failure to recognize the role of reindeer herding in contemporary Inupiaq society
and identity. The potential usefulness of this dissertation arises from the
detailed analysis of the historical development of Inupiaq reindeer herding and
the degree to which contemporary Inupiaq culture and society was affected by
this development. The Inupiaq village of Shishm aref serves as a case study to
investigate the effects of reindeer introduction into Alaska (see Fig. 1.1).
This dissertation focuses on the Inupiaq-speaking Eskimos of the Bering Strait region.
Although other Alaska Native groups practiced reindeer herding at various times
during the late 19th and throughout the 20th century, reindeer herding on the Seward
Peninsula is the region in which Alaska Native reindeer herding is most long-lived. As
a result the Seward Peninsula can be considered the heartland of Alaskan reindeer
herding.
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Figure 1.1. The Bering Strait Region and Selected Villages Mentioned in the
Text.

The central thesis of this dissertation asserts th a t reindeer introduction
did not represent the arrival of an entirely foreign socioeconomic system in
Alaska, but rather the actualization of a system w ith which the Bering Strait
Inupiat had at least some familiarity. Furthermore, the varying extent to
which reindeer herding was incorporated into Inupiaq society suggests that
indigenous societies can change without destroying cultural integrity or
significance to Native identity. In fact, the example of Inupiaq reindeer herding
suggests that discussions of cultural continuity are not only possible, but
necessary to better understand Inupiaq culture and society of the twentieth
century.
The controversy over Alaska Native reindeer herding and the Reindeer
Act of 1937 arises from differing interpretations of two historical truths. First
is the fact th at between the years 1891 and 19023 a total of 1,296 reindeer
Additional reindeer were imported from Fennoscandia in 1898, however, those
anim als were sled deer and castrated males, so they did not contribute to the
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were introduced to Alaskan soil from the Russian F ar East by the U. S.
General Agent of Education for Alaska, Dr. Rev. Sheldon Jackson, as a project
in social engineering (e.g., Jackson 1906:8). The particulars of this introduction
are discussed in Chapter 4; w hat is important for the purpose here is that
reindeer are not native to North America.4 The second fact follows from the
first; Alaska Natives were not reindeer herders prior to reindeer introduction.
Based upon these facts opponents of the Reindeer Act, and the Honorable
Judge Kozinski, conclude that there is nothing “traditional” about Alaska
Native reindeer herding.
The logic of such an interpretation appears justified at first glance;
however, significant information concerning the pre-1891 relationship between
reindeer herding and Bering Strait Inupiat has been ignored (see Chapter 3), as
has information regarding the social function of past and present reindeer
herding activities in village life (see discussions in Chapters 5-7). Furthermore,
use of the word “traditional” is problematic without providing a definition of the
term , as its above use suggests that Native culture is a static, inanimate, and
unchanging list of cultural traits that pre-date contact with Euroamericans.5

4
5

reproduction of Alaskan reindeer herds (e.g., Andrews 1919:172, 1935:90; Basi 1971;
Gilman 1911:336; Styles 1907). No additional reindeer were brought to Alaska after
1902 as Russia had outlawed the exportation of reindeer (Jackson (ed.) 1904:137
151).
“Reindeer" is used to refer to (semi-) domesticated species of Rangifer while the wild
species is referred to by the American convention of “caribou” following Skoog (1968:4).
“Traditional" is a commonly used term with a variety of connotations. For the sake of
discussion here it is defined as follows: “Traditional” is an adjective used to refer to
patterned behavior that assists in the process of cultural reproduction. This definition
removes the concept of time from the conventional understanding of “traditional” in
order to facilitate discussions of contemporary indigenous societies. For example, the
American holiday of Thanksgiving is generally viewed as a traditional holiday that
celebrates the coming together of Native Americans and the European colonists to
share in the bounty of the New World. However, the holiday is a recent addition to
American culture that is far younger than even Inupiaq reindeer herding. See
Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983) for a detailed discussion of the “invention of tradition.”
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Such use represents an archaic conception of culture and reflects a
dramatically ethnocentric view of contemporary indigenous societies.
That reindeer were not native to North America one can not deny,
however, does it simply follow th at Native Americans were unable to
incorporate a new animal into their customary routine? We find insight into
this question in the history of the Native American societies of the Great
Plains who used the horse to lead a nomadic way of life focused upon the
hunting of American bison (e.g., Ewers 1955).6 The horses th at these various
indigenous groups utilized were descendants of horses brought to America by
the Spanish, just as the reindeer herded today by Alaska Natives are
descendants of those first reindeer brought to Alaska by Sheldon Jackson.
Few Americans would deny that the horse became part of Native American
culture on the Great Plains, in fact, it is this image that continues to perm eate
American society as the stereotype representing all of America’s indigenous
peoples.7 Why, then, is it so hard to believe th at reindeer became part of
Alaska Native culture? The answer seems to lie in the fact that the spread
and incorporation of horses into the Great Plains cultures took place prior to
direct Euroamerican contact, whereas the incorporation of reindeer herding
into Inupiaq culture took place after contact and as a direct result of
Euroamerican influence. Furtherm ore, there appears to be an implicit
assumption that peoples were “traditional” and without history at contact, and
that history didn’t begin until after Euroam erican contact (cf. Wolf 1982).
See Ingold (1980:162ff) for a comparison of the introduction of the horse to the Great
Plains with the introduction of the domestic reindeer among the hunters of the
Eurasian tundra.
As one might anticipate, the influence of the horse upon Plains Indian cultures has
also been the focus of anthropological debate. For example, Wissler (1914) suggested
that the horse had little, if any, influence on the development of the Plains cultures.
In contrast, Kroeber (1939) argued the essential role played by the horse in the
development of the Plains cultures. Ewers, on the other hand, presents a more
balanced view by recognizing that Plains hunter-gatherers hunted bison before the
introduction of the horse, but that the “influence of the horse permeated and modified
to a greater or lesser degree every major aspect of Plains Indian life” (1955:337-339).
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Those who encountered the Native American equestrians on the plains
learned of the role played by the horse through observing their activities and
learning from the indigenous people themselves. In contrast, most of the
published literature on Alaskan reindeer herding is based upon the writings of
Euroamericans involved with introducing reindeer, and not from the
perspective of those who became herders (see Literature Review below).
Therefore, it is of no surprise that the historical discourse regarding Alaska
Native reindeer herding is biased towards non-Native perspectives, and that
there is a lack of information regarding the actual effects of reindeer
introduction on Alaska Native culture and society.8
The goal of this dissertation is to correct the historically unbalanced
treatm ent of Alaskan reindeer herding in the literature through a discussion
based on a closer examination of the effects of reindeer introduction on Inupiaq
culture and society and the role of Alaska Natives as active participants in
that development. Afterall, the Inupiat hail from a society th at is as dynamic
and capable as any in adjusting to changing resources. In fact, the
anthropological literature of recent decades, particularly the writings of Sahlins
(1985) and Bourdieu (1977), dem onstrates that cultures are not static and
isolated entities, but are actually in a constant state of change. W hen cultures
come into contact, culture change is dealt with according to the cultural
perceptions and practices of the societies experiencing the change. Culture
change generally occurs slowly as new ideas and practices are incorporated
into habitual behavior and cultural concepts and reproduced in subsequent
generations. Jackson’s program of reindeer introduction was designed to
encourage culture change by transform ing Alaska Native hunter-gatherers
into pastoralists. However, Alaska Native reactions to reindeer introduction
were evaluated through a hunter-gatherer cultural logic since they did not
simply represent a blank tablet ready to be transform ed into pastoralists.

Ewers noted that the most significant effect of horse introduction on the Plains Indians
was “social rather than material in nature” (1955:338).
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THEORETICAL ORIENTATION: THE APPROACH
Indigenous societies, especially hunter-gatherers, are often viewed as
static and isolated entities, incapable of incorporating new technologies and
ideas without “losing their culture.” Some scholars suggest that huntergatherer societies should represent exclusively “pure” foraging-based
economies (Bird-David 1988:17-18; Lourandos 1988:149). In other words,
when alternative modes of production exist in concert with hunting and
gathering, members of these societies should not be considered huntergatherers. This approach fails to recognize the fact that hunter-gatherers
sometimes interacted with neighboring food-producers. Furthermore, the
Inupiat of northwestern Alaska would not be considered hunter-gatherers after
reindeer introduction at the end of the last century.
Reindeer herding is generally either ignored in discussions of Inupiaq
culture and society because it represents “recent introduction” or it is
considered a product of “economic modernization” and therefore is of little
interest to diachronic investigations of Inupiaq social and economic
organization (cf. Ellanna and Sherrod n.d.; Simon and Gerlach 1992).
Unfortunately, one of the consequences of such an approach is the view th at
reindeer introduction is simply an agent of culture change that contributed to
the disruption of Inupiaq cultural continuity (e.g., Chance 1990; Stem 1980:iv,
465). Furthermore, the notion th at indigenous societies are incapable of
experiencing culture change without losing their cultural integrity is
perpetuated (cf. Fisher 1992).
I believe that the problem associated with studying Alaskan reindeer
herding is related to the revisionist debate in the hunter-gatherer literature.”9
Although a complete review of this debate is beyond the scope of this
discussion, a brief characterization of it is presented below.
(e.g., Bird-David 1987, 1988; Gordon 1984; Headland and Reid 1989; Kent 1992; Lee
1991, 1992; Lee and Guenther 1991; Miracle and Fisher 1991; Myers 1988; Schrire
1980, 1984; Shot 1991; Solway and Lee 1990; Speth 1991a, 1991b; Wilmsen 1989;
Wilmsen and Denbow 1990).
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On the one hand, the revisionists have claimed that there are no huntergatherers present in the world today representative of “true” hunting and
gathering. They suggest th at this is because the forces of colonization and
interaction with neighboring pastoralists and agriculturalists have resulted in
an “underclass” more representative of the similar solutions put into action by
indigenous societies confronted with inter-societal contact than “pristine”
social and cultural systems (e.g., Schrire 1984; Wilmsen 1989). Proponents of
this view commonly suggest that the category of “hunter-gatherer” is of no vise
to anthropological investigations (Lee 1992).10 Therefore, with respect to the
problem with the classification of Inupiaq reindeer herding, there is no real
dilemma because there is no “hunting and gathering” system w ith which to
conflict.
At the opposite end of this conceptual continuum are those scholars who
continue to support the existence of a hunter-gatherer mode of production.
Proponents of this view take contemporary (“ethnographic present”) huntergatherer societies as representative of—or as appropriate models for—the
prehistoric situation of hunter-gatherers. The revisionists commonly criticize
this position by suggesting that hunter-gatherers are presented as if they were
“pristine.” Thus, hunter-gatherers often are presented as if they have been
unaffected by the processes of early colonization and did not previously
encounter neighboring non-hunter-gatherer societies (Myers 1988:261-262).
Of course, my own opinion on this m atter is somewhere in the middle of
this continuum. I believe th at the category of hunting and gathering is useful
as an analytical tool in comparative and generalizing investigations, and that
there is an inherent logic to distinguishing between “foragers or foodextractors” and “food-producers.” Fortunately, it seems th at scholars are
beginning to realize that hunter-gatherers were not historically isolated entities
but oftentimes interacted with neighboring agricultural and pastoral societies

Some scholars also question the utility of attempting to generalize about pastoral
societies (e.g., N. Dyson-Hudson 1972b:8; R. Dyson-Hudson 1972:31, 47 cited in
Khazanov 1994:17).
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at least after the Neolithic revolution.11 It is such cases of social interaction
th at is of interest to this discussion. That hunter-gatherers and pastoralists
have existed in proximity to one another and interacted for considerable periods
of tim e suggests that culture contact did not necessarily preclude cultural
continuity. In other words, both hunter-gatherers and pastoralists can
interact with one another without either necessarily losing their cultural
integrity. If pastoral cultural conceptions fail to be incorporated into
neighboring hunter-gatherer cultural practice as a result of culture contact,
then the cultural logic of the hunter-gatherers will not change to reflect the
pastoral influence; cultural continuity is maintained.
Similarly, Khazanov (1994) suggested that pastoralism represents an
open socioeconomic system, in this case emphasizing the necessary
interrelationship between pastoralists and neighboring sedentary
agriculturalists.12 This idea is not new to pastoral studies (e.g., B arth
1986:125; Bonte and Galaty 1991:6ff; Galaty and Johnson 1990; Richards
1983; Markov 1978:208; Vainshtein 1978). For example, Neville DysonHudson suggested that,
Most, if not all nomadic [read pastoral) populations we know are
— when realistically rath er than romantically observed —
examples o f‘multi-resource nomadism'... [such that we should)
differentiate among them in term s of the extent (and in each case
11

12

(e.g., Bahuchet and Guillaume 1982; Barnard 1992; Bird-David 1988, 1990; Denbow
1984; Dowson 1993; Good 1993; Gordon 1984; Griffin 1984; Hall 1988; Headland and
Headland 1993; Headland and Reid 1989; Hoffman 1984; Ichikawa 1993; Kent 1992;
Layton et al. 1991; Lewis-Williams 1984; Lukacs 1990; Pederson and Woehle 1988;
Sandbukt 1988; Speth 1991b; van der Sluys 1993; Widlok 1993; Wilmsen 1989).
Pastoralism represents a continuum of socioeconomic systems that range from
sedentary animal husbandry to mobile extensive pastoralism (properly termed
nomadism) (Khazanov 1994:16; e.g., Bonte and Galaty 1991:6; Johnson 1969:12).
For the present purposes a pastoralist is defined as, “...any person whose subsistence
depends directly or indirectly on the grazing of animals on native pastures” (Gilles and
Gefu 1990:100).
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the degree) to which they utilise other than livestock, and the
periodicities of this non-pastoral exploitation (N. Dyson-Hudson
1972a:16-17).
Previous discussions of the socioeconomic link between pastoralists and
the outside world most commonly present this link as a relationship only with
agriculturalists; however, in the absence of agriculturalists, pastoralists
instead tend to be dependent on hunting, fishing, and gathering (Khazanov
1994:41-42). For example, Ingold (1980:16) suggested that, “[w]e cannot...
comprehend reindeer-hunting or pastoral economies in isolation from the
maritime adaptations with which they may be intim ately related.” However,
Ingold did not develop this argum ent much further (cf. Ingold 1980:205, 215).
Fortunately, however, V ainshtein (1980:166, 184, 192-194), among others,
•suggested that hunting, fishing, and gathering were all critical to the diet of
reindeer herders during the late nineteenth and early tw entieth centuries.13
Likewise, Birket-Smith (1965:143) suggested that, “many reindeer nomads
[read pastoralists] rem ain hunters to just as great an extent as they are
herdsmen.” In addition, Krupnik (1993:108), with respect to Eurasian reindeer
herders of the early tw entieth century (Chukchi and Nenets), suggested that,
...reindeer husbandry sufficed to meet only 40 to 70 percent of the
nomad’s annual food consumption norm. In th at case, food
products from hunting, fishing, gathering, and trading became a
vital necessity.
Krupnik also suggested that western foods, such as flour and sugar,
were also im portant to the economy of some Eurasian reindeer pastoralists
(1993:119-120, 122). Furtherm ore, he observed th at when pastoralists were
not situated in an area to trade with coastal sea mam mal hunters, the
13

See Birket-Smith (1965:128, 136, 137, 143), Bogoras (1904-09), Gurvich (1994:311
314), Johnson (1969:2-4), Khazanov (1994:19, 41-42), Krupnik (1993:87-122, 176
177), Kvist (1991), Sverdrup (1978:104), and Wheelersburg (1991) for similar
suggestions.
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pastoralists themselves engaged in hunting, fishing, and gathering to acquire
the necessary resources (Krupnik 1993:121-122). Therefore, one can conclude
that previous generalizations concerning the socioeconomic dependency of
pastoralism on agricultural economies should be modified to include an
alternative relationship with foraging-based (i.e., food-extracting vs. foodproducing) economies, particularly in the circumpolar regions.
The conclusion th at reindeer herding pastoralists co-existed with their
hunting and gathering neighbors suggests th at hunter-gatherer societies were
capable of interacting with food-producers without destroying their own
cultural integrity. In other words, culture change does not take place simply as
a result of culture contact, but rather through the incorporation of new ideas
and technologies into cultural practice. Therefore, to investigate the effects of
reindeer introduction, for example, it is important to understand how reindeer
herding was incorporated into Inupiaq practice. However, before it is possible
to evaluate the effects of culture change it is necessary to have a general
understanding of the cultural logic through which culture change is determined;
to this end, Chapter 2 provides a brief ethnographic review of Inupiaq culture
and society.
The interaction between pastoralists and non-pastoralists is a general
characteristic of pastoral societies. The non-pastoralist society is generally
more sedentary than the pastoralist, especially in relation to agriculturalists,
but also with respect to the more sedentary coastal sea m am m al hunters and
fishers of the arctic and subarctic regions.14 The relationship between the
pastoral and more sedentary economic systems is a crucial variable in
positioning a particular group along the pastoral continuum. For example, at
the more specialized end of the pastoral continuum, nomads are more
dependent on the non-pastoral, more sedentary world, despite their more
intensive dedication to pastoral production (Khazanov 1994:xxxi). This
14 See Cassell’s (1988) article entitled, “Farmers of the Northern Ice’: Relations of
Production in the Traditional North Alaskan Inupiat Whale Hunt” for a discussion
wherein Cassell suggests that, “the subsistence dichotomy between agriculturalists
and hunter-gatherers may in some instances be valid only at a relatively minor level of
analysis” (1988:90).
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dependency among nomads is generally manifest in trade, tribute, or exchange
with non-pastoralists. However, when one moves along the pastoral
continuum to “less-specialized” pastoralists, their economies are more
diversified. In these cases a greater range of subsistence goods are acquired
through direct participation in agriculture, hunting, fishing, and/or gathering
(e.g., Galaty and Johnson 1990:2; Johnson 1969:16-17). These systems are
commonly classified as “semi-nomadic” (Johnson 1969:16-17). It is important
to note, however, that,
While groups located at any point on this conceptual continuum
might represent a stable adjustment, the adjustm ent should be
viewed as a dynamic one that allows a group to move from point
to point along the continuum as conditions change.... Thus, at the
sedentary end of the continuum some groups are always dropping
out of nomadism [read pastoralism] and becoming sedentary (the
dominant process today) while other groups are increasing the
size of their flocks and becoming more nomadic (Johnson
1969:17).
Therefore, the socioeconomic relationship between reindeer pastoralists
and neighboring hunter-gatherers is dynamic. Interactions between herders
and hunter-gatherers range from simple reciprocal exchange to direct
participation in the other’s cultural practices. In other words, some herders
and hunter-gatherers might simply exchange their respective products and
continue in their respective activities, while others abandon their customary
routine to pursue herding or hunting and gathering, respectively. Changes to
the respective cultural logics are most likely to occur under the latter
conditions, for example, when a hunter-gatherer leaves the coast to pursue
reindeer herding.
The above discussion suggests that there is a continuous bidirectional
flow of individuals between pastoral and non-pastoral modes of production.
However, the processes whereby a hunter-gatherer cultural logic is changed to
reflect a pastoral logic, for instance, remain unclear. As stated previously,
Sahlins (1985) and Bourdieu (1977) suggest that culture change proceeds
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slowly as new concepts and technologies are evaluated through a particular
society’s cultural logic and subsequently incorporated into cultural practice.
Ingold (1980), while addressing the cultural evolution of reindeer pastoralists
from hunter-gatherers rather than culture change as a result of socioeconomic
interaction, suggests that the transition to reindeer pastoralism is associated
with fundamental changes to hunter-gatherer cultural logic. These changes
affect the nature of the relationship hum ans have with each other, as well as
the animals and the land. Changes in the distribution of resources and
property relations are the key variables of interest to this study.
The transition from hunting and gathering to pastoralism involves a
shift from a principle of sharing wild anim al resources among community
members to a principle of the accumulation and hoarding of privately-owned
animal resources. In the words of Ingold,
Whereas the hunter of distinction bestows his kills liberally
amongst an unrestricted following, the prominent pastoralist
accumulates wealth in isolation, surrounded at most by his
closest kin and assistants (Ingold 1980:168-169).
Of course, related to this transition is a shift in property relations and
the relationship between hum ans and anim al resources. Among hunters,
access to wild anim als is open to everyone and resources distributed based
upon the hunter’s appropriation of the anim al at the time of its death. Pastoral
anim als, on the other hand, are appropriated at the animal’s birth such th a t
access to these resources is restricted through private ownership.
The implications of this approach are varied. The introduction of
reindeer herding among the Alaska Inupiat of the Bering S trait region w as
evaluated through a hunter-gatherer cultural logic. This logic is based on the
principles of common access to an im als and land and the sharing of productive
resources among members of the society. The transition of Inupiaq huntergatherers to reindeer pastoralists should be accompanied by a corresponding
change in Inupiaq relations to each other and the pastoral animals. We would
expect sharing to be replaced by stinginess and the hoarding of resources, and
com m on access to hunted anim als to be replaced by restricted access to
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privately-owned pastoral stock. Common access to land should be maintained,
although the dependence on access to pastures for pastoral production might
lead to competition among herders.
The degree to which reindeer herding was incorporated into Inupiaq
cultural practice will provide the information necessary to evaluate the effects
of reindeer introduction on Inupiaq culture and society as well as to evaluate
whether Inupiaq reindeer herders successfully made the transition from
hunter-gathering to reindeer pastoralism (see Chapter 8).
LITERATURE REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
Previous discussions of reindeer introduction into Alaska have been so
extensive th a t it is almost impossible to enumerate them. These discussions
have not been confined to a particular discipline or approach. For example,
Alaska reindeer herding has been studied by plant and animal biologists,
natural resource managers, anthropologists, historians, ethnohistorians,
economists, soil scientists, food scientists, veterinarians, journalists,
adventurers, school teachers, librarians, and missionaries. The references
cited section of this dissertation, however, contains many sources of interest to
anthropologists, historians, and individuals generally interested in the Alaskan
reindeer industry. Included are references to selected archival documents in
the Alaska Reindeer Service Records of the U. S. National Archives,
Anchorage, as well as some oral history transcripts from the Eskimo Heritage
Foundation and the Shared Beringian Heritage Program representing
im portant contributions to an understanding of Alaska Native reindeer
herding. Furthermore, many individual contributions in Sheldon Jackson’s
sixteen annual reindeer reports and some newspaper articles are also included.
Additional sources on Alaskan reindeer herding are listed, but are not
necessary for this dissertation.
Much of the literature on Alaskan reindeer herding deals superficially
with telling the story of reindeer introduction, noteworthy historical events
such as the various reindeer drives and relief expeditions, as well as the various
personalities involved with the adm inistration of Alaska Native reindeer
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herding, such as Sheldon Jackson and W. T. Lopp.15 Alaskan reindeer herding
is also the subject of many discussions relating to game and natural resource
management, meat production and the commercial viability of a reindeer
m arket.16,17 In addition, a few authors have briefly reviewed Alaskan reindeer
15

(e.g., Andrews 1919, 1926, 1935, 1939, 1943, 1944; Anonymous 1912, 1917, 1921,
1923, 1925a, 1925b, 1932, 1933a, 1933b; Basi 1971; Beasley 1912; Bennett 1899;
Bertholf 1899; Boyd 1972; Brevig 1944; Bromberg 1976; Brooks 1984, 1991; Brosius
1906; Bunnell 1929; Butler and Dale 1957; Cameron 1905; Cantwell 1893a, 1893b;
Cocke and Cocke 1983; De Leonardis 1959; Doe 1930; Dufresne 1924; Engerman
1984; Evans 1935a, 1935b; Fawcett 1907; Findley 1968; Gambell 1947; Geare 1911;
Gilman 1911, 1924; Gist et al. 1930:175-188; Graham 1971; Greely 1925; Hader
1959; Hawkes 1913; Hedlin 1961; Hickman 1905; Hinckley 1961, 1966; Keeler 1962;
Kemdt 1990; Kjellmann 1900; Lazell 1960; LeBourdais 1926; G. Lomen 1920; Lopp
1898, 1924, 1936; Lund 1974; Marchon 1907; Mason 1992; L. Miller 1935;
Morlander 1936, 1939; Murray 1988; Nixon 1982; Northup 1936; Olson 1970;
Pedrose 1920; Postell 1990; Rainey 1941; Rapaport 1955; Redmyer 1951; Rood 1942;
Scotter 1972, 1978; Seeman 1933; Shaw 1965; Sims and Murtha 1983; J. Smith
1924; K. Smith 1910; Sonnenfeld 1959; Stewart 1908; Thomas 1940; Tobin 1945;
Townsend 1910; Underwood 1912, 1913; Ward 1955, 1956; Weiss 1941; Widstead
1912; Wilbur 1933; Wilson 1975, 1980; Zeh 1911, 1913).
16 (e.g., Adams and Robus 1981, 1983; Anonymous 1937, 1960, 1979; Arnold et al.
1941; Arobio 1979, 1981; Arobio et al. 1979; Barry 1995; Blodgett et al. 1993; Brady
1968; Calista Professional Services, Inc. 1984; Cameron 1972; Cao 1995; Chetkiewicz
1993; Chetkiewicz and Renecker 1994; Chetkiewicz et al. 1992; Clarke and Dieterich
1990; Collins 1985, 1987; Collins and Smith 1989, 1991; Conover 1985; J. Dieterich
1989; R. Dieterich 1977, 1985, 1986, 1989, 1991a, 1991b; Dieterich and Morton
1990; Dudley-Rowley 1983; Epps 1987; Gazaway and Nygard 1963; George et al.
1977; Greenburg 1984; Greenburg et al. 1990; Hadwen 1932; Hadwen and Palmer
1922; Hanson 1952; Hirsch et al. 1959, 1960; Iudin 1979; Jermunson 1991; Joint
Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska 1974; Johnson and
Jorgenson 1963; Karter 1982; Karter and Dieterich 1989; Kemdt 1990; Klein 1959,
1964, 1965, 1967a, 1967b, 1968, 1970, 1980a, 1980b, 1981, 1983; Lipps 1936;
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herding in the course of inventorying cultural resources for the purposes of
public lands management (e.g., Graum an 1977; Koutsky 1981; Williss 1986).
Most all of these studies, however, sire generally limited to broad overviews of
the history of Alaskan reindeer herding and are not problem-oriented scientific
investigations. In addition, the influence of the Saami on Alaskan reindeer
herding has received particular attention in recent literature (e.g., Beach 1986,
1990; Plaskett 1984; Vorren 1994), giving the impression th at Alaska Natives
were not important players in the history of Alaskan reindeer herding, which is
certainly not the case for the Bering Strait region of the Seward Peninsula.
Most discussions of Alaskan reindeer herding are cursory in nature and
typically rely heavily upon Dr. Rev. Sheldon Jackson’s Annual Reports on the
Introduction of Domesticated Reindeer into Alaska (see Jackson 1890a, 1890b,
1891, 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898a, 1898b, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903,
1904, 1905, 1906, 1908). Although Jackson’s reports are perhaps the single
most valuable set of published sources on the development of Alaskan reindeer
herding during its first two decades, they provide limited information on the
effects of reindeer introduction from an indigenous perspective. This is due, in
Lomen 1919, 1954; Luick 1973, 1974, 1976, 1978a, 1978b, 1978c, 1979a, 1979b,
1979c, 1980).
(Mason 1992; McIntyre et al. n.d.; Melchoir 1979; Melchoir (ed.) 1974; Naylor et al.
1980; Noble 1977; Nodler et al. 1978; Nygard et al. 1961, 1963; Palmer 1926a,
1926b, 1929, 1936, 1944a, 1944b, 1945a, 1945b; Palmer and Rouse 1945; Parker et
al. 1972; Patterson 1972, 1974; Pegau 1968a, 1968b, 1970a, 1970b; Racine 1977,
1979; Rausch 1963; Reindeer Herders Association 1979, 1980; Renecker 1990, 1991,
1992; Renecker and Blake 1992; Renecker and Chetkiewicz 1993; Renecker et al.
1992; Ringberg et al. 1979; Robertson 1970; Scheffer 1951; Scotter 1989; Seeman
1933; J. Smith 1924; M. Snodgrass 1968; R. Snodgrass 1974; Sonnenfeld 1959;
Stahmann 1991; Stanford Research Institute 1969; State of Alaska 1973; Stern et al.
1977; Stimmelmayr 1994; Sveinbjomsson 1987; J. Swanson 1985; J. Swanson et al.
1984; R. Swanson 1994; R. Swanson and Penfield 1991, 1992; R. Swanson et al.
1990, 1994; Thomas and Arobio 1983; Thomas et al. 1983; Thompson and Dieterich
1990; Thompson et al. 1992; Tomany 1993; Wilson 1975; Wolfe and Pete 1984; Wong
1991; Workman et al. 1991; Wright 1979).
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part, to the fact th at most of th e views expressed were those of non-Natives
involved in the administration of reindeer herding. These reports are also
generally secondary sources compiled from the annual reports and
correspondences of various personnel stationed across Alaska. In fact, only a
limited number of primary m aterials were published in Jackson’s volumes, and
then only as appendices.
The data provided in Jackson’s reports focus on quantifying the number
of reindeer in Alaska and dem onstrating the success of the industry in
assimilating Alaska Natives into Euroamerican society. For example, these
reports provide information as to how much money was earned by the herders
through the sale of reindeer products within the m arket economy.
Unfortunately, however, little to no interest was taken in the day to day effects
of reindeer on the herders’ domestic economy or the local village economy.
Furthermore, relatively few first-hand accounts from Alaska Native reindeer
herders are found in the literature (e.g., Ahmasuk 1979; Ailak 1979; Aukongak
1979; Barr 1979; Bodfish 1991; Gray 1989; Kaloke 1979a, 1979b; Karmun
1925-30; Seveck 1973).
Much of the literature is rooted in assimilationist and developmental
rhetoric and can be briefly summarized. These perspectives dramatically
affected the nature of w ritten discourse as non-Native authors often
interpreted their observations as representing transculturation, where new
ideas from western society w ere believed to have replaced those from the
indigenous society. Too often western writers engaged in speculation
concerning transculturative processes rather than acknowledging the
possibility that seemingly foreign items and concepts could have been
incorporated without sweeping destructive effects on indigenous philosophy (cf.
Sahlins 1985).
Many texts on Alaskan history have indicated th at reindeer introduction
was not successful (e.g., G raham 1971; Graum an 1977:77-78; Ingstad
1954:92-93; Koutsky 1981:48; Oswalt 1963:47; Spencer 1959:364; Styles
1907; VanStone 1962:26-27); however, w hat is actually m eant by success is
either unclear or unspecified. As a result it is difficult to evaluate the effects of
reindeer introduction on indigenous society based on these sources due to the
various perspectives represented. Two general uses of the term “success” can
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be elicited from the literature. One involves optimizing herd productivity and
emerges from the perspective of Euroamerican stock ranching (e.g., Gilles and
Gefu 1990). The other differs from the first in that its use is more sociological
or cultural and includes such parameters as per capita involvement in herding
and reindeer ownership, relative contribution to subsistence, relative intensity
of herding (i.e., close herding vs. open herding18), and the development of a
pastoral world view. In many cases Inupiaq herding received a poor evaluation
regardless of the param eters evaluated. This is due to a variety of features
th at were assumed to be unique characteristics of Alaskan reindeer herding.
For instance, it was generally perceived that Inupiaq herders failed to
maximize the productivity of their herds, and therefore the industry
represented an example of poorly managed business. For example, Robertson
stated that,
.
Herders in many instances have been interested in raising only
enough reindeer to satisfy their consumption need whether for
wage-meat payment, barter, or cash sales. This has directly
affected the am ount of effort th at was given to improvement of
the herd (Robertson 1970:6).
In addition, reindeer introduction is viewed as unsuccessful because
reindeer herding did not become the primary occupation and primary means of
subsistence for the entire Inupiaq population of Alaska, as only a portion of
Inupiaq society participated in reindeer herding (e.g., Beach 1990:273-274).
Furthermore, Alaska Native reindeer herding received poor evaluations
because reindeer herding was believed to have failed to become an im portant
ideological component within Inupiaq society after introduction, as it did not
become p art of Inupiaq religion or cosmology. Finally, determinations of the
failure of Inupiat reindeer herding were often based on the catastrophic decline
Close herding is a concept describing intensive herding where the pastoralists live
directly with their herds. Open herding is characterized by relatively free grazing of
the herds with minimal herding and a discrete residential location away from the
herd.
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in the reindeer population in the late 193 Os-early 1940s and the failure of
herders to live with their herds after the late 1920s. However, these criteria,
for the most part, are not unique to Inupiaq reindeer herding; actually, they
represent the dynamic processes th at characterize pastoral societies. For this
reason these propositions are rejected.
Critique of the Reindeer Introduction Model
Often reindeer herding was not incorporated into Inupiaq society in the
m anner desired by many government representatives. In short, reindeer
introduction was deemed successful when herding was incorporated into
Inupiaq society such that it represented assimilation into Euroamerican
society. In contrast, reindeer introduction was considered unsuccessful when it
did not result in further enculturation of the herders and their families into
Euroamerican society. As one might guess then, the literature is replete with
contradictions regarding the success of reindeer introduction.
Determinations of the success or failure of reindeer introduction is
primarily of interest to those concerned w ith social engineering and economic
development. Local administrators of the reindeer introduction program based
their evaluations of success on their day-to-day experiences rather than a
systematic and centrally-organized appraisal of the social program. The
perceived goal was to assimilate Alaska Natives into Euroamerican society;
however, the mechanism by which this was to occur was more complicated
than the administration cared to acknowledge. Today, when we look back to
the perceptions of Jackson and his followers, their approach to inducing change
within Inupiaq society is seen as particularly naive. However, we can not find
Jackson totally at fault as his policies reflect the social understandings of his
tim e. Nevertheless, Alaska Natives were supposed to become assimilated into
Euroamerican society as a direct result of being transformed first from huntergatherers to pastoralists, and then, secondly, assimilation into Euroamerican
society was to follow directly from the process of becoming a food producer.
Considering that this was the mechanism whereby reindeer introduction
was to transform Alaska Natives into “civilized” members of Euroamerican
society, it is no wonder that there was such frustration among those
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administrators in the villages. For example, Elizabeth and Earle Forrest, while
serving as school teachers and the local reindeer superintendents in the village
of Wainwright in the mid-1910’s, reported, “...And we, in the midst of
attem pting overnight to transform the Eskimos from hunters to pastoral
nomads—all for their own good, of course—felt nothing but impatience,
weariness and often deep discouragement” (Forrest 1937:46). Such frustration
was common among school teachers and missionaries who served as local
reindeer superintendents throughout northwestern Alaska; to them reindeer
introduction was a program in social engineering.
To the Inupiat, however, reindeer introduction did not represent a
philosophical revolution that would change the future of their race, but rather
represented an alternative, or at the very least, supplem ental m eans of
subsistence. It was not expected to change the very fabric of Inupiaq life as
many non-Natives desired. Considerations of the Inupiaq perspective,
however, did not play much importance in the historical representation of
Inupiaq reindeer herding, as suggested above (see also C hapter 4).
As the preceding quotation from the Forrests illustrated, many
administrators of the reindeer introduction program became discouraged,
impatient, and weary at the progress of the transform ation of Inupiaq huntergatherers to pastoral nomads. This frustration arose out of the nineteenth
century understanding of unilineal evolution, where societies passed from one
stage systematically to another until they ultimately ended up becoming
civilized. The reindeer introduction program represented an instance of applied
unilineal evolutionary thinking. Once provided with access to food production,
the hunting and gathering Inupiat were supposed to advance serially from a
lower stage to a higher stage of civilization. Once they advanced one step up
the metaphorical ladder and became producers of food rath er than simple food
extractors, they w ere then ready to advance another step up where they could
become, theoretically, civilized.
The frustration felt by administrators concerned w ith reindeer
introduction also resulted from a failure to understand the nature of pastoral
societies. Pastoralism was believed to represent the salvation of the Inupiat
from their dependence on variable and unpredictable natural resources. For
example, Forrest stated,
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“We had brought north with us an enthusiasm for this wise
provision of the government in caring for the future of the Eskimo
race. By bringing reindeer from Siberia and distributing them
through Alaska, we felt th at Uncle Sam had taken out a form of
life insurance policy which the Eskimos m ust be made to accept
and appreciate. No more periods of starvation when ice
conditions were wrong for killing seal. If they took proper care of
their herds, selected the best deer for propagation, herded them on
good pasture, there would always be meat for the butchering.
Always there would be warm deerskins for winter clothing, boots,
and mittens and parkas; for sleeping-bags and mattresses. Why
couldn’t they see this—share our enthusiasm for the
government’s foresight?” (Forrest 1937:44).
The individuals responsible for the administration of reindeer
introduction believed that the transition from the Inupiaq hunting and
gathering way of life to one focused upon animal husbandly would proceed w ith
relative ease as long as the new Inupiaq herders cared for their reindeer
properly, selected the best anim als for breeding, and kept the reindeer on good
pastures. This certainly sounded simple enough. However, this formulaic
vision of the transformation to pastoralism was far from pragmatic. It fell
apart as soon as one asked various adm inistrators to define proper care,
identify how to select the best anim als for breeding, and identify how to
determ ine whether a particular range provided good pasturage. These
questions would have been answered differently depending upon which
adm inistrato r was questioned as the central administration had difficulty in
getting their local agents to m aintain standardized principles of reindeer
husbandry and herding in the remote villages and reindeer camps found
throughout western Alaska. Local a dm inistrators used their own individual
experiences to oversee the transition to pastoralism, which, in turn, resulted in
variable administrative influence from one Inupiaq herd to the next (see
discussion in Chapter 4).
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While local administrators referred to the benefits of pastoral food
production over that of hunting and gathering, few truly understood what it
m eant to be a pastoralist. Pastoralism was idealized by the adm inistrato rs of
Alaskan reindeer herding based on limited knowledge of fully nomadic reindeer
pastoralism as practiced by the Saam i reindeer herders of Fennoscandia (e.g.,
northern Norway). Pastoral societies were implicitly assumed to represent an
approximation of western society based on the opposition between food
extraction and food production, and a unilinear model of cultural evolution.
Based on the available information regarding pastoralism, pastoral dependence
on neighboring agriculturalists and hunter-gatherers was undocumented; one
was either a hunter-gatherer or a pastoralist, and there was nothing in
between. By becoming pastoralists Inupiat were believed to advance a step
further toward civilization because they would become self-sufficient.
Pastoralism was seen as a superior livelihood because it was perceived to be
stable and unaffected by resource fluctuations. However, our understanding of
pastoralism at the end of the tw entieth century suggests that pastoralists also
experience fluctuations in resources (e.g., Kvist and Wheelersburg 1997:8),
such that the economic stability and predictability of pastoralism which
characterized the propaganda of the reindeer program was fallacious.
W hat was it that the Inupiat were supposed to accept and appreciate
as a result of reindeer introduction? From my experiences and from those
elders with whom I have talked, m ost Inupiat appreciated that Alaskan
reindeer herds provided supplemental sources of meat, especially when
shortfalls from hunting were experienced, or when a sea mammal or fish diet
became monotonous. Likewise, the colorful reindeer hides were highly praised
by the Inupiat for making clothing, and the cash acquired through the sale of
reindeer products provided access to the merchandise of local traders and
retailers as well as to those from Seattle and San Francisco. M any Inupiat
were eager to be more active participants in the m arket economy of the
industrialized world by purchasing material goods for their sod houses and
tents. From this perspective the effects of reindeer introduction were greatly
appreciated. The problem which characterized interpersonal and intercultural
interaction during the period of reindeer introduction was that the perceived
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effects of reindeer introduction often differed between Inupiaq herders and non
Native administrators.
Integral to this critique of the understanding of pastoral societies is the
problem that previous discussions of Alaska Native reindeer herding have
generally dismissed the importance of prior experience th at the Inupiat of the
Bering Strait region had with the reindeer herding industry of Chukotka.
Socioeconomic ties linked Alaska Inupiat with Siberian Yupiit and Chukchi
across the strait such th at at least some Inupiat were already familiar with
reindeer herding activities prior to introduction (see Chapter 3). This is not to
suggest that reindeer introduction did not effect culture change among Alaska’s
indigenous peoples. Instead, the point is that in order to understand the nature
of change associated with reindeer introduction into Alaska, it is im portant to
discuss the emergence of Inupiaq reindeer herding within its proper historical
and anthropological context.
Previous Anthropological Statem ents
Regarding Alaska Native Reindeer Herding
Despite the volum inous literature dealing with Alaskan reindeer herding,
few anthropologically-oriented studies have been conducted.19 In fact,
relatively few anthropologists have discussed Alaskan reindeer herding in any
depth at all (cf. Ellanna and Sherrod 1994; Lantis 1950; Olson 1969a; Stern
1980; Stem et al. 1980). Many simply represent brief characterizations of the
19 (e.g., Anderson 1959:21; Beach 1983, 1985:11-36, 1986, 1990; Birket-Smith
1959:221-222; Bogoras 1904-09; Burch 1975:31-32, 90, 222; Chance 1990:39-45, 54;
Dale 1953:169; Ellanna and Sherrod n.d.; Fitzhugh 1988:193; Foote 1961:52-55;
Gordon 1906:72-73; Hawkes 1913:359-362; Hughes 1960:43-153, 1965; Ingstad
1954:93; Jenness 1962; Koutsky 1981; Krupnik 1993:183; Lantis 1950, 1952, 1954,
1972, 1980; Lucier 1954; Olson 1969a, 1969b:629-635, 1970; Ostermann and
Holtved (eds.) 1952; Oswalt 1963:45-47; Plaskett 1984; Rainey 1941:9-14; Ray 1965,
1975:226-240, 1983b; Sheppard 1983:77-107; Sonnenfeld 1957, 1959; Spencer
1959:364-366, 1984; Stefansson 1939; Stem 1980; Stem et al. 1980; VanStone
1960a, 1962:26-27, 1967, 1984, 1988:179; Vorren 1994).
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historical development of reindeer herding in Alaska or in a particular
community (e.g., Hawkes 1913; Ingstad 1954:93; Ray 1975:226-240;
VanStone 1962:26-27, 1988:179). Only a few studies were conducted dealing
specifically with reindeer herding, and most of those relied principally upon the
historical literature rather than community-based anthropological fieldwork
(e.g., Ray 1965, 1983b). Despite the generally peripheral treatm ent of Alaska
Native reindeer herding in the anthropological literature, however, a number of
statements help to illustrate conventional anthropological understanding of
Alaska Native reindeer herding.
G. B. Gordon, based on his 1905 expedition to Alaska from the
University of Pennsylvania, just thirteen years after initial reindeer
introduction to m ainland Alaska represents the earliest anthropological
statements regarding Alaska Native herding. He stated that,
[I]t is still too early to predict whether or not the experiment of
introducing live reindeer into Alaska will prove ultimately
successful. It would also be rash at present to assume that, in
the event of its proving a success, the Eskimo will be the ones to
profit most thereby (Gordon 1906:73).
Gordon feared th at the Alaska Eskimos were in danger of disappearing
even before reindeer introduction passed through its experimental stage.
However, he predicted that if they did survive,
[T]hey will have become transformed from a race of maritime
hunters to a race of herdsmen. The change will go hard with them
at best, and the issue is extremely doubtful, but in this issue lies,
in my judgm ent, their only hope. The experiment deserves to be
managed w ith care, and in order to guard the interests involved
and anticipate all questions of ownership, it will be necessary for
the governm ent at Washington to exercise the greatest possible
vigilance (Gordon 1906:73).
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It is interesting to note th at 93 years ago Gordon accurately predicted
th at the benefits of reindeer introduction would not necessarily be gained solely
by the Alaska Native people, particularly with respect to ownership. He also
suggested that the federal government had a responsibility to guard the
interests of Alaska Native reindeer herding. His comments are even more
interesting considering that he predicted the conflict between Alaska Native
and non-Native ownership even before non-Natives began owning Alaskan
reindeer and before the collectivization of the reindeer in the mid-1920’s.
Furthermore, Gordon was not overly optimistic concerning the likelihood of
Alaska Natives emerging as reindeer herders. The remaining anthropological
statem ents, while still describing early private reindeer herding (ca. 1895
1923) for the most part, were w ritten after 1940 during the subsequent periods
of collective (mid-1920’s to mid-1940’s) or contemporary reindeer herding (mid1940’s to present).
More than three decades after Gordon’s statem ents, F. G. Rainey said of
early Alaska Native reindeer herding,
Reindeer economy with private ownership of herds which could be
increased by the efforts of an individual and his large family
group, neatly fell into the aboriginal pattern of the western
E skim os’ theory of properly and wealth. In a short time most of
the reindeer were owned by a few wealthy individuals who hired as
herders sons, nephews, uncles, brothers-in-law, sons-in-law, or
other members of their extended family (Rainey 1941:11).
Rainey suggested th at reindeer herding during the Early Private period
had been incorporated into Alaska Native conceptions of property and wealth.
Collective ownership of reindeer during the Collective Herding period, however,
was not compatible with Inupiaq conceptions of property and individual
enterprise in Rainey’s view. He suggested that the continued decline in the
numbers of reindeer in the early 1940’s indicated th at it was the failure of
Alaskan herders to adopt the highly mobile herding system of Saami and
Chukchi nomads (Rainey 1941:12). Problems w ith his evaluation relate to his
assumption that reindeer pastoralism could only exist as nomadism
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representing one point along the pastoral continuum. Clearly, Rainey's focus
on the inland-coastal dichotomy among the Inupiat of Northwest Alaska
contributed to his suggestions th at reindeer herding be used to resurrect this
economic system, especially since he drew a parallel to Nunam iut “nomadism”
or mobility and his idealized conception of reindeer pastoralism. This serves as
a good example of why the term nomadism should not be applied to huntergatherers.20
Margaret Lantis’ 1950 article in the journal Arctic entitled, “The
Reindeer Industry in Alaska,” is the most often cited anthropological reference
on Alaska Native reindeer herding. In it, Lantis described the reindeer fairs of
the 1910’s where competition was encouraged between reindeer herders. She
suggested that, during the Early Private period,
The competitive emphasis on skill, the showing-off of fur clothing
and other fine homemade possessions, the resourcefulness
Pastoralism and nomadism are not interchangeable terms. Nomadism is a distinct
form of pastoralism, such that use of the terms “pastoral” or “pastoralism” are too
imprecise when referring specifically to nomadism (Khazanov 1994:17). Nomadism,
as a type of pastoralism, is sometimes referred to as “pastoral nomadism” to clarify its
distinction from what Kroeber (1947) called “primitive nomadism,” which was a term
inappropriately applied to mobile hunters and gatherers (Khazanov 1994). To confuse
matters more, the term “nomadic” continues to be commonly misused within the
general public as well as the scientific community (particularly among speakers of the
English language) to refer to the “wandering” or mobile nature of foraging and pastoral
societies. This latter usage is misleading as it lumps together societies that otherwise
have too little in common to unite them under a single label. Furthermore, such usage
also takes us far from the origin ad meaning of the word “nomadism,” which has its
roots in the Greek classics and relates to the words nomeus, a herdsman, and nomos,
a pasture (Birket-Smith 1965:175; Khazanov 1994). In addition, some respected
scholars have even suggested that “the very concept of nomadism is poor and
obstructive to analysis” (N. Dyson-Hudson 1972a:23). However, despite this warning,
I will use the term nomadism to represent the theoreticad, most specialized and
developed maximum of the pastoral continuum (e.g., Johnson 1969:12).
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displayed in long travel by reindeer sled across strange country to
reach Igloo—all fitted into the Eskimo system of individual
prestige (Lantis 1950:27).
While recognizing the incorporation of reindeer herding into traditional
conceptions of wealth and prestige, Lantis was not convinced th at reindeer
herding had become integrated into traditional subsistence activities during the
Early Private Herding period. For example, first on her list of the most
im portant discouragements to Alaska Native reindeer herding was the
following:
1. Most Alaskan Eskimo are, in a deep fundamental way, a
shore-dwelling people, their culture adapted to hunting on the sea.
Even many who lived inland most of the year like to be on the
coast at special times. The revolution in their way of life required
by herding a semi-domesticated animal was difficult and
disturbing. For such skilled hunters, herding is boring, confining,
and its rewards too far in the future, as the author of T)aylight
moon’ [see Forrest 1937] has said. Anticipation of the kill keeps
the hunter going through the tedious effort of sitting attentively
by a seal-hole or waiting beside a flaw in the ice. He anticipates
also the fresh seal, his basic food, and muktuk (whale-skin), his
favourite delicacy. When the salmon or herring are running in
east Bering Sea or when the walrus come north along the coast of
the Arctic Ocean, it is asking a lot of the Eskimo to expect him to
disregard family, village, and old habits in order to plod along after
half-wild reindeer (Lantis 1950:31).
Robert F. Spencer,21 based upon his 1952-53 fieldwork at Barrow,
characterized reindeer introduction “as a problem in applied anthropology'’ that
Spencer (1959:364) incorrectly stated that reindeer were introduced to Alaska in 1898.
In fact, reindeer were introduced to mainland Alaska in 1892; reindeer were
introduced to the Barrow area in 1898.
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was a “predictable m istake” (1959:364). However, Spencer acknowledged that
some Inupiat “adjusted successfully to the reindeer economy,” as a result of
the decline in the whalebone industry beginning ca. 1915 (Spencer 1959:364).
He reported that the early years of reindeer herding in Barrow and Wainwright
had been successful, but that herders had difficulty finding apprentices
because of the social isolation of herdsmen on the tundra (1959:364).
Collective herding on the North Slope resulted in a lack of interest in herding
activities, which led Spencer to conclude that, “the reindeer industry is
incompatible with the sedentary economic and social life of the Barrow people”
(Spencer 1959:365-366).
In contrast to Lantis and Spencer, Kaj Birket-Smith in discussing the
introduction of reindeer in to Alaska, suggested that,
To change a pronouncedly hunting people into herdsmen would
seem to be a difficult task, but th at transformation which once
gradually took place under aboriginal conditions on Siberian soil
was successfully achieved by the Americans in Alaska in a very
few years (Birket-Smith 1959:221).
However, Birket-Smith recognized that the commercialization of
reindeer herding associated with the Collective Herding period resulted in the
reduction of Alaska Native owners of reindeer to a “menial class” subordinate
to wealthy trading companies and corporations (1959:221).
In 1960, Charles Hughes provided a review of the development of
reindeer herding on St. Lawrence Island, where reindeer were first imported in
1900. The period from 1900 to 1923 corresponds to the Early Private Herding
period during which time “small perm anent communities centered around the
core of the herd were established at various points on the island” (Hughes
1960:145). Most reindeer herders moved from Gambell and established the
contemporary village of Savoonga (Hughes 1960:146). Although the reindeer
were collectivized in 1923, the pattern of herding changed little; perm anent
herding camps from which herding activities were based continued to be
inhabited by reindeer herders and their families. The collapse of the reindeer
population of St. Lawrence Island in the early 1940’s meant that,
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[The] socially integrative functions of the summer reindeer
handlings was lost, as no comparable social activity emerged to
replace the summer communal reindeer herding activities
(Hughes 1960:147).
W. H. Oswalt’s studies of the Kuskokwim Yupiit conducted between
1950 and 1960 included a brief review of the establishment of the Bethel
mission reindeer herd in 1901 (1963:45-47). By 1915 reindeer herding was
firmly established in the area, however, the herds subsequently ‘'became
increasingly concentrated in the hands of Lapps and white businessmen, while
the Eskimos served mainly as hired herders” (Oswalt 1963:46). The
Kuskokwim River reindeer population crashed in the early 1940’s (Oswalt
1963:47). Oswalt (1963:47) suggested that the failure of reindeer herding on
the Kuskokwim River resulted from the fact th at the Native people were
accustomed to relatively sedentary village life, resisted the social isolation of
camp life, and failed to view reindeer herding as a life-long occupation since it
was only an activity of the young.
Dean Olson investigated the role of reindeer herding as an agent of
culture change through library research and fieldwork conducted between April
and August of 1968 (1969a:ix-x). In contrast to Lantis, Spencer, and Oswalt
cited above, Olson suggested that,
Reindeer production has been fitted to the traditional annual
round of activities, instead of altering these activities, and has not
produced a distinctive group or class in Eskimo society (Olson
1969a:vii).
Olson (1969b:629) also suggested th at most activities associated with
the exploitation of reindeer herding derived their social significance according to
how they articulated with hunting and gathering. Furthermore, he reported
that,
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Similarly, distribution of benefits from reindeer ownership, in the
form of meat or hide products, depends entirely upon networks of
family and communal relations which existed previous to the
introduction of reindeer (Olson 1969b:629).
He noted that a reindeer herder, through pastoral production and control
over the distribution of pastoral products to the village, “ascends in village
prominence” (1969arvii). However, Olson also suggested that, “the pleasures
of ownership are realized mostly in the processing and distribution of reindeer
products...,” which he used, in turn, to suggest that Alaska Native ownership of
reindeer would not survive (1969a:ix; see also 1969b:634).
Reindeer owners are not always men of importance in village
affairs. Nor are they necessarily well liked. Those who have
acquired a reputation for stinginess in paying for labor rendered at
handlings or at butchering time find themselves short of help
when periods of intense activity arise.... This suggests that a
m an’s standing is more dependent upon his realization of his
responsibilities to the village as opposed to his interest in private
benefits from reindeer herd operations (Olson 1969a:117-118).
E. S. Burch, Jr., while having not discussed reindeer herding at any
length, suggested that reindeer introduction, in addition to fur trapping, created
an opposing force to the sedentarization associated w ith the establishment of
perm anent schools, stores, and missions. This conflict continued for several
decades until the Great Depression of the 1930’s, when the fur and reindeer
m arket crashed, which resulted in virtually the complete sedentarization of the
Inupiaq population of Northwest Alaska (Burch 1975:31-32, 90). Burch also
suggested that between 1890 and 1940 there were relatively few affluent
Inupiat in Northwest Alaska, but that,
a few men were in the process of accumulating considerable
capital in the form of domesticated reindeer herds during the
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1920’s and some of them might have become extremely well-to-do
in time (Burch 1975:222).
Therefore, Burch seems to suggest th at reindeer herding was at least
partially incorporated into Inupiaq conceptions of wealth and prestige.
While Dorothy Jean Ray contributed important discussions of the
history of reindeer introduction, she provided few anthropological statem ents
regarding the effects of reindeer introduction on Alaska Native culture and
society. For example, she suggested that reindeer mostly benefited those
Inupiat who had not been walrus hunters (Ray 1975:113). Unfortunately,
however, she provided no farther elaboration of this point and no supporting
evidence for such a generalization.
Richard O. Stem, in his doctoral dissertation, posed and tested the
hypothesis that “reindeer herding will be emphasized under conditions where it
is cost-beneficial to the society” (1980:ii). Stem suggested that, “reindeer
herding has been adopted and integrated into the socioeconomic lives of
Eskimos as both an agent of culture change, and a m irror of the changes
happening as the result of other forces of culture change” (1980:465).
The hypothesis that reindeer herding persists under those
conditions where it is a cost-beneficent part of the subsistence
strategy is supported by the data presented in this study.
Herding is not part of every household’s subsistence strategy, but
herding affects every household because its members purchase
reindeer m eat or may receive tem porary employment in herding
activities throughout the year. It is difficult to separate the
effects of reindeer herding from other acculturative changes in the
social system. The experience of northwest Alaska Eskimos with
reindeer herding is illustrative of the more widespread phenomena
of contact by a technologically sophisticated capitalist society
with an indigenous, subsistence oriented society (Stem 1980:iv).
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Therefore, Stern suggested th at reindeer introduction simply
represented an agent of culture change associated w ith economic
modernization and culture contact.
On the other hand, William Sheppard (1983:100-101) observed th a t in
the Norton Sound area reindeer herding “was closely tied to previous existing
subsistence activities” due to the correspondence of subsistence and herding
sites, as well as distinct settlem ent patterns from th a t of non-Native herding
operations. Sheppard (1983:101) suggested that the more specialized herders
were found closer to the villages where the reindeer administrators were found,
whereas more remote herders combined herding with traditional hunting and
gathering activities.
The Koyuk area, with virtually no supervision until the late
1920’s, showed the most developed integration between
subsistence and herding. This integration, however, may have
been an artifact of the general style of Koyuk area subsistence,
which was particularly well suited to herding because of the
balance between coastal and interior resource use (Sheppard
1983:101).
Sheppard’s observations point out th at reindeer introduction affected
Alaska Natives in variable ways according to previous patterns of subsistence
and land use as well as distance from school and reindeer service
administrators.
In contrast, William Fitzhugh suggested th at reindeer introduction, as
an introduced economy, failed to have more than a local impact. He w ent on to
suggest that,
It seems unlikely th at anything short of Chukchi colonization of
Alaska would have created conditions for success of a practice so
alien to Alaskan tradition and belief (Fitzhugh 1988:193).
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In other words Fitzhugh suggested that Alaska Natives had no
significant prior experience with reindeer herding prior to Jackson’s reindeer
introduction program (cf. Chapter 3).
Norman A. Chance (1990) in his study of Barrow noted that interest in
reindeer herding increased after the decline of the whaling industry. He referred
to the effects of reindeer introduction to illustrate the fundamental changes
that eroded Inupiaq social relations. He stated,
But reindeer herding transformed the people’s relationship with
their environment in that Inupiat herders began utilizing it for the
production of livestock (Chance 1990:54).
Chance saw pastoral production as representing a fundamental change
in Inupiaq society in that reindeer herders gained exclusive rights over the
distribution of pastoral resources, in contrast to the communal access to
resources in hunting and gathering societies (Chance 1990:54; see also Dale
1953:169). On the other hand, Chance also suggested that the lack of a
reindeer meat m arket resulted in reindeer herding becoming viewed “largely as
an extension of their earlier subsistence hunting practices” (Chance 1990:41).
He noted that control of stores initially operated by the reindeer companies
ultimately fell into the hands of a small number of powerful Inupiaq families,
“usually those who had been successful in whaling and reindeer herding”
(Chance 1990:45), suggesting th at reindeer herding was at least partially
incorporated into Inupiaq conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige.
This brief review of anthropological statem ents concerning Alaska
Native reindeer herding represents the general anthropological understanding
of Alaska Native reindeer herding upon which the present study builds.
However, there is disagreement between the sources regarding the effects of
reindeer introduction on Alaska Native culture and society. As a result,
several hypotheses were developed at the beginning of this study that are
addressed in the subsequent chaptersin an attem pt to resolve some of these
contradictions.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY
A variety of methods were used to conduct the research documented in
this dissertation, including those of archaeology, ethnography, and
ethnohistory. Data collected through these means represent various periods
within the history of Alaska Native reindeer herding and various aspects of the
reindeer herding industry. The following section reviews the development of
this study from its origin, and the emergence of my current approach to
Inupiaq reindeer herding presented in this dissertation.
This study began as part of Reindeer Herding Ethnohistory and
Ethnoarchaeology component of the One Man’s Heritage Project which
initiated the Shared Beringian Heritage Program in the sum m er of 1991. The
Shared Beringian Heritage Program is a multidisciplinary, long-term research
project dedicated towards a better understanding of the cultural and natural
history of the Bering Strait region. It was funded by the National P ark Service
and performed in cooperation with various academic institutions, including the
University of Alaska Fairbanks.
In July, 19911 accompanied Dr. Craig Gerlach from the University of
Alaska Fairbanks and a team from the National Park Service to the winter
village of Ublasaun (KTZ-149), the former residence of a group of related
individuals who collectively herded their reindeer on nearby pastures. This site
is located along the coast of the Chukchi Sea between Cape Espenberg and the
village of Shishmaref on northwestern Seward Peninsula in the Bering Land
Bridge National Preserve (see Fig. 1.2). Our objectives were to collect oral
histories associated with this settlement and the family’s reindeer herding
activities. Gideon Kahlook Barr, Sr. (b. 1917; d. 1997), who had lived at this
site as a young boy until it was abandoned in the mid-1920’s, served as a
valuable participating researcher in these efforts. Work conducted during July
of 1991 focused on mapping the site in preparation for excavation during the
summer of 1992, and recording on-site interviews with Mr. Barr.
In September of 19911 accompanied Jeanne Schaaf of the National
Park Service to Shishmaref in order to conduct additional interviews with
Gideon K Barr, Sr.. At this point I was gearing up for a full season of
archaeological excavation and needed to identify which sites were to be
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investigated as well as to collect additional data on the Barr family’s reindeer
herding activities in an attempt to identify specific research problems th at
could be addressed archaeologically. The subject of the One Man’s Heritage
Project was Gideon K. Barr, Sr. and his family, thus sites were chosen based on
their affiliation w ith the Barr family. The interviews that Jeanne and I
conducted with Mr. Barr were my first recorded interviews. This experience
made me realize th at in order to complete this study I needed to start
becoming more fam iliar with the methods of ethnohistory.
During the fall and winter of 1991-92 I concentrated on writing a report
on the ethnohistory of Alaska Native reindeer herding and the introduction of
reindeer into Alaska based on my interviews with Mr. Barr, a review of the
literature on Alaskan reindeer herding, and a brief review of archival m aterials
from the Reindeer Service records housed in the National Archives in
Anchorage, Alaska (see Simon and Gerlach 1992). Through the process of
writing this report I became familiar with the abundance of archival
documents relating to Alaskan reindeer herding. I immediately realized that I
wanted to continue to utilize these rich sources of data in my dissertation
research.
During the summer of 1992, ten weeks were spent in the field conducting
archaeological investigations of several sites related to the activities of the
Barr family during the period that their family owned reindeer. The overall
project was supervised by Dr. Gerlach and was under my field direction. Three
graduate student research assistants, Robin O. Mills, Mary Ann Sweeney, and
Catherine M. Williams, and two undergraduate volunteers, Mary Irving and
Jane Finnell, all from the Department of Anthropology, University of Alaska
Fairbanks participated in the excavations. Dr. Alexander Orekhov of Magadan
also participated in the excavations at Ublasaun (KTZ-149), apparently being
the first Russian archaeologist to work in the Bering Land Bridge National
Preserve. Mr. Paul Nayokpuk of Shishm aref also provided valuable assistance
w ith the excavations at Ublasaun.
Four archaeological sites related to the B arr family were investigated
during the sum m er of 1992. In addition to Ublasaun (KTZ-149) already
mentioned, a sum m er herder’s camp (KTZ-039) and reindeer corral complex
(KTZ-128) was investigated at Nunaghiaq, near Cape Espenberg, as was an
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inland autum n fish camp (KTZ-052, historic component; e.g., Schaaf 1988, Vol.
2) on W hitefish Lake (Nazhvanzhuk ) (See Fig. 1.2). Work at Ublasaun took
place for six weeks and included the complete excavation of two sod houses, one
in which Gideon K. Barr, Sr. lived as a boy and the other a small house in which
lived Gideon’s uncle’s assistant herdsman, Gordon Dimmick. Further
Figure 1.2

Location of Archaeological Sites Investigated in the Summer of
1992.

excavation at KTZ-149 were limited to a few test pits. Archaeological
investigations at the sum m er herder’s camp (KTZ-039) and fishing camp
(KTZ-052-historic) were limited to mapping of surface features and artifacts
and system atic collection of those artifacts. Investigations at the reindeer
corral were sim ilar to those of the summer and fall camp with the exception
th at the entire corral complex was systematically sampled (stratified random )
with a series of two m eter excavation units and each post of the corral w as
mapped. More than 10,000 reindeer bones were collected from the corral,
representing the largest collection of archaeological materials relating to
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reindeer herding in Alaska to date. Metal detector and soil probe surveys were
also conducted at each site in an attem pt to identify the locations of sub
surface trash middens and activity areas with little to no success. A
discussion of the 1992 archaeological investigations is forthcoming (Gerlach
and Simon n.d.; see also Gerlach 1996).
During our summer on the northwestern shore of the Seward Peninsula
we encountered very few Inupiaq people. However, we came to anticipate the
passing by our camp of Fred Goodhope, Jr. (b. 1948) and his crew from
Shishmaref. Mr. Goodhope, while living in Shishmaref, spent a considerable
amount of time in the Espenberg area conducting reindeer herding and
subsistence activities during the Sum m er of 1992. Freddie is one of the two
owners of reindeer in Shishmaref. We came to know him pretty well during the
sum m er and enjoyed hearing his reindeer herding stories and learning of his
family’s past experience with reindeer herding. In fact, Gideon K. Barr, Sr. was
his uncle (MB). He also provided invaluable information regarding the
functional attributes of reindeer corrals based on his personal experience and
what he had learned from his father.
I returned to Shishm a re f in October of 1992 with some of the artifacts
we collected during the summer. Jeanne Schaaf had asked me to come to
Shishm aref to participate in a community laboratory and school program
associated with the Shared Beringian Heritage Program. I lectured on the
history of Shishm aref reindeer herding and the methods of ethnohistory in the
school. I also gave a public lecture about the history of Shishm aref reindeer
herding and together with Jeanne Schaaf spoke about the past summer’s
excavations at Ublasaun (KTZ-149) at the Shishmaref Native Corporation.
During this trip to Shishmaref I began working with Mr. Edgar Ningeulook (b.
1949; d. 1997) who offered to assist me in my interviews with Shishm aref
elders. W ith his assistance I began to interview other elders in the Shishm aref
com m unity about their experiences with reindeer herding. As a result I
became aware of the fact th a t not all Inupiaq families conducted their reindeer
herding activities in the sam e way, which made me curious as to the nature of
that variability.
In addition, I met Mr. Clifford Weyiouanna (b. 1942), the other reindeer
herder in Shishmaref, who immediately offered to take me out to his corral
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where they would begin the fall slaughter as the lagoon ice was finally frozen
enough to travel off the island upon which the village of Shishmaref is located.
Thus, began my ethnographic experience.
I told Mr. Weyiouanna about the past summer's work and he was
particularly interested in our work at KTZ-128, the reindeer corral. He was
very excited by our map of the corral as he believed th at some of the design
elements within that corral would help to eliminate some of the problems he
had in operating his own corral. The corral that we had investigated differed
from that commonly used today. Mr. Weyiouanna noted that despite the fact
that the elders who built this corral were gone, he could still tap into their
experience by observing the way they constructed their reindeer corrals. Being
the president of the Reindeer Herders Association at the time, he felt that all
reindeer herders could benefit from the documentation and description of old
reindeer corrals. As a result he offered to let me stay in his home during the
summer of 1993 when we could travel to some of the old reindeer corrals
around Shishmaref and map them after interviewing some of the Shishmaref
elders to determine where the corrals were located and when and by whom they
had been used. He also told me that his grandfather’s corrals were constructed
in a very different m anner than the one at KTZ-128. Mr. Weyiouanna’s
mother, Elsie Weyiouanna (b. 1920), another of my key informants, informed
me that her father’s reindeer corrals were constructed differently because
them’s was only a small family operation. This indication of family variability
in the m aterial aspects of reindeer herding as well as Mr. Weyiouanna’s
interest in the archaeological documentation of reindeer corrals inspired me.
During my stay in Shishm aref in October and November of 1992 I also
became aw are of the fact that many people in Shishm aref had ties to reindeer
herding in their family’s history. Numerous people asked me why those of us
working on the One Man’s Heritage Project were focusing only on Gideon Barr’s
recollections, when there were other elders in Shishmaref who knew a lot about
reindeer herding. I didn’t have a good answer for them as I too was beginning to
feel too restricted by the guidelines of the project. Based on this trip it became
clear to me that I had to expand my scope to include other Shishm aref families
who had prior experience in herding reindeer. This m eant that I had to work
independently from the National Park Service project.
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When I returned to Fairbanks in November I had much to think about.
I had just spent 10 weeks doing archaeology the previous stammer, and yet was
relatively disappointed in the types of data that had been recovered. With the
exception of the reindeer corral and a piece of a reindeer bell and a fragment of
a reindeer harness part found at the winter herders’ village, there was little
direct evidence of reindeer herding in the archaeological assemblages. How was
I going to articulate the vast quantities of ethnohistorical data with the
archaeological data? In many ways these data were incomparable, at least
with respect to investigating the effects of reindeer introduction on Inupiaq
culture and society. The archaeological data seemed relatively meaningless
without being placed in a broader historical and social context. Furthermore,
considering th at the archaeological data represented only one extended family’s
involvement with reindeer herding and yet I had just learned th at other families
adjusted to reindeer introduction differently than the Barrs, I was at a loss to
try to accomplish my goal of investigating the effects of reindeer introduction
on Inupiaq culture and society. However, a tenable solution was at hand.
In December, 1992 I decided to switch my em phasis from archaeology
to sociocultural anthropology and began studying under the newest addition to
the anthropology facility at UAF, Dr. Peter Schweitzer. As a result I began
taking a suite of courses to fulfill my training as a sociocultural anthropologist,
which resulted in greatly extending the length of my tenure as a graduate
student compared to my original plan. I did not abandon archaeology, however,
as I still planned on conducting an archaeological survey of historic reindeer
corrals in the Shishm aref area during the sum m er of 1993. Based on the
archaeological work conducted during the summer of 1992,1 had learned that
reindeer corrals were the single most im portant sources of archaeological data
directly related to reindeer herding activities. Unfortunately, however, these
data only represent a fraction of the activities associated w ith reindeer herding.
In February of 1993 I was asked by the Reindeer Herders Association in
Nome, Alaska (see Fig. 1.1) to come and give a short presentation on the
archaeological and ethnohistoric research I had conducted to date relating to
Alaska Native reindeer herding. I also spoke about Clifford’s and my plan to
map some other old reindeer corrals during the approaching summer. The
most interest generated by my presentation concerned historic figures relating
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to the number of reindeer in individual herds and the stocking limits imposed on
particular ranges. These figures were on the order of five times greater than
contemporary stocking limits. It became apparent to me th at a num ber of the
reindeer herders themselves were unfamiliar with details of the history of
Alaska Native reindeer herding. Through this experience I realized that I
w anted to m ake sure that a detailed history of Alaska Native reindeer herding
was presented in my dissertation to illustrate the relative differences between
early and contemporary reindeer herding. In order to accomplish this goal I
had to narrow my area of investigation to a single village. Shishm aref was the
logical choice.
When I arrived in Shishmaref in June of 1993 Clifford Weyiouanna
picked me up at the airport and told me th at we were on our way to corral his
reindeer. Thus began a summer of participant observation concerning
contemporary reindeer herding and subsistence activities. After meeting with
the Shishm aref IRA council to discuss my research and receiving their support
and encouragement, I was also able to conduct additional interviews with
Shishm aref elders with the assistance of Edgar Ningeulook (b. 1949, d. 1997),
as well as visit seven old corral locations, three of which I was able to map with
the assistance of Clifford Weyiouanna, his son, Troy Weyiouanna (b. 1983),
and Edgar Ningeulook during the course of the summer. This study of historic
reindeer corrals and the oral history associated with them provided a
framework of the development of Shishm aref reindeer herding (e.g., Simon
1995). I also began to record kinship data in Shishm aref in order to address
the role played by kinship in reindeer herding activities.
After spending June, July, and August of 1993 in Shishmaref, I returned
to Fairbanks where I immersed myself in archival documents relating to
Shishm aref reindeer herding. Despite the voluminous literature dealing with
Alaskan reindeer herding, most discussions rely heavily on the reindeer reports
published by Sheldon Jackson. As stated above, Jackson’s reports provide
only limited information on the effects of reindeer introduction from an
indigenous perspective, and then only through the first decade of the twentieth
century. Fortunately, unpublished school reports w ritten by teachers
stationed in Shishmaref were discovered among the BIA archives covering the
period from 1907 to 1919 (Shishm aref School Records 1907-1919). Although
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representing non-Native perspectives, these reports provide valuable, if
limited, information on the effects of reindeer herding on Inupiaq culture and
society for the two decades following the era of the Jackson reports.
Furtherm ore, reports of the Bureau of Education and their work among Alaska
Natives were published for several years following Jackson’s last report, thus
providing some continuity between Jackson’s tenure and the subsequent era of
rapid distribution of reindeer among Alaska Natives.
The aforementioned reports provide information on Shishm aref reindeer
herding up to the birth dates of a few of the remaining elders in the Shishm aref
community. However, there is generally a gap between data sources in th at
most of the elders had not reached the age of remembering and awareness
before the middle of the 1920’s. Unfortunately, my study was not conducted
20 years earlier, when many of the key participants in the development of
Shishm aref reindeer herding were still alive. Instead, available oral testimony
comes from their children, many of whom were bom in the reindeer camps of
their fathers. These individuals did not have first hand experience in w hat life
was like prior to reindeer coming to Shishmaref. To them reindeer herding was
already a fact of Inupiaq life.
I returned to Shishmaref in April and stayed through May of 1994.
During this trip I continued to participate in modem reindeer herding activities
with a focus on characterizing the juxtaposition of reindeer herding activities
with those of hunting and gathering. I traveled many miles on snowmachine
accompanying Mr. Weyiouanna to his reindeer on the tundra during fawning,
grouping together the herd th at had been dispersed due to the awaking grizzly
bears. Based on my previous fieldwork, I also was interested in characterizing
the role of the reindeer herding in contemporary social relations within the
com m unity, particularly with respect to the role of the reindeer herder. I also
continued to gather kinship data for the Shishmaref community with
particular emphasis on identifying any patterns among reindeer herders and
their families.
I didn’t return to Shishm aref until May of 1995 and stayed through
June. My goals during this trip were to investigate the organization of labor
involved with reindeer herding activities and how it compared w ith th at
involved with hunting bearded seal, the most important annual subsistence
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harvesting of the community. I also was able to expand my investigations of
the social role of the reindeer herder to include his relationship with other
reindeer herders and other communities of the Seward Peninsula. This was
made possible through the unfortunate and tragic loss of Mr. Weyiouanna’s
adopted brother, Michael Weyiouanna (b. 1953; d. 1995) of Brevig Mission,
through the ice in April of 1995. I accompanied the Weyiouannas to Brevig
Mission where we continued to search for Michael’s remains and assisted in the
first reindeer handling to take place in Brevig in ten years. I departed
Shishm aref immediately after assisting in the summer handling of the
Weyiouanna herd to prepare to leave for Chukotka. This was the last
fieldwork conducted in Shishmaref for this project.
For seven weeks during the summer of 1995,1 accompanied Drs. Peter
Schweitzer and Evgeniy Golovko to Chukotka to conduct investigations into
the role th at Chukchi reindeer herding played in contacts between indigenous
peoples of both sides of the Bering Strait as part of Phase 3 of the Traveling
Between Continents project of the Shared Beringian Heritage Program funded
by the National Park Service. Interviews regarding Chukchi reindeer herding
were conducted in Anadyr’, Lorino, Lavrentiia, Uelen, and Inchoun (see Fig.
1.1). My inclusion in the project,
was based on the belief that further understanding of the nature
of reindeer pastoralism in the Bering Strait region would, not only
contribute to the overall historical ethnography of the region but,
also aid in the elaboration of an important feature of the Bering
S trait sphere of interaction, namely th at of the socioeconomic
role of reindeer herding in Bering Strait trade and social contact
(Simon and Schweitzer 1996:6).
While not directly part of my dissertation research, participation in the
Traveling Between Continents project provided me with the opportunity to
focus for a time on the pre-existing relationship between Alaska Inupiat and
Chukchi reindeer herders prior to the introduction of reindeer herding into
Alaska. This relationship helps to inform us why reindeer herding was
incorporated into Inupiaq culture and society. The 1995 Chukotkan research
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resulted in a report to the National Park Service (see Simon and Schweitzer
1996) from which Chapter 3 originated.
SUMMARY
This chapter introduced the reader to the problem of assessing the
effects of reindeer introduction to the Bering Strait Inupiat at the end of the
nineteenth century. The following chapters will support the central thesis of
this study, which asserts that reindeer introduction did not represent the
arrival of an entirely foreign socioeconomic system in Alaska, but rather the
actualization of a system with which the Bering S trait Inupiat had at least
some fam iliarity. Furthermore, this study will also demonstrate th at the
varying extent to which reindeer herding was incorporated into Inupiaq society
suggests th at indigenous societies can change w ithout destroying cultural
integrity or significance to Native identity. This study also suggests that
discussions of cultural continuity are not only possible, but necessary to better
understand Inupiaq culture and society of the tw entieth century.
Reference to the writings of Salhins (1985) and Bourdieu (1977) provided
the theoretical framework with which to investigate the effects of reindeer
introduction on Inupiaq culture and society. In short, cultures are not static
and isolated entities, but are in a constant state of change. Furthermore,
culture change is dealt with according to the cultural logic of the society and
proceeds slowly as new ideas and practices are incorporated into habitual
behavior and concepts and then reproduced in subsequent generations.
Therefore, reindeer introduction in Alaska was evaluated through the huntergatherer cultural logic of the Bering Strait Inupiat.
The preceding discussion of hunter-gatherer and pastoral literature
suggests th a t hunter-gatherers and pastoralists have existed in proximity to
one another and interacted for considerable periods of time, which in turn
suggests th at both hunter-gatherers and pastoralists can interact with one
another without either necessarily losing their cultural integrity. For example,
if pastoral cultural conceptions fail to be incorporated into neighboring huntergatherer cultural practice as a result of culture contact, then the cultural logic
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of the hunter-gatherers will not change to reflect the pastoral influence and
cultural continuity will be maintained.
The literature also suggests that the socioeconomic relationship
between reindeer pastoralists and neighboring hunter-gatherers is dynamic.
Interactions between the two range from simple reciprocal exchange to direct
participation in the other’s cultural practices. Changes to cultural logic are
most likely to occur under the latter conditions, for example, w hen a huntergatherer leaves the coast to pursue reindeer herding. Under these
circumstances the principles of sharing of resources, open access to hunted
resources, and the appropriation of animal resources at the tim e of the
animal’s death associated with hunting will be replaced with the pastoral
principles. This pastoral logic includes the hoarding of pastoral resources,
restricted access to pastoral resources, and their appropriation at the time of
the animal’s birth. When the principles of a hunter-gatherer logic are replaced
by those of a pastoral logic the transformation to pastoralism is considered
complete (see Ingold 1980:168ff). This suggests that if reindeer introduction
resulted in transforming Bering Strait Inupiat into pastoralists then the
principles of a pastoral cultural logic should be evident. Therefore, the main
problem statem ent to be addressed by this study is:
Reindeer introduction among the Bering Strait Inupiat resulted in
the transformation of Inupiaq hunter-gatherers to pastoralists as
evidenced by the replacement of; (a) resource sharing w ith
resource hoarding, (b) open access to resources with restricted
access to resources, and (c) appropriation of resources a t the
animal’s time of death with appropriation at the time of the
animal’s birth.
Several hypotheses were proposed at the beginning of this study based
on the above problem statem ent, a review of the literature, and personal
observations and experiences. These hypotheses are addressed in subsequent
chapters of this dissertation using independent data derived from the northern
Seward Peninsula. Each hypothesis is presented below w ith the chapters in
which it is addressed listed in parentheses. Each hypothesis is subsequently
refuted by data presented in this study.
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HI. Reindeer introduction represented the arrival of an entirely
foreign socioeconomic system in Alaska (Chapter 3).
H2. Reindeer herding failed to be incorporated into traditional
Alaska Native conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige
(Chapters 5, 6, 7).
H3. Reindeer herding failed to be incorporated into traditional
Alaska Native subsistence economy and land use (Chapters 5, 6,
7).
H4. Reindeer herding represented only an agent of culture change
associated with culture contact and economic modernization
(Chapters 5, 6, 7).
H5. Reindeer introduction eroded traditional Alaska Native social
relations through the private ownership of herding resources
(Chapters 5, 6, 7).
Two chapters are noticeable absent in the above listings due to the fact
that neither provides specific data with which to address any of the
aforementioned hypotheses directly. Chapter 2 provides the cultural context
with which to evaluate the processes of transformation to pastoralism
associated with reindeer introduction onto northern Seward Peninsula by
reviewing the natural and social history of the Bering Strait Inupiat. Chapter
4 provides the historical context regarding the government and mission-based
introduction program to promote Inupiaq reindeer herding, primarily from a
non-Native perspective.
Finally, Chapter 8 consists of a review of the findings of this study with
respect to the above listed hypotheses and problem statem ent as well as a
concluding discussion.
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CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW OF THE NATURAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE
NORTHERN SEWARD PE N IN SU L A

INTRODUCTION
This chapter reviews the natural and social history of the northern
Seward Peninsula of the Bering Strait region in order to provide the cultural
context into which reindeer herding was introduced. Prior to the emergence of
reindeer herding on northern Seward Peninsula the region’s inhabitants made
their living through hunting, fishing, and gathering resources. This chapter
discusses Inupiaq social organization, leadership, and the subsistence economy
to provide an understanding of the Inupiaq hunter-gatherer cultural logic. This
background information provides the framework w ith which to evaluate the
influence of pastoral perceptions and practices associated w ith the emergence
of Inupiaq reindeer herding on the hunter-gatherer cultural logic.
This study focuses upon the northern Seward Peninsula of Northwest
Alaska. The northern portion of the Seward Peninsula lies within the larger
region of the Bering Strait which is perhaps foremost recognized as the
westernmost point in mainland North America. At Cape Prince of Wales a
mere 55 miles (ca. 89 km) separates mainland N orth America from mainland
Asia. In the recent past the Bering Strait symbolized a defended border
associated with the Cold W ar which in turn served as an “Ice Curtain”
separating scholars, friends, neighbors, and relatives. At the end of the last
century the Bering Strait proper was an active crossroads of intercontinental
travels for the purposes of economic exchange and visiting friends and family.
Today, the Bering Strait symbolizes the raising of the ice curtain and the
rekindling of former social and economic ties as well as the creation of long
awaited scholarly cooperation and research opportunities.
The Bering Strait represents the former position of the Bering Land
Bridge, extensive portions of which now lie submerged below the waves of the
Bering and Chukchi Seas. As a result, scholarly research conducted in the
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region focuses on a broad range of topics spanning past m illennia and includes
scholars from various disciplines (e.g., Hopkins 1967, 1996; Hopkins et al.
1982). The Shared Beringian Heritage Program has resulted in numerous
reports which outline details of the natural history of the region (see “Beringian
Notes,” Volume 4 (1), August 31, 1995).
The recent contributions by H arritt (1994) and Schaaf (1995, 1996a,
1996b) discuss the culture history of the region. The contact history of the
Bering Strait region has been discussed by Foote (1964), Ray (1975, 1983a),
and Bockstoce (1977a, 1977b, 1986). Unfortunately, relatively little has been
said about the sociocultural history of the specific area addressed by this
study. Below, the reader will find a brief introduction to the northern Seward
Peninsula, particularly the areas surrounding the Inupiaq village of Shishm aref
(.Qigiqtaq) up the coast to Cape Espenberg. Shishmaref, being the only
permanent village in the study area, served as the logistical center of study.
The purpose of this discussion is to provide some background on the natural
and social conditions likely extant at the time of reindeer introduction to the
area, which for the sake of simplicity can be taken as the tu rn of the twentieth
century.
NATURAL HISTORY
The area of interest in this study is the vast coastal plain of the
southern shore of the Chukchi Sea and rolling uplands and volcanic formations
that stretch northeast of Cape Prince of Wales and end at the southern shore
of Kotzebue Sound (see Fig. 1.1). The study area consists of the region
surrounding the village of Shishm aref located on northern Seward Peninsula,
Alaska, approximately 70 miles (113 km) up the coast from Cape Prince of
Wales. Specifically, the study area encompasses the land lying east of the
Nuluk River, w est of the P ish River, a tributary of the N ugnugaluktuk River
(Niglanaqtuuq ), and north of the Kougarok Mountains. The area lies to the
north of the peninsular divide, such that all rivers and stream s drain into either
the Chukchi Sea or Kotzebue Sound. The northernmost portion of the study
area, Cape Espenberg, extends ju st north of the Arctic Circle.
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The region is dominated by tundra vegetation interspersed with isolated
patches of alpine tundra and barren ground. The northern coastal plain, which
in some places m ay be as wide as 25 miles (40 km), is covered w ith thousands
of small lakes and is dominated by moist and wet tundra. The coastal plain is
of low relief and rises up to 60 meters above sea level. Stands of willow, dwarf
birch, and alder are found along waterways, small drainages, and drained lakes
representing the tallest vegetation forms found in the study area. The rolling
uplands rise to elevations approaching 880 meters above sea level. The
Kougarok Mountains and E ar M ountain1 represent the highest topographical
features in the study area (e.g., H arritt 1994; NPS 1985; Schaaf 1988).
The study area contains approximately 120 kilometers of barrier islands
interspersed between a number of channels that provide access to the open
ocean from the lagoons situated between the islands and the mainland.
Approximately 70 kilometers up the coast from the modem site of Shishmaref
the barrier island system ends. The remaining mainland coast extends more
than 50 kilometers to the tip of Cape Espenberg. Along the northw estern
coast of the study area, the vegetation is characterized as sandy seashore
grassland and dune vegetation (NPS 1985).
The modem climate of the study area is a combination of m aritim e and
continental regimes. The influence of marine waters on three sides of the
Seward Peninsula results in a more maritime climate within the study area
when off-shore waters are ice-free, that is generally from m id-June to early
November. W hen off-shore waters are frozen the climate in the study area is
more continental. However, further towards Cape Prince of Wales, where open
water is found relatively close to the mainland, the climate rem ains more
maritime during the winter. This geo-climatic feature results in variable
access to reindeer forage based in part on geographical location and weather.
Based on interviews with Chukchi reindeer herders in 1995, similar conditions
The Inupiaq name for Ear Mountain is Ingighaghik which translates to mean, “a place
where you ask for beseechment” (Kiyutelluk 1976). On the eastern side of the
mountain was the location of a battle that took place between the Shishmaref people
and those of Kawerak (Igloo). Apparently, the Shishmaref people were victorious
despite the pre-war preparations of the Kawerak shaman (Kiyutelluk 1976).
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are found on the Chukchi Peninsula, where autumn, winter, or spring icing
periodically results in massive reindeer casualties because the animals can not
dig through the ice to reach the forage below the encapsulating precipitation
cover (e.g., Collins and Smith 1991). The effects of weather on reindeer
populations can be quite dramatic as the recent loss of more than 10,000
reindeer on the Chukchi Peninsula illustrates.2 Grazing conditions in the
Bering Strait are in stark contrast to those of continental Siberia, where icing
is rarely a limiting factor in the grazing ecology of reindeer.
Although the occurrence of ocean ice creates more continental
conditions, winter temperatures on the northern Seward Peninsula are not as
extreme as those found in Alaska’s Interior regions. Minimum January
tem peratures range from -10° to -20° F, but strong winter winds produce wind
chill tem peratures often -68° to -80° F, and even -100° F. Maximum July
tem peratures are typically in the 50s (° F). Snow fall averages about 40 to 60
inches per year, and summer rains often produce 3 to 4 inches of the average
10 inches of annual precipitation (Koutsky 1981; NPS 1985:20; Swanson et al.
1984:3).
SOCIAL HISTORY
Since the times when w aters rose to cover the Bering Land Bridge and
created the modem landscape, hum ans have left signs of their presence in the
region. Archaeological evidence attests to the concentration of human
settlem ents and resource procurement sites along the Chukchi Sea coast from
Wales to Shishmaref to Cape Espenberg throughout various periods of history.
In contrast, the coast running south from Cape Espenberg to the
Nugnugaluktuk River, called Saniniq3 which means shallow ocean (Burch
1994:409), provides sparse evidence of hum an occupation (Schaaf 1988). This
m ay result from the oral tradition associated with the area. Located at the
2
3

(e.g., New York Times, Nov. 29, 1996, Sec. A, p. 21, col. 5; New York Times, Dec. 24,
1996, Sec. A, p. 4, col. 4).
Saniniq also means “land between two points” (Edgar Ningeulook cited in Fair
1996:112).
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mouth of Sullivan Creek was the home of a beast that enveloped objects.
From an Inupiaq point of view this was an area to be avoided (e.g., Fair
1996:112). Today, this stretch of coast is rarely used by people of the northern
Seward Peninsula also because of difficulties in navigating the shallow waters
of western Kotzebue Sound. Furthermore, people speak of the dangers in
rounding the Cape even with sturdy wooden boats equipped w ith outboard
motors (see also Beechey 1831, Vol. 1:401). Thus, the real focus within the
study area with respect to subsistence activities and land use is along the
Chukchi Sea coast from ju st south of Shishmaref to Cape Espenberg, as well
as the major riverine systems, particularly the Serpentine and Arctic Rivers,
which flow into Shishm aref Inlet (qigiktam imarzua, Barr 1991a).
It is im portant to note th at the study area identified here was arbitrarily
defined based on general patterns of land use and reindeer herd management.
In other words, Inupiaq families and individuals traveled beyond the spatial
limits of this study area. For example, the Barr family also lived in Deering,
Alaska which lies outside the present study area, but is an im portant point of
departure for Espenberg residents. The federal administration of the Barr herd
at Cape Espenberg shifted between Shishmaref and Deering during the first
half of this century. Eventually, however administration of the Cape
Espenberg herd was transferred to Shishmaref.4 In short, then, the study area
corresponds to th at area of land containing reindeer pastures upon which
grazed the herds that were administered from the village of Shishmaref.
With respect to the social landscape, the study area approxim ates the
traditional area of the Tapqaqmiut , as defined by Ray (1967), Burch (1975,
1980) and others (e.g., Burch and Correll 1972; Koutsky 1981; Sobelman
1985). However, the Tapqaq area is a general designation th a t refers to people
The final administrative transfer of the Espenberg herd took place in 1939 when
affairs of the herd moved from Deering to Shishmaref (Briggs 1939a, 1939b; Rood
1939a, 1939b). It is interesting to note that the transfer was initiated in 1937 at the
request of one of my principal instructors, Mr. Gideon K. Barr, Sr. who had recently
married Katherine Eningowuk of Shishmaref. Mr. Barr wanted to move to Shishmaref
and since he was the secretary of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company, he also
wanted to transfer the company’s business affairs to Shishmaref (see Barr 1937).
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living along the straight sandy beach stretching from Cape Prince of Wales to
Cape Espenberg, and is generally not viewed as a designation of group identity
by the present-day Shishmaref people. Furtherm ore, a number of villages
named Tapqaq were found on various straight sandy coasts in the Bering
Strait region, and the term seems to have a more generalized meaning of
people living on the coast than a specific ethnonym (e.g., Ray 1983c:192, 216,
1983d:233-234).
More recent publications have tended to divide the Tapqaqmiut area into
sm aller territories, apparently as previous models are reevaluated. For
example, Ray subsequently divided the Tapqaq region into three separate
“tribes,” namely the Goodhope, Cape Espenberg, and Shishmaref units
(1975:104, 1984). Likewise, Burch (1994) recently reclassified the societal
conditions on the northern Seward Peninsula by distinguishing between two
separate “nations,” the Tapqaghmiut5 and the Pittaghmiut. The difference
between the previous boundaries of the Tapqaq territory and the more recent
boundaries is that the latter does not include the Cape Espenberg area, which
is combined with the western half of his previously defined Southern Kotzebue
Sound territory into a heretofore unrecognized “nation” called the Pittaghm iut
(cf. Burch 1975:11, 1994:4).
The northern Seward Peninsula has not been an area in which intensive
ethnographic research has been conducted. In fact, previous anthropological
discussions of the Shishmaref area have been all but peripheral as more focus
has been centered on the large sea mammal hunters of Cape Prince of Wales,
the Diomedes, King Island, Point Hope, and Point Barrow, etc.. Although
comparatively less studied than the whale and walrus hunters, the caribou
hunters of Kawerak and the Inupiat of the large riverine systems flowing into
Kotzebue Sound have also figured more prominently in the literature than the
Inupiat of the northern Seward Peninsula.
When possible Inupiaq placenames and other terms are written using the orthography
established by the Alaska Native Language Center, however certain characters in the
conventional orthography make word processing difficult, such that variations will be
used instead. For example, the uvular voiced fricative (...g) will be represented by gh
and the velar nasal (’) will be represented by ng.
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The lack of scholarly attention on the northern Seward Peninsula
resulted from a variety of factors, including the emphasis on deconstructing
the stereotypes that originated from earlier investigations among the
Canadian Inuit (see Fienup-Riordan 1990). For example, Dorothy Jean Ray, in
her article entitled “Land Tenure and Polity of the Bering Strait Eskimos,”
responded to the accepted notion that Eskimos had no sense of territory and
that they “could wander wherever they wished because no group claimed land
exclusively, and therefore could not have boundary lines” (Ray 1983e:150).
Similarly, Ray also responded to the notion that all Eskimo societies were
strictly egalitarian and more or less lived under a state of anarchy w ith only
ephemeral contacts between neighboring local groups (Ray 1983e:150-151).
In this respect Ray’s contribution to northern anthropology is clear through
her discussions of territoriality, alliances, boundaries, leadership, and
subsistence economy. Of course, the best evidence to put asunder these
“Eskimo” stereotypes was to be found in the large coastal villages of
Northwest Alaska where sociopolitical organization was perceived to be most
elaborated in order to pursue whales and walrus as opposed to the relatively
more egalitarian organization characteristic of the Shishm aref area (see
Ellanna 1983).
A related factor indicative of the peripheral treatm ent of the northern
Seward Peninsula in previous discussions of Bering Strait and Northwest
Alaska Inupiat is that the traditional subsistence economy of the Shishm aref
area was classified as the “Small Sea Mammal P attern” characterized by
reliance upon “seal, beluga, fish, and caribou” (Ray 1983c:175,1983e:150).
This label was created to contrast with the “W haling Pattern,” which focused
upon the hunting of whales and walrus in addition to seals and fishing, and the
“Caribou Hunting Pattern,” which focused on “caribou, fishing, seal, and
beluga” (Ray 1983c:175). The small sea mam m al pattern appears to
represent a catch-all category of subsistence economy. For example, Ray
(1983c:175) notes th at the Shishmaref-Espenberg area and the Teller area
both represent the small sea mammal pattern. However, from an
ethnographic perspective the lumping together of these two areas is
problematic, as the respective annual cycles of land use, species utilized, and
the proportions of the diet originating from land and sea are significantly
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different from one community to the other (e.g., Conger and Magdanz 1990:i).
likewise, methods of procurement, especially with regards to fishing are also
significantly different. Recently, it was pointed out to me that “those Teller
people always talk about fish, they don’t even talk about uguruk'” apparently,
only a couple of Teller men even go out hunting for uguruk nowadays. I would
like to see more attention paid in future to describing the patterns of variability
within the “Small Sea Mammal Pattern,” especially considering the fact that
this model is being applied by archaeologists in the region (e.g., H arritt 1994).
However, perhaps the most symptomatic evidence of the peripheral
treatm ent of the Shishmaref area in previous anthropological studies is the
fact that the importance of and qualitative difference between bearded seals
and small seals is not recognized. From an Inupiaq perspective bearded seals
are not seals at all; they are uguruk , a category of their own, with numerous
sub-categorizations relating to age, color, quality of the hide, etc. This is a
point th at was made abundantly clear six years ago when I first started my
work in the Shishmaref community. After repeatedly referring to uguruk as
seals an ailing elder finally had enough of constantly correcting the novice
anthropologist. It so aggravated him that I referred to uguruk as seals th at he
eventually lost his temper and while yelling at me, finally made his point clear;
uguruk are NOT seals! It is a mistake I will endeavor not to repeat. Equally
im portant is the fact that there is nothing particularly small about an adult
uguruk. After having struggled with three other strong individuals to drag an
uguruk of about 700 pounds over the ice, closer to the boat for processing, I will
never look at an uguruk as a small sea mammal either.
Inupiaq oral tradition from the study area suggests th at the effects of
“the opposition” alluded to above between large and small sea mammal
hunting on previous anthropological discussions of the region m ay not be
simply a result of anthropological bias. The stretch of coast on the Chukchi
Sea running from the tip of Cape Espenberg (Nuuua ) to the old channel6just to
Conversations with Gideon K. Barr, Sr. indicate that this channel has been filling in
with sand as deposition at Cape Espenberg continues. Skin boat or umiaq travel
through the channel was no longer possible after 1950. It is called Nunaghiaq and
represents where the floating island that was the Cape Espenberg of oral tradition
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the north of the Espenberg River is called Tukutuq (Burch n.d.; see Fig. 1.1).
This is where the infamous and powerful Soolook was killed.
Soolook, one of the three mighty brothers whose heroic activities
dominate the oral tradition, was killed at Tukutuq. The three
brothers, who originated in the Choris area, were individually
powerful, and collectively far too much for any one settlement.
Consequently, their father separated them, sending each to a
different section of Kotzebue Sound. Soolook inhabited the Cape
Espenberg area, and terrorized its inhabitants by demanding and
obtaining furs, skins and anything else that he wanted. They
were forced to acquiesce because of his unusual strength.
However, the people plotted to rid themselves of his greed. When
he visited their camp and requested his accustomed bounty, they
obeyed and gave all that he asked. When he got in his qayaq they
stuffed it with even more furs until he could hardly move, and
then attacked him with spears and bows and arrows. Such was
his strength that Soolook was able to kill a couple of villagers with
a swipe of his paddle, but in the end the people were victorious.
Soolook’s mother reacted with anger when she learned of his
death. A powerful shaman, she took her sealskin m itten and filled
it with soft sand. A west wind came and took the sand from her
m itt across the water, and she sang Ungutkook. a medicine song,
and let the sand drift from the Cape to Clifford Point. Thus she
became attached to land. Unfortunately, however, the literal meaning of nunaghiaq
has been lost, although elders know that it has something to do with the land, nuna.
The reindeer corral which was investigated archaeologically in 1992 was built on the
shore of this channel. As a result of my experience there and because of my friendship
with Edgar Nunaghiaq Ningeulook, I was given Nunaghiaq as my Inupiaq name after
receiving permission from Edgar’s family as it is a family name. Edgar’s MMM
(mother’s mother’s mother) was bom at the channel and thus received its name at her
birth.
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caused the formerly deep waters of the area to become shallow, and
the flats which extend roughly from the course of the Espenberg
River to form. This drove away the black whales, which previously
were to be found in Kotzebue Sound. It was Soolook’s mother’s wish
that the people would henceforth have a more difficult time, as they
were responsible for his death (Burch n.d.; emphasis added; cf.
B arr 1996).

This oral tradition explains the departure of large sea m am m als from
the study area as well as the contemporary land forms of the Cape as, “You
can see from the curve of the spit how the mitten rolled” (B air 1975). Their
departure was a consequence of revenge by a vengeful m other/sham an against
the actions of the people which resulted in the death of her rich and powerful
son. She wanted the people of the northern Seward Peninsula to be without
access to whales so th at life for them would be more difficult. As a result
people in the Espenberg area became more heavily dependent on bearded seals
and caribou them the megafauna of Inupiaq whalers. Here we see an
opposition between the so-called “good life” of the whalers and the more difficult
life of the seal and caribou hunter. This tradition seems to enforce the
distinction between life on northern Seward Peninsula and surrounding areas of
the region and in this sense serves to enforce social solidarity w ithin the study
area.7
Little historical information regarding the Shishm aref area of the
northern Seward Peninsula is found in the literature. Recorded observations of
the Inupiat of this region during early contact with European explorers are
minimal and, as a result, fail to provide information regarding the social
organization of the Inupiat of the area (e.g., Kotzebue 1821, Vol. 1:199-212;
Beechey 1831, Vol. 1:338-342; Choris cited in VanStone 1960b:147-148).
Furthermore, the lack of previous scholarly attention in the area of northern
Seward Peninsula results in the fact that little ethnographic data are available
to characterize Inupiaq culture and society of the late nineteenth and early
Interestingly, no unambiguous evidence of whale hunting has been identified in
archaeological investigations of Cape Espenberg (e.g., Harritt 1994:253).
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twentieth centuries. For this reason the following discussion of Inupiaq social
organization relies heavily upon ethnographic reconstructions from other parts
of Northwest Alaska.
Social Organization
Each Inupiaq territory was associated with a major village, exclusively
occupied territory, and a specific dialect of the Inupiaq language (Ray
1984:285; e.g., Ray 1967). Burch notes th at each territory “was comprised of
a set of relatively autonomous, self-sufficient social segments” (1984:303-304;
e.g., Burch 1975; Burch and Correll 1972). Production and consumption among
the Inupiat was primarily focused on the local family which was sometimes a
large, bilaterally extended family that might include as many as 100
individuals, but more typically consisted of 20 to 30 members subdivided into
two or more domestic family units whose members lived in separate
households. Each local family was headed by an umialik (Burch 1984:304).
These umialiks (umialit, Inupiaq plural) were members of politically effective
factions and, in some places in the Bering Strait region, most notably on King
Island, were closely associated with community or dance houses representing a
corporate group (Bogojavlensky 1969; Bogojavlensky and Fuller 1973). The
role of um ialiks in Inupiaq society will be discussed in more detail below.
Households or domestic families were organized on the basis of primary
residential marriage. A household generally consisted of a husband and at
least one wife, their children, and possibly a number of other relatives, such as
the parent of the husband or one of the wives. Most households consisted of
some type of extended family (Burch 1984:304).
[Marital] unions were sought outside the local group not only to
establish intertribal ties but also to observe incest taboos or rules
of kin exogamy. Kinship was reckoned bilaterally, and residence
on the village level was either matrilocal or patrilocal, or rarely
neolocal (Ray 1984:286).
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Two forms of marriage have been identified in the Bering S trait region,
primary residential marriage and supplementary marriage. Supplem entary
marriage included both spouse-exchange (Schweitzer 1989) and th e social
bonds that continued between a husband and wife after the dissolution of a
primary residential marriage (Heinrich 1972). As stated above, kinship was
reckoned bilaterally and kinship terminology differentiated between cross
cousins, matrilateral and patrilateral parallel cousins. Siblings were
differentiated according to age and sex and sibling terms could also be applied
to all cousins. Spouses of cousins and of siblings were terminologically equated.
Kinship terminology also differentiated between patrilateral and m atrilateral
aunts and uncles (Heinrich 1963).
The wide range of kin produced through primary marriage,
supplementary marriage, adoption, and continuing ties after
divorce produced a complex interrelatedness of local groups (Ray
1984:287).
The complexity of kinship reckoning at the local group level assisted in
the social reproduction and maintenance of the individual tribes (sensu Ray
1975) or societies (sensu Burch 1975, 1980; Burch and Correll 1972).
Intermarriage was frequent among local families within a particular society,
but relatively uncommon between local families of different societies (Burch
1984:304). Thus Burch seems to emphasize group endogamy while Ray
(1984:286), cited above, suggests th at exogamous marriages were sought after
to establish intertribal ties as well as to observe incest taboos or rules of kin
exogamy (e.g., Spencer 1972:111). This apparent contradiction m ay represent
social variability among the Bering Strait Inupiat and those of Kotzebue
Sound. Without further investigations designed specifically to resolve this
question, the contradiction is not easily resolved. However, suffice it to say
that marriage provided the opportunity “to extend the circle of kindred and so
to develop cooperative patterns of interaction and support” (Spencer
1972:111).
Although relatively self-sufficient, the members of different local
families within a society were dependent upon one another for support in times
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of crisis such as famine or warfare. This support was provided through a
network of potentially activated social relations between close relatives,
distant relatives, and neighboring families. Albert Heinrich, during his kinship
studies in the Bering Strait region between 1944-1955, provided an important
characterization of the role of kinship in Inupiaq society and world view. He
summarized the Inupiaq kinship system as follows: “[E]ach individual is the
center of a small concrete kinship structure which in turn is surrounded by a
very extensive contingent structure of potential kinship” (Heinrich 1960:111).
Members of local groups joined together occasionally to conduct the
feasts, dances, ceremonies, and games that were an im portant feature of
Inupiaq life (Burch 1984:304). These social relations of alliance were
formalized through three types of partnerships; (1) the formal partnership
between men of status and substance including spouse-exchange, (2) joking
partnerships between unrelated or distantly related individuals, and (3)
m arriage (Spencer 1972:112).
Intersocietal contacts were im portant features of Inupiaq society
m aintained through formal partnerships between men and women. This was
especially true between coastal and inland groups.
Because sea m am m al oils formed a vital p art of the diet of the
inland caribou hunters, and because clothing, w hether maritime
or inland, was usually of caribou [or reindeer] skins, a trading
interdependence was created (Spencer 1972:112).
Trading partnerships between individuals of different villages were
entirely political, although the symbolic exchange of wives resulted in the
relationship being given a place in kinship terminology (Ray 1984:287; e.g.,
Rasmussen 1932:43). Sum m er trading fairs in N orthw est Alaska, particularly
at Sheshalik in Kotzebue Sound, resulted in th e gathering together of some
2,000 people or more from the various different tribes or societies of Northwest
Alaska. Boat loads of people from the Asian side of the Bering Strait also
attended these fairs.
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Men [and women] sought out their partners, having established
dependable, long-term relations not only on the basis of continuing
trade but also through sexual exchange.... In a situation of
trading, whether across ecological zonal lines, or up and down the
coast or interior river, the partnership formed the basis of
interaction and m utual interdependence. In this sense, it
reflected a quasi-kinship, more important to the individual than
any other social tie, excepting of course those of the family
(Spencer 1972:112-113).
In addition to the private contacts between individual trading partners
during these trade fairs, other activities that took place included intersocietal
feasts, dances, athletic competitions, and exhibitions of sham anistic prowess
(Burch 1984:305).
Smaller versions of these trade fairs were performed from time to time
in the winter, usually between late November and early January. These were
the Messenger Feasts, although specific customs differed from one area to the
next as did the terms used to refer to these events (e.g., Bodfish 1991). They
did not take place annually, but only occurred when resources were abundant.
Messenger Feasts generally involved the members of two local families from
different tribes or societies whose family heads (umialit) were trading partners
(Burch 1984:305; e.g., Spencer 1959:227-229). Furtherm ore, one of the groups
was generally from the coast while the other was from inland (Ray 1975:107,
1984:292; e.g., Rasm ussen 1932:40, 55).
[The Messenger Feast] was originally intended to celebrate a
treaty of peace between two hostile tribes, but has gradually
become a fiiendly reunion and trading feast (E. Neum an
1914:16).
The Messenger Feast required from at least two to three years of
preparation, as a new karigi (community house) had to be built th at was at
least somewhat different in architecture from the previous ones, eagle feathers
had to be collected for use in the headdresses of the umialiks, hundreds of
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flawless ermine skins had to be procured for the decoration of the umialiks’
parkas, and a plentiful supply of food had to be prepared. However, most
importantly a great number of animal skins had to be collected for trading
during the Messenger Feast, which was one of the main purposes for the
gathering (e.g., Giddings 1961; D. Neuman 1914: E. Neuman 1914:16). To
these ends, the umialik or umialiks who wanted to host a Messenger Feast had
to be capable of eliciting the support of his kindred and other fellow villagers in
order to procure the necessary requirements for the Feast (e.g., Ray 1984:292;
Spencer 1972:115). This leads us into a discussion of the role of the umialik in
Inupiaq culture and society.
The Role of the Umialik in Inupiaq Society
Kelly’s report, based on observations aboard the U. S. S. Thetis during
the s\xmmer and fall of 1889, stated that Eskimo leaders competed against one
another in physical fights to vie for control (Kelly 1890:11). In the historical
literature these individuals were often referred to as chiefs, although they are
probably more accurately described as umialiks. An umialik is defined broadly
as skin boat captain, rich m an, trader, and/or leader of a political faction (e.g.,
Bogojavlensky and Fuller 1973; Spencer 1959, 1972).
The culture of the area defines the ideal person as having a
variety of attributes: physical strength, hunting skills, hunting
success, success w ith women, and accumulation of surplus goods,
i.e. wealth. A m an who possessed these traits m ight also have
some supernatural powers, especially in the hunting ritual of
songs and magical objects, but any such was clearly secondary.
The ideal person was bluff, hearty, possessed of humor, and
overtly, a t least, expected to ignore insults and slights from lesser
men. Personality combined with skills produced a m an whom
others were willing to follow (Spencer 1972:114).
Early historical sources suggested that there was a hereditary
component to becoming an umialik (e.g., Kelly 1890; Murdoch 1892:430; D.
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Neuman 1914). For example, Kelly reported that the Inupiat from Point Hope
used to barter whale oil and seal skins for caribou skins and children of the
Inupiat from the Noatak River and Kivalina areas.
A child costs originally about one seal-skin bag of oil, or a suit of
old clothes. If not resold they are brought up in the family
purchasing them to do menial work as soon as able. As they grow
up they are made to believe that their parents were bad people
and that they would have died if they had not been taken in by
their present owners. When grown they are free. Not knowing
any other dialect or having any other home, they stay where they
are and become recognized Tigaras (Kelly 1890:11).
These children grew up as slaves but became free as adults. An umialik
from Point Hope, Owtonowrok, had a boy who he had acquired from the
Noatak. He was so pleased by the fidelity the boy showed him th at he
rewarded the boy by making him an umialik, next in power to himself, of course
(Kelly 1890:11). Such an instance is not really an example of hereditary
leadership, however. In effect, a powerful umialik was able to assist a
classificatory son or other individual in becoming an um ialik through the
sharing of his resource abundance and teaching certain leadership skills by
way of example. However, in the end, it was the qualities of the individual
himself th at made an umialik.
The hunt leader occupied an achieved status; he might, it is true,
have inherited some of the surplus goods with which he might buy
a following, but in general, ability to attract others to his banner
depended on his demonstrated successes. The would-be umealiq
was required to make a tremendous sacrifice of tim e and property
to enlist a crew for whaling expeditions [and other cooperative
activitiesj. This was especially true since he stood on a footing of
competition with other hunt leaders in the same area. But if
sacrifice was necessary to achieve the leadership role, the
rewards were worthwhile. An individual, by becoming a
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recognized umealiq, could assume the most prestigious place
offered by the society (Spencer 1972:114-115).
The role of the umialik was an achieved status which was acquired only
through the demonstrated successes of the individual and the financial support
of his relatives. Individuals associated with the cooperative activities of the
umialik, as a boat captain, communal hunting, or event-leader in the karigi,
were recruited from the umialik’s kindred. However, non-kin were also capable
of being incorporated into the corporate group, especially when they were
particularly skilled. In such cases it was necessary to utilize the mechanisms
of alliance discussed above to create the necessary quasi-kinship relationships
with those from outside the kinship circle (natqua ) in order to secure the
relationship (e.g., Spencer 1972:115-116).
A crew developed its own espirit-de-corps, felt itself the rival of
other crews, was drawn together, worked together, and played
together at all times of the year. It was this sense of solidarity
which a leader sought to instill in his crew. An effective leader,
one with the appropriate personal characteristics, w ith judicious
use of tack, bribery, and presence, was successful in maintaining
the group year after year (Spencer 1972:116).
The main goal of crew development and m aintenance was to create an
effective team th at worked well together. Each m an had his own place and
duties within the collective effort, such th at the specific activity was performed
as if by a well-oiled machine. However, the individuals in these social
relationships, based as they were upon kinship and quasi-kinship, were not
necessarily the only recipients of the communal harvest. Kinship ties
associated with the crew gave way to communal effort. For example,
A point to be stressed in these activities of bringing the whale
ashore and in the celebrations following is th at kinship ties gave
way to communal effort within localities. All participants were
given shares of the meat; the hunt leaders and their crews
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demonstrated their open-handedness by giving freely to kinsmen
and any others present alike (Spencer 1972:117).
In other words, certain activities like whaling, while necessitating
sufficient labor under the leadership of an umialik, are unable to be completed
without the communal effort of at least a portion of the community at large;
for example, the hauling of the whale bodily onto the ice for butchering. In
response, those who assisted the hunting crew(s) with this work received
shares of the bounty. However, umialiks not only shared with those who
assisted them in their work, but were typically known to be generous to many.
Stinginess was (and is) not a preferred Inupiaq value. Generosity in sharing is
vital to the umialik in acquiring prestige (e.g., Dowling 1968, Riches 1984).
An example of the generous nature of umialiks can be taken from the
historic account of one of the last Messenger Feasts to take place between the
Wales and Kawerak Inupiat (e.g., Kakaruk and Oquilluk 1964; D. Neuman
1914; E. Neuman 1914). During the first evening of the Messenger Feast
activities in the host village, all except the wives of the umialiks assembled in
the community house to await the commencement of the evening’s activities.
These activities did not begin until the constellation known to the Inupiaq as
the Reindeer (Ursus major) appeared directly above the ensemble (E. Neuman
1914:17-18).
At the last moment these great women made their appearance
one by one in true aristocratic fashion. As they climbed in [to the
community house], each one dropped a piece of calico, string of
beads or bundle of sinew beside the entrance for anybody who
m ight wish to take them (E. Neum an 1914:18).
With respect to the wealth and generosity displayed and given to
participants in the Messenger Feast, there is a common saying among the
Inupiat that, “Big chief plenty rich before the dance, plenty poor after” (D.
Neum an 1914).
Generosity, however, was not a characteristic shared by all umialiks.
Some liTm'aliks attempted to become the absolute m asters of their people
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through tyranny. For example, an umialik named Owtonowrok from Point
Hope (Tigara) aspired to be an exceedingly wealthy man, but was better known
for his assassinations. Kelly reported that,
For trivial causes, such as losing something or failing to be
prompt in paying tribute, he would sally forth on a shotgun
expedition, and either hold the victim while one of his followers did
the shooting, or shoot while some one else held the man; but
usually he did the holding himself, as he was the most powerful
man of his tribe (Kelly 1890:11).
Owtonowrok was a strong and powerful man. He killed at least five men
and one woman during the course of his life. “He inspired such terror that
every year people left for distant hunting grounds, till it seemed th a t a few
more years of his reign would have seen Tigara depopulated” (Kelly 1890:11).
However, as occurs with tyrannical umialiks, eventually Owtonowrok received
his due. On February 14,1889 he was shot dead by two brothers who had
returned to kill him after being exiled by the autocratic umialik (Kelly 1890:11).
At the time of his death, Owtonowrok had five wives (Kelly 1890:21).
A successful umialik must be a good hunter. To fulfill his social
obligations an umialik must be able to accumulate or procure an abundant
supply of resources. The resources that were available to the Inupiat varied
considerably depending upon the ecology of their home range. The species of
anim als available helped to determine the role of the um ialik as a leader in
resource procurement. For example, open water whaling in skin boats was not
practiced by Inupiat of the Shishm aref area as whales pass through the
Bering Strait far out to sea from the Shishmaref coast. As a result,
Shishmaref area um ialiks were not involved in whaling, unlike m any of the
more widely known Inupiaq societies such as those of Cape Prince of Wales,
Point Hope, and Barrow. Therefore, I will now review the basis of the northern
Seward Peninsula Inupiaq subsistence economy.
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Subsistence Economy
Each society or tribe was characterized by a distinctive annua] cycle of
land use and subsistence production (Burch 1984:304). Subsistence in the
Tapqaq area generally revolved around “small” m arine mammals, the principal
species being bearded seal (uguruk , Inupiat; Erignathus barbatus , Latin), but
also including small seals (e.g., harbor or spotted seal (Phoca larga ), ribbon seal
(Phoca fasciata), and ringed seal (Phoca hispida )), fish, and small game.
Bearded seal continue to be a vital component of northern Seward Peninsula
subsistence today. The major hunt for bearded seal occurs in the spring when
the animals begin their journey northwards. Bearded seals are found along
open leads that typically form approximately 20 miles (ca. 32 km) off the coast
prior to the break-up of ocean ice, after which tim e they are found associated
with grounded ice and floating ice concentrations which they follow north as the
ice breaks up and eventually disappears. As the ice disappears so to do the
bearded seals tend to disappear.
People would start uguruk hunting as soon as a lead would open up.
Sometimes leads would open up only a couple of miles off shore. Spring hunting
was better when the ice was fresh and not too thick. Traditional uguruk
hunting took two forms, individual hunting on the ice and skin boat hunting
with a crew. Hunting on the ice could be accomplished either on foot or with a
dog team and sled. Today, however, most hunters hunt on the ice with
snowmachines pulling sleds.
Alex Weyiouanna, an Inupiaq elder from Shishmaref, told me a story
about how to hunt uguruk on the ice as his grandfather told him. An important
tool was the ice scraucher, which was made of a wooden handle with two
uguruk claws attached to the end; Alex referred to this tool as a type of uguruk
sleeping aid. If a hunter scratched the ice w ith it and im itated the scratching of
the anim als, the uguruk would fall asleep thinking the noise was just another
uguruk scratching a hole through the ice. W ith the uguruk asleep, the hunter
could crawl across the ice on his belly, hiding his body behind a polar bear glove,
and sneak closer and closer to the uguruk scratching along the way to keep it
from waking. But before launching his attack the patient hunter would wait
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for the uguruk to start urinating, then he would get up and strike, as the
uguruk will not run away and dive into the water while it is urinating.
The introduction of the rifle into northwestern Alaska resulted in
remarkable adaptations of traditional hunting methods. For example, a
variant of the above traditional uguruk hunting method involves shooting more
than one uguruk at a time with a rifle. The goal of the method is to shoot the
first animal right on target so that all it does is put it’s head back down as if it
was going back to sleep. The other uguruk will generally just think, “That was
a strange noise, but nobody is going into the water so everything m ust be all
right.” The hunter must wait until they all go back to sleep. Then, when one
raises its head to look around, the hunter has to shoot it right on the neck again
so it just puts its head back down as if it was going back to sleep. Again and
again the hunter does the same thing, and that way he can get them all. Once
Alex Weyiouanna got four uguruk at once using this method.
Whales (e.g., Balaena mysticetus, Delphinaptems leucas, Eschrichtius
robustus) and walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) were not systematically exploited
traditionally, but only were taken opportunistically northeast of Wales,
although oral tradition speaks of Cape Espenberg as having once been an area
in which whaling took place. However, according to oral tradition this was
before the present landform was created (e.g., B arr 1996). When beluga (white
whales) stray near the coast or lagoons within the study area, they are
actively pursued. Beluga were also sometimes driven up the Serpentine River
and killed (Kiyutelluk 1976), however, today beluga are relatively rare visitors
to the Tapqaq coast. Shishm aref elders suggest that the rarity of beluga
today probably results from their avoidance of boat motors, as they seemed to
abandon the Shishm aref stretch of coast around the same time that the first
boat motors were put into use in the area (?ca. 1930?). Occasionally dead
whales are discovered during or shortly after the break-up of the ocean ice.
When a dead whale is spotted excitement rapidly spreads through the village
and attem pts are made to salvage palatable m uktuk from the carcass which
is then distributed throughout the village. Similar activities likely took place in
the pre-modem era. Some Shishm aref people have commented how they do
not like fresh m uktuk, but prefer older muktuk. Similarly, Shishmaref is
known for its preference for thick strips of blubber on their m uktuk compared
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to the small amount of blubber on muktuk from whaling villages such as Point
Hope.
Today, some people engage in regular walrus hunting, but they must
travel far out into the open ocean (ca. 80 km) to encounter this species,
making it a rather dangerous and expensive pursuit. Walrus generally avoid
the shallow waters characterizing the shoals th at stretch from Cape Prince of
Wales to Cape Espenberg, and are therefore found farther out in deep water of
the strait. Traditionally, however, walrus hunting was not a particularly
common activity in the Shishmaref area. Despite this fact, walruses have
been a traditional resource utilized by the Shishmaref and Espenberg Inupiat
throughout living memory. In the spring, after the ice broke up, dead walruses
would wash up onto the shore just as they still do today. Elders report that
even in the days when the Wales Inupiat were still hunting walruses with
harpoons and spears, those that they lost ended up floating onto the shores
along the Tapqaq coast. Although im portant resources to the Shishm aref area
Inupiat, live walruses were found probably just simply too far out into the open
ocean to be a reliable subsistence resource. Furthermore, specialized
navigational knowledge is required in order to pursue walrus this far from the
coast without getting lost.
Uguruk hunting does not necessitate familiarity with the methods of
reading the waves, current, wind, and sky associated with open ocean skin boat
navigation. This is especially problematic when beyond the sight of land as
uguruk hunting, and boating in general, in the Shishmaref area tends to rely on
coastal landmarks for navigation. Along the Tapqaq coast three mountains
were utilized together as “a type of Inupiaq compass.” An Inupiaq hunter or
skin boat crew could determine their location by getting a fix on Avuanaq, a
high landmark near Ikpik, Ear Mountain (Ingighaghik), and/or Devil Mountain
(Ighghizaaq ) (Shishmaref Native Corporation Board 1975; see Figure 2.1; e.g.,
Koutsky 1981). Today, when boating in waters closer to the coast or in the
lagoon system, the Shishmaref Inupiat use smaller landforms to determine
their relative geographic position in a similar fashion. Interestingly, use of this
navigational method predominates over th at of the modern magnetic compass
among present-day Shishmaref hunters.
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Figure 2.1 Inupiaq Compass: Tapqaq Navigational M arkers (after Koutsky
1981).

Arctic ground squirrels (Spermophilus parryi) are also hunted during the
spring. Waterfowl (various species) and Sandhill cranes (Grus canadensis) also
are exploited during their spring migrations to summer nesting areas.
Summer is a period of netting fish, generally salmon (Oncorhyncus spp.)
and whitefish (Coregonus spp.), gathering traditional vegetables and berries
(e.g., willow greens (Salix spp.), sourdock (Rumex archius), and other Eskimo
vegetables,8 salmonberries (Rubus chamaemorus), crowberries (blackberries,
Empetrum nigrum), blueberries (Vaccinium uliginosum), and cranberries

(Vaccinium uitis-idaea)).

Although caribou (Rangifer tarandus) once occupied the study area, they
have been generally absent from the area since the late 19th century. Oral
UAF graduate student, Stacie McIntosh, will conduct an ethnobotanical study in
Shishmaref during the summer of 1998 which will undoubtedly provide valuable
documentation of the use of plants among the Inupiat of northern Seward Peninsula.
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tradition, on the other hand, indicates that caribou were hunted communally
using drive lines that forced the caribou down into lakes, from which they were
dispatched by hunters in their kayaks. Caribou were exploited during their
sum m er migrations into the area when the lakes were unfrozen (e.g., Dale
1953:169; Koutsky 1981:25-27). Drive lines were made of caribou antlers as
large rocks were difficult to come by in the study area in contrast to the broken
lava fields found further to the east.
Several topographic features of the northern Seward Peninsula were
im portant to communal caribou hunting. For example, the lake called
Nalluizhaavik, or “place where you herd or throw caribou” (Kiyutelluk 1976)
had drive lines constructed around it made of caribou antlers stacked into m an
sized piles. Associated with this lake was the look-out site at Killiaq, where,
during the migration, hunters would sit and watch the lake fill w ith caribou.
When they could no longer see more than one half of the lake because the
caribou filling it failed to reflect as much daylight as the open water, the
hunters would descend to the lake where they would launch their cam ouflaged
kayaks as soon as they reached them and did not wait for the other hunters to
arrive. This resulted in a bit of athletic competition being involved w ith the
hunt, although the number of caribou killed by any one hunter was not
im portant as the total catch was divided equally among the participants
(Kiyutelluk 1976).
The distance between the look-out and the lake was considerable.
However, during the intervening walk to the lake, enough of the m igrating herd
passed-by unmolested to insure next season’s hunt, for it was understood as a
fact th at the herd never had a reason to migrate in any other route.
Furthermore, if the leading part of the herd had been utilized, there may have
been a risk of driving the herd back out of the corral and out of the area
(Kiyutelluk 1976). After enough caribou had been killed in Nalluizhaavik, the
carcasses were landed on the narrow strip of land between the lake and the
adjacent lake called Amaghuaghviaqsh.uk, which means, “a place to do back
packing towards” (Kiyutelluk 1976; e.g., Koutsky 1981). Here they were
butchered and then transported across Amaghuaghviaqshuk and down the
stream to the lagoon by skin boat (Kiyutelluk 1976). Elders report that
caribou bones were visible at this site, although I have not visited it to
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determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits. Based on oral
history, caribou meat was apparently de-boned at the site and dried for winter
use.
A major hunting activity in the summer was also the hunt for iiza, or
flightless ducks, which was a major community event in the Shishm aref area
until recent decades (Morgen 1961). Duck drives of pintails occurred in the
middle of July when molting male pintail ducks retreated to the many lakes of
northern Seward Peninsula to await their new flight feathers. People from all
over the area gathered together under the leadership of an umialik who
organized the communal activity. Ducks were dispatched with bird darts by
means of a throwing board by hunters in kayaks. The rest of the community
spread out and drove the flightless ducks towards the hunters, killing ducks
along the way with swinging sticks and quick hands. The parallel to the former
summer communal caribou drives is striking. Hundreds of ducks were acquired
in this m anner and distributed among all who participated. Ducks were boiled
and stored in seal pokes for winter use.
Autumn (September through freeze-up in October) is characterized by
netting small sea mammals, including seals CPhoca spp.), young uguruk
Canmiat), and herring (Clupea harengus pallasi), cod, and whitefish (e.g.,
Keithahn 1963:94, 98). Spotted seals, young uguruk, common hair seals, and
occasionally beluga were found in lagoons, inlets, and at river mouths,
wherever herring and cod were found. The people tried to kill uguruk or beluga
before they got caught in the net to keep them from destroying it and before
they had a chance to escape (e.g., Keithahn 1963:37). Elders speak about how
in the fall the herring and cod start migrating down the coast and into the
lagoons and up into the rivers. The seals and uguruk who feed on these fish
naturally follow them on these southward movements. The older seals and
uguruk follow after the younger anim als have passed. Occasionally beluga
(white whales) join the traffic and follow the coast and lagoons of the Tapqaq
coast rather than passing out beyond the Tapqaq shoals. Ublasaun, or
Ullugzaun (“place where things get mixed up”) as it is also called, differs from
the general pattern of fall sea m am m al netting because it is located on the
m ainland coast. Sea mammal netting there relies on the lack of a lagoon
system and the channeling effects of the off-shore shoals so that all of the
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animals that utilize the inlets and lagoons are forced to join the others off the
mainland coast in moving south. This may provide some explanation for the
less common name of KTZ-149, Ullugzaun.9
Fish were netted before freeze-up at the mouths of river channels and in
inlets and lagoons. If fish were obtained too soon before freeze-up and were not
able to be dried they would spoil, so most fish netting took place just before
freeze-up in the fall. Fish were stored in seal skin pokes which were then buried
underground or the fish alone were buried until right before it started to freeze
when they were dug out and put away in a storage room. Fish were also stored
in shallow pits that were periodically visited throughout the winter when fish
were needed. In addition, tomcod were (and still are) dried strung together and
hung on the racks for winter use (Keithahn 1963:98). Since their expansion
into the Shishmaref area ca. 1950, moose (Alces alces) have become an
important source of terrestrial meat in the fall.
Winter is dominated by the hunting of small seals, fishing through the
ice (e.g., tomcod (Microgadus proximus), smelt (Osmerus mordax )), and
traditionally, the hunting of polar bears (Thalarctos maritimus ), hares (Lepus
spp.), wolverine (Gulo gulo), foxes (Alopex lagopus and Vulpes vulpes) and other
mustelids (Mustela erminea, Mustela rixosa, Mus tela uison, and Lutra

canadensis).

April was the time of the communal hare harvest. Old sinew seal nets
were used to net hares during their mating season in the spring. Clifford
Weyiouanna once heard of a group of hares that num bered approximately
1,200 anim als. A group of people would spread out over an area and drive all
the hares into old seal nets th at were spread out in the brush. The communal
hunting method resulted in mass butcherings, and were im portant sources of
food in the lean weeks before ugpruk hunting began.
The general annual cycle of subsistence activities which are conducted
today appears to approximate traditional patterns although technologies used
to exploit these species has obviously changed. For example, traditionally
herring were seined in the channels connecting the lagoon to the ocean where
More ethnographic details of fall sea mammal netting at Ublasaun are presented in
Chapter 5.
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movement of fish was concentrated; today filament nets are used. Likewise,
seals and uguruk are no longer sought by using nets or harpoons, but are
instead dispatched with rifles.
SUMMARY
This chapter reviewed basic ethnographic information regarding
northern Seward Peninsula Inupiaq hunter-gatherer social organization,
leadership, and subsistence economy to provide the cultural context into which
reindeer herding was introduced. The discussion confirms the notion presented
in Chapter 1 that the hunter-gatherer cultural logic is characterized by the
sharing of resources, open access to resources, and appropriation of resources
at the time of an animal’s death. For example, Inupiaq social organization and
the hunter-gatherer principle of sharing results in the distribution of resources
over an extended network of people in the community, which in turn helps to
mitigate risk during periods of resource fluctuation, inability to access
resources (e.g., Steffian and Simon 1996), famine, warfare, etc. as well as to
maintain social relations during periods of resource abundance so that when
resources subsequently fluctuate social obligations of sharing again serve to
reduce overall risk. We would expect that the influence of a pastoral cultural
logic associated with the emergence of Inupiaq reindeer herding will result in
changes to these hunter-gatherer patterns as discussed in C hapter 1. For
instance, among pastoralists access to pastoral resources are restricted and
their appropriation occurs at the animal’s birth due to the principle of private
ownership of pastoral stock. In this pastoral context resources are not shared
widely throughout the community, but are instead hoarded. The transition to a
pastoral cultural logic associated with reindeer introduction as predicted will be
evaluated in subsequent chapters.
This chapter focused upon resources that were locally available to the
Inupiat of the northern Seward Peninsula. What is missing is a discussion of
those resources that were acquired through trade and exchange from
neighboring indigenous groups. The following chapter focuses on the role played
by Chukchi reindeer herding in the economy of the Bering S trait Inupiat.
Contact with the Asian side of the Bering Strait was also part of the cultural
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logic of the Bering Strait Inupiat. Chapter 3, therefore provides the
socioeconomic basis underlying the emergence of Alaska Inupiaq reindeer
herding.
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CH APTER 3
ALASKAN INUPIAT AND TH EIR SIBERIAN NEIGHBORS:
TRADITIONAL BERING STRAIT EXCHANGE AND TR A D E IN
REINDEER H ER D IN G PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION
The fact that domesticated reindeer were introduced by non-Native
representatives of the U.S. federal government in the late nineteenth century
is well documented in both the popular and academic literature of Alaska (see
Chapter 4). However, these histories generally fail to discuss at any length the
fact that Chukchi reindeer herding from the Asian side of the Bering Strait
played a role in the social and economic life of Alaskan Inupiat of the region.
Intercontinental trade and exchange, including the products of Chukchi
reindeer herding, linked together the Alaska Inupiat, the Naukan Yupiit, and
the Chukchis into a sphere of socioeconomic interaction prior to the
introduction of reindeer herding into Alaska. The following discussion is
primarily economistic in nature as dictated by the available historical data
relating to reindeer herding. It is im portant to note, however, th a t social
relations existed across the Bering Strait during the nineteenth century th at
were not necessarily related to reindeer herding productivity (see Schweitzer
and Golovko 1995; Simon and Schweitzer 1996).
Prior to the introduction of reindeer into Alaska the products of Chukchi
reindeer herding were highly valued by Alaska Natives and served as
im portant items of exchange across the Bering Strait. The importance of
these pastoral products entering Alaska was no doubt enhanced during the
mid-eighteenth century when caribou herds on the Seward Peninsula collapsed.
Under these circumstances reindeer products from Chukotka served to replace
those from acquired from local caribou herds. This reliance on th e pastoral
products of Chukchi reindeer herders and traders provided the socioeconomic
framework for the later emergence of Bering Strait Inupiaq reindeer herding.
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During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, however, the
Bering Strait region became more heavily impacted by global economic
processes, and the exchange of reindeer products between the Chukchi and the
Alaskan Inupiat began to decline. The breakdown of the Bering Strait trade
network resulted from a variety of social conditions, historical events, and
national policies on both sides of the Bering Strait (e.g., Burch 1988b:238-240).
However, it was the arrival of American whalers in the mid-1800’s, in
combination with the introduction of Siberian reindeer into Alaska at the end of
the nineteenth century and the subsequent development of Alaska Inupiaq
reindeer herding, that may have contributed most to the collapse of this
traditional pattern (e.g., Bogoras 1904-09:61, 64; Fitzhugh 1994:36; Gordon
1906:73-75).
TRADE AND EXCHANGE ACROSS THE BERING STRAIT
Prior to the introduction of Siberian reindeer onto the Alaskan mainland
in 1892, Alaska Natives were entirely dependent upon the inhabitants of the
Chukchi Peninsula for obtaining reindeer products as there were no domestic
reindeer herds in North America. As a result, reindeer products brought a
much better price in Alaska than in Asia such th at every year Chukchis and
Siberian Yupiit traveled across the strait in skin boats to trade with Alaska
Natives, “...occasionally, however, indulging in piracy" (Bogoras 1904-09:53;
see also Nelson 1899:229; Oquilluk 1973:215-216). The movement of reindeer
products across the Bering Strait was entirely unidirectional, that is from
Chukotka across the Bering Strait into Alaska. Even after the establishment
of Inupiaq reindeer herding in Alaska, there is no evidence that any significant
trade in Alaskan reindeer products took place across the Bering Strait.
Inupiaq knowledge of Chukchi reindeer herding was not limited simply to
passive involvement in the trade of reindeer products across the Bering Strait.
Inupiat from the Diomede Islands and Cape Prince of Wales also traveled to
Chukchi camps during the fall slaughterings to acquire reindeer meat. In fact,
Jackson himself reported encountering Wales Inupiat near Cape Serdze
Kamen (near contemporary Enurmino) where they were purchasing and killing
reindeer to take back to Alaska (Jackson 1895:51-52). It seems, however,
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that direct participation in Chukchi reindeer herding activities occurred only
among the insular populations of the Bering Strait proper.
While Inupiat on the northern Seward Peninsula maintained trading
partnerships with Chukchi Peninsula Natives, the Shishm aref and Espenberg
area Inupiat did not travel to the Chukchi Peninsula themselves. Trading took
place along the Tapqaq coast during the summer when people from all over the
region traveled to the trading fair in Kotzebue Sound. At least one instance of
a kinship tie between Shishm aref area Inupiat and the Natives of the Chukchi
Peninsula is known in Shishm aref today. This relationship, however, was
established via the Diomede Islands in the early part of this century and was
not socially operative (activated) after the Shishm aref woman, Natkuziaq, left
Diomede and moved to Uelen with her Chukchi husband, Keker. The Inupiat of
the northern Seward Peninsula were very anxious during the summer, the
season of intercontinental trading. Oral tradition attests to many hostile
encounters between Chukchi Peninsula Natives and the Shishmaref area
Inupiat. There were even a couple of defensive villages to which the
Shishm aref people would move when an attack was eminent. These
settlements were, if not impossible, difficult to spot from the water, so they
would not be seen by their attackers. Shishmaref elders recall that even their
parents had worried about “Russian” attacks in the summer. Thus, available
evidence tends to suggest th at the Inupiat of the northern Seward Peninsula
gained knowledge of Chukchi reindeer herding only through participation in the
intercontinental trade network.
One cannot begin to understand the socioeconomic dynamics of the
Bering Strait region at the turn of the century without looking at both
indigenous and colonial operational systems which powered intercontinental
trade in the region.1 From a western perspective this intercontinental trade
Ray (1975:97-98) suggested that intercontinental trade in the Bering Strait region did
not take place until after the establishment of the trading market on the Kolyma River
of northwestern Chukotka in 1789. Similarly, Burch, among others, suggests that
traditional intercontinental trade across Bering Strait, “...was a luxury trade, one
whose elimination would have had relatively minor consequences for the people in
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may be interpreted as having operated under the principles of supply and
dem and of the larger world system (see also Burch 1988a:109). Both the
Asian and the American continents contained raw m aterial resources or the
products of the West in demand to the other, and as a result intercontinental
contacts are deeply rooted in the history of the region.2 For example, the
Chukchi Peninsula, prior to the hey-day of American whaling in the region, was
the principal source of American tobacco and other items of so-called
“civilization” for Alaska Natives (e.g., Bogoras 1904-09:61; Kotzebue 1821,
Vol. 1:193, 209; Nelson 1899:229; see also Fitzhugh 1994:36). Likewise,
Alaska beaver, m arten, lynx, musk-rat, among other fur-bearing animals rare
or unavailable in Asia, passed into the Russian fur trade (e.g., Kotzebue 1821,
Vol. 1:228). Other Alaskan furs, such as those of red, gray, black, white, and
blue foxes and polar bear hides, although common to both shores of the Bering
Strait, also featured in the Russian fur trade as Asian supplies could not meet
dem and (e.g., Bogoras 1904-09:56; Burch 1988b:234).3
From a Chukotkan perspective, participation in the fur trade was a
m eans to procure other items of w ant and necessity, and was not understood
as part of the European m arket economy. In fact, at the turn of the century it

2

3

Northwest Alaska” (Burch 1975:9). I believe that the importance of early traditional
intercontinental trade and mobility in the Bering Strait region is underestimated.
(e.g., Bogoras 1902; Burch 1988b:234; Collins 1937:304-305; Curtis 1930:144-145,
161-162; Dzeniskevich 1994; Fitzhugh 1994; Kotzebue 1821, Vol. 1:211, 236; Larsen
and Rainey 1948:83-84; Murdoch 1892:45; Nelson 1899:228-229; Ostermann and
Holtved (eds.) 1952:18-19; Ray 1975:87; VanStone 1960b:148)
“Some of the best peltries (such as beaver, marten, and lynx), muskrat and marten
garments, also a large portion of every kind of fox and polar-bear skins and of walrustusks, came from the American shore. For instance, in 1837, according to data
contained in the official records found among the archives of Kolyma, there were sold
at the fair 100 beavers, 395 martens, 30 lynxes, 31 marten garments, 13 musk-rat
garments, etc., all from America, since these animals are not found in Asia. To this
must be added about one-half of the 580 red foxes, 80 gray foxes, 13 black foxes, 268
white foxes, 8 blue foxes, and 1563 walrus-tusks sold that year at the fair” (Bogoras
1904-09:56).
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was believed that the Russian Czar demanded peltries for the purpose of
m aking sacrifices to a great whirlpool that continually threatened to submerge
the entire world.
In the country of the Sun Chief [the Russian Czar] there is
supposed to exist a great hole, from which boiling water
continually flows, forming a whirlpool, and threatening to
submerge the whole world. The 'spirit' of the whirlpool has to be
propitiated with sacrifice of peltries thrown into the water. The
best combination is white and red foxes in equal numbers. W hen
the latter are deficient, the whirlpool turns angrily, refusing to
accept the sacrifice. Therefore, when peltries are scarce, the Sun
Chief has to give, for those lacking, an equal number of cossack
children. Besides this, every tenth year he must throw in either
two black foxes or his eldest son (Bogoras 1904-09:292).
This interpretation of the Russian fur trade was a way in which the
Chukchi could begin to understand the great importance placed by the
Russians on furs of comparatively inferior quality to the reindeer fawn skins
th at were a principal m ainstay of Chukchi existence and a major item of
indigenous trade. W hatever the reasons, however, the trade in peltries
provided a means whereby tobacco and other exotic goods could be acquired.
Ultimately, these goods also became necessities of life (e.g., Krupnik
1993:106).

From an Alaskan perspective, the Chukchi Peninsula contained herds of
reindeer which provided an abundant supply of colorful hides of superior quality
to those of the American caribou for the purposes of clothing m anufacture.
Alaskan Inupiat preferred reindeer hides for making clothing because the skin
of the reindeer was tougher and the hair was less prone to falling out than with
the more readily available American caribou hides. As a result, item s of
clothing made from reindeer hides were more durable than those m ade of
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caribou.4 Colorful reindeer hides, such as those which were spotted or white,
brought higher prices than other hides for use as outer parkas and decorative
trim with alternating geometric patterns. Trade with the Siberians therefore
provided the Inupiat with access to highly desirable reindeer skins, as well as to
the exotic items acquired by the Siberians through participation in the Russian
fur trade. In exchange, the Inupiat procured or obtained the items in demand
by their Siberian neighbors. Some of these Alaskan items were destined for
consumption by the Siberians themselves, whereas others, especially the furs,
passed on as part of the fur trade (e.g., Nelson 1899:229; see Burch 1988b). In
this way Alaska served as a source of furs, sea mammal products (e.g., m eat,
oil, hides, manufactures), driftwood, wooden manufactures (e.g., boat frames
and bent-wood boxes), beaded tobacco pouches, and raw m aterials for stonetool manufacture (e.g., jade, ittiqnaq, from the Singnamiut (Shungnak) of the
Kobuk River) or finished tools themselves (e.g., Bogoras 1904-09:64, 106, 126
127, 188, 193, 214, 228, 629).
From the brief discussion above, one might broadly interpret the
Siberians’ role in Bering Strait trade as the middle-men between the West and
Alaska (Burch 1988b:234-235). W ith respect to the Russian fur trade alone
this might be an accurate generalization; however, the nature of the Bering
Strait trade network was not quite th at simple. First, one m ust keep in mind
th at both Russian and Alaskan trade goods were also consumed by the
Siberian population directly, just as some items that entered the American
continent continued to pass hands from Bering Strait groups to those more
distant with comparatively little direct access to Siberian trade (e.g., Burch
and Correll 1972; Clark 1977; Nelson 1899:229; Ostermann and Holtved (eds.)
1952:18-19; Stefansson 1914). Furtherm ore, a more detailed investigation
reveals th at the socioeconomic system underlying intercontinental trade in the
Bering Strait is much more complex (cf. Ray 1975:97ff). In order to gain a
better understanding of the Bering Strait trade network, it is necessary to
I would like to thank Elsie Weyiouanna of Shishmaref, Alaska for bringing to my
attention the value of reindeer hides over that of caribou hides for skin sewing. Mrs.
Weyiouanna is considered an expert skin-sewer and grew up in the reindeer camps of
her father, William Allockeok, in the Bering Strait region.
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narrow our scale of analysis. What we find is th at trade among the Chukotkan
Natives, for instance, represents a network of its own which was based upon
the interdependency between inland reindeer herding and coastal sea mammal
hunting. Similarly, indigenous trade in Alaska was characterized by a complex
relationship between various communities and regions, especially with respect
to the exchange of inland and coastal products from both an economic and
symbolic perspective.5
THE CHUKOTKAN TRADE NETWORK
The Chukotkan trade network served as the mediating force in the
Russian extraction of fur-bearing resources from Alaska. In this sense, the
Chukchi and Siberian Yupiit functioned as middlemen between the Russian
trade fairs and the Alaska Natives. However, more im portant to the Alaskans
were the reindeer products of the Reindeer Chukchi and the European trade
goods obtained by them from the Russians at these fairs. The Reindeer
Chukchi were the ultim ate producers of the reindeer products that were so
highly sought after by the Inupiat; however, it was often a specialized group of
reindeer breeding traders and later the sedentary coastal Chukchi or the
Siberian Yupiit who actually obtained these products and then traded them to
Alaska Natives. The Naukan Yupiit were especially involved with
intercontinental trade across the Bering S trait during the first half of this
century, and it was this group, along with the Inupiat from the Diomede
Islands, King Island, and Cape Prince of Wales, th at can best be described as
5

(e.g., Birket-Smith 1959:108; Bogoras 1904-09; Burch 1970:64, 1988a:104; Cline
1975:15; Curtis 1930:102, 112, 161-162, 164, 167, 186, 194, 195, 214, 227, 235,
244; Foote 1961:51; Giddings 1961:150; Gubser 1965:160-161; Ingold 1980:16;
Jochelson 1905-08; Kelly 1890:11; Mine and Smith 1989; Nelson 1899:232;
Ostermann and Holtved (eds.) 1952:14, 18-19, 20, 31, 94, 137, 139-140; Oswalt
1963:102-103; Rasmussen 1932:40, 55, 107-108; Ray 1964, 1975:107, 108-109,
1983a:162, 1984:287, 292; Spencer 1959:126, 168-169; VanStone 1962:63;
Williamson 1961:77-78).
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middlemen directly involved with Bering Strait trade (e.g., Nelson 1899:228
232).
The Chukotkan trade network began then with the Chukchi who owned
large herds of reindeer and were the primary producers of reindeer products
destined for trade across the Bering Strait. Among those Chukchi who were
too far from the coast to participate in sea mammal hunting themselves,
reindeer hides and m eat were traded for necessary coastal products including
seal oil, seal skins for m aking waterproof boots and bags, bearded seal and/or
walrus hides for use in m aking boot soles, straps and thongs, reindeer
harnesses, ropes, reins, lassos, and other articles (Sverdrup 1978:104). These
large inland reindeer herders, however, were rarely those who actively engaged
in trading expeditions to the coast. Likewise, coastal Chukchi were not
frequent travelers to the far inland regions for the purposes of trade although
expeditions to nearby reindeer camps did take place on a fairly regular and
seasonal basis on the Chukchi Peninsula (Bogoras 1904-09:95, 546; Sverdrup
1978:105).6
Instead, there was a certain group of Chukchi who specialized in trading
to whom I will refer as the Trading Chukchi, but in the literature they are
known by various nam es, including “Cape Chukchi,” “K avralit” (Bogoras
1904-09) and “Kauradlingen” (Sverdrup 1978:105). These Trading Chukchi
acted as the middlemen between the primary inland producers of reindeer
products and the Chukotkan coastal inhabitants and also Alaskan Inupiat
(see also Gurvich 1994:310-311; Leont’yev 1977:20).
The Trading Chukchi
The Trading Chukchi consisted primarily of coastal people who first
turned to reindeer herding and then specialized in long distance trading. As a
Sverdrup (1978:105) suggested that the coastal Chukchi did not visit the inland
reindeer camps for the purposes of trading coastal products for those of the reindeer
because reindeer were not easily transported on dog sleds. Bogoras (1904-09),
however, provides detailed information regarding the visits coastal sea mammal
hunters made to the inland reindeer herds for the purposes of trade.
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result, they were experienced in both maritime and herding pursuits as well as
the respective customs of each branch of the society. In many cases, these
individuals were formerly poor sea mammal hunters who attem pted to better
their circumstances through the acquisition of reindeer. After they obtained a
small herd, they started to travel for the sole purpose of trade. They were
almost continually on the move with their caravans of reindeer sledges,
traveled from coast to coast and visited many of the inland camps of the
Reindeer Chukchi where they bartered their goods. They generally inhabited
the regions south of the sedentary Chukchi of the Arctic coast and spent their
summers directly on the coast between the sedentary villages w here they
purchased seal oil, seal hides, walrus hides and thongs with reindeer skins and
m eat (Sverdrup 1978:105, 106). In the autumn, these traders traveled
westward with their families and small herds of reindeer until they reached the
western Reindeer Chukchi with their large herds of deer some months later.
For example, the Trading Chukchi generally reached the area surrounding
Chaun Bay by the middle of January (Sverdrup 1978:104). The Trading
Chukchi were particularly keen to visit the Russian trade fairs, and might
travel from Naukan all the way to the shores of the Kolyma or A nadyr rivers,
bartering with the reindeer breeders along their way (Bogoras 1904-09:12, 66,
640). They exchanged the sea mammal products and European trade goods
they acquired from the coastal inhabitants of Chukotka and A laska for
reindeer products from the reindeer herders. The Trading Chukchi also
participated in the fur trade where they received Russian tea and tobacco in
addition to other European goods, in exchange for peltries acquired from Alaska
Natives and other Chukotkans.
In preparing for a trading journey to the coast, the trader collected fawn
skins, and borrowed sled deer from his relatives and neighbors which he used
for the trip. In exchange, the trader took skins to sell on commission for those
herders to whom he was indebted. Such individuals, when starting out from
western Chukotka, typically began their journeys in February or March. They
proceeded slowly from one small watershed to another, and followed the general
direction of the coastline while staying far enough inland for the benefit of the
reindeer. When the season progressed such that travel by reindeer became
impossible, and they had not yet reached the shores of the Bering Strait, they
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turned to the shore where they traveled by boat with some of the coastal
residents for the remainder of the trip to East Cape. These entrepreneurs
typically spent the whole sum mer on the coast where they participated in sea
mammal hunting with the coastal people so as to acquire some of the catch for
their own use without paying for it (Bogoras 1904-09:65-66).
In exchange for his skins, he will try chiefly to get ground-seal
[uguruk; bearded seal] hides and all kinds of thongs, and American
products, — alcohol, Winchester rifles, and cartridges (Bogoras
1904-09:66).
With the arrival of mid-autumn, these traders begem their journey back
to their home territory, where they usually arrived the following spring. Thus,
such trading ventures typically took an entire year to complete. Once back in
their own country, they returned the borrowed reindeer, generally without pay,
and distributed some of the goods acquired to those who had given hides to be
traded. Typically, the trader kept a considerable share of the profit for himself
out of every transaction (Bogoras 1904-09:66).
Until the beginning of this century, the Trading Chukchi were also active
participants in intercontinental trade across Bering Strait,
They went down to the seashore to meet the boats coming from
the Diomede Islands and America, and often associated with
them and made a trip across the sea to secure an additional
supply of valuable peltries. Sometimes the father of a family
would start westward with a reindeer-caravan. Meanwhile one of
his sons would w ait till summer and cross Bering Strait in his
boat. The next spring father and son would meet, and arrange for
the distribution of their wares for new journeys (Bogoras 1904
09:66).
Principal articles of trade among the Trading Chukchi included seal
skins and thongs, beaver and m arten skins, and also American rifles, knives,
etc., which they acquired through the trade of reindeer fawn skins, ready-made
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reindeer skin clothing, and also Russian brick tea and leaf tobacco (Bogoras
1904-09:640). However, after the arrival of American whalers and traders in
the Bering Strait region in the middle of the nineteenth century, Trading
Chukchi control over regional trade began to decline.
Coastal Traders
By the beginning of the twentieth century, Bogoroas observed that
many of the Siberian Yupiit, as well as some of the Coastal Chukchi, came to
be regarded as wealthy traders, because they possessed great numbers of
Euroamerican goods brought to the region aboard the American whalers.
Some became so wealthy th at they purchased schooners of their own and
imported frame structures from San Francisco for use as warehouses to store
all of their trade goods. The goods they received from the American trading
ships were considered necessary or were at least tem pting luxuries to the
inland Reindeer Chukchi. Siberian Yupik traders succeeded in acquiring great
stores of trade goods and even employed some Yupik women to manufacture
sea mam m al clothing and other products throughout the year to continually
add to their trading merchandise. Through their extensive stores they were
able to trade throughout the year rather than only seasonally.
In this way the Siberian Yupiit and Coastal Chukchi began to replace
the Trading Chukchi as the principal indigenous traders of Chukotka. Because
of the control they had over trade in the region, the Siberian Yupiit were no
longer despised by the Reindeer people because they provided valuable
American goods in exchange for reindeer products. Furthermore, because of
their greater purchasing power, their demands for reindeer products also
increased beyond previous standards (Bogoras 1904-09:97).
These coastal traders had direct access to goods brought to the region
aboard whaling and trading vessels, or that they obtained from Russian and
American trading stations established along the Chukotkan coast. The
American traders were interested in receiving baleen, walrus ivory, furs,
manufactured clothing and footwear, and reindeer hides from the Chukotkans
in exchange for item s such as flour, sugar, tea, tobacco, etc.. As a result the
dynamics of Bering Strait trade changed to some extent in that trade with
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these merchants became relatively more important than indigenous trade
during the early part of the twentieth century. In addition, direct
intercontinental trade became dominated by these trading vessels, except
between the insular populations of the Bering Strait proper where traditional
trade continued to some extent until the border was closed in 1948. These
m erchants not only purchased furs and reindeer skins, but they also controlled
the exchange between coastal hunters and inland reindeer herders (Vdovin
1973:43-44).
THE CONFLICT BETWEEN BERING STRAIT TRADE AND REINDEER
INTRODUCTION TO ALASKA
In light of these developments, it comes as no surprise th a t the Trading
Chukchi, as well as the large inland reindeer breeders, were reportedly very
hostile to the American purchase of Chukotkan reindeer for the purposes of
establishing reindeer herding in Alaska at the end of the nineteenth century.
They were very conscious of the fact that their trade with Alaska Natives was
decreasing all the time due to the presence of American trading vessels, and
that they were afraid that the establishm ent of Alaskan reindeer herding would
diminish it still more (Bogoras 1904-09:65). Furthermore, the Chukchi
generally hated parting with live reindeer if they were going to be driven far
away. After spending the winter of 1919-20 with reindeer herders in the Chaun
Bay area, Harald Sverdrup noted that, “It is all right to trade reindeer with
their neighbors, but it is against their customs to give reindeer in trade to
people living far away” (Sverdrup 1978:107). He questioned his acquaintances
regarding this custom as he had previously learned that every year they sold
many reindeer that were driven more than 600 kilometers all the way to the
Chukchi Peninsula to the general area of the present-day village of Neshkan.
They confirmed that this was true, and added that they sold those reindeer
always with a heavy heart, but they had to acquire products from the coastal
Chukchi of the Peninsula (Sverdrup 1978:107).
Despite the fact that the Reindeer and Trading Chukchi were against
the introduction of reindeer herding to Alaska, during the summer of 1892 four
Chukchi herders agreed to take charge of the new Alaskan herd a t the Teller
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Reindeer Station near the present-day village of Brevig Mission. Their duties
also included teaching Alaska Natives how to herd and care for the reindeer
(Jackson 1894:14-16). Chukchi herders were employed for only two years,
however, as they were considered to be poor herdsmen, had very bad tempers,
were often reluctant to share information with their Alaskan apprentices, or
were belligerent when the superintendents experimented -with new techniques
of herding (Lopp 1895:68-72; Jackson 1895:10).
Interestingly, an Inupiaq version7 of the problems with the Chukchi
instructors suggests that the Inupiaq apprentices were unsatisfied with the
amount of rations provided by their Chukchi instructors as they were
insufficient to be out with the herd for an entire twenty-four hour period (see
Auliye 1978). A cracker and a couple of cubes of sugar offered for a day’s
subsistence resulted in the Inupiat not liking their Chukchi teachers. When
the Revenue Cutter returned the following summer the Inupiat told Sheldon
Jackson that they did not want the Chukchi instructors anymore.
The deficiencies of the Chukchi as instructors may have been due to the
fact that the Chukchi herders and their families, in addition to being
malcontent concerning the beginnings of Alaskan reindeer herding in general,
were not well received by the Alaskan Inupiat, especially those from the village
of Wales (Bruce 1894:58).
The Wales Inupiat were angered by the presence of the Chukchi herders
in Alaska and were initially very much against Jackson’s reindeer introduction
program because, like the Chukotkan herders and traders, they feared losing
control over the trade and distribution of Chukotkan reindeer skins on the
Alaskan mainland with the emergence of Alaskan reindeer herding (e.g., Olson
1969a). In fact, during the w inter of 1892-1893, the first winter th at five
reindeer were living on mainland Alaska, people from Wales reportedly
threatened to kill the four Chukchi herders, all of the imported reindeer, and the
administrators at the Teller station (Jackson 1894:15). Ironically, however,
the majority of those Natives who were then selected to learn reindeer herding
This story was told by George Auliye of Shaktoolik, Alaska in 1978 when he was 86
years of age. He began herding reindeer when he was about 16 years of age (Auliye
1978).
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came from the village of Wales (Lopp 1895:72; see also Jackson 1895:59). In
addition, one of the Chukchi herders, “Nootadl got” from Cape Serdtse Kamen,
who served in Alaska during 1894, was married to an Inupiaq woman from
Wales named “Nuv en ok” (Lopp 1895:72, see also 1896:91). It seems likely
that the preponderance of Wales involvement in the establishm ent of Alaskan
reindeer herder was intentionally organized in an attempt to alleviate the
hostility of the Wales community towards the project. The result was that
during the first couple of decades after initial reindeer introduction, Alaska
Native reindeer herding was dominated by the Wales Inupiat.
W ith the Wales Inupiat dominating early Alaskan reindeer herding, they
continued to monopolize the trade and distribution of reindeer products just as
they did when the products came across the Bering Strait from Chukotka. In
this respect, the demand for Chukotkan reindeer products certainly decreased
among the Wales Inupiat after they became producers of reindeer products
themselves. It is also important to note th at it was generally the same
families who had previously been wealthy traders and boat captains that
ended up with herds of reindeer after their introduction to Alaska (Olson
1969a).
Perhaps most important to the collapse of the Alaskan component of
intercontinental trade in reindeer products was the fact th at reindeer products
were no longer in short supply in Alaska, as the size of Alaskan herds grew to
number more than one hundred thousand reindeer in less than thirty years.
By June 30,1917 the number of reindeer in Alaska had risen to 98,582
animals found in 98 herds, of which 67,448 reindeer or 69% were owned by
1,568 Alaska Natives (U. S. Bureau of Education 1918:8). As a result of the
rapid growth which occurred among the reindeer herds throughout mainland
Alaska, there was no longer a demand for Chukotkan reindeer products, as
these products were readily available from local herds by the end of the 1910’s.
Chukchi reindeer products, however, continued to be brought to the Diomede
Islands for the purposes of trade up until the closure of the border in 1948.
This was probably a result of the customary ties that existed between the
Diomede Islanders and the residents of the Asian shore of the Bering Strait,
rather than due to a lack of access to Alaskan reindeer products (e.g.,
Schweitzer and Golovko 1995).
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A consequent result of the collapse of the intercontinental trade in
reindeer products and the rapid growth of American reindeer herds was a
qualitative and quantitative change in parka styles in the last years of the
nineteenth century (ca. 1898-1899). Cyd M artin in her recent ethnological
research on reindeer and caribou skin parkas suggests th at geometric trim
styles, which originated in Chukotka, all but replaced the linear trim styles
which formerly characterized Alaska Inupiaq caribou parka decorative
elements by the very end of the nineteenth century (personal communication,
April 23,1997; M artin 1997).
THE ROLE OF AMERICAN TRADE IN THE COLLAPSE OF THE BERING
STRAIT TRADE NETWORK
The emergence of Inupiaq reindeer herding, however, was not the only
factor which contributed to the demise of the Alaskan component of the
intercontinental trade in reindeer products across the Bering Strait. During
the nineteenth century, access to Chukchi reindeer products generally was
restricted to a relatively small num ber of wealthy Inupiaq umialit as trade
items entered Alaska via Cape Prince of Wales particularly, and the Diomede
Islands and King Island, as well as through Alaskan trade fairs like those held
at Sisualik in Kotzebue Sound or Point Spencer in Port Clarence, where more
than a thousand people might have been involved in celebrating and trading
(Burch 1975:20-21, 1988a:106-108; Burch and Correll 1972:30; Cantwell
1889:72; Ray 1964:75, 1975:89, 98; Smith and Mertie 1930:100). However,
after the establishment of the mining boom-town of Nome as a regional trading
center at the turn of the century, as well as other trading villages such as
Kotzebue (Smith and M ertie 1930:100), the emphasis on trade shifted from
traditional trading relationships between inland and coastal peoples to barter
with non-Native m erchants (e.g., Williamson 1961:77-78).
Furthermore, the influenza epidemic of 1918, in which a considerable
num ber of the Bering Strait population was lost, resulted in still more
disruption of the traditional Bering Strait trade network. The high loss of life
among the Bering Strait population resulted in the breakdown of m any of the
traditional social relations th a t bound Alaskan and Chukotkan Natives
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together in trading partnerships, as the death of one of the individuals dissolved
such a partnership (Burch 1970:62).
Alaskan trade fairs became of lesser importance as individuals instead
traveled directly to the region’s center of Nome to trade, often aboard a ship
that had passed by and offered them passage. It was often easier to travel to
Nome or Kotzebue aboard a ship rather than paddling and/or sailing skin boats
to indigenous trade fairs. Increased dependence on American goods also served
to decrease the demand for certain traditional items of indigenous trade. For
example, by 1910 in the Kotzebue Sound area canvas drilling had virtually
replaced caribou or reindeer skins as the material from which tent covers were
manufactured (Williamson 1961:81). Accordingly, there was less demand for
these hides among indigenous traders because canvas was easily available in
nearby towns and trade fairs were no longer necessary.8
SUMMARY
In summary, a complex network of socioeconomic relations existed on
the Chukchi Peninsula up to the beginning of the twentieth century which were
based on the interdependency between reindeer herding and coastal sea
mam m al hunting in the Bering Strait region (e.g., Ingold 1980:16). These
relations fed the intercontinental trade in reindeer products among the insular
communities of the Bering Strait itself up to the ultimate collapse of the
system in 1948 when the international border was closed. The influence of this
trade on the Alaskan mainland ceased shortly after the establishm ent of
Inupiaq reindeer herding around the turn of the century. By approximately
1920, Inupiaq herders had increased the size of their herds such that they were
capable of satisfying Inupiaq and non-Native demand for reindeer products on
Williamson (1961:77-78) reported that the last trip Siberians made to Kotzebue for
trading was in 1926 citing Smith and Mertie (1930:100). However, this was a
mistake as Smith and Mertie actually stated that, "In former days natives from points
as distant as Siberia, together with those living inland on the large rivers, used to
congregate during the summer at Kotzebue for fishing and trading" (Smith and Mertie
1930:100).
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the Seward Peninsula without importing Chukotkan products. Although some
reindeer supplies were acquired and transported from Chukotka to Nome and
St. Michael by American traders for the benefit of the non-Native community
(Vdovin 1973:43-44), most reindeer products came directly from local Alaskan
herds (e.g., Ostermann and Holtved (eds.) 1952:75).
As Russian and American foods and materials became more prevalent
in the region, the interdependency between reindeer herding and sea mammal
hunting also began to decline to some extent. Beginning in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, Chukotkan reindeer herders began to
supplement their economy with imported goods. In this way coastal foods were
not as crucial to the caloric requirements of the reindeer herders as they had
been prior to Euroamerican food stuffs entering the region in significant
quantities. However, reindeer herders continued to have cravings for coastal
foods as delicacies from the sea were always relished. As a result there was
also a certain demand for coastal products among the herders. Despite the
acculturative changes that occurred in the Bering Strait region with the
American and Russian trade, however, reindeer hides were still an important
product th at had not been replaced by some Euroamerican m aterials. In fact,
with the increased population of the region due to mining and trading, etc.,
there was an increased demand for reindeer hides for use as clothing, as each
new arrival to the region had to be outfitted with appropriate Arctic clothing.
Therefore, although the extent of the interdependency between reindeer herding
and sea m am m al hunting decreased some, what really changed during the
early twentieth century was th at reindeer products were available on both
sides of the Bering Strait. The details of the emergence of Inupiaq reindeer
herding are presented in the following chapter.
Finally, this chapter provided the necessary data with which to evaluate
Hypothesis 1, which states that reindeer introduction represented the arrival
of an entirely foreign socioeconomic system in Alaska. This chapter
demonstrated that intercontinental trade in Chukchi reindeer herding products
was an im portant component of Bering Strait Inupiaq socioeconomics prior to
reindeer introduction into Alaska. Therefore, we can reject Hypothesis 1 and
conclude th at the prior experience had by Bering Strait Inupiat during the
nineteenth century resulted in at least some familiarity with reindeer herding
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products as commodities within the Inupiaq socioeconomic system. This
cultural practice provided the framework for the subsequent emergence of
Alaskan reindeer herding as a profitable socioeconomic pursuit as Bering
Strait Inupiat desired to become primary producers of pastoral products
rather than mere middlemen in intercontinental trade.
Furthermore, that reindeer products were highly desired commodities in
Alaska before reindeer introduction also provides some insight into Hypothesis
2, which states that reindeer herding failed to be incorporated into traditional
Alaska Native conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige. This chapter
actually demonstrates th at reindeer products had already been incorporated
into Inupiaq culture prior to reindeer introduction. Therefore, on this basis
alone we can predict that Hypothesis 2 will be rejected. Data presented in
subsequent chapters will support this conclusion.
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CHAPTER 4
THE EM ERGENCE O F INUPIAQ REINDEER H ER DING

THE INTRODUCTION OF REINDEER TO ALASKA
On July 4, 1892 the first domestic reindeer, 17 in number, arrived at the
newly constructed Teller Reindeer Station located at Port Clarence, Seward
Peninsula, Alaska (Jackson 1893:10, 1894:16, 17). The previous year
witnessed the initial introduction of Siberian reindeer into Alaska, when 16 deer
were landed on Amaknak Island in the Aleutians, to determine if live reindeer
could be purchased and then transported across the Bering Strait (e.g.,
Jackson 1895:15).
The idea to introduce reindeer to Alaska is generally ascribed to Dr. Rev.
Sheldon Jackson, the first General Agent of Education for Alaska (1885-1906),
and Captain Michael Healy of the U. S. Revenue-Marine Service, a precursor
of the U. S. Coast Guard (e.g., Cocke and Cocke 1983; Hinckley 1961; Lazell
1960; Ray 1965; Tower 1988). However, Henry W. Elliott, A ssistant Agent for
the U. S. Treasury, while stationed in the Pribilof Islands from 1872-1874,
stated,
I was then, and am now, strongly inclined to think, that if a few of
those Siberian reindeer could be brought over to St. Paul and to
St. George, they would m ake a very successful struggle for
existence, and be a source of a good supply, summer and winter,
of fresh m eat for the agents of the government and company who
may be living upon the islands (Elliott 1882:13; e.g., Elliott 1873).
This is the earliest record discovered to date that suggested introducing
reindeer from the Russian F ar E ast into Alaska. Elliott’s suggestion was
based on his observations of cattle and sheep imported to provide a fresh
supply of m eat for the employees of the islands involved in the government
sponsored fur seal fisheiy. These imported stock required an abundant supply
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of stored fodder to get them through the winter which made the endeavor very
costly and relatively ineffective. Reindeer, on the other hand, being indigenous
to the northern region, could withstand the harsh conditions of winter in the
Bering Sea and could graze freely on the pastures existing on the islands with
little impact on the seal populations (Elliott 1873, 1882).
No action seemed to be generated from Elliott’s suggestion, although in
1896 the Commissioner of Education, W. T. Harris, asked Congress to
appropriate $45,000 - $50,000 to import a large num ber of reindeer from the
Far East to stock the Pribilof Islands (then called the Seal Islands) as well as
several places on the mainland (Ward 1956:248). However, in the end, reindeer
were not taken to the Pribilofs until the year 1911 (Scheffer 1951:356; U. S.
Bureau of Education 1917b).
A num ber of years after Elliott’s suggestion, the naturalist Charles H.
Townsend, while serving under the command of Captain Michael Healy aboard
the Corwin in 1885 during its exploration of the Kobuk River, first suggested
introducing reindeer for the sole benefit of Alaska’s indigenous peoples in his
report on the natural history of the Kobuk River region (Townsend 1887). It
seems rather likely that it was Townsend’s suggestion that ultimately turned
Captain Healy onto the idea of reindeer introduction, and Healy subsequently
presented the idea to Dr. Rev. Sheldon Jackson. It was Jackson’s influence as
a missionary and a government administrator and his untiring efforts in
gaining support from U. S. Senators and Representatives and the general
public of the eastern states, in addition to the efforts of Captain Healy in
California, th at eventually resulted in putting the ambitious plan into action1
(see Ward 1955,1956 for an excellent discussion of these efforts).
Acquiring the money to finance such a project, however, was not a
simple task. On December 15, 1890, Jackson asked the Commissioner of
Education, W. T. Harris, to establish an agricultural school in Alaska as part of
Ironically, W. T. Lopp and H. R. Thornton had independently planned to import
Siberian reindeer in skin boats during the summer of 1891 at the village of Wales
where they both served as teachers (Gilman 1911:335; Ray 1965:75 citing a letter
written by Lopp to Mrs. Neda Thornton, dated Seattle, 26 March 1930, in the Lopp
Papers, University of Oregon Library).
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the Secretary of the Interior’s responsibility to oversee the educational
development of the territory. However, when Jackson first requested funds
from the U. S. Congress in 1891 to carry out the project, he was denied
appropriations due to questions of whether reindeer were sea worthy and
whether live reindeer could be purchased from Chukchi herders (Jackson
1896:12). Ironically, however, on December 18,1890 Jackson received a letter
from Henry D. Woolfe of San Francisco which informed him th at several years
previously a Russian steam er went to Kamchatka and successfully
transported 14 reindeer to Bering Island where they were increasing-each year
(Appendix K of Preliminary Report cited in Ward 1955:233). With this example
of the viability of the proposed program, it seems less likely th at support for
the project was denied initially because of the reasons stated above. In fact,
the Senate had introduced a bill appropriating $15,000 for the reindeer
introduction program, but the bill did not reach the House before the close of
the session. It seems more likely, therefore, that the failure of the bill was
more related to the bureaucratic machinery in Washington, D. C. than to
questions of the practicality of the proposal. However, by 1896 a num ber of
concerns were raised in opposition to the reindeer importation program that
possibly shed additional light on the slow start experienced by Jackson’s
reindeer program. These criticisms are discussed further below.
Without congressional support prior to the opening of the ice during the
summer of 1891, Jackson received permission from the U. S. Commissioner of
Education to solicit private funds from the general population, especially those
along the eastern coast of the country. On May 7,1891, New York City’s The
Mail and Express published an appeal asking for contributions for the purchase
of reindeer:
Everyone that contributes $10 can have the satisfaction of
feeling that he has furnished one reindeer to the herd, and has a
share in the creation of an industry that will ultimately save
thousands of people from starvation (cited in Ward 1955:236).

The Boston Transcript made a similar appeal to its readers on May 14,

1891. The result of these efforts was $2,146 in private donations which was
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subsequently used to finance the initial reindeer importation in the name of
missionary work. Permission also was granted to Captain Healy by the
Secretary of the Treasury to provide transport for the reindeer aboard the
Bear (Jackson 1896:11).
Soon after Jackson returned to Washington. D. C. in the autum n of
1891, Senator Henry M. Teller of Colorado, former Secretary of the Interior,
introduced a bill into the Senate which appropriated $15,000 for the purpose of
introducing and m aintaining reindeer in Alaska. It was passed by the Senate
on May 23, 1892, but never reached the House for a vote. Jackson was
already in Alaska by the time the Senate passed the bill, having arrived in
Unalaska on May 22. W ith the failure of Teller’s bill in 1892, Jackson was
forced to spend another summer in Alaska without Congressional support of
his reindeer importation program. Luckily, enough money remained from the
private donations received from the eastern newspapers the previous year to
finance another season of reindeer importation. Despite the failure of Senator
Teller’s bill, Jackson honored him by naming the site located in Port Clarence
on June 29, 1892 the Teller Reindeer Station because in 1885 he had
authorized the establishm ent of schools in Alaska and because of his efforts in
attempting to gain Congressional support for the introduction of reindeer into
Alaska. During the sum m er of 1892 Jackson and Healy made five trips along
the coast of the Russian F ar East where they managed to barter for 175
reindeer which were eventually landed at the station in Port Clarence (Jackson
1893, 1894).
A PLAN IN SOCIAL ENGINEERING
Introducing domesticated reindeer into Alaska was part of a larger
program in social engineering designed to assim ilate Alaska Natives into
Euroamerican society. Jackson, who in addition to being the General Agent of
Education for Alaska was also an influential missionary, thought that by
providing Alaska Natives with a stable food supply and training them to
become herdsmen, they would become “civilized” (Jackson 1891:7, 1893:11-14,
1896:9-10). In his 1890 prelim inary report to the U .S . Commissioner of
Education, Jackson stated th at traditional food resources, including whale,
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walrus, seal, fish, and caribou, had diminished to such a point th at Alaska
Natives faced chronic starvation (Jackson 1891:4-5).2 To prevent such
catastrophes in the future, Jackson suggested that the government import
reindeer from Russia and teach Alaska Natives how to manage herds of
reindeer like their counterparts on the Asian side of the Bering Strait. He
believed that introducing reindeer herding was a better option than merely
providing food to the Alaska Natives, in that they would be given a means of
supporting themselves rath er than becoming completely dependent upon the
federal government.
Then instead of feeding and pauperizing them, let us civilize, build
up their manhood, and lift them into self-support by helping them
to the reindeer (Jackson 1891:7).
Furthermore, Jackson expected that the introduction of reindeer would
increase the size of Native populations, greatly aid in the process of raising
Alaska Natives from “barbarism to civilization,” provide a superior means of
transportation, and create a prosperous industry that would “swell the
aggregate of national w ealth” (Jackson 1893:15).
Finally on March 3, 1893 Congress appropriated $6,000 for the reindeer
program and subsequently started appropriating money on an annual basis for
both the purchase of reindeer and the overall financing of Jackson’s reindeer
program (e.g., Jackson 1893, 1894; Sheakley 1894; Ward 1955, 1956).3 It
Later researchers have suggested that the belief that Alaskan Natives were living
under starvation conditions was “more perceived than real,” and resulted from a lack
of cultural understanding (Olson 1969a:20~21; see also Stem et al. 1980:21-23).
Reports on the Alaska reindeer herding program followed the federal fiscal year, that
is July 1st to June 30th of the following year. Government appropriations for reindeer
in Alaska were as follows for the following years, 1894: $6,000; 1895: $7,500; 1896:
$7,500; 1897: $12,000; 1898: $12,000; 1899: $12,500; 1900: $25,000; 1901:
$25,000; 1902: $25,000; 1903: $25,000; 1904: $25,000; 1905: $25,000; 1906:
$15,000; 1907: $9,000 (Jackson 1908:14); 1908: $9,000 (Updegraff 1909:1049);
1909: $15,000 (Updegraff 1910:1323); 1910: $12,000 (Lopp 1911:1370); 1911:
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seems likely that some of the hesitancy involved with appropriating money for
Jackson’s reindeer program came from Congressmen who reflected the
economic slump experienced throughout the U. S. during the middle of the
1890’s (e.g., Ward 1956). Jackson’s emphasis on providing a means whereby
Alaska Natives could support themselves rath er than simply becoming the
wards of the U. S. Government did much to promote the eventual
Congressional support of the project.
CONTEMPORARY CRITICISMS OF JACKSON’S REINDEER
INTRODUCTION PROGRAM
However, there were also portions of the U. S. community th at
denounced Jackson’s project (see Ward 1956:248-249 and references therein).
For example, on February 6,1896 the New York Sun published an editorial
stating that any Congressional appropriation to fund the importation of
reindeer into Alaska was nothing but wasteful as the program was entirely
unnecessary. The reasons given were (1) Alaska Natives were not in danger of
starvation and (2) Alaska Natives would not herd and care for reindeer. Other
newspapers carried similar stories and, for example, suggested th at the
government was being deceived by a group of hum anitarians with no real
understanding of the living conditions of Alaska Natives (Washington Post,
February 9, 1896). Eventually there were questions of whether money had not
already been misspent in the reindeer program, and whether the idea to
promote the opening up of Alaska to reindeer was not a mistake in itself. This
same article also stated that there was no point to spending any money on
purchasing reindeer which were “to be watched by the idle, improvident, wellfed, and almost unteachable Alaskans” (New York Times, February 29, 1896).
$12,000 (Lopp 1912:29); 1912: $12,000 (Lopp 1913:17); 1913: $5,000 (U. S. Bureau
of Education 1914:19); 1914: $5,000 (U. S. Bureau of Education 1915:15); 1915:
$5,000 (U. S. Bureau of Education 1917a:12); 1916: $5,000 (U. S. Bureau of
Education 1917b:12); 1917: $5,000 (U. S. Bureau of Education 1918:12); 1918:
$5,000 (U. S. Bureau of Education 1919:8).
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The U. S. Commissioner of Education, W. T. Harris, answered these and
other concerns about the reindeer program in a number of the country’s leading
newspapers. He stated that the necessity of the program was not solely a
m atter of relieving the danger of starvation, but rather of providing a
permanent and stable food supply. He also stated that the program would also
provide a food supply for Arctic voyagers and for immigrants and settlers from
the States in addition to the indigenous peoples of Alaska, and a means of
Arctic transportation superior to dog teams (New York Sun, February 17,
1896; New York Times, February 17, 1896; Washington Morning Post,
February 16, 1896 cited in Ward 1956:250).
SOCIAL ENGINEERING IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY
In the minds of some of the late 19th and early 20th century
Westerners, the introduction of reindeer herding represented an elevation of
Alaska Natives from their former state of “barbarism” up the evolutionary
ladder closer to western ideals of civilization (e.g., Hamilton 1931; Jackson
1891:9). For example, W ard (1956:250) pointed out that the scientific
community of the time was supportive of the reindeer program. He stated,
Other newspapers stated that it could be said no effort on behalf
of American Indians ever was based on more scientific principles
than those put forth by the Commissioner of Education. These
newspapers also held th at the natural development of savages is
from hunters to herders, then to agriculturalists and so up the
ladder of evolution. This idea certainly received the support of
people who were beginning to apply the Darwinian theory to the
races of the earth. These articles also stated that if sim ilar plans
had been made to help other native people of the W est, the
government would not have been faced with the m any problems
involving these people (Ward 1956:250 citing Boston Herald,
February 17,1896; Terre Haute Gazette, February 19, 1896;
Springfield Republican (M assachusetts), February 26, 1896;
Buffalo Express, M arch 3, 1896).
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Thus, the intention of reindeer introduction was to transform Alaskan
food extractors (hunter-gatherers) into food producers (pastoralists). To this
end, the pastoral way of life was actively and sometimes forcibly encouraged
among Alaskan Inupiat, but not, however, to the exclusion of traditional
subsistence activities (e.g., Kjellm ann 1896:57-59, 67-68, 78).4
THE ROLE OF THE CHUKCHI AND SAAMI IN REINDEER
INTRODUCTION TO ALASKA
Of course, the arrival of reindeer on the Seward Peninsula was just the
first step in the development of a pastoral way of life among A laska Natives.
The next step of Jackson’s plan proved more difficult than purchasing and
transporting deer across the strait; how to get Alaska Natives to become
reindeer herders? The solution to this problem involved the training of Alaska
Natives to herd reindeer and the development of a system of reindeer
distribution so that reindeer ended up in the hands of Alaska Natives. Prior to
the arrival of the first reindeer in Alaska, Jackson had suggested th at Alaska
Natives serve apprenticeships at a type of industrial school dedicated to the
establishment of reindeer herders among the Native population (Jackson
1891:8). With this in mind, Jackson had ordered the construction of the Teller
Reindeer Station, which served as both a school and an agricultural experiment
station. During the two years following initial reindeer introduction, all of the
reindeer, including all of the subsequently imported deer,5 were deposited in the
Jackson's approach must be appreciated for the time period in which he lived, as for
comparison, the tragedy of the massacre at Wounded Knee occurred on December 29,
1890, just over six months before the first reindeer were transported across the Bering
Strait and landed in the Aleutian Islands.
A total of 1,280 Siberian reindeer were imported to the Seward Peninsula between the
years 1892 to 1902. No additional reindeer were brought to Alaska from Siberia after
1902, as Russia had outlawed the exportation of reindeer (Jackson 1906:8; see also
Jackson (ed.) 1904:137-151). Additional reindeer were imported from Fennoscandia
in 1898, however, all of those deer were sled deer, i.e., castrated steers, and therefore
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government herd at the Teller station and managed by government
representatives assigned by Jackson (e.g.. Hamilton 1904:52). The training of
Alaska Native apprentices was to be conducted by skilled reindeer herders and
overseen by officials of the reindeer station (i.e., superintendent and assistant
superintendent).
Interestingly, the first reindeer herders hired to take charge of the Teller
herd and to teach Alaska Natives how to herd reindeer were four Chukchi
pastoralists from Chukotka (Jackson 1894:14-16). Each of them received $75
for a year’s worth of work (Bruce 1894:36). Two of them, “Anker” and
“D antin,” were from the southern cape of St. Lawrence Bay, and the third,
“Nootadl goot,” was from near Cape Serdtse Kamen (Jackson 1895:10, Lopp
1895:71; see Figure 4.1). No information was found concerning personal
background of the fourth herder. “Anker” was discharged in February, 1894
because he had no control over his temper, was obstinate and jealous, and “on
one occasion beat his wife shamefully, and at another time became angry at a
tired deer and, because it refused to rise, beat it almost to death...” (Lopp
1895:71). “D antin” and “Nootadl goot” were viewed by the second
superintendent of the station, W. T. Lopp, as willing to teach and show the
Alaskan apprentices how to manage the deer, yet both were very aggressive
and got into m any fights with Alaska Natives. Both of them, however, hoped
to rem ain at the station for another year (Lopp 1895:71).6 Nevertheless,
Jackson was very discouraged with the Chukchi instructors and suggested
that they be replaced with Saami reindeer herders from northern Europe,
stating that, “The Siberian herders were employed at the beginning of the
enterprise, not because they were considered the best, but because they were
near by and were the only ones th at could be had at the time” (Jackson
1895:10).

did not contribute to the reproduction of Alaskan herds (e.g., Andrews 1919:172;
1935:90; Basi 1971; Gilman 1911:336; Styles 1907).
“Nootadl got’s” wife was “Nuv en ok,” a woman from Cape Prince of Wales (Lopp
1895:72).
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Figure 4.1

Location of Villages and Geographic Features Mentioned in the
Text.

In 1893, Jackson began to make arrangem ents to bring Saami herders
from Lapland (portions of which are now called Saamiland) to take charge of
the m anagem ent of the government herd and to instruct Alaska Native
apprentices in the work of reindeer herding. Again, with the absence of
government funds, Jackson raised $1000 in private donations to finance the
trip to bring Saami herders to Alaska (Jackson 1895:11). Jackson believed
that the Saami of northern Europe were the best possible herders for
instructing Alaska Natives,
because of their superior intelligence (nearly all of them being able
to read and write, and some of them being acquainted with several
languages), are much superior to the Samyoed [sic.] deer men of
northern Europe and Asia and the barbarous deer men of
northeastern Siberia (Jackson 1895:10-11).
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Jackson undoubtedly also saw the Saami as the “best herders” because
they were also Christian. After much difficulty, seven Saami men were
secured, along with their wives and children (Jackson 1895:11; 1896:14). The
Saami, accompanied by the new superintendent, William A. Kjellmann, who
was responsible for obtaining their services, arrived at the Teller Reindeer
Station on July 29, 1894 (Jackson 1895:11-12).7
ALASKA NATIVE INVOLVEMENT IN THE REINDEER INTRODUCTION
PROGRAM
However, the arrival of Saami herders did not solve all of Jackson’s
problems about how to convert Alaska Native sea mam mal hunters into
reindeer herders. Although he was convinced that he now had the best
instructors for teaching the Alaskans how to manage and care for the deer, he
had not yet developed a sure plan for reindeer distribution among the Native
population. The problem of how reindeer would be distributed among Native
people continued throughout the early history of the Alaskan reindeer industry.
One thing was clear, however: Jackson intended that prior to any Alaska
Native owning reindeer, he m ust first serve an apprenticeship at a reindeer
station. This policy continued throughout Jackson’s control of the reindeer
program.
The literature concerning the introduction of reindeer among Alaska
Natives generally focuses exclusively on male perspectives. The role of women
in the apprenticeship program and herding activities is typically not discussed.
As a result relatively little is known from the historical literature concerning
the role of women in the emergence of Alaska herding. Some women, however,
accompanied their husbands to the reindeer stations where they were
employed to cook and sew for the herders and apprentices. In some cases,
these women earned live reindeer in exchange for their services, although
ownership appears to have been granted to their husbands instead of directly
Jackson illustrated the educated and Christian nature of the Saami which he brought
to Alaska by stating that, “They brought with them a full supply of Lapp literature,
including hymn books and Bibles” (Jackson 1895:12).
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to them. One case from the Shishm aref area (see discussion in Chapter 5)
demonstrates that women sometimes earned more reindeer from cooking and
sewing for the herders than their husbands earned serving as apprentices.
Reindeer Herding Apprenticeship
Participation in the apprenticeship program was neither completely
voluntary nor was it open to everybody. In other words, any Alaska Native
who may have w anted to become an apprentice was not necessarily given the
opportunity. Instead, apprentices were selected to participate by Jackson or
others under his supervision. Most of those selected were young men or boys,
because their habits are not yet fixed, and we hope th at when
they once become accustomed to the routine life of a herder they
will be better satisfied and contented with it than older natives
would be (Lopp 1895:72: e.g., Gilman 1911:336).8
Furthermore, apprentices were chosen on the basis of geographic
locality, with special preference being given to villages where the first herds
were to be sent (Jackson 1895:61).
After the arrival of the Saam i herders, Jackson instructed
Superintendent Kjellmann th a t apprentices were to be taught “herding, driving,
castrating, branding, milking, cheese making, lasso throwing, preparation of
skins, glue making, the m anufacture of sleds, snowshoes, harness, etc.”
(1895:61). If an apprentice turned out to be lazy or unsuited to the work of
herding, he was dismissed so th a t another could take his place as only 15
apprentices were allowed a t the station. Jackson’s reason for such a policy
becomes clear by the following statem ent,
At the station, as everywhere else, there m ust be a sifting
process to get rid of the incompetent and encourage the deserving.
As these apprentices will become the managers of the first herds
This was the same strategy typically used for religious conversion.
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among the people, it is important that they be picked m en - as far
as possible the best among their people (Jackson 1895:60-61).

Another requirement of the apprenticeship program was participation
by each apprentice in formal schooling. Although seemingly incongruous with
herding responsibilities, apprentices were required to attend school in a
classroom. Later, after Alaska Native herding was more widespread and
reorganized as part of the school service, schooling took place in the reindeer
camps often under the direction of an Inupiaq herder or traveling school
teacher (Lopp 1911:1364; Updegraff 1910;1326; e.g., Bernardi 1904:2342;
Kilbuck 1917:64; Northup 1908a:13-14: 1908b:l; York 1910:LX). However, in
1894 at the Teller Reindeer Station, Jackson solved the conflict between being
in the classroom and being out with the herd by dividing the apprentices into
two equal divisions, whereby one group would stay out with the herd from
September 1 to December 31, while the second division was enrolled in school,
and then from January 1 to April 13, the divisions would exchange places with
regards to their obligations and training. From May 1 to August 31, all of the
apprentices were supposed to be engaged in herding activities and other work
pertaining to the reindeer station, such as gathering firewood, and hunting and
fishing for provisions (Jackson 1895:61). Such was the nature of Jackson’s
vision for his industrial schools.
One aspect of the apprenticeship program is that from the beginning it
was acknowledged by Jackson and his staff that traditional hunted and
collected foods were vital to the Alaska Native apprentices (e.g., Jackson
1895:61-62; Lopp 1910a). This policy also resulted from the fact th at reindeer
meat was a rare commodity during the first years of Alaskan reindeer herding,
as it was generally forbidden to slaughter an animal, and when allowed, only
steers were killed so that the deer would experience their maximum rate of
population growth. In this respect the apprenticeship program was not
designed to completely replace the Alaska Native mode of subsistence, but to
combine aspects of a hunter-gatherer lifestyle with those of pastoral
production. However, when the Saami arrived they were allowed to use far
greater numbers of reindeer than those killed for use among the apprentices,
which soon led to discontent and skepticism among the apprentices as to
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whether reindeer really were introduced for the benefit of Alaska Natives (Ray
1965:84-85; Stern et al. 1980:25; e.g., Kjellmann 1896:64).
It should be obvious from the above discussion th at ownership of
reindeer was not quickly given over to Alaska Natives. Jackson believed that
the Alaska Natives were incapable of learning the fundam ental necessities of
reindeer herding without serving at least five years as apprentices (e.g.,
Jackson 1905:12). In 1894 he stated that,
One of the tendencies observed in the apprentices is a feeling that
as soon as they can throw a lasso and drive a team that they
have learned all that they need to know, and th at after a few
months’ service, they are fully competent to take the entire
charge of the herd.... In Lapland where the people have greater
intelligence and the advantage of heredity, a young m an is
required to serve an apprenticeship of five years before he is
considered competent to manage for himself (Jackson 1895:13).
Apprentices were encouraged to serve five years in their apprenticeship,
by the promise of receiving, in most cases on an annual basis, reindeer of their
own. In 1894, when Kjellmann took charge of the Teller station, however,
apprentices were required to serve only three years. At this time Jackson
stated that reindeer distribution to the apprentices would proceed as follows:
An apprentice th at proves himself faithful and efficient can, at
the end of the first year, have 2 deer for himself; at the end of the
second year 5 additional deer, and at the end of the third year and
each succeeding year that he remains in the herd, 10 deer. These,
however, can not be sold by him, except with the written
permission of the superintendent in charge, and can not be
removed from the herd until the owner himself takes them to
assist in forming a new herd.... If, at or before the end of the first
year, an apprentice leaves the station or is sent away by the
superintendent for cause, he will not be entitled to any deer. If at
any time after the first year an apprentice m ay wish to dispose of
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his deer, the superintendent is authorized to purchase the same
for the Government at the rate of $10 per head (Jackson
1895:63).
With this distribution system, Jackson estimated th at each apprentice
would have somewhere in the neighborhood of 50 deer after the completion of
five years of apprenticeship through the 37 deer awarded to the apprentice and
their natural increase. However, five years is a long time to live away from
one’s home just in the hopes of acquiring reindeer. Many apprentices left the
station, sometimes even after only a few months, because of homesickness or
general feelings of discontent with the apprenticeship program (e.g., Lopp
1895:72; Jackson 1895:12-13). Yet, for those who persevered and rem ained at
the station there were some appealing benefits. For one, they were trained at
the government’s expense, provided shelter, food, and clothing. Furthermore,
wives of apprentices were also supported by the government under the
condition that they sew and cook for the apprentices9 (e.g., Jackson 1893:28,
1895:61-63). However, the receipt of reindeer by the apprentices still did not
represent true ownership in th at they were unable to remove the anim als from
the herd, and were not allowed to do with the animals what they pleased as the
government retained control over slaughter and sale (e.g., Jackson 1905:15).
In fact, in 1896 after the term of apprenticeship was lengthened to a
mandatory five years, apprentices were not guaranteed th at any reindeer
The role of women in reindeer introduction is virtually unaddressed in the literature.
In part, this is due to the fact that most herding and husbandry activities were
performed by men, whereas women’s involvement in reindeer herding affairs were
generally limited to processing reindeer hides, meat, and sinews and manufacturing
herders’ clothing and footwear. Sinrock Mary is the best-known Alaska Native woman
associated with Alaskan reindeer herding. She was awarded ownership of her
deceased husband’s reindeer herd through the U. S. court system, which established
Euroamerican rules of inheritance regarding reindeer wealth. While Sinrock Mary
became one of the largest owners of reindeer in Alaska, most herding and husbandry
duties continued to be performed by male herders despite the fact that the overall
management of the herd remained under Mary’s control.
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would be given to them at the completion of their terms. Furtherm ore,
apprentices were not allowed to remove their deer from the main herd until
their apprenticeship was complete and then only under the condition that they
kept them in a herd of at least 100 animals (Jackson 1897:110-111).
In sum, apprenticeship programs varied from two to five years in length
as did the number of animals earned for each year of service (e.g., Jackson
1893:28, 1895:63,1896:14, 1897:110). Technically, reindeer were awarded to
apprentices at the completion of their training or at the conclusion of each
year, depending at which station they were trained and during which year they
started their apprenticeship (e.g., Brevig 1908:74-75; Lee 1904a:63, 1904b:65;
Lopp 1906a:141). This inconsistency was further complicated by the fact that
policies for the distribution of reindeer to Alaska Natives often changed from
one year to the next so that it was sometimes unclear how m any reindeer an
apprentice had earned. Consequently, it was not long before discontent and
skepticism developed on the part of Alaska Natives as to w hether they would
ever receive reindeer of their own (e.g., Brevig 1944:94; Jackson 1896:15).
Administrators attem pted to alleviate this concern by loaning a herd of 100
reindeer to Charlie Antisarlook,10 and his two brothers, Iziksie (Asiksik) and
Kotowak (Kuktiuk), and Iuppuk and another herder, Soovawhasie, in 1895
(Jackson 1895:66; Ray 1983b:123). After five years, the original num ber of
reindeer loaned would be returned to the government keeping the increase for
their own herd (Jackson 1895:14-15, 59, 66-67, 1896:15; Kjellmann 1896:70,
80-82).11
Antisarlook’s name is spelled in a variety of ways, including Antesilook and
Antachaluk (e.g., Ray 1965:84). He was an interpreter aboard the Bear when the first
reindeer were purchased in 1891 as well as other years. His wife, Mary, was also an
interpreter for Jackson and Healy and was known by numerous names and titles,
including Sinrock Mary, Reindeer Mary, Russian Mary, Palasha Makrikoff (her
Russian name as she was half Russian), and Changunak or Sangruyak, her Eskimo
names (see Ray 1983b:117-140 for a more extended discussion).
Five years continued as the standard length of the loan period in subsequent
agreements (e.g., Jackson 1905:12).
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Formation of the First Inupiaq Reindeer Herd
In February, 1895 the first Alaska Native herd was established
between the Teller station and Cape Nome at the Sinrock (Sinuk) River near
Cape Rodney (Ray 1983b:125). Superintendent Kjellmann sent a Saami
herder to help take the herd to its new location; however, “...it was not regarded
as necessary or even desirable to have Laplanders continue to manage the
herd” (Kjellmann 1986:80). He thought that by allowing Antisarlook and his
apprentices to care for the herd he would be able to determine how they would
take to the responsibility of overseeing the herd by themselves (Kjellmann
1896:80-81). By the summer of 1896, Charlie Antisarlook’s herd had grown to
218 animals (Jackson 1897:14).
Antisarlook’s herd was eventually taken to Pt. Barrow in order to
provide relief to stranded American whalers. It wasn’t until December 2,1899
that he received a payment of 328 reindeer for the 133 deer he lent for the
relief expedition (Antisarlook 1900:140). Charlie did not receive the final
payment of deer until July of 1900. Tragically, on July 30, 1900 Charlie died in
the measles and pneumonia epidemic that swept through the region, leaving
the herd entirely under the control of Charlie’s widow, Mary. She later came to
be called “The Reindeer Queen,” because she was one of the largest Native
herd owners in Alaska for a num ber of years. In the early winter of 1901,
Mary was forced to relocate her herd to the Unalakleet area because of
problems she had experienced in having the herd so close to the new city of
Nome as miners were stealing deer from her herd on their way to the mining
district (Jackson 1902:12-13; 1903:23; Ray 1983b; see also Brooks 1984;
1991).
Although the Antisarlook herd was the first independent reindeer herd
established in Alaska that w as under the direct charge of Alaska Natives, this
herd did not characterize the general trend in the distribution of reindeer
throughout Alaska during this period. More commonly, the Bureau of
Education loaned herds of reindeer to various missions throughout Alaska, the
first of which was the Congregational mission at Cape Prince of Wales.
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Establishment of the Wales Mission Herd
In 1894, at the time of the arrival of the Saami and the new
superintendent, W. A. Kjellmann, there were fifteen apprentices at the Teller
station. The estimated ages of these apprentices ranged from 14 to 30 years,
with a mean of 19 years, and a median age of 18. Five apprentices were from
Cape Prince of Wales, three from the Port Clarence area, two from Kawerak
(see Figure 4.1), two from Unalakleet, one from Cape Nome, one from Golovin
Bay, and one from the Yukon River12 (data enumerated in Lopp 1895:72; see
also Jackson 1895:59). After Kjellmann's arrival in Port Clarence, Lopp
returned to Wales13 taking with him a herd of 118 reindeer, one hundred of
which were a gift from Jackson to the American Missionary Association
(Congregational mission)14 and 18 of which were the property of the Wales
apprentices (aged 14 to 19) who accompanied Lopp back to their home
(Jackson 1895:14, 59, 66, 82). One of the newly arrived Saami herders
accompanied the group to Cape Prince of Wales, but soon after returned to
Teller station. That left the Wales herd under the guardianship of Lopp, the
five Inupiaq herders, and one Siberian herder,15 all of whom had been at the
Teller Reindeer Station during the previous year (Lopp 1896:91).
The five Inupiat who had served their apprenticeships at the Teller
station and subsequently returned to Wales were Jam es Keok, Stanley

12 Moses was an Athapaskan from Tanana (Lopp 1910b:XLV).
13 Lopp was second superintendent of the Teller Reindeer Station from June 30, 1893 to
July 29, 1894. Lopp returned to Wales in order to reopen the Congregational mission
that had been closed following the murder of Mr. Harry R. Thornton on August 19,
1893 by three Wales Inupiat (Jackson 1895:9-10; Thornton 1931:xix).
14 In general the reindeer that Lopp took to Wales were perceived as a gift rather than a
loan; however, there is some ambiguity as to this fact (e.g., Churchill 1906:53-54).
15 No data have been discovered on how long this Siberian herder remained in Wales.
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Kawerak, George O tenna,16 Thomas Sokenna,17 and N etuxlte,18 most of whom
eventually became admired leaders among the Inupiat by their status as rich
men, as well as by helping to establish many of the other reindeer herds and
herders throughout the Seward Peninsula and northwestern Alaska (Jackson
1895:66, 1896:14, 15, 1906:28-29, 31, 33; Lopp 1895:72, 1896:91).
The Contributions of W. T. Lopp to the Emergence of Inupiaq Reindeer Herding
The establishm ent of the Wales herd in August of 1894 represented the
formation of the second reindeer herd in Alaska, and the first mission (or non
government) herd; Antisarlook’s herd was formed during the following winter.
Lopp repeatedly refused to have a Saami herder associated with the Wales
herd (Jackson 1902:18). Because it was an independent mission-owned herd,
the herd was managed with a degree of independence and autonomy from
Government policies on the administration and distribution of deer (e.g., Lee
1904b:65). W ithout a Saami presence, Inupiaq herders took on apprentices
such that Inupiat taught Inupiat. As a result, the Inupiaq herders from Wales
became key players in the spread and continuation of reindeer herding in
contrast to regions where Saami herders were in charge of herds and
apprentices and Alaska Natives remained subordinate (e.g., Kjellmann
1896:65). In this respect, Inupiaq herders were far from the passive recipients
of Jackson’s program of assimilation that he had intended, but were rather
active participants in the development of Alaska Native reindeer herding.
Likewise, the impact of the superintendent of the Wales mission herd,
W. T. Lopp, on the development of reindeer herding on the Seward Peninsula
should not be underestim ated. Lopp was largely responsible for the spread of
16 Otenna lived to be over 100 years old and was known by a number of individuals with
whom I worked.
17 Thomas Sokenna's name was spelled in various ways, including, Sokweana, Sokwena,
Sokweena, and other variations. He was transferred from Wales to Shishmaref in
1905 to be with the reindeer herd which was established there (Jackson 1906:33;
1908:12; Lopp 1906b:59, 61).
18 Also spelled Netaxite (Brevig 1898:77).
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reindeer herding from Wales up the coast of Northwest Alaska, by sending
Inupiaq herders to establish new reindeer stations (e.g., Gilman 1911:338). In
addition, in 1898 he helped lead the relief expedition to save stranded whaling
ships in Barrow, and as a result established the Point Hope and Barrow herds.
Lopp was also very interested in starting a reindeer herd in the Shishmaref
area (e.g., Lopp 1905:108-109; Ray 1965:83).
Probably the most im portant contribution of Lopp was his idea that the
best way to ensure the prosperity of Alaska Native reindeer herding was to
incorporate it into traditional systems of wealth and prestige, eventually
broadening access to this new form of wealth beyond the traditional elite
fam ilies. For example, he stated in his annual report of the Teller Reindeer
Station, dated July 2, 1894,
The United States can surely afford to be magnanimous with the
first Alaskan herders who, after learning how to manage and care
for reindeer, start independent herds. Nothing should be given
them outright to make them lose their self-respect; but by helping
them in the manner indicated in the following general suggestions,
we believe that in five or six years they will be considered as rich
and independent deer men, men of as much wealth and influence
as the walrus or whale hunters. When a few rich deer men,
Oomaliks (sic) [umialit\, have been distributed along the coast,
we think the training of new herders will take care of itself (Lopp
1895:76-77).
Thus, Lopp contributed to the emergence of the Kingean (Wales)
“reindeer aristocracy,” where reindeer were owned by only a sm all number of
wealthy families. Control over reindeer herding by these families was
maintained by taking on fellow kinsmen as apprentices, so th a t others were
not given the opportunity to become directly involved with herding.
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The Administration and Decline of Jackson's Reindeer Program
Familial control over access to reindeer herding in Wales changed only
after Lopp resigned from his position as superintendent of the Wales herd and
was replaced by Hugh J. Lee in 1902 (Jackson 1903:13). Lee changed the
policy of the mission herd by demanding that non-kin were taken as
apprentices to begin to open up the reindeer herding enterprise to families
other than those of the “aristocracy” (Lee 1904b:65).
This new rule was greeted with cheers by the population of the
village, as they were beginning to feel jealous of the Kingean
reindeer aristocracy, and the new rule is that no boy shall become
an apprentice until he shall have learned some English (Lee
1904b:65).
Lee also changed the distribution system of the apprenticeship program
at the Wales mission herd. Instead of receiving reindeer annually, apprentices
would only receive deer at the completion of their five years of training, at
which time they would be given 25 deer and loaned an additional 25 deer from
the mission. With these changes Lee hoped to encourage the apprentices to
take better care of the mission-owned reindeer.19 Lee claimed no knowledge of
the way in which the government herds were administered and made such
changes as he saw fit to better the mission herd operations (Lee 1904a:63,
1904b:64-65; Lopp 1903).
The distribution of reindeer to Alaska Natives and the interpretation of
the government’s rules and regulations regarding methods of reindeer
management, apprentice systems, selling of reindeer, etc., depended on who
was involved in the adm inistration of each station (e.g., Lee 1904b:65; Lopp
1906a:141). There was a relative degree of autonomy established by some of
the mission herds. The Wales mission herd, for example, was autonomous
because they received no federal appropriations for the operation of their
reindeer station (Jackson 1906:14).
19

This policy was later criticized by Thompson (1911).
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Ultimately, reindeer herding became intimately tied to a Christian
education, in that Jackson loaned out government deer to various mission
schools to help in distributing reindeer throughout the Native population (e.g.,
H arris 1897:119-122). In 1894, Jackson suggested that.
The missionaries being the most intelligent and disinterested
friends of the natives, the Government naturally looks to them as
the best agents through whom to reach them. From their
position and work, having learned the character and needs of the
people, they are best fitted to wisely plan and carry out methods
of transferring the ownership of the deer from the Government to
the natives in such a m anner as will best facilitate the reindeer
industry.
The Government further realizes the fact that the natives who
most completely come under mission influence, civilization, and
education are the coming men of affairs among their own people,
and therefore are the best men to lead in a new movement
(Jackson 1895:14).
Jackson’s reliance on mission schools to carry out the responsibilities of
reindeer distribution later (ca. 1907) came under close scrutiny when those
concerned with Jackson’s failure to separate church and state started to make
inquiries into the reindeer program (e.g., Churchill 1906). Jackson’s support of
non-Alaska Native ownership of reindeer also contributed to these
investigations (e.g., Jackson 1896:16-18, 1904:21). However, Jackson’s
choices were limited with regards to a method of distributing reindeer as quickly
and efficiently as possible throughout the Alaska Native population while
maintaining some degree of control, albeit limited, over how this distribution
was carried out. Indeed, in 1905, Jackson suggested that, “W ith respect to
economy in reindeer instruction the experience of the Bureau of Education has
thus far been in favor of the mission station rather than the Government herd”
(1906:19). This resulted from the missions having to provide the costs of
supporting their apprentices, rather than the government supporting them. In
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addition, Jackson felt that mission herds provided a higher standard of living for
the missionary families who otherwise had to rely on salted and canned meat
and also provided them with greater efficiency and comfort while ministering to
outlying native settlem ents (Jackson 1903:24; e.g., Oswalt 1963:114).
Unfortunately, it turned out that in many cases reindeer remained under
mission ownership rather than ending up in the private hands of Alaska
Natives.
The Reorganization of the Alaska Reindeer Service: Increased Distribution of
Reindeer to Alaska Natives
As suggested above, Lopp, among others, had his own ideas about how
reindeer should be distributed to Alaska Natives and made m any suggestions
which were later incorporated into the rules and regulations of the Alaska
Reindeer Service (e.g., Lopp 1894:135, Thornton 1931:xvi). Lopp’s influence
and impact on early Alaska Native reindeer herding increased in his position as
district superintendent of schools in the northern district of Alaska, wherein he
served as superintendent of the Alaska Reindeer Service20 (e.g., Updegraff
1910:1326). Between 1905 and 1907, Jackson’s handling of the school system
and reindeer program was strongly attacked, with a federal investigation
initiated after he began to advocate non-Native ownership of reindeer (e.g.,
Jackson 1896:16-18; 1898a:12-14; 1904:21). This appears to have been
precipitated in part because of his close relationship with missions and his view
that religion and education were synonymous (cf. Churchill 1906; Jackson
1897:15). Jackson resigned as General Agent for Education in Alaska because
of “ill health” and was replaced by Dr. Harlan Updegraff as Chief of the Alaska
Division of the Bureau of Education (Lopp 1911:1344).21 The administration of
20 Lopp became Chief of the Alaska Division of the Bureau of Education on February 16,
1910, replacing Dr. Harlan Updegraff (Lopp 1911:1344, 1345 J.
21 There is some contradiction over whether Jackson was asked to resign or whether he
did so on his own volition due to poor health (Stern et al. 1980:35). However, at the
time of Jackson’s resignation in 1907 he had just recovered from an operation. In May
of 1908 Jackson and his wife celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary, after which
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the Alaska Reindeer Service was reorganized as an integral part of the Alaska
School Service. The major emphasis of the reindeer service was the greater
distribution of government, Saami-owned, and mission-owned reindeer to
Alaska Natives (Updegraff 1909:1046-1047; Alaska Reindeer Service 1911).22
Under the new rules and regulations of the reindeer service, promising
and ambitious young Natives were selected for participation in the apprentice
program of four years, wherein they received 6, 8, and 10 reindeer at the close
of the first, second, and third year, respectively, and 10 more at the close of the
fourth year (Lopp 1911:1364).
Upon the satisfactory term ination of his apprenticeship an
apprentice becomes a herder and assumes entire charge of his
herd, subject to the Rules and Regulations for the Reindeer
Service and to supervision of the district superintendent and of
the local superintendent. In accordance with the regulations a
herder must in turn employ and reward apprentices, thus
becoming an additional factor in the extension of the enterprise
(Lopp 1911:1364).
Originally, participants in the reindeer apprenticeship programs were
selected by the superintendent of the reindeer stations. This was the only
method of acquiring reindeer. This changed, however, after the reorganization
of the Alaska Reindeer Service, when the rapid dissemination of reindeer to
Alaska Natives became the foremost objective. Subtle changes in the rules
and regulations governing the distribution of reindeer to Alaska Natives
Mrs. Jackson became ill and died. Late in the winter of 1909 Jackson became ill and
in April of the same year had another operation. Jackson failed to recover from this
surgery and died on May 2, 1909 just sixteen days before his 75th birthday (Lazell
1960:25, 203-205).
It is important to note that as of 1909 the success of introducing reindeer herding to
Athapaskans of interior Alaska was very limited, and it was therefore suggested that
all attempts to introduce reindeer to the Interior be abandoned (Updegraff
1909:1047).
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occurred during the first decade of the 20th century with dramatic results for
the development of Inupiaq reindeer herding. In 1905. reindeer herders could
not “sell, exchange, give, kill, or in any way dispose of any female reindeer
except to the Government.” Male reindeer, however, could be disposed of with
the written approval of the station and the district superintendent (Harris
1906:70; Jackson 1908:10; U. S. Bureau of Education 1908:399). Then, in
July 1907, the “Rules and Regulations of the Alaska Reindeer Service”
modified these restrictions in stating that,
No representative of the Bureau of Education shall approve of
the sale or of the disposal of any female reindeer to any person
other than a resident native of Alaska', nor shall the sale or
disposal of female reindeer to any native be so approved unless
such native shall be known to be a competent reindeer herder or
shall give satisfactory evidence that he will keep the reindeer
under the care of a competent herder or herders (Alaska Reindeer
Service 1911:10; emphasis added).
Such changes regarding the distribution of reindeer to Alaska Natives
provided a new means by which reindeer could be acquired (U. S. Bureau of
Education 1908:399-400). Individuals no longer had to remove themselves
from their homes to enter an apprenticeship program where they would spend
up to five years before acquiring a breeding herd of reindeer, even though some
still chose to do so. Female reindeer could now be purchased from Native
herders with permission of the various administrators involved (i.e., district and
local superintendents), under the condition that the buyer agreed to provide for
the proper care of the reindeer (e.g., Evans 1910:LX, Lopp 1911:1365).
Reindeer could be purchased and their acquisition no longer relied upon the
previous strategy of involving only the rich and powerful families which
contributed to the aristocratic control of Alaskan reindeer herding during the
first decade of the 20th century (cf. Stern 1980:128-129, 130-131).
Independent herds were established much more quickly after the purchase of
female reindeer was allowed because it increased the rate of reindeer
distribution to Alaska Natives (e.g., UpdegrafF 1910:1326).
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The reorganization of the reindeer service and the shift in policy toward
greater distribution of reindeer among Alaska Natives resulted in a rapid
increase in the number of herds in Alaska. The outcome was that, whereas
previously only one herd was associated with a particular reindeer station, now
there might be several herds. Furthermore, herds, once established, were often
subject to splitting or relocating to new ranges where they fell under the
jurisdiction of a different reindeer station. Grazing pastures became a primary
concern among reindeer herders with the increase in the number of herds. Of
particular importance was locating a new herd where it had access to summer
pastures (Shields 1914:30).
In the end, the reorganization of the reindeer service resulted in greater
complexity in the administration of Alaskan reindeer herding as well as greater
chances of the emergence of variability between various herders with the
increased autonomy of individual herders established by policy reforms
beginning in 1907. The subsequent discussion of the Shishmaref reindeer
station and surrounding areas reflects this complexity.
SUMMARY
In summary, the above chapter represents a diachronic perspective on
the introduction of reindeer into Alaska from a non-Native or outsiders’
perspective. Reindeer introduction took place as a project in social engineering
designed to convert Alaska Native hunter-gatherers into food producers so
that they would have a permanent and stable food supply. Reindeer
introduction was thought to represent the process whereby Alaska Natives
would become civilized participants in the national economy. They were
trained through reindeer apprenticeships either at the government reindeer
station, or at one of the other reindeer stations th at were eventually
established in various communities in western Alaska.
The first reindeer station formed after the initial establishment of the
Teller Reindeer Station was the Wales mission herd formed in 1894. This herd
became prosperous under the guidance of Mr. W. T. Lopp and the proficient
Inupiaq herders of Wales, and subsequently aided in the establishment of new
reindeer stations throughout northwestern Alaska.
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Rules and regulations regarding the apprenticeship program determined
the method through which Inupiat acquired reindeer of their own. However,
these rules and regulations often changed from year to year such th a t Alaska
Natives began to think that they were never going to benefit from the reindeer
introduction program. Finally, in 1895 the first independent Inupiaq herd was
established.
After Jackson’s program was criticized for failing to distinguish between
the church and the state and his advocating of non-Native ownership of
reindeer, the reindeer program was reorganized as part of the Alaska School
Service. The new rules and regulations resulted in an increased rate at which
Inupiat acquired reindeer of their own. These new rules also provided for a
greater sense of autonomy among new Inupiaq reindeer herders. Prior to the
enactment of the new regulations, Alaska Natives were not able to transfer
ownership of female reindeer. The new regulations stated that female reindeer
could be transferred to other Alaska Natives with administrative approval.
The result was the formation of greater numbers of independent reindeer herds
such that the effects of reindeer introduction were experienced by larger
numbers of Inupiat after 1907.
The formation of a mission herd at Cape Prince of Wales under the
guidance of W. T. Lopp resulted in the rise of what has been called the Wades
reindeer aristocracy. Access to reindeer herding in Wales during the early
years waLS restricted to a small num ber of wealthy families prior to the 1907
reorganization. Lopp suggested th at the training of new herders and the
establishment of new reindeer herds would proceed on its own if reindeer
herding was incorporated into traditional systems of wealth and prestige. Lopp
was the first to suggest that reindeer herders were capable of achieving the
status of umialiks. The question of w hether or not reindeer um ialiks resulted
from reindeer introduction has not been answered definitively in the literature.
Reindeer umialiks are discussed in subsequent chapters. Discussion now shifts
to the development of Shishm aref reindeer herding in Chapter 5.
This chapter focused on providing the historical context of reindeer
introduction from the perspective of those involved in the adm inistration of the
introduction program. While this chapter did not provide sufficient evidence to
reject any of the hypotheses presented in Chapter 1, several relevant points
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were made that are im portant to review here. Most importantly, reindeer
introduction did not force the Inupiaq herders to abandon traditional hunting
and gathering activities to pursue herding activities. In fact, Jackson and
others involved in the adm inistration of the reindeer program acknowledged
that traditional subsistence resources were vital to Inupiaq apprentices and
reindeer herders so that herds could increase in size. Therefore, combining
herding with hunting and gatherering to meet subsistence needs was
encouraged.
Furthermore, information presented in this chapter concerning the
development of the Wales reindeer aristocracy suggests th at reindeer herding
had been incorporated into traditional Inupiaq conceptions of property, wealth,
and prestige. In turn, this suggests that Hypothesis 2, which states that
reindeer herding failed to be incorporated into traditional Alaska Native
conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige will likely be rejected. However,
this historical information presented in this chapter does not provide the data
with which to evaluate w hether the emergence of Inupiaq reindeer herding
resulted in a shift from a hunter-gatherer to a pastoral cultural logic. Chapters
5, 6, and 7 will provide the necessary data from the Shishm aref area to address
this problem.
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CHAPTER 5
HERDERS, OWNERS, AND APPRENTICES:
EARLY PRIVATE REINDEER H ERDING ON NORTHERN SEWARD
PEN IN SU LA (1904-m id-1920’s)

“That was the big reason why they came across with [reindeer
from the Chukchi Peninsula], so the people would know how to
handle the same herd that they transport from Russia to Alaska.
So they would handle them just like they do over in Siberia”
—Gideon K. Barr, Sr., September 21, 1991, Shishmaref, Alaska
(Barr 1991d).
REVIEW OF HYPOTHESES
This chapter represents the first discussion focused exclusively on
reindeer herding on the northern Seward Peninsula. Along with Chapters 6 and
7, this chapter provides a case study to evaluate the problem statem ent and
hypotheses posed in Chapter 1. They are reviewed below to provide a
framework for interpreting the data presented in this and subsequent
chapters. While final evaluations of these hypotheses and the problem
statem ent will be completed in Chapter 8, each will be reviewed in the
concluding sections of Chapters 5-7, each of which represents a particular
period of Shishmaref area reindeer herding development.
The problem statem ent suggests that reindeer introduction among the
Bering Strait Inupiat resulted in the transformation of Inupiaq huntergatherers to pastoralists as evidenced by the replacement of; (a) resource
sharing with resource hoarding, (b) open access to resources with restricted
access to resources, and (c) appropriation of animal resources at the tim e of
the animal’s death with their appropriation at birth.
Hypothesis 1 regarding the prior experience Bering Strait Inupiat had
with Chukchi reindeer herding was rejected utilizing information derived from
Chapter 3 and is not addressed further here. Hypotheses 2 through 5,
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however, will be informed by the discussions in this chapter as well as those in
Chapters 6 and 7.
Hypothesis 2 suggests th at reindeer herding failed to be incorporated
into traditional Alaska Native conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige.
Chapter 3 suggested that reindeer herding commodities had already been
incorporated into Inupiaq property, wealth, and prestige prior to reindeer
introduction into Alaska. Additional information provided in Chapter 4
suggested that those families who had been active in the intercontinental trade
of Chukchi reindeer herding products subsequently became the first to pursue
herding in Alaska. It was suggested that this resulted from their desire to
maintain control over the distribution of reindeer herding products just as they
had done previously. Evidence from the Shishmaref area presented below
lends further support to reject Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3 suggests th at reindeer herding failed to be incorporated
into traditional Alaska Native subsistence economy and land use. Discussions
in Chapter 4 demonstrated that the intention of the reindeer introduction
program was to combine reindeer herding with hunting and gathering activities.
Thus, we might expect that Hypothesis 3 will also be rejected. D ata presented
in this and subsequent chapters will support this supposition.
Hypothesis 4 suggests th at reindeer herding represented only an agent
of culture change associated w ith culture contact and economic modernization.
Similarly, Hypothesis 5 suggests th at reindeer introduction eroded traditional
Alaska Native social relations through the private ownership of herding
resources. While discussions presented thus far have offerred little insight into
these problems, data presented in this and subsequent chapters will be useful
in addressing these hypotheses.
INTRODUCTION
The reorganization of the Alaska Reindeer Service as part of the Alaska
School Service and amendments to the rules and regulations concerning
Alaska Native reindeer herding established another category of reindeer
ownership in Alaska called “owners.” When the purchase of female reindeer by
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Alaska Natives was allowed, reindeer became accessible to a greater number
of Inupiat. However, the Inupiat who purchased reindeer were not necessarily
trained in how to herd reindeer as they did not receive training as apprentices.
These reindeer owners had to keep their deer in the herds of experienced
herdsmen or otherwise insure that the reindeer were properly cared for. As a
result a clear distinction developed between reindeer herders, reindeer
apprentices, and reindeer owners. These distinctions become critical to an
understanding of the emergence of Inupiaq reindeer herding in the Shishmaref
area of the northern Seward Peninsula and its subsequent developments.
Inupiaq reindeer herding in the Shishmaref area began in 1904 when a
colony herd was established from the main herd of the Cape Prince of Wales
Mission. Several herders and their apprentices accompanied the herd to
Shishmaref where they kept charge of the new herd as well as took on new
apprentices from the Shishmaref community. A couple of the herders who
came from Wales were originally from Shishmaref, but had traveled to Wales
in order to get into the reindeer business. From this point Shishm aref reindeer
herding developed through three successive periods: (1) early private herding;
(2) collective herding; and (3) contemporary herding.
The following chapters (5-7), organized by period, characterize the
course of reindeer introduction during the past century, and as such, are a
general characterization of the history of reindeer herding throughout western
Alaska. This chapter, however, will focus specifically on Early Private
Reindeer Herding in the Shishm aref and Cape Espenberg area w ith particular
emphasis on identifying the influence of reindeer herding on Inupiaq culture and
society during this period. Collective Reindeer Herding and the emergence of
Contemporary Shishmaref Reindeer Herding period will be discussed in
following chapters.
EMERGENCE OF INUPIAQ REINDEER HERDING IN THE
SHISHMAREF-ESPENBERG AREA
The first type of reindeer herding practiced in the Shishm aref area was
Early Private Reindeer Herding, which characterized Shishm aref Inupiaq
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reindeer herding between 1904 and the mid-1920’s. Prior to the reorganization
of Jackson’s reindeer program, the Shishmaref School and Reindeer Station
was established.1 In August, 1904 a herd of 389 reindeer was transferred from
the neighboring village of Wales to Shishmaref.2 This herd was initially
considered a colony of the Wales mission herd and consisted of mission-owned
reindeer and the personal deer of some apprentices and herders that relocated
to Shishmaref (Lopp 1906b:59). Administration of the herd, however, was
placed in the hands of the Shishmaref school teachers and not the Wales
mission. In 1907, after less than three years, the Shishm aref herd was
reclassified as a government herd with the reorganization of the reindeer
service (Updegraff 1909:1049).
By this time, the number of reindeer stations had greatly increased, and
local herd superintendents were not necessarily as familiar with reindeer
herding practices as they had been. With the reorganization of the reindeer
program, management of the reindeer stations was now an integral part of the
Alaska School Service, so that it was the school teachers th at assumed
responsibility for overseeing the herds in their areas. This resulted in great
variability in the quality of supervision among the various herds in Alaska, as
well as within individual herds as teachers rotated in and out of the schools
with relative frequency. Some of the teachers were not at all interested in
reindeer herding, while others attempted to make herding operations “more
efficient,” often to the consternation of the Native herders. They were
responsible for providing the Bureau of Education with annual reindeer herd
figures concerning the number of fawns, number of adults, and number of
males and females for each herd under their jurisdiction. In addition, it was the
teachers who were responsible for resolving disputes between different herders,
The Shishmaref school building cost $5,000 to construct. School opened in October
1906 (Jackson 1908:17, 26). The price of the construction of the Shishmaref school
building has also been reported as $4,199.73 (Updegraff 1909:1025; 1910:LVII). The
building was 36 by 24 feet in dimensions and one-and-one-half stories high (Updegraff
1910:LVII).
Of course, the reindeer herds were not physically located in the villages. This usage
refers to the central supplying station utilized by the reindeer herders.
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owners, and apprentices, as well as making sure that each man honored his
herding or apprentice contract. They were also in charge of dealing with acts of
animal cruelty, insubordinate herders and apprentices, and overall herd health
and welfare (Shishmaref School Records 1907-1919). Excerpts from some of
the reports of the various Shishmaref Local Reindeer Superintendents are
provided in the following discussion when they contain data pertinent to
Inupiaq reindeer herding.
By June 30, 1905, the original herd of 389 reindeer taken to Shishmaref
had grown to number 460 animals. The distribution of reindeer ownership at
this time is detailed in Table 5.1. Herd summaries are presented in Table 5.2.
Discussions with some Shishmaref elders in 1993 determined th at some of
these men were originally from the Shishmaref area and had earlier gone to
Wales to become reindeer herders. Others were not actually located in
Shishmaref, but had only a few stray deer in the newly established herd. These
stray deer or mavericks, as they are called, would later become a major
problem for Alaska Native reindeer herding, through the measures taken by
the federal government to alleviate the mixing of reindeer herds (see Chapter
6 ).

In 1906, the five reindeer herders and two apprentices at Shishmaref
owned 369 reindeer out of the 599 total reindeer in the herd (see Table 5.3).

Table 5.1

Ownership of Reindeer in Shishm aref Herd on June 30,1905
(Jackson 1906:14; cf. Lopp 1906b:61).
A D U LT S

NAMES

Wales Mission
Thomas Sokweena, H
Joseph Eningowuk, H
Frank Iyatunguk, H
John Sinnok, H
Walter Kiyuktuk, H
Woodluk, Al
Harry Karmun, H
James Keok. H . ...
TOTALS

M

F

27
28
17
16
13
5
2
4
1
113

82
54
28
25
11
6
2
0
0
208

FAW NS
M

.

27
19
6
9
3
2
0
0
0
66

F

_

30
18
12
8
3
2
0
0
0
73
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T ota l
166
119
63
58
30
15
4
4
1

460
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Table 5.2

1905 General Herd Summary within the Shishmaref Herd
(Jackson 1906:14; cf. Lopp 1906b:61).
7
290
1
4
0
166
8
460

No. Herders
No. reindeer
No. Apprentices
No. reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

Table 5.3

Ownership of Reindeer in Shishm aref Herd on June 30, 1906
(Alaska Reindeer Service, n.d.).

NAMES

1. Government
Wales Mission
2. Thomas Sokweena, H
Frank Iyatunguk, H
Joseph Eningowuk, H
John Sinnok, H
Walter Kiyuktuk, H
Evans Abilee, A2^
Woodluk. A1
TOTALS

A DU LTS
F
M

FAWNS
M
F

6
43
39
17
16
15
3
3
4

0
109
58
31
40
14
8
4
4

0
35
24
9
6
6
3
0

0
37
26
13
14
5
4
1
1

146

268

84

101

1

T otal
6
224
147
70
76
40
18
9
9
599

The remainder were owned by the Wales mission with the exception of six
government animals that were held there temporarily. There were two
apprentices associated with the Shishmaref herd. One, who began his
apprenticeship in 1904, was supported by the W ales mission and the other by
Numbers associated with the symbol for apprentices (e.g., A2) correspond to the herder
or organization under which the apprentice trains. For example, Evans Abilee was
Thomas Sokweena’s apprentice.
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an Inupiaq herder.4 The herder’s apprentice, “Abilee,” began his
apprenticeship in 1901 (Alaska Reindeer Service n.d.). Native-owned deer at
Shishm aref represented 61.6% of the herd (see Table 5.4), and 7.2% of all
Native ownership throughout Alaska.
In 1906, the Shishmaref reindeer herders sold more reindeer products
than any of the other 14 herds in Alaska, including Saami and mission herds.
The seven herders associated w ith the Shishmaref herd in 1906 sold a
combined total of $1,802.35 worth of male reindeer products representing
31.8% of the total reindeer product sales by Alaska Natives and 17% of all
sales for the year. Only the Wales herders came close to Shishm aref by
earning $1,427 from their product sales (data enumerated in Jackson 1908:12
13). Generally, the money th at the herders received from sales of reindeer
products went towards payment for supplies that were shipped in from Seattle
and San Francisco; however, transactions also took place with regional traders
and local miners (e.g., Evans 1907; Northup 1908b)5.
Table 5.4

1906 General Herd Summary within the Study Area (Alaska
Reindeer Service, n.d. a).
No. Herders
No. reindeer
No. Apprentices
No. reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

5
351
2
18
6
224
7
599

No record of the breakdown of reindeer ownership for the years 1906, 1907, and 1908
have been found for the Shishmaref herd. Therefore, the names of the individuals
involved are unknown at this time.
Unfortunately, data concerning the specific details of trade and commodity distribution
(i.e., to where and to whom reindeer products were sold) are unavailable.
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During the 1907-1908 fiscal year, the reindeer from the Shishmaref herd
that were owned by the Congregational mission were recombined with the
parental herd at Wales and Stanley Kawerak (Qauwiazraq6) relocated from
Wales to Shishmaref to serve as chief herder of the now government herd
(Updegraff 1909:1048-1049, 1910:LXVI, Kawerak 1929:1). A total of ten
Inupiat owned reindeer in the Shishmaref herd in 1907 (see Table 5.5).
Table 5.5

1907 General Herd Summary within the Study Area (Bureau of
Education 1908:Table 6).
No. Herders &
Owners
No. reindeer
No. Apprentices
No. reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
No. of Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

6
619
4
28
0
283
46
10
930

Stanley Kawerak’s name is spelled in various ways in historical texts, including,
Kivyeruk, Kivyearzruk, Kivoyearzruk, Kivoyearzruk, Kiveruk, Kivyearook,
Kivyeargruk, Kiveatzruk, Kinyearzruk, and others. The most common vernacular
anglicized spelling of his name is Kawerak, representing a more anglicized
pronunciation of the Inupiaq. There were also regional dialectical variations in the
pronunciation of this name. Stanley was an apprenticed herder from the Wales
Mission Station who started his apprenticeship at the Teller Reindeer Station in 1893.
In 1905 he relocated with James Keok and Harry Karmun to the newly formed
reindeer herd at Deering (Foster 1906:73; Lopp 1906b:60). Stanley died in the late
1940’s or early 1950’s (Barr 1975). Margaret Moto of Deering, Alaska is his daughter
(Barr 1975).
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Together they sold reindeer products in the amount of $1,579.00 (Bureau of
Education 1908:Table 6).
Mr. A. N. Evans, who was the Assistant Superintendent of Schools for
the Northern District of Alaska, visited the Shishmaref herders in November,
1907 to secure apprentices and to get the herders to sign their herder’s
contracts. Seven herders signed contracts, including “Sokweena,” “Sinnok,”
“Eningwouk,” “Iyatunguk,” “Kiuktuk,” “Akbaok,” and “Kivoyearzruk” (Evans
1907). Sokweena had an apprentice “Abilee,” who had already served five
years and had 21 deer of his own. Akbaok had secured deer by purchase
several years earlier, moved his deer from Wales to Shishmaref and taken on
“Neukleawok” as an apprentice. Stanley Kawerak signed a herder's contract
with the condition that he be allowed to keep his brother as an apprentice.
Unfortunately, however, the name of this brother is unknown. Under the old
system there had been nothing to keep him from having his brother as an
apprentice, but Evans felt it necessary to acquire approval from the
Commissioner of Education before allowing it. Stanley had already paid his
brother 20 deer, and agreed to train and reward three additional apprentices
after his brother was paid off. Evans suggested that the Bureau should be
lenient regarding the herders who were paid off under the old system of only two
reindeer per year, so that they were not forced to take on apprentices until
they were in a good condition to do so. All of the Shishmaref apprentices
desired to come under the new rules and regulations, which resulted in receiving
more reindeer through their apprenticeship service (Evans 1907).
The above paragraph demonstrates two incongruities with the rules and
regulations governing reindeer herding in Alaska at the time. Firstly, in 1907,
Evans stated that Akbaok had secured deer by purchase several years earlier.
However, it was not until July, 1907 that female reindeer were allowed to be
transferred from one Alaska Native to another through barter or purchase
(Alaska Reindeer Service 1911:10). This suggests at least two possibilities:
(1) Akbaok had only acquired reindeer bulls (males) and steers (castrated
males) through purchase; or (2) the sale of reindeer cows (females) among
Alaska Natives took place prior to modifications of the rules and regulations
concerning the transfer of female reindeer. Secondly, Stanley Kawerak was
able to keep his brother as an apprentice during contract negotiations in 1907.
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The reorganization of the Alaska Reindeer Service was performed in order to
increase the rate and means by which Alaska Natives acquired reindeer such
that access was not restricted to only the rich and powerful families that had
dominated previous years of Alaska reindeer herding. Stanley Kawerak was
one of the first Inupiaq reindeer herders in Alaska and represented part of the
Wales reindeer aristocracy. The new policy was similar to that employed
earlier by Lee (1904b) in Wales where reindeer herders were not supposed to
take on relatives as apprentices. It is clear, however, th at Evans was not
inclined to keep Stanley from maintaining his brother as an apprentice, as
Stanley had agreed to train three additional apprentices after his brother’s
apprenticeship was completed. These two examples illustrate how policy
changes in the administration of Alaskan reindeer herding were not always
reflected in actual practice. Other examples will become apparent below.
Furthermore, the leniency shown by Evans regarding the new
requirement that herders take on apprentices to whom they m ust award deer,
characterizes the concerns of establishing new, stable and independent Inupiaq
reindeer herds. During these early years of private reindeer herding individual
herders did not own extremely large numbers of reindeer. To maximize the rate
at which the size of herds grew, Native herders were discouraged from killing
females and encouraged to slaughter males sparingly. Similarly, Evans did not
want the established herders, who had received fewer reindeer as apprentices,
to dramatically deplete the number of their reindeer by taking on two many
apprentices at one time under the new regulations.
The number of reindeer in the Shishm aref herd detailing the distribution
of reindeer ownership during the year ending June 30, 1908 were estimated
(see Table 5.6). Ownership by herders was not distinguished from th at by
owners, such that the two are lumped together in Table 5.6 representing seven
individuals. There was a total of five apprentices, two supported by the
government and the other three supported by Inupiaq herders (Updegraff
1909:1052).
Food and supplies, including clothing, ammunition, and harness material
were requested for the two government apprentices in the Shishm aref herd for
delivery during the summer of 1909. One hundred and fifty dollars ($150) was
budgeted for each government apprentice for his supplies, although only rarely
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Table 5.6

1908 General Herd Summary within the Study Area (Updegraff
1909:1052, Table 5).
No. Herders &
Owners
No. reindeer
No. Apprentices
No. reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
No. of Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

7
900
5
62
411
0
0

12
1,373

was so much utilized (Lopp 1908). Supplies provided to government
apprentices included such items as hickory sled timbers, iron for sled shoes,
one-inch tire bolts, various types of clothing, blankets, cooking ware, cotton
rope, ammunition, gun powder, as well as lead and primers for reloading
ammunition. However, the 1908 requisition was to be the last year th a t the
government would furnish apprentices with their supplies, as the provisioning
of food, clothing, and supplies was gradually abandoned under the new
regulations (Updegraff 1909:1048; Northup, n.d., 1908c).
Truman Northup, the Shishm aref school teacher from 1907 to 1909
made the following observation on May 31,1908 regarding Shishm aref herding,
I have found the work among the reindeer boys very interesting
and instructive. Much more has been done for these people than
appears on the surface by the introduction and establishm ent of
this industry among them . Here, where there are less than 800
reindeer, twelve men are depending absolutely upon the herd for
their subsistence about half of them with families and the rest
with numerous relatives who expect help from them. The
Natives, as a rule, look upon the herders and apprentices as being
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pretty well off and I have had several men inquire as to the
possibility of getting into the business (Northup 1908a:16).
From this account we can deduce that two additional men became
involved with the Shishmaref herd after that last record of November, 1907. It
is also im portant to note that Northup recognized that reindeer herding
significantly impacted Inupiat other than those directly engaged in reindeer
herding. Reindeer benefited not only the reindeer herders, but also their larger
kin groups. However, it is still difficult to gauge the extent to which reindeer
herding contributed to the local economy, although clearly reindeer m eat and
hides were available to a considerable portion of the community via the twelve
herdsmen. However, we m ust question Northup’s statement regarding the
fact that these twelve men depended solely upon their reindeer for subsistence.
It is unlikely that they did not acquire additional foods to supplement a
monotonous diet of reindeer meat. Sea mammals, fish, birds, and vegetable
foods also featured in their diet, acquired either directly through combining
herding, hunting, fishing, and gathering or through trade with their sea
mam m al hunting relatives and friends. Coastal foods were probably acquired
through trade and exchange more often than directly through participation in
hunting, fishing, and gathering. This latter suggestion is based on the general
pattern of local superintendents attem pting to limit a herder’s activities to the
reindeer herd during the first years as a herder or the first years of herding in a
new area. However, as discussed in Chapter 4 the reindeer introduction
program intended to combine herding and hunting and gathering activities.
Therfore, early Shishm aref reindeer herders also depended upon the products of
hunting and gathering to meet their subsistence requirements. Subsequent
archival and oral historical data presented below support these contentions.
In November, 1908 the Shishm aref herd was one of five stations that
was split into two different herds (Updegraff 1910:1321). The new herd was
established to the north, in the area of Qivaluq,1 and was called the
Also spelled Kividluk, Kividlo, Kivedloak, Kevedlok, Kiyuklouk, and others (see Ray
1964:82; Schaaf 1988, vol. 11:120- 130). In 1893-1894, Qivaluq contained seven
houses (Jackson 1895:97). Ray (1964:82) stated that Qivaluq may have had a “dance
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Shishmaref Herd No. 2 or Keok’s herd, after Jam es Keok who served as chief
herder of the newly independent herd (e.g., Evans 1910.LIX; Updegraff
1910:1321, 1322, LXVII; Thompson 1910b). Keok was from a prominent
family at Cape Prince of Wales. He was about 15 years old when he began his
apprenticeship at the Teller Reindeer Station in 1893 and was one of the first
Alaska Natives to participate in the apprenticeship program to become a
reindeer herder. He was also one of the herders from the Wales reindeer
aristocracy (Jackson 1906:28, Lopp 1895:72).
On June 30, 1909 there were an estimated 1,200 reindeer in the
Shishmaref Herd No. 1 and 973 in Keok’s herd (Updegraff 1910:1323, LXVII;
Northup 1909; see Table 5.7).
Table 5.7

Ownership of Reindeer in Shishmaref Herd #1 on June 30, 1909
(Updegraff 1910:1322-1325, LXVII).

NAMES

1. Government
2. Stanley Kawerak, Chief H
3. Thomas Sokweena, H
4. Frank Iyatunguk, H
5. Akbaok, H
John Sinnok, H
Walter Kiyuktuk, H
Evans Abilee, A3
Foster, A2
Henry, A2
Neucklayak, A5
Thomas Okpowruk, Al
John Kiuklik, Al
Fred Poosruk. A4
TOTALS

ADULTS
M
F
105
85
75
50
40
14
13
10
7
3
3
3
3
2
413

135
90
83
55
44
18
16
12
10
5
5
5
5
4
487

40
33
25
17
10
5
4
6
4
3
3
3
3
0
156

FAW NS
M
F
35
28
25
17
10
4
4
6
3
3
3
3
3
0
144

T<
315
236
208
139
104
41
37
34
24
14
14
14
14
6
1,200

Keok’s herd consisted of only Native-owned reindeer (Updegraff
1910:1322; cf. Updegraff 1910:1325 where 8 government deer are reported in
the herd). Two herders had reindeer in the herd, Jam es Keok, who owned 791 of
house” (kazgi), citing Jackson (1895:97). Apparently, however, Ray misread Jackson’s
table, as he had not listed Qivaluq as having a dance house in the original source.
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the 973 reindeer, and Harry Karm un who served as Keok’s assistant. There
was one apprentice, Thomas Kotenna, who owned 33 reindeer (see Table 5.8)
Gideon K. Barr, Sr.’s father, Thomas Makaiqtaq B arr (b. ca. 1869; d. 1945),8
owned 29 reindeer in this herd in 1909. He purchased his first reindeer on
August 14, 1905 from Jam es Keok.
Mukaktik [Makaiqtaq], whose name is spelled in several ways,
Mokassuk, M ukritruk and other [sic.], bought on August 14,
1905, five reindeer, els shown by the bill of sale in his hands,
paying therefor [sic.] five fox skins and $100 in cash. These deer
were bought from Jam es Keok of Wales, Alaska (M. B arr et al.
1929:1).
Table 5.8

Ownership of Reindeer in Keok’s Herd (Shishm aref Herd #2) on
June 30, 1909 (Updegraff 1910:1322-1325, LXVII).

NAMES

A DU LTS
M
F

3
Government
1. James Keok, H
208
Harry Karmun, H
17
9
Thomas Kotenna, Al
Thomas Makaiqtaq Barr, O 6
Peter Qauqluk Barr, O
4
Stanley Kawerak (Herd 2) 2
W. Okonok,® O
0
Outpolluk, O
0
W. Copennoilok. O
0
249
TOTALS
.

3
360
42
18
15
10
1
0
0
0
449

FAW NS
M
F

l
110
17
1
4
1
0
1
1
1
137

1
113
8
5
4
3
1
1
1
1
138

T otal
8
791
84
33
29
18
4
2
2
2
973

Thomas Makaiqtaq Barr's Inupiaq name is spelled in various ways in the historical
literature, including, Mukaytuk, Mukartuk, Mukaktik, Mokassuk, Mukritrik,
Mukartuk, Makiaqtaq, Mukitik, Mukituk, Mukinuk, MukLnkktuk, Mukkiaktuk,
Moliaktuk, Mokiaktuk, Mokaktuk, and others. Thomas Barr is Gideon K. Barr, Sr.’s
father.
Also appears in the records as Okinnok and Okouok.
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Makaiqtaq’s purchase of live reindeer in 1905 took place prior to the

change in the rules and regulations of the Reindeer Service allowing such
purchases. Again, this is evidence of the disparity that existed between
government policies and actual practice in the field.
There were four other reindeer owners, owning a total of 24 reindeer
associated with Keok’s herd in 1909; including Peter Qauqluk Barr, Thomas
Barr's brother,10 who obtained his 18 reindeer through a short apprenticeship
(Updegraff 1910:1324-1325, LXVII). In subsequent years Makaiqtaq and his
brothers acquired additional reindeer (M. Barr et al. 1929). The Inupiat of
Keok’s herd made an estimated $1,980 from m eat sales and freighting in 1909
(Updegraff 1910:1325, Table 5). This cash income most certainly affected the
domestic economy of these herding families, although the specific effects are
unknown at this tim e with the data at hand.
The total num ber of reindeer in the two Shishm aref herds for the year
ending June 30,1909, as well as the total numbers of Inupiat involved with
Shishmaref reindeer herding are summarized in Table 5.9.
In 1910 a third herd was established from the existing herds,
Shishmaref Herd No. 3, otherwise referred to as the Stanley (Kawerak) or
Sugloak Herd (Lopp 1911:1365, LX; see Tables 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12).
Shishmaref and Bethel were the only reindeer stations which had three
reindeer herds at this time. In the summer of 1910, the three herds at
Shishmaref had a combined total of reindeer numbering 2,288 deer, making it
the school station w ith the largest number of reindeer on the entire Seward
Peninsula. With respect to the rest of Alaska, Shishmaref was surpassed only
by the three herds a t Bethel which numbered 3,201 total reindeer, most of
which were owned either by the mission or Saam i herders (Lopp 1911:1366,
Table 1). The three Shishmaref herds considered together contained only 75
non-Native-owned reindeer, making them the largest Alaska Native-owned
reindeer herds in Alaska (Lopp 1911:1367-1368, Table 2; see Table 5.13). The
Shishmaref herders also made an estimated $4000 in meat and hide sales, etc.
10 Peter Qauqluk Barr's Inupiaq name is spelled in various ways, including, Kowlook,
Kahlook, Kanglook, Kowluk, Kouglook, and Karluk, but he is mostly referred to as
Peter Barr. Peter Barr is Gideon K. Barr, Sr.'s paternal uncle (FB).
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Table 5.9

1909 General Herd Summaiy within the Study Area (Updegraff
1910:1322-1325, LXVH).
Number of:
Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH#1

6
765
0
0
7
120
315
0
60
13
1200

Keok (#2)

2
879
5
53
1
33
8
0
32
8
973

TOTAL
8
1,644
5
53
8
153
323
0
92
21
2,173

Table 5.10 Ownership of Reindeer in Shishmaref Herd #1 on June 30, 1910
(Lopp 1911:1365, LX).
NAM ES
1. Government
Thomas Sokweena
2. Frank Iyatunguk, H
Evans Abilee, H
John Sinnok, H
Walter Kiyuktuk, H
Thomas Okpowruk, A l
John Kiuklik, Al
Fred Poosruk, A2
Jos. Eningowuk, H
Wales Mission
Kitsenna, O
Prumer. O
TOTALS

ADULTS

M
4
23
20
26
11
7
10
7
2
2
12
1
1
126
-

FAW NS

F

23
119
85
28
29
21
16
17
4
6
9
3
0
360

F

M
10
49
21
18
4
9
5
5
2
1
0
0
0
124

.

9
32
28
8
13
3
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
100
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To
46
223
154
80
57
40
33
31
10
10
21
4
1
710

137
Table 5.11 Ownership of Reindeer in Keok’s H erd (Shishm aref H erd #2) on
Ju n e 30, 1910 (Lopp 1911:1365, LX).
NAMES

ADULTS
M
F

1. Government
2
251
2. James Keok, H
Harry Karmun, H
23
12
Thomas Koterma, H
Thomas Makaiqtaq Barr, O 6
Peter Qauqluk Barr, O
3
2
Alfred Kiyutelluk, Al
D. Iokwruma, A2
2
2
H. Kokizowak, A2
1
W. Okonok, O
1
W. Copennoilok, O
1
Outpolluk, O
Gilbert Suplaq Barr, O
0
0
Soagzrunuk, O
Nealotok. O
0
306
TOTALS

4
401
37
24
16
9
4
4
4
3
3
3
0
0
0
512

FAW NS
M
F

.

l
134
14
8
6
2
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
2
1
174

l
106
15
6
4
3
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
1
1
142

Total
8
892
89
50
32
17

6
6
6
6

6
6
5
3
2
1,134

Table 5.12 Ownership of Reindeer in Stanley’s Herd (Shishmaref Herd #3) on
June 30, 1910 (Lopp 1911:1365, LX).
ADULTS
NAMES_______________M
F
Stanley Kawerak, H
Samuel Akbaok, H
H. Angnubloak, A
Ongnaghloak, H
Neugagloak, A
Neukleawok. A
TOTALS

46
22
3
17
13
6
107

118
67
7
26
25
16
259

FAW NS
M
F
15
8
2
3
6
4
38

16
8
2
4
6
4
40

T otal
195
105
14
50
50
30
444

in 1910, surpassed again only by the Bethel herds where the majority of the
deer were in non-Native hands (Lopp 1911:1367-1368, Table 2).
The report of Dr. Charles A. Thompson, school teacher and local reindeer
superintendent in Shishm aref (1909-1910) provides some first-hand
information concerning reindeer herding activities in the Shishmaref area
during the year ending June 30,1910. Thompson, however, was an older man
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Table 5.13. 1910 General Herd Summary within the Study Area (Lopp
1912:88-89).
Number of:

Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH#1

6

564

2
5

3
74

46

0

40

11

689

Keok (#2) Stanley Herd
3
3
1,031
350
8
0
77
0
3
3
18
94
0
8

0

18'
14
1,134

0
20
6

444

TOTAL
12
1,945

10

82
9
186
54

0

78
31
2,267

that was apparently not very easy to get along with. At the beginning of his
tenure in Shishm aref he believed that he was not the right m an for the job
because he had difficulty eating balanced meals with any comfort knowing that
there were beggars outside his door (Thompson 1909). Throughout his writings
one is repeatedly confronted w ith various complaints, particularly concerning
his dealings with the Inupiat and the conditions of his work and what he felt
was suitable compensation. Nevertheless, he reported the following,
Our deer herds, have been veiy well managed; true some of the
apprentices have been careless, but not more so than boys
usually are, one deer killed by dogs, the apprentice having left it
picketed near an igloo. Being made to replace the deer lost will
have a salutary effect in future. There has been but one case of
brutality in the breaking of sled deer, but as the District
Superintendent was here the m atter was referred to him. While
the herd was at Kougrok last winter, three deer were worried and
bitten by dogs belonging to the Pittsburgh Mining Co. on Dick
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Creek. The loss of fawns this spring has not been as large a
percent as formerly, but there is room for improvement in that
direction yet.... The division of the herd in November was a
beneficial step, and in fact, I think the percentage of loss would be
reduced if all herds were reduced to about five hundred (500).... So
far I have refused to sanction the appointment of any apprentice
who has not attended school sufficiently to have a fair working
knowledge of the English language. If these schools are to be kept
up for the use of the Eskimo they should be made to realize that it
is to their advantage to attend (Thompson 1910b).
In 1911, part of the Shishm aref Herd No. 1 reindeer were taken to
establish the Buckland River herd (Lopp 1912:88). Those herders and reindeer
that stayed in Shishm aref H erd No. 1 are listed in Table 5.14. Ownership
within the Shishm aref H erd No. 2 is described in Table 5.15. During the same
year, Stanley’s herd (Shishm aref Herd No. 3) split into two separate herds, one
which contributed to the formation of the Cape Douglas herd, and the other
which formed a new herd along the Good Hope River (Lopp 1912:89).
Concurrently in 1911, a group of reindeer from the Wales Herd, kept on the
Nuluk River, was relocated to Shishmaref and replaced the former Shishmaref
Herd No. 3. It was called the Serpentine River Herd, where it was first located,
and later, the Allockeok11 Herd (U. S. Bureau of Education 1913:14; Lopp
1912:24, 91; see Table 5.16).
Allockeok, who was the father and grandfather of two of my primary
consultants, had on June 30, 1909, been listed as an apprentice of the Wales
mission and had owned 62 reindeer (Updegraff 1910:LXVIH). He and his wife
had traveled to Wales in order to participate in the apprenticeship program to
acquire a herd of reindeer. On June 30, 1910, Allockeok was listed as a reindeer
herder and owned 70 reindeer

11 Also spelled Allaghiaq, however, Allockeok was the spelling used by the man himself
as well as his descendants, and hence is left unaltered in this text.
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Table 5.14 Ownership of Reindeer in Shishm aref H erd #1 on Ju n e 30, 1911
(Lopp 1912).
NAMES
1. Government
2. Frank Iyatunguk, H
John Sinnok, H
Herman Ningeulook, 0
Walter Kiyuktuk, H
Thomas Okpowruk, Al
John Kiuklik, Al
Fred Poosruk. A2
TOTALS

ADULTS
M
F
10
9
7
17
10
9
10
5
77

19
93
37
28
23
26
22
15
263

FAW NS
F
M

14
39
10
10
10
8
3
4
98

10
22
16
6
8
6
5
3
76

T otal
53
163
70
61
51
49
40
27
514

Table 5.15 Ownership of Reindeer in Keok’s Herd (Shishmaref Herd #2) on
June 30, 1911 (Lopp 1912).
NAMES
Government
1. James Keok, H
2. Harry Karmun, H
Thomas Kotenna, H
Thomas Barr, O
Peter Barr, O
Alfred Kiyutelluk, A2
D. Iokwana, Al
H. Kokizowak, Al
Gilbert Suplaq Barr, O
W. Copennoilok, O
Outpolluk, O
Soagzrunuk, O
Nealotok, O
Gordon Dimmick, Al
Pete Ehechvaiuk
C. Tokikvuk, O
Ahinkok, O
W. Okonok. O
TOTALS

ADULTS
F
M
3
300
21
18
9
3
5
5
4
3
2
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
2
381

5
440
34
26
20
11
9
9
9
6
4
4
4
3
4
2
2
1
3
596

FAW NS
F
M

l
135
15
12
5
3
1
2
2
2
3
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
185

3
126
9
11
6
4
2
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
170
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T otal
12
1,001
79
67
40
21
17
17
16
12
9
7
6
6
6
4
4
2
6
1,332
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Table 5.16 Ownership of Reindeer in the Serpentine River H erd (Shishm aref
Herd #3) on Ju n e 30, 1911 (Lopp 1912).
A D U LTS
M
F

NAMES

Jos. Eningowuk, H
Wm. Allockeok, H
Scott Walluk,12 H
J. Weyauvanna, O
Kitlook, O
Stemwana, O
Owkonnia. O
TOTALS

_

14
13
12
2
3
2
0
46

81
56
37
6
3
4
4
325

FAW NS
M
F
19
23
12
2
0
0
0
57

28
20
16
2
3
1
1
76

T otal
242
47
40
22
19
27
15
556

in the Wales herd (Lopp 1911:LXII). Allockeok’s descendants, specifically his
daughter, Mrs. Elsie Weyiouanna (b. 1920), remember that he first started in
the reindeer herding business with only seven reindeer, two of which he earned
by working for the Wales reindeer herders and the other five that his wife,
Wilsa (Aplugaluk, daughter of Mizuk), earned by cooking and sewing for the
reindeer herders. Allockeok, who had been orphaned, learned some English
when he worked in the mines washing dishes as a young boy. These language
skills subsequently helped him to acquire reindeer of his own as well as to
conduct reindeer herding business. The total number of Inupiat involved with
reindeer herding in the study area of the northern Seward Peninsula, as well as
the number reindeer in the Shishm aref herds is presented in Table 5.17.
On June 30, 1912 there were 38,476 reindeer distributed among 54
herds throughout Alaska. The majority of the deer (62.5%) were owned by 633
Alaska Natives, and it was estim ated th a t approximately 6,500 Natives were
affected by the reindeer industry in being either directly dependent upon
reindeer or exchanging goods for reindeer products (Lopp 1913:13). The three
Shishmaref herds contained a total of 2,694 reindeer (see Table 5.18). All of

Walluk, or Ualiq, means “west” and is also the Inupiaq piacename for Uelen on the
Chukchi Peninsula (Edgar Ningeulook, personal communication, 1995).
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Table 5.17. 1911 General Herd Sum m ary within the Study Area (Lopp
1912:88-89).
Number of:

Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH#1
3
284
1
61
3
116
53
0
24
7
514

Keok (#2)
3
1,147
11
117
4
56
12
0
34
18
1,332

Allockeok
3
331
4
33
0
0
0
0
10
7
364

TOTAL

9
1,762
16
211
7
172
65
0
68
32
2,210

Table 5.18. 1912 General Herd Sum m ary within the Study Area (Lopp
1913:14-15, Table 4).
Number of:

Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH #1
5
449
8
76
2
53
41
1
24
15
620

Keok (#2)
3
1,345
11
174
4
110
0
0
25
18
1.629

Allockeok
3
339
3
39
1
7
0
0
15
7
385
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TOTAL

11
2,133
22
289
7
170
41
1
64
40
2,634
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the apprentices were associated with Inupiaq herders or owners.13 Referring to
Table 5.18, we see that 40 Inupiat were directly associated with the reindeer
industry in the Shishmaref area. Meat and other reindeer product sales from
the Shishmaref herds were estimated at $3,469 for the year ended June 30,
1912 (data enumerated in Lopp 1913:14-15, Table 4).
There were a total of 47,266 reindeer in 62 herds in Alaska for the year
ended June 30,1913. Of the 47,266 reindeer, 30,532 (65%) were owned by 797
Alaska Natives (U. S. Bureau of Education 1914:17). The three Shishmaref
herds contained a total of 2,963 reindeer (see Table 5.19). It is interesting to
note, however, that there are contradictory figures for Keok’s herd. Arthur
Nagozruk, an Inupiaq man from Wales, served as the school teacher and local
reindeer superintendent in Shishmaref during the 1912-1913 school year. He
Table 5.19. 1913 General Herd Summary within the Study Area (U. S.
Bureau of Education 1914:20-21).
Number of:
Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH#1

6
580
6
101
3
29
52
0
25
15
762

Keok (#2)

5
1,350
4
21
2
45
0
0
30
11
1,416

Allockeok

3
512
3
57
2
23
0
0
16
8
592

Espenberg

1
124
2
60
1
9
0
0
2
4
193

TOTAL
15
2,566
15
239
8
106
52
0
73
38
2,963

Specific information concerning the names of reindeer herders, owners, and apprentices
and the numbers of deer held by each do not appear in published reports after the
year 1910-1911, only summary statistics are available.
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reported that James Keok’s herd (SHH #2) contained 817 reindeer (335 male,
482 female) in 1912 with a total fawn increase of 365. From this figure there
was a decrease of 42 fawns, and 198 adults, leaving 1,140 reindeer in the herd
for the 1913 fiscal year (Nagozruk 1913; cf. Table 5.19). However, another
herd was established from the Shishmaref Herd No. 2 at Cape Espenberg
during 1913 which may explain this disparity (U. S. Bureau of Education
1914:20-21). The Cape Espenberg herd consisted of the reindeer belonging to
the B arr brothers discussed above. Prior to the formation of the Espenberg
herd, Thomas Barr and his brothers14 did not have a herd of their own, but kept
their animals in Keok’s herd near Qivaluq. Therefore, a grand total of 38
Inupiat were directly involved in reindeer herding in the study area by owning
2,911 head of reindeer.
Walter Shields, Assistant Superintendent of the Northwest District of
the Alaska School Service, visited the Shishmaref herds in 1913 and gave
them a poor evaluation. On July 15,1913 he reported,
All that I stated in my last year’s report regarding the need of a
tighter control of the reindeer situation at this place I would
repeat with more force. There were many things th at had to be
settled. Almost every herder had had trouble with his apprentice.
These men are all having a hard time to make ends meet. The
failure of the deer m eat m arket at Nome was hard on them. As
most of the herders here have small herds I advised them to do
their own herding and allowed them to postpone taking on
apprentices to the maximum limit allowed by the rules. At the
times I visited the herds I found only a few of the men there. The
others having gone off in different directions on various errands
[perhaps pursuing subsistence activities?]. This is a state of
affairs that needs a strong hand (Shields 1913).
14 In addition to Peter Qauqluk Barr, another of Thomas Barr’s brothers, Gilbert Suplaq,
acquired reindeer. Gilbert Suplaq Barr's Inupiaq name is spelled in various ways,
including, Sublaq, Sublook, Sooblook, Soupblook, Soobluk, and others. Gilbert Barr is
Gideon Barr's paternal uncle (FB).
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On June 30,1914 there were a total of 57,872 reindeer distributed
among 65 herds, of which 37,828 belonged to 980 Alaska Natives (U. S.
Bureau of Education 1915:10). There was no report received on the Cape
Espenberg herd for 1914, but estim ates were provided that are summarized in
Table 5.20. The number of Inupiat involved with the three Shishm aref herds
Table 5.20. 1914 General Herd Sum m ary within the Study Area (U. S.
Bureau of Education 1915:16-17).
Number of:
Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Government Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH#1

9
669
7
116
3
60
61
0
28
19
906

Keok (#2)

7
1,394
6
20
2
58
0
1
27
15
1,473

Allockeok

4
720
4
78
3
67
0
4
30
11
869

Espenberg

1
165
4
110
2
25
0
0
14
7
300

TOTAL
21
2,948
21
324
10
210
61
5
99
52
3,548

and the number of reindeer they owned are also summarized in Table 5.20. A
total of 52 Inupiat on the northern Seward Peninsula owned reindeer in one of
the four reindeer herds in the study area (U. S. Bureau of Education 1915:16
17).
For the year ended June 30, 1915, there were 70,243 reindeer
distributed among 76 herds throughout Alaska, 46,683 of which were owned by
1,140 Alaska Natives (U. S. Bureau of Education 1917a:7). The Cape
Espenberg herd contained only 240 reindeer (U. S. Bureau of Education
1917a:13; see Table 5.21). Two new herds were established in Shishmaref,
making a total of five herds surrounding the Shishm aref area. Jam es Keok
moved his herd to the south of Shishm aref adjacent to the northern Wales herd
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Table 5.21. 1915 General Herd Summary within the Study Area (U. S.
Bureau of Education 1917a:13-15).
Number of:
Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Gov't Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH#1 SHH#2

2
263
7
112
1
19
45
0
11
10
439

3
533
1
29
1
18
0
0
10
5
580

SHH #3 SHH #4

2
380
4
128
1
33
0
0
16
7
541

Keok ESPBG TOTAL

2
7
368 1,673
3
6
24
123
2
2
50
70
0
0
0
0
17
30
7
15
541 1,767

0
0
5
235
1
5
0
0
4
6
240

16
3,217
26
651
8
195
45
0
88
50
4,108

and the remaining two herds were split into four separate herds (see Table
5.21). “This splitting of [the Shishmaref] herds alleviated a lot of the troubles
between the reindeer boys” (Schultz 1915).
The number of reindeer in Alaska had grown so much th at most of the
Seward Peninsula was covered with reindeer by 1915. Although it is not
specifically mentioned in the published literature, it was at this time th at
grazing ranges began to be divided up according to different herds.
Furthermore, the areas in which reindeer herds existed in Alaska were divided
up into administrative districts. W alter Shields, who served as the General
Reindeer Superintendent in Nome, Alaska was responsible for this
apportionment. This was the time th at the Espenberg herd became attached
to Deering as the administrative station. The remainder of the herds within
the study area continued to be adm inistrated from Shishmaref. However, the
Espenberg herd now found itself in the Northwestern Reindeer District, while
the Shishmaref herds were in the Seward Peninsula or Nome District (e.g.,
Andrews 1929d).
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The District line [separating the Seward Peninsula District from
the Northwestern District] is on the divide between the watershed
of the Kotzebue Sound and the watershed of the Arctic Ocean, as
will be seen by the apportionment of W alter Shields in 1915 which
is on file in your office (Andrews 1929d).
During the fiscal year 1914-15, the prices of furs dropped about 40
percent due to World War I. The price of food staples, such as flour and sugar,
was also higher than previous years.
As a result of this condition, the natives who depend largely upon
their fur catch had an extremely hard winter. This was not
marked at places like Igloo, Deering, and Wales, where the people
have come to depend largely upon the sale of their surplus
reindeer, but in the Kotzebue Sound region the situation was
extremely difficult (Shields 1917:20).
Although Shishmaref is not specifically mentioned, we can deduce th at
the drop in fur prices also affected the Shishm aref community, as Shishm aref
was known for its lucrative fox trapping enterprise (e.g., Shields 1918:17;
1919:14). However, in his annual report for the year ending June 30,1915,
Thomas Schultz15 suggested th at reindeer herding had become a major
component of the Shishmaref subsistence economy. Perhaps the effect of the
drop in fur prices was not as severe as in other parts of northwestern Alaska,
since the Shishmaref people at least had abundant reindeer to utilize.
There are forty-one people who claim Shishmaref as their home
that own deer.16 Every family is affected by the reindeer. Only
Schultz was Shishmarefs school teacher and local reindeer superintendent from 1914
to 1917.
Referring to Table 5.21 one can see that there were a total of 50 Inupiat that owned
reindeer dining the year ending June 30, 1915. Of course, not all of these Inupiat
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three adult natives do not own deer, but their children either are
owners, herders, or are married to reindeer men. If it were not for
the reindeer, I do not know what would become of these natives
(Schultz 1915:17).
Schultz’ enumeration as to how many people were involved in reindeer
herding, either directly or indirectly through kinship and marriage, is insightful.
In his report for the year 1916, Schultz reported th at every m an in Shishmaref
owned reindeer, including all boys from sixteen years of age and older (Schultz
1916).17 In the decade since reindeer herding commenced in the Shishmaref
area, reindeer became a widespread component within local Shishmaref life.
Schultz (1916) observed that the best reindeer herders were also the best
trappers, suggesting that trapping was an integral part of the reindeer herder’s
life. In fact, trapping became the major source of cash and western goods for
reindeer herders as these fur-bearing predators constantly threatened the
reindeer herds. Therefore, herders and fur-bearers were always in close
proximity to each other. The relationship between trapping and reindeer
herding should not be underestimated. Trapping became so integral to reindeer
herding activities that many of the reindeer herders in the study area reported
their occupation as trappers in the 1920 census, while their assistant
herdsmen were listed as herders.
Schultz suggested that reindeer were thought of as seals, available for
meat when needed, but also available for sale to acquire additional necessary
goods (Schultz 1916). While the basis of Schultz’ suggestion was unstated,
reindeer ownership provided opportunities to acquire cash and/or western
goods, and reindeer were also a source of food in their own right. By this time, it
is difficult not to conclude that reindeer herding had become a major component
of the Shishmaref area economy despite the lack of quantitative data.
called Shishmaref their home. Similarly, by 1920 most Wainwright Inupiat owned
reindeer (Stuck 1920:194-195).
17 Schultz reported that on June 30, 1917, the population of Shishmaref, including all of
those people in the reindeer herds, was 166 individuals (Schultz 1917:1).
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However, from Schultz’ perspective, Shishmaref area reindeer herding
was a mess. He believed th a t many mistakes had been made during previous
years of reindeer herding and commented on the lack of complete records of the
station. There were reportedly many disputes between owners of reindeer that
he had to resolve. He specifically noted the problems related to the
relationships between herders and their apprentices. In his annual report of
June 30, 1915, he stated,
The family troubles, of course, m ust be eminent. This feature of
the work caused me some uneasiness. Perhaps, creating
harmony between herders and apprentices was the greatest task,
I had to study the situation from all angles. I discovered th at
most of the trouble w as due to the fact that the apprentice was
young and would get homesick, and then the herder imposed upon
him, and w anted him to do too much domestic work. Not
infrequently, outsiders influenced apprentices for personal
grudges against herders (Schultz 1915).
Despite the problems between herders and their apprentices, Schultz
reported the general state of the herds in good condition after several changes
in herd structure took effect.
I visited the herds one week in December, when all the deer were
counted and Jam es Keok moved his herd back to Wales. The
other two herds were divided into four herds and thus I settled an
immense am ount of trouble among the boys. In May I spent one
week with the two herds on the coast, and another week w ith the
herds on the Serpentine and Arctic Rivers. I found no trouble of
any kind anywhere, and the herds in good condition (Schultz
1915).
Schultz was more actively interested in Shishm aref reindeer herding
than some of the other school teachers. In fact, one issue on which he formed
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an opinion regarded the best way to effectively raise reindeer. The debate was
between close and open herding. In Schultz’ own words,
There are two problems th a t must be worked out yet; I have
firmly believed in more individual herding, but now I am more and
more convinced that by giving the reindeer more freedom, they do
better, get fatter, and would give the herders more liberty; I
believe by restricting them to a certain territory, and let the herds
mingle together, better results will be obtained. The other
problem of marketing the deer will become a great question in a
few years if outside m arket will not be obtained (Schultz 1915).
This is an important piece of data to begin to understand the eventual
collapse of close herding and the end of the Early Private Reindeer Herding
period. Encouraging the herders to stop living with their herds (close herding)
so that they would be more productive ultimately led to the formation of
reindeer companies and the collapse of Alaska Native reindeer herding by the
early 1940’s. This policy was identified by Gideon K. Barr, Sr. as the ultim ate
reason why so many Inupiat got out of reindeer herding altogether. It is
interesting to learn that the Shishm aref local reindeer superintendent
advocated such a policy as early as 1915. His rem arks about the problem of
marketing Alaskan reindeer continue to be a valid characterization of the
industry today.
The first annual reindeer fair was held at Mary’s Igloo January 11-17,
1915 (U. S. Bureau of Education 1917a). These conventions had originally
been planned by Lopp years earlier, but it wasn’t until 1915 th at the first fair
was held on the Seward Peninsula. The fair was judged to be a great success
and led to the development of a united voice among the Alaska Native reindeer
herders (e.g., Johnson 1917; Shields 1918; 1919:15-17).
As the result of the fair the reindeer men are now more closely
united and will from now on form a sort of brotherhood th at will go
far to weld the entire Eskimo population together. The natives
have learned what splendid results can be accomplished by
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organized effort, and th at they can accomplish such things
themselves (Shields 1917:22).
In addition to providing the first organized forum in which Inupiat could
address shared problems, a variety of contests took place at the reindeer fairs,
including races, lassoing reindeer, shooting rifles, pulling heavy loads, driving
wild deer, as well as competitions regarding best new designs for reindeer
harnesses, halters, and sleds. The competitions at the fair are what are
remembered to this day by Shishm aref elders and some still cherish the
reindeer harness entries of their parents or grandparents in their warehouses.
About 200 of the Inupiat engaged in the reindeer herding industry participated
in the convention (U. S. Bureau of Education 1917a:8).
The main object of the convention was the exchange of
experiences and opinions on m atter connected with the raising
and the utilizing of reindeer. The discussions included such
subjects as the best way to slaughter a reindeer and prepare it for
market, the most satisfactory forms of sleds and harness, and
the best methods of driving reindeer. There were also shooting
matches, rope-throwing contests, wrestling bouts, and many
kinds of races with reindeer. The exhibits included sets of
harness, sleds, halters, and clothing made of reindeer skin, for
which prizes were awarded. The success of this convention will
probably result in the holding of similar conventions annually in
various centers of the reindeer industry (U. S. Bureau of
Education 1917a:8-9).
The old methods of slaughtering reindeer were probably replaced by the
new methods of slaughtering learned at this first reindeer fair at Igloo (U. S.
Bureau of Education 1917a:50-53). However, it is also possible that reindeer
were butchered one way for the m arket and differently for personal
subsistence use. This is an area to be investigated in future research.
Nineteen delegates from herds in Council, Deering, Igloo, Nome, Teller,
and Shishmaref attended the Igloo fair. Two of the nineteen delegates were
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from Shishmaref, William Allockeok and John Sinnok. They brought five deer
with them from Shishmaref. Allockeok won second prize in the 11-mile twodeer race, was tied for second along with Karmun of Deering in the reindeer skin
clothing competition, and won third place in a second 11-mile race. John
Sinnok was tied for third place with Tautuk of Nome in the reindeer skin
clothing competition (Johnson 1917).
Another fair was held at Igloo in February of 1918. Regarding
Shishmaref s participation in this fair, Shishmaref school teacher, John P.
Jones stated,
Great enthusiasm was shown and a large number of native
articles were made and sent with a big crowd from here. I can
safely say after eight years residence in Alaska, I never have
seen as fine a display of parkas, mukluks, gloves, socks, pants,
mittens, sleeping bags, reindeer harness and what not, as we
viewed the exhibits at the schoolhouse on exhibition day February
12th. The records I think will prove our people carried home with
them more prizes than any two villages represented there. I am
firmly convinced that in a few years the Fair is going to attract
the people from all over this section and it will do a world of good
for we have people living here who have never been over forty
miles from here, boys and girls 20 years of age who have never
seen anything away from Shishmaref (Jones and Jones n.d.).
By 1916 the Shishm aref reindeer industry was thriving (Schultz 1916;
1917). In fact, the industry was thriving all over western Alaska. The total
number of reindeer reported for Alaska as of June 30, 1916 was 82,151
animals distributed among 85 herds. Sixty-eight per cent (56,045) of the deer
were owned by 1,293 Alaska Natives (U. S. Bureau of Education 1917b:8).
Although no report was received from the Cape Espenberg herd for the year
ended June 30,1916, estimates of the number of reindeer contained in the herd
and the numbers of individuals involved are summarized in Table 5.22.
Ownership and numbers of deer in each of the five Shishm aref herds are also
summarized in Table 5.22.
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Table 5.22. 1916 General Herd Summary w ithin the Study Area (U. S.
Bureau of Education 1917b:13-17).
Number of:
Herders
reindeer
Owners
reindeer
Apprentices
reindeer
Gov’t Deer
Mission Deer
Sled Deer
Total Natives
Total Reindeer

SHH#1 SHH #2

2
275
13
232
1
30
35
0
16
16
572

2
478
3
47
1
19
0
0
29
6
544

SHH #3 SHH #4

4
508
6
68
0
0
0
0
15
10
576

Keok ESPBG TOTAL

7
5
467 1,987
7
6
29
141
0
2
0 105
0
0
0
0
15
35
12
15
608 2,121

0
0
5
282
1
13
0
0
8
6
295

20
3,715
40
799
5
167
35
0
118
65
4,716

Unfortunately, herd enumerations were not published for years
subsequent to the year ended June 30,1916 (e.g., U. S. Bureau of Education
1918; 1919). However, the total number of reindeer in Alaska rose to 98,582
for the year ended June 30, 1917. Of these deer, 67,448 (69%) were owned by
1,568 Alaska Natives. This was the last year for which complete information
on the reindeer herds in Alaska was received by the Bureau of Education (U. S.
Bureau of Education 1919:4).
Fortunately, however, additional information regarding the numbers of
reindeer on northern Seward Peninsula and those Inupiat involved with
reindeer herding in the study area are found in the archives of the Alaska
Reindeer Service. This great source of data focuses predominantly on the
reindeer company or Collective Reindeer H erding period, although just as
Schultz complained in 1915, these records are incomplete. Although there are
some data regarding Early Private Herding, no data concerning the numbers
and names of individuals involved with owning reindeer were found for the years
1917-1921. There are available, however, d ata concerning the names and
numbers of reindeer owned within two of the herds in the study area for
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February, 1923. These herds were identified as those of John Sinnok and
Joseph Eningowuk (Menadelook 1923; see Tables 5.23 and 5.24). It is
interesting to note that no apprentices are listed as having been owners of
reindeer at this time. The reason why no apprentices are listed is unknown,
however, insight into this question may be gained through an analysis of
general trends dining Early Private Reindeer Herding on northern Seward
Peninsula.
The 1923 data are excluded from part of the summary discussion below
about trends identified during Early Private Herding, because only two of the
five herds18 in the study area are represented in these figures. In this respect
the data are not comparable to those reported between 1905 and 1916.
However, these 1923 data represent the last records of the Early Private
Herding period on northern Seward Peninsula and in that respect provide
valuable information concerning who owned reindeer prior to the formation of
collective herds managed as stockholders associations. Although the 1923
data concerning numbers of herders, owners, and their respective reindeer are
not comparable to those previously reported, these data provide valuable
insight into the social connections between owners of reindeer in the study area
through comparison to the individual ownership tables of 1906 and 1909-1911
and their evaluation in light of genealogical relations identified through
interviews with Shishmaref elders.
DISCUSSION OF TRENDS IDENTIFIED IN EARLY PRIVATE
REINDEER HERDING
In an attem pt to make some generalizations about the first two decades
of reindeer herding on northern Seward Peninsula, annual figures concerning
the total number of Inupiaq herders, owners, and apprentices, and their
reindeer were combined to identify trends in the data between 1905 and 1916.
Because of the movement of reindeer in and out of the study area during the
Early Private Herding period, herd growth was not simply a m atter of natural
18 In 1923 there were four Shishmaref herds (e.g., Schmidt 1929) and one Espenberg
herd in the study area.
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Table 5.23 Ownership of Reindeer in the John Sinnok Herd, February, 1923
(Menadelook 1923).
NAMES

John Sinnok, H
Wm. Tubseguk, H
John Weyauvanna, 0
Tingook, 0
Elmer Nayokpuk, H
James Keok, H
Shishmaref, 0
Eutuk, 0
Andrew Tingook, 0
Papa Whiskers,20 0
Thomas Okpowruk, H
Wm. Allockeok, H
Claude Eralook, H
Unmarked
Unknown
Mission, 0
Benjamin Kokeok, 0
Washington K., 0
David Azgayak, 0
Clyde Ongnutoosuk, H
John Ongnahok, H
Alfred Kiyutelluk, H
John Okie, 0
Robert Kiyutelluk, H
Joseph Eningowuk, H
Eddie Tocktoo, H
James Seetamona, 0
Kem Pingoseok, H
Oblowadlook (Ieloo). 0
TOTALS

ADULTS
M19 c
SD
30
6
7
1
1
6
0
2
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
71

2
1
2
0
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
16

7
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11

FAW NS
M
F

F

140
30
21
17
11
10
11
9
6
6
7
16
7
3
9
2
5
3
2
2
3

1
1

1
0

0
1
1

0
325

_

31
3
5
1
1
4
2
0
2
0
1
0
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
57

32
6
5
3
3
4
2
3
1
2
0
4
1
5
0
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
76

Tot
242
47
40
22
19
27
15
14
10
11
9
24
11
15
12

3
7
5
4
5
4

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

556

19 Key: M = males, C = castrated males, SD = sled deer (males), F = females
99 Stephen Ighalukviaq lived to be over 100 years of age. He is Clifford Weyiouanna’s
FFF. “Papa Whiskers came by his name honestly enough as he had snow white hair,
long and stringy, and a snow white beard as long and full as that of any Santa Claus”
(Keithahn 1963:47).
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Table 5.24 Ownership of Reindeer in the Joseph Eningowuk H erd, February,
1923 (M enadelook 1923).
NAMES

Joseph Eningowuk, H
Scott Walluk, H
Frank Iyatunguk, H
Herman Ningeulook, 0
Harry Olanna, 0 & H
Alfred Kuzuguk, H
Eddie Tocktoo, H
Serge Kiyoulik, 0 or H
Robert Kiyutelluk, H
Fred Poosruk, H
Robert Otiktituk,22 0
Bert Uiksraq,23 0
Paul Tocktoo, 0
Cross Nounok, 0
David Okie, 0
Elmer Seeutak, 0
John Avessuk, 0
Kem Pingoseok, 0
John Okie, 0
Percy Blatchford, O24
Tom Tocktoo, H
John Weyauvanna, 0
Lloyd Koonuk, H
John Sinnok, H
Wm. Allockeok, H
Adam Tocgonia, 0
Unknown
Peter Qauqluk Barr, H
Henry Azgayak, H
Jas. Kivitauraq Moses, H
Andrew Tingook, 0
Mav Blatchford. O
TOTALS
21

22

23
24

A DU LTS
M21 c
SD
21
7
6
12
1
4
0
1
1
0
2
1
2
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
63

13
5
4
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
35

-

10
2
0
3
1
2
2
0
0
1
1
0
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27

F

179
63
63
52
34
19
25
17
15
15
14
11
9
7
12
10
5
11
2
5
2
4
3
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
0
584

FAW NS
M
F

20
8
14
11
3
0
3
5
2
2
1
1
2
4
0
3
0
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
83

41
17
10
7
5
4
3
4
3
1
0
4
0
3
2
0
7
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
113

T otal
284
102
97
87

46
31
34
27
21
19
19
17
15
19
17
13
14
12
2
7
4
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
905

Key: M = males, C = castrated males, SD = sled deer (males), F = females
Otiktituk means “taken back,” a name Robert received when, as a child, he had been
adopted out by his mother but subsequently taken back (Keithahn 1963:51).
Uiksraq means “future husband or husband to be” (Edgar Ningeulook, personal
communication, 1995).
Percy Blatchford was an Englishman living in Shishmaref who was married to an
Inupiaq woman (Keithahn 1963:117).
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reproductive increase. In addition, the relative lack of information on the age
and sex structure of the herds, harvesting rates, and adult and calf mortality
rates makes a discussion of trends in herd demography unfruitful. However,
the data th at are available do provide an opportunity to analyze patterns in
reindeer ownership and acquisition throughout this period.
The number of Native-owned reindeer in the study area rose from 294 in
1905 to 4,681 in 1916. The total number of reindeer reported between 1905
and 1916 from herds in the study area are shown in Figure 5.1. The number of
reindeer on northern Seward Peninsula continually increased throughout the
Early Private Herding period. The plateau between 1909 and 1911 is probably
a result of two unquantified parameters affecting the population structure; (1)
the harvesting of reindeer for m eat and hide sales in 1910, and (2) the
formation of additional reindeer herds outside the study area in 1911
Figure 5.1. Number of Reindeer in Study Area, 1905-1916.
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(emigration). Shishm aref reindeer owners sold more reindeer products in 1910
than any other group of Alaska Natives, bringing in approximately $4000 in
revenue. Harvest for the m arket appears to be the only viable explanation for
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the minima] herd growth between 1909 and 1910 as no live deer were removed
from the study area during this time. On the other hand, Shishmaref was the
staging point for the establishment of the Cape Douglas, Goodhope River, and
Buckland River herds in 1911, which seems to explain the actual decrease in
total number of reindeer reported in the study area between 1910 and 1911.
The number of reindeer on northern Seward Peninsula between the
years 1905-1916 is also illustrated in Figure 5.2. However, in this chart the
data are divided according to the category of ownership so as to portray the
numbers of reindeer owned, respectively, by herders, owners, apprentices, the
U. S. Government and the Wales Mission; the total number of reindeer are also
included. The Shishmaref herd was first established as a colony of the Wales
Mission herd, but in 1907 it was reorganized as a government herd. This
transition is clearly visible in Figure 5.2, when between the years 1907 and
1908, mission-owned deer were removed from the herd with a corresponding
rise in the number of reindeer owned by the Government. Government reindeer
were found in smaller numbers in the study area from 1910-1916 during which
time Native-owned deer predominated.
The drop in the number of reindeer owned by those Inupiat classified as
herders between 1910 and 1911 corresponds to the removal of reindeer from
the study area to form new herds as already discussed above. Figure 5.2 also
clearly demonstrates that the majority of the deer were in the hands of
reindeer herders rather than owners or apprentices. The rapid growth in the
number of reindeer owned by herders w as a result of the natural reproductive
increase of their herds rather than solely as a result of an increase in the total
number of herders. This can be seen in Figure 5.3 where the slope of the line
representing the number of herders is less than that of reindeer owners. In
fact, the number of reindeer herders is less than or equivalent to the num ber of
reindeer owners after 1910 (see Figure 5.3). The reproductive growth of
herders’ reindeer is also illustrated in Figure 5.4 which portrays the average
number of reindeer owned per herder, owner, and apprentice. The average
number of reindeer owned by an Inupiaq, regardless of whether he is a herder,
owner, or apprentice, is also presented in Figure 5.4. While the average
number of reindeer per owner and apprentice varied very little between 1905
and 1916, the average for herders was much more dynamic. The average
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Figure 5.2. Distribution of Reindeer Ownership in Study Area, 1905-1916.
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Figure 5.3. Number of Inupiat involved with Reindeer Herding in Study Area,
1905-1916.
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number of reindeer per herder dropped by approximately 29 reindeer between
1909 and 1910. Again, this is most likely a result of the high number of
reindeer slaughtered for meat and hides to sell during the year ending June 30,
1910. The rapid decline in the average number of reindeer owned by herders
between 1912 and 1914 (see Figure 5.4) is probably a result of the simple
arithmetic increase in numbers of herders as 10 additional herders became
associated w ith reindeer on northern Seward Peninsula between 1912 and
1914. The subsequent rise in 1915 resulted from a decrease of five herders
from 1914.
Attention will now shift to trends observed among reindeer owners
between 1905 and 1916. The effects of the change in policies initiated in 1907
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Figure 5.4. Average Number of Reindeer Owned Per Category of Ownership,
1905-1916.
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to increase the distribution of reindeer to Alaska Natives can be seen in Figure
5.2. Shortly after the policy was adopted such that Inupiat could acquire male
and female reindeer through purchase rather than through apprenticeship, one
can see the increase in the num bers of reindeer owned by owners. By June 30,
1916 reindeer owners had a combined total of 799 reindeer (see Table 5.22).
Looking at Figure 5.4, however, one can see that the average num ber of
reindeer owned by owners rem ained relatively constant throughout the Early
Private Herding period. Therefore, the increase in numbers of deer owned by
owners evident in Figure 5.2 is not a result of an increase in the size of owners’
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holdings, but rather an increase in the total number of reindeer owners (see
Figure 5.3). In eight years the number of reindeer owners rose from zero25 in
1908 to 40 owners in 1916, at which time they represented 61.5 percent of the
total number of Inupiat involved with reindeer herding on northern Seward
Peninsula. Looking at Figure 5.2 one can see that in 1911 the number of
reindeer owned by owners rose above those of apprentices where it stayed
through 1916. Figure 5.3 demonstrates that not only the num ber of reindeer
surpassed those of the apprentices, but also the actual num ber of reindeer
owners exceeded the number of apprentices for the first time in 1911.
However, it is im portant not to misunderstand the data pertaining to
reindeer apprentices in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4. While the
number of reindeer apprentices on northern Seward Peninsula, and their deer,
stayed relatively constant between 1905 and 1916, it is im portant to realize
th at this results from the nature of the apprenticeship system rather than
butchering or demographic factors. Terms of apprenticeship generally lasted
only four or five years, during which time each apprentice received roughly the
same number of reindeer from the herder under whom they worked. At the
completion of their apprenticeship training they became reindeer herders such
that there was recruitm ent of both m an and reindeer from the apprentices
category to the herders category. However, the increase in the number of
reindeer herders did not result solely from graduating apprentices, as
immigrating herders also contributed to this increase.
The kinship relations between owners of reindeer are discussed utilizing
genealogical information accumulated through interviews w ith Shishmaref
elders, the 1920 census rolls, and the 1975 Bering Strait Census conducted in
Shishmaref by Linda J. Ellanna (Ellanna and Roche 1976). Names of
individuals owning reindeer were not reported in the records of the Alaska
Recall that several individuals within the study area purchased live reindeer prior to
the change in the rules and regulations allowing the purchase of female reindeer in
1907. Interestingly, however, they are not reported as owners of reindeer until after
1909. This could be a result simply of the lack of this information had by the local
reindeer superintendent in Shishmaref, or that the information was selectively left out
of official reports so as to not expose such practices.
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Reindeer Service for the years 1912-1922. However, the 1923 data (see
Tables 5.23 and 5.24) provides an opportunity to investigate the role of social
relations involved with increased involvement of Shishm aref area Inupiat in
reindeer ownership.
Recruitment of individuals as owners of reindeer (in contrast to the
category of reindeer owners) are presented in the Appendix, representing
individual ownership for the years 1905, 1906, 1907, 1909-1911, and 1923,
respectively. Distinction is not made between categories of ownership in these
figures as the data are not fully comparable between different years. For
example, it has already been mentioned (see footnote 26) th a t the reported
figures for reindeer owners does not include those individuals who acquired
reindeer through purchase prior to the reorganization of the reindeer service
allowing such purchase. Furthermore, no apprentices were reported in the
data from 1923. For these reasons the following discussion focuses simply
upon general reindeer ownership.
If an individual was listed as an owner of reindeer, then the individual’s
gender symbol in the kinship diagram is blackened. Triangles represent males
and circles represent females. Vertical lines connecting m ale and female
symbols represent marriages or simply sexual relationships th a t produced a
child. Vertical lines with small horizontal segments th at connect to the lefthand edges of the symbols represent biological siblings. Horizontal lines
represent parent-offspring bonds. All possible genealogical connections are not
represented in the kinship diagram. Likewise, only those children or siblings
that serve to establish genealogical connection between owners of reindeer are
presented. In other words, individuals represented in the kinship diagrams also
may be related to one another through other connections th at are not
illustrated and through other individuals, although the children or siblings of
owners of reindeer, may not appear in the kinship diagram presented here.
Kinship relations, however, are not known for all individuals listed as
owners of reindeer in the study area for a variety of reasons. A number of
individuals listed in the archival data were unknown to the Shishm aref elders
interviewed either because they had had no descendants or had moved out of
the Shishmaref area before today’s elders had a chance to known them well.
Reindeer herders from other areas of the Seward Peninsula also traveled to the
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northern Seward Peninsula, where they were reported during the 1920 census,
that subsequently left the study area. Elders also had considerable difficulty in
identifying some individuals from the reindeer service reports because of
problems in pronouncing anglicized Inupiaq names whose spellings were not
standardized from one year to the next. Even when standardization occurred,
the names were mere approximations of the original Inupiaq pronunciation.
For the purposes of this dissertation I attempted to standardize the
spellings of Inupiaq names in the various tables, such that a comparison of the
data presented here with the originals would illustrate the nature of this
variability. This was done specifically so that Shishmaref people could more
easily identify their own ancestors. Similarly, a few of the individuals listed
were thought to have represented people from other areas of the Seward
Peninsula that spent some time on northern Seward Peninsula before
relocating back to their home or elsewhere. Furthermore, some kinship
connections were unknown or ambiguous because, when today’s elders were
children, they were told that they didn’t need to know the biological connections
between their elders; that knowledge was not for young people to discuss.
Customarily, children did not even know the names of many of the elders, but
referred to them as so-and-so’s parent or by kinship terms th at were extended
to those not immediately recognizable as close kin. Fortunately, a few elders
were curious youngsters and managed to acquire some understanding of how
various elders were related to one another which greatly assisted in the
construction of the basic kinship diagram represented.
Individuals for whom no kinship relations were reconstructed are listed
in the figures in boxed columns, such th a t all owners reported in records of the
reindeer service are represented. Additional research undoubtedly would link at
least some of these isolated individuals to larger kin groups, however, for the
present purposes the existing data are sufficient.
A brief look at how the various people listed as owners in the northern
Seward Peninsula herds during Early Private Reindeer Herding were related to
one another will serve to illustrate that, despite the intentions of the 1907
attem pt to keep particular families from monopolizing access to reindeer,
social relatedness continued to be an im portant mechanism for acquiring
reindeer on northern Seward Peninsula. Referring to Figures A.1-A.3 in the
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Appendix, no genealogical connections were revealed between owners of
reindeer between 1905 and 1907. Despite the absence of kinship data,
however, we know from the archival records (Evans 1907) th at Stanley
Kawerak maintained one of his brothers as an apprentice in 1907.
Unfortunately, which brother this was is not known. The only kinship
connections identified among those Inupiat owning reindeer on northern
Seward Peninsula in 1909 consisted of two of the Barr brothers, who first
appeared as owners in the records of the reindeer service in this year.
Remember, however, th at Thomas B arr had first purchased reindeer in 1905;
it simply took four years for his ownership to appear in the records. Also in the
1909 report two brothers-in-law both owned reindeer in the Shishm aref herds,
Stanley Kawerak and Jam es Keok. These two herders had at one time been
part of the Wales reindeer aristocracy, but then relocated to the northwest of
Wales to assist in the establishm ent of new reindeer herds (see Figure A.4).
New owners of reindeer in 1910 had no known kinship ties to other
owners of reindeer in the study area, with but one exception; a third Barr
brother was listed as an owner of reindeer (see Figure A.5).
While the number of new owners of reindeer in 1911 was relatively
greater them previous years, no new kinship relations were identified among
the owners. However, between 1911 and 1923 a num ber of new kinship
connections became apparent (see Figures A.6 and A.7). Four father-son pairs
owned reindeer in 1923. One of these new pairs, that of Ighalukviaq (Stephen
or Papa Whiskers) and his son Elm er Nayokpuk, was related to a previous
owner of reindeer, Johnny W eyauvanna, who was the brother of Elmer and son
to Ighalukviaq. The other three new father-son pairs were unrelated to other
owners of reindeer. However, David Okie and his son, John, eventually became
related to a previous owner of reindeer, Gordon Dimmick, after Gordon married
David Okie’s daughter, Mary. David was also related to Peter B arr and Lloyd
Koonuk as they both m arried two of David’s other daughters. A subsequent
discussion of the Ublasaun community will shed more light on the eventual
marriage between Dimmick and M ary Okie.
Between 1911 and 1923 at least six brothers became owners of
reindeer, including the three Tocktoo brothers, Tom, Eddie, and Paial. Lloyd
Koonuk, half brother of William Allockeok, also became an owner of reindeer by
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1923. Allockeok’s brother-in-law (WB), Jimmy Seetamona, also owned
reindeer by 1923. Furthermore, other new owners of reindeer in 1923 had
kinship links with previous owners. These additional links include the sister’s
husband (ZH) and wife’s father CWF) of previous owners of reindeer.
In sum m ary, recruitment of new owners of reindeer on northern Seward
Peninsula was not limited to a few powerful families such as those that
characterized the early days of Alaska reindeer herding. Instead, at least 20
new families became involved in Shishmaref area reindeer herding between
1905 and 1923. Once an individual member of a family acquired reindeer, other
family members often subsequently acquired reindeer of their own. The further
involvement of close kin in reindeer ownership generally consisted of those
individuals related to the first family member to own reindeer either as a
brother, brother-in-law (WB or ZH), father, or father-in-law (WF) (cf. Figures
A.1-A.7).
DISCUSSION: THE ROLE OF REINDEER HERDING DURING THE
EARLY PRIVATE HERDING PERIOD
The first twenty years of reindeer herding in the Shishm aref area had
remarkable effects upon the Inupiat of the region. The most obvious was the
contribution of reindeer herding activities to subsistence. Reindeer herding was
not intended to completely replace the traditional Inupiaq mode of subsistence.
Instead, the goal was to combine aspects of a hunter-gatherer lifestyle with
those of pastoral production (e.g., Jackson 1895:61-62; Lopp 1910a). Those
who suggested the government should provide more supplies to apprentices
m et with disapproval. As Chief of the Alaska Division of the Bureau of
Education, W. T. Lopp stated in 1910 concerning the government support of
apprentices,
[W]e expect them to continue to rely upon their seal and walrus
oils. It is only in recent years that the Natives have used lard and
bacon, and it is our belief th at the acquired taste for many of the
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civilized foods will have a tendency to impoverish and weaken
them (Lopp 1910a).
There is no evidence to suggest that Jackson, Lopp, or anyone involved
in the administration of the reindeer industry had any understanding of the fact
th at reindeer herding was not a totally self-sufficient economic activity. It was
fortunate that they did not try to completely replace Inupiaq sea mammal
hunting, fishing and gathering activities with reindeer herding since it most
certainly would have failed as the pastoral experience shows (e.g., Khazanov
1994). The financial constraints imposed on the reindeer introduction program
from its outset made it necessary for reindeer apprentices to continue to rely
upon traditional subsistence resources, even while the government still clothed
and fed the apprentices. These financial constraints also contributed to the
establishment of mission herds as the government was not responsible for
supporting the missions’ apprentices. Of course, operational budgets among
the missions were also such th a t apprentices needed to rely upon traditional
hunting and gathering activities to meet subsistence requirem ents. After the
reorganization of the reindeer service in 1907, government support of
apprentices soon stopped. The result was that in most circumstances reindeer
herding activities were combined with a significant proportion of traditional
Inupiaq food-getting activities, trapping, and trading.
In this respect, Inupiaq reindeer herding generally differed from the
relatively more specialized large-scale herding of the inland Chukchi found in
continental Asia to the west of the Chukchi Peninsula. Among the Chukchis of
the continental region reindeer herds were significantly larger than those of the
Chukchi Peninsula where the m aritim e climate and associated problems with
icing resulted in the keeping of smaller herds. The more continental herders
acquired coastal products m ore through trade than by actually participating in
coastal hunting and gathering themselves. On the other hand, the relatively
small herds of the coastal Chukchi reindeer herders and their problems with
icing associated with the m aritim e weather of the Chukchi Peninsula, which
caused periodic fluctuations in reindeer numbers, resulted in a relatively less
dependable economic system. These conditions, therefore, necessitated
combining herding with hunting and gathering activities to m eet subsistence
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needs (e.g., Bogoras 1904-09; see Chapter 3). Alaska Inupiaq herders, during
the Early Private Reindeer Herding period, more closely resembled the coastal
Chukchi reindeer herders of Chukchi Peninsula.
In general, Inupiaq reindeer herders continued to utilize traditional
subsistence resources along with their reindeer products after reindeer
introduction. Native elders recollect th at reindeer meat added variety to their
diet, and that whenever the family started to get bored with their sea m am m al
or fish diet, they could always eat reindeer meat. More importantly, however,
elders remember that reindeer provided food in times of scarcity. After
acquiring reindeer, shortfalls in subsistence resources did not have the same
damaging effects, as one could always go to the herd and butcher an animal to
feed the family. In this way reindeer were also considered a backup supply of
resources that was stored on the hoof. Food storage in living animals was the
basis of reindeer herding wealth. As one would expect from the pastoral
literature, I failed to come across any data th at suggested that Inupiaq
reindeer herding families relied solely on their reindeer herd without
supplementing their diet with coastal foods acquired either through direct
harvesting or trade. Archival m aterials and the oral testimony of Native
elders indicate that reindeer herders were generally exceptional trappers and
sea mammal hunters. Such a pattern continues to hold true in Shishm aref
today, although trapping is no longer pursued to the same extent as it once
was.
Another significant economic effect of the development of Inupiaq
reindeer herding on northern Seward Peninsula was the relatively large
am ounts of cash and bartered goods th at entered the economy through the
sales of reindeer products. The Shishm aref area herders were leaders among
the Inupiat in this regard. Much of this income originated from economic
transactions with the many m iners who scattered across the Seward
Peninsula in the first half of the century. Elsie Weyiouanna remembers one
tim e traveling with her father, Allockeok, to sell reindeer products to a group of
miners when she was a small girl. W hen they stayed overnight in rented
accommodations she was unable to sleep in the bed because the spring
m attress was too strange of an experience. Interaction with m iners provided
opportunities for reindeer herders to barter reindeer products for canned foods,
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flour, sugar, and all of the other food staples of the miners, which quickly
became necessary items among the Inupiat as well. In addition, western items
of material culture also were acquired through bartering of reindeer products or
reindeer themselves. For example, in 1919 or 1920 Allockeok traded 40 female
reindeer with a total cash value of $1000 to John Herbert (e.g., Morlander
1932).26 Economic gains from reindeer herding also contributed to the mail
order catalog business, which resulted in a melange of m odem Euroamerican
material culture juxtaposed with traditional Inupiaq technology (e.g., alarm
clock in Makaiqtaq B arr’s house, Feature 5, at Ublasaun ).
Income generated from reindeer sales also provided a degree of economic
stability not available to individuals from areas where reindeer herding did not
exist. For example, when fur prices dropped as a result of World War I, many
Inupiat who relied heavily upon revenues generated through trapping to
acquire goods such as rifles, ammunition, western canned foods, etc.
experienced great difficulty as a result of their dependence upon a world market
economy. Reindeer herders, however, produced goods th a t were in demand
regardless of the health of the world economy as long as people required
reindeer meat for food and reindeer hides for winter clothing. In many respects
the products of reindeer herding during the early part of this century were
indispensable considering the vast numbers of im m igrants to the area in the
search of mining fortunes.
The economic benefit of Inupiaq reindeer herding also extended to non
herding friends and relatives of the Shishmaref area reindeer herders. Reindeer
products were shared within extended family groups, such that everyone in the
Shishmaref region was affected by reindeer herding during the early decades of
this century. The pervasiveness of Inupiaq reindeer herding throughout the
community was a result of the reorganization of the reindeer service in 1907.
The emphasis on the greater distribution of government-owned reindeer and
those of non-Natives resulted in a steady increase in th e number of Inupiat
affected by reindeer herding, both directly and indirectly. During the early
In contrast, J. P. Jones reports that over 60 reindeer were traded, half of which were
males, to a white man in Candle for a gasoline boat with a 17 horse power motor
(Jones 1919).
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decades of the twentieth century reindeer ownership became dominated by
Alaska Natives. With respect to the Shishmaref area, reindeer herding was
entirely a pursuit of the Inupiat; there was no competition between the Inupiat
and non-Natives.
The fact that there was no conflict between Native and non-Native
reindeer herding in the Shishmaref area, does not mean that there was not
competition among Inupiaq reindeer herders. In fact, as the num ber of
reindeer in the Shishmaref area increased, and the number of herds grew,
disputes between reindeer herders became more frequent. Similarly, some
herders were more successful in selling reindeer products than others such that
they became envied for their wealth. The Shishmaref area herders, as the
historical data demonstrates, were generally successful m arketers of their
reindeer products. As a result they earned greater incomes from their sales
than herders from other areas. Despite the competition and envy between
herders, however, the establishment of reindeer fairs helped to unify Inupiaq
reindeer herders throughout northwestern Alaska to address common
problems. Disagreements and debates, as well as friendly competition
encouraged at the reindeer fairs, all helped to create a sense of pride in reindeer
herding and an understanding of what was proper and improper behavior for a
reindeer herder. For example, at the Mary’s Igloo reindeer fair in 1915 William
Allockeok spoke to the assembled group saying,
When you work with deer, make your work count; if you wish a
good living from your deer, you should think and plan how to take
care of them. If you don't do that the herd will decrease, and if you
don't keep a good watch some will stray away and they will stay
in places where the moss is not good and get poorer and poorer.
We reindeer men make our living from the deer, and there is
nothing that we can do so well as to take care of our deer. We are
now planning to sell all our meat at the same place and at the
same price. This will be good, for then no one will envy the men
from other herds. We should all work together for the good of the
industry. I know what reindeer herders have lost because they
did not stay near the herd until late in the day the deer will scatter
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and stray. I have watched this carefully for four years and have
lost very few deer, because I have always started early. Many of
the deer men lose deer because they do not attend to business;
the deer get lost, or killed, or taken by people. If you wish to be a
deer man you should always tend to business (quoted in Johnson
1917:76).
In the first years following initial introduction of reindeer onto mainland
Alaska reindeer herding was intimately tied to the missions as discussed in
Chapter 4. Inupiat who wanted to establish reindeer herds of their own during
this period had to participate in both educational and devotional activities at
the mission stations otherwise they might have been discharged from service.
As a result one would expect that these reindeer herders became practicing
Christians. After the reorganization of the Reindeer Service in 1907 the
missions were eventually forced to distribute m any of their reindeer to the
Inupiat, such that participation in Christianity was no longer officially
mandatory. Some areas like that of Shishm aref had no missions in their
im m ediate territory such that the influence of missionary activities perhaps
was not as pronounced as in other areas. This seems to have been a fortunate
fate. By 1911 mission handling of reindeer distribution to Natives was
criticized for being managed more to benefit the mission coffers than the
Alaska Natives. For example, in 1911, Dr. Charles A. Thompson, who had the
previous year been the local reindeer superintendent for Shishmaref and
subsequently left the school service to run the Wales mission, wrote in a letter
to W. T. Lopp,
I understand th at the Dept, wanted to get out of the [reindeer]
business at soon as possible and get all deer into the hands of
Natives. I think the Missions should be required to do the same.
It looks to me as if some of the Missions in Alaska were not
conducted as "Missionary enterprises" b u t as commercial
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enterprises.27 And I intend, while in charge of this Mission to take
as good care of the herd as is possible (Thompson 1911).
However, evidence suggests th a t Christianity was widely accepted by
the Inupiat of the Shishmaref area despite the lack of a church or mission (e.g.,
Burch 1994b; Keithahn 1963; Keithahn and Borah 1927), and yet it is difficult
to determine the exact nature of this acceptance. Nevertheless, because so
many religious denominations were represented in Northwest Alaska the
Inupiat were rapidly confronted w ith contradictions between the teachings of
the various church representatives and their Inupiaq converts. This resulted
in some Inupiat rejecting organized religion while at the same time recognizing
the virtues of living a life based upon the teachings of Jesus Christ. A
statement by the reindeer herder Allockeok helps to demonstrate the feelings
that probably typified many Inupiat, reindeer herder and sea mammal hunter
alike,
Some people never like Jesus. I think jealous. Pretty soon
jealous people kill it, Jesus. Gee, th at too bad! Him good man! He
try teach all people right way. After dead, people plenty sorry.
People believe it now, he son of God, because he try to make
people good. That's fine! Now people preach about Christ. I
travel around Nome, Deering, Candle, Kotzebue, Wales, Teller
[selling reindeer products], I hear all kinds preachers. Every kind
preach little bit different. All preachers say other churches little
bit wrong. Gee! Too bad I got no readin'! I like to read Bible
myself. I think about it, somebody make plenty mistake. People
think about it, Allockeok him pretty tough man! Never go to
church. Rich man, him no good 'tall. Some kind missionary, same
way talk. Well, I say no! Allockeok him good man! I never go
church, because I can't like all time long face - all-a-time pray. I
Despite the criticism of mission herds, the reindeer in those herds were also used to
help many Inupiat. For example, the Brevig Mission fed more than 50 orphans after
the 1918 flu (Ailak 1979:3).
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work hard, plenty save, because I got plenty children. Maybe
some day I die. Gee whiz! Empty house, plenty sorry my family!
I never see yet God help hungry Eskimo. I think about it, better
help self. Maybe God too busy (quoted in Keithahn and Borah
1927:16, 45).
Allockeok’s analysis of the missionary efforts on Seward Peninsula are
insightful. His statem ents also demonstrate that he did not become a devout
Christian through the process of acquiring reindeer. The historical data
suggest that Allockeok acquired his deer through the apprenticeship program.
Oral testimony from Gideon K. Barr, Sr., however, suggests otherwise.
To start out with, he [Allockeok] bought his own herd. When
people owned their own herd by working as a herder it was
different, [then the government had a little more say]. If a person
bought livestock, like reindeer, then the government couldn’t
control them too much because they spent their own money
getting this livestock. My father did this too but he wasn’t as
smart as Allockeok, because he didn’t have any way of
understanding English at all (Barr 1979:73).
Gideon’s comments allude to a degree of autonomy th at some owners of
reindeer were able to achieve from government reindeer administration,
although archival data suggest th at Allockeok also had his share of problems
with adm inistrators. Despite the problem of government oversight of Alaska
Native reindeer herding, many herders managed their day-to-day herding
operations with little involvement of the reindeer superintendents. Certain
reindeer herders emerged as wealthy and respected leaders during the Early
Private H erding period, which, in turn, helped to stim ulate more Inupiaq
interest in reindeer herding. Reindeer herding was no longer peripheral to
Inupiaq society, it was now intim ately involved. In fact, the words of Allockeok
at the first reindeer fair at Mary’s Igloo, cited above, suggest that by 1915
reindeer herding was perceived as a way of life among the Inupiaq herders.
Principles of close herding were advocated in order to protect the reindeer,
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insure the survival and growth of herds, and to protect herders and owners
interests in reindeer.28 Of particular importance was the decision to
standardize the price of reindeer m eat in an attempt to alleviate competition
and envy between reindeer herders. This seems almost ironic in that a major
reason for gathering at these reindeer fairs was for reindeer herders from
different herds to compete with one another for prizes and social prestige.
What I believe is reflected in this pseudo-contradiction again is the
juxtaposition of the ideal perspective of the government personnel and the
Inupiaq perspective. Unifying prices and watching demonstrations was part of
the structured activities of the fair th a t had to be endured, but the delegates
really anticipated (and remembered) the competitions.
Reindeer fairs encouraged regional competition between reindeer herders
from different villages and regions. Only a few of the reindeer herders from the
Shishmaref area ever attended a reindeer fair. Those who did represented their
entire village and region with pride. In this respect reindeer fairs seem to
parallel traditional regional competitions which eventually evolved during the
latter part of this century into the Eskimo Olympics.
During the latter parts of the nineteenth century regional competitions
took place between Inupiat from the Shishmaref area and those from Cape
Prince of Wales. Alex Weyiouanna remembers from his grandfather, Stephen
Ighalukviaq, who lived to be over one hundred years old, that there used to be
competitions between different villages where the strongest m an from each
village would be chosen to compete with one another. Ighalukviaq was known
as a very strong m an in the Shishm aref area. One year the strong man from
Weiles challenged Ighalukviaq to come to Wales to wrestle him. Although the
Wales m an had gone undefeated for several years, that year Ighalukviaq beat
him. Competitions of this sort were a way in which inter-societal tensions were
relieved. I have learned from the Shishm aref elders that this competition
between selected individuals is long lived in the Bering Strait area. In fact, a
Shishmaref elder suggested that a t some point in the past general warfare was
replaced by representative dueling, wherein a single warrior from the
Allockeok’s advocating close herding stands in sharp contrast to Shishmaref s reindeer
superintendent’s advocating open herding in the same year.
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Shishmaref area battled a warrior from another area. Then with the relative
pacification of inter-group relations, especially the demise of intercontinental
warfare, representative dueling evolved into the competitions described above
in order to determine the social position of one community relative to the
neighboring communities. The similarities to the competitiveness exhibited
between reindeer herders from different villages at the reindeer fairs is clear.
Competitions held at the reindeer fairs provided means by which reindeer
herders could demonstrate and compare their reindeer herding skills to other
reindeer herders, and thereby establish their level of competence and authority
as well as alieve some of the tensions that may have arisen out on the
pastures.
Three reindeer herders along the Tapqaq coast were known as being “a
little above the rest,” i.e., umialit. Gideon K. Barr, Sr. knew the three men,
called one father, and the other two uncle.
There was my father, Makaiqtaq , at Espenberg, Allockeok at
Shishm aref, [and] Olarruk from Ikpik.... They were like chiefs.
People didn’t mix in with them too much, but they would rather
listen to w hat they had to say, to their advice. They weren’t
called chiefs though. They always had enough money to buy
something. They always had a dollar in their pocket. Whenever
they wanted to buy some equipment, well, they weren’t stuck.
They could buy it right now.... All of those three men...died around
the same age [close to 80 yrs.], and they worked hard all their
lives. As hard as they worked to make a living and yet they lived
that long! That m eans it’s a clean way of living, which is true
(Barr 1979:73, 74, 77).
These men also competed at the reindeer fairs. Allockeok called Gideon
“weyauoon” which Gideon translated as nephew (Barr 1979:75). When I asked
Gideon about this he said that Allockeok wasn’t really his uncle, but that
because Allockeok and his father were good friends, they had a relationship like
that of an uncle and nephew. Allockeok gave Gideon a lot of advice while he
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was growing up. The same held true for Olarruk, although Gideon did not
receive as much advice from him .
Allockeok’s daughter, Elsie Weyiouanna, recalls that she is somehow
related to the Kakaruk reindeer herders from the Teller area. John Kakaruk
and his two brothers called Allockeok anguman, which is the same relationship
term that Elsie called her older brother. She never fully understood why the
Kakaruks called her father by th at term , but when she asked her mother
about it, Wilsa replied that she was acting like an old woman and didn’t need to
know. Elsie’s aunt Suzuk (MBW), however, told her that long ago the Kawerak
people made w ar with the Shishm aref people, and she suspected th at the
relationship term s between Allockeok and the Kakaruks were somehow related
to resolving those disputes through the exchange of wives and husbands.
Ethnographic Observations
on Northern Seward Peninsula Reindeer Herding
The reindeer herding operations of both Makaiqtaq and Allockeok during
the Early Private Herding period are discussed below. Olarruk, having
originated from Ikpik, will not be discussed as his herding took place outside the
study area. Makaiqtaq and Allockeok’s family herding operations differed from
one another at a variety of levels. The B arr brothers lived on the coast with
the reindeer and continued to be actively engaged in sea mammal hunting.
Allockeok’s family, on the other hand, stayed primarily in the Serpentine and
Arctic River drainages and the inland highlands. As a result each herd
represented a distinct mix of pastoral, foraging, and trading activities. In other
words, each herding operation sat a t a different point on the pastoral
continuum (see discussion in C hapter 1).
William Allockeok’s Reindeer Herding Operations
Most Inupiaq herding took place on or near the coast, as coastal
resources were also utilized by the herders. I am familiar with only one Inupiaq
family from the Shishm aref area th at was not situated directly on or near the
coast. They were typically unable to participate in sea mam mal hunting to
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the same extent as the other reindeer herders in the region because they were
farther away from the coast and had an insufficient supply of labor to go out
hunting and keep watch over the reindeer herd at the same time. Accordingly,
this herding family, headed by Allockeok, was more directly dependent upon
their reindeer for meeting subsistence requirements. Most reindeer m eat was
de-boned and dried to preserve it for use throughout the year. Reindeer
continues to be processed in this way today, although the majority of it is
frozen now. They generally acquired coastal products to fulfill their needs by
exchanging reindeer products with their kinsmen living on the coast.
Occasionally the men in Allockeok’s herd might hunt seals in
Shishmaref Inlet themselves, especially in the fall while the deer were in rut
(breeding season). Elsie Weyiouanna recalls one time, when she was about 11
years old, her family went uguruk hunting on the coast in the spring. There
were lots of uguruk th at year, and Allockeok wanted to get some so that they
would have their own seal oil. That was the first time that Elsie helped her
older sister process an uguruk. Ordinarily, Allockeok always traded reindeer
m eat and skins for seal pokes of oil. The Allockeok family also netted and dried
fish from the Serpentine River as part of their subsistence cycle.
Their greater dependence upon reindeer suggests a similarity to the
inland reindeer herders of continental Asia who specialized in reindeer herding
to the relative exclusion of hunting and gathering activities. These inland
Chukchi herds were typically much larger than those found along the coast. In
contrast, despite the greater dependence upon reindeer, the Allockeok herd was
considerably smaller than many of the more coastal-oriented Inupiaq herds in
Alaska, as it usually consisted of only several hundred animals. Allockeok’s
daughter, Elsie Weyiouanna, explains that the small size of her family’s herd
was due to the fact th at it remained a small family operation, even during the
subsequent collective herding period, and there were not enough able-bodied
men in the family to support a larger herd.
In fact, labor was in such short supply in the Allockeok family th at
Elsie’s older sister, Kara, became an expert on skis and learned to care for the
herd herself. Kara Allockeok Aghupuk is the only example I encountered of
female herdsmen in Alaska, although similar shortages of male labor in other
herds probably resulted in the similar involvement of women as herders. One
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memorable herding experience of Kara’s occurred while she was watching the
herd alone, equipped with her own rifle to protect the herd. Kara shot what she
believed was a wolf that approached the herd, only to find out that she had
killed somebody’s dog as the animal wore a collar. While this story is
remembered with some amusement and em barrassm ent, the killing of dogs
that approached the herd was standard practice as sled dogs were notorious
killers of reindeer. For example, Stuck reported on his arrival into Nome the
reaction of his dog team to the sight of a reindeer,
A new dog I procured at Kikitaruk had never seen a horse before,
and made frantic efforts to get at him, leaping at his haunches as
we passed by. But when they saw the reindeer the whole team
set off at a run, dragging the heavy sled as if it were nothing. The
Esquim au [sic.] driving the deer saw the approaching dogs and
hastily drew his equipage off the trail farther inshore, standing
between the deer and the dogs with a heavy whip... (Stuck
1916:119-120).
Elsie Allockeok Weyiouanna, while maybe not an experienced herdsmen,
is well-informed concerning general characteristics of Inupiaq reindeer herding.
For example, she stated that some of the fawns were abandoned by their
mothers because they gave birth before they were old enough to be good
mothers. Abandoned fawns were not raised by the Allockeok family because
their skins were prized for use in the making of the inside of parkas. Elsie also
recalled th at her parents said that the fawns m ight suffer too much because
there were no bottles and not too much milk available in those days. Despite
the practical reality of abandoned fawns, Elsie and her sisters sure wanted to
raise them. However, the necessities of subsistence outweighed childhood
desires; fawn skins were important commodities for appropriate winter
clothing.
Another time when Elsie was about 10 or 11 she and her sister, Ella,
went by skis out to check the reindeer while th eir father went squirrel hunting.
Elsie took her .22 rifle that had been cut down to her size. The girls saw a big
antlered female and started play-making fawn noises. That reindeer cow
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started walking right towards the girls which scared them so much th at they
hid in the snow until the reindeer passed by them. They had been so scared by
this encounter that they returned home instead of continuing to the herd.
When Allockeok asked how the deer were the two girls fooled him and said th at
they were good.
Allockeok used sled deer and boats for transportation as he had no dog
team. Sled deer were trained during the winter. A herder might train as many
as two or three a winter. Training sled deer involved a large time commitment,
as the anim al had to be worked with every day. Herders who handled their deer
gently took the least amount of time to break their reindeer to pull a sled and
were the most successful sled deer trainers. Elsie Weyiouanna remembers the
names of three different sled deer that her father had trained. They were
named “just like dogs,” including Jenny, M attie, and Numaisiaq (“go over
twice”). O ther sled deer had names such sis Qanizuwaq (“bonehead”). The
latter, one of Joseph Eningowuk’s sled deer, would come to him if he simply
showed the sled deer his harness. These sled deer were generally so tam e that
it was often difficult to get them to move. They also learned to recognize their
own nam ps and came when they were called. One had to literally push them
out of the way at times. The close connection between sled deer and sled dogs
is suggested in how elders refer to sled deer. For example, Elsie Weyiouanna
refers to sled deer in English as reindeer dogs. This is not to be confused with
reindeer herding dogs, however. At least two different types of reindeer
harnesses were used on northern Seward Peninsula, one with a single tug-line
th at ran between the reindeer’s hind legs from a wooden belly band, and
another that did not have the belly strap, but instead had two lines running
along the sides of the reindeer. The deer wore halters to which two reindeer
were attached such that the animals could be turned both to the left and right.
Ju st as the naming of reindeer suggests, sled deer were known to have distinct
personalities. Not all reindeer herders were as good at training sled deer as
others. Furthermore, sometimes reindeer seemed to be untrainable. As Elsie
Weyiouanna stated, “Ju st like people too, reindeer, some of them, so dumb!”
(Weyiouanna and Weyiouanna 1993).
One m ight suggest that reindeer introduction provided a means through
which the Inupiat came to accept the ownership of reindeer as personal
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property in contrast to the traditional belief in the communal access to anim al
resources (e.g., Birket-Smith 1959:145-146; Ingold 1980:281-283; Wells
1974:58). In this respect, reindeer introduction might be seen as having
facilitated the enculturation of the Inupiat into a more Euroamerican value
system (e.g., Lantis 1952). This example may be representative of the
transculturative process of replacing the traditional Inupiaq concept of
communal access to animal resources with the western concept of private
property. After familiarizing myself with the past century of written discourse
on Inupiaq reindeer herding, I can say with certainty that such an argument
probably would have gone unquestioned if presented in this way (cf. Dale
1953:169). The acceptance of reindeer ownership would be interpreted simply
as the adoption of the w estern concept of private property. However, such a
statem ent is more a construction of the observer than a characterization of
the observed. With the aid of a little introspection and a general familiarity
with the literature concerning the Inupiat, a radically different argument can
be developed. The Inupiaq perception of wild animal species differed from th at
associated with domesticated animals.
The relationship between humans and their domestic dogs differed
significantly from the relationships maintained between humans and the wild
animal resources upon which the Inupiat were dependent prior to reindeer
introduction.29 It is more likely that reindeer were incorporated into the
Inupiaq social order in a way similar to that associated with domestic dogs
(e.g., Heinrich 1963, 1969; see also Lantis 1953).
Dogs, the only domestic animals among these people [prior to
reindeer introduction], are a special sort of animal. They are, in
various ways, given a conceptual treatm ent th a t is different from
that given to the rest of the animal world. One of these
differences is th at they, dogs, have personal names. In this
respect, (in having personal names), dogs are aligned with hum an
beings, categorically moved out of the general class of animals....
Europeans (and others) also categorize domesticated animals as closer to people, both
spatially and cognitively, than wild animals (e.g., Leach 1964).
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Dogs stand much closer to humans; they can be said to
participate to some extent in hum an society. They do have
individual names, and with individuality of personal names goes
the concept of individualized personality.... The inclusion of dogs
in human society is, however, of a very limited sort. It applies
only to the present individual; dog names are used successively
for different dogs after the present bearer of the name dies, but
the transference of the name does not imply a concomitant
transference of name souls. Dogs apparently do not have souls,
at least not of the name—soul sort; they have no link with
eternity (Heinrich 1969:9-11).30
Inupiaq herders named individual reindeer and exerted powerful control
over the lives and deaths of their reindeer, just as they did with their dogs (e.g.,
Thompson 1910a31). With respect to wild animals, however, control over these
creatures was not held by human beings but by collective spirits of the species
Interestingly, Morrow (1984:129) reported that according to some Yupik views, people
were held accountable for the treatment of their dogs during their travels to the world
of the dead. If an individual had been a kind master, the dogs’yuit (‘persons’) were
kind and assisted their former owner with his/her journey. If a particular owner had
mistreated his/her dogs, the dogs’yuit tortured Them by licking. This understanding
suggests that there was some social disapproval regarding the mistreatment of dogs
and also places dogs in a reciprocal relationship with humans that is similar to other
human-animal relations (see also Morrow and Mather 1994).
In a handwritten letter to W. T. Lopp, Chief of the Alaska Division of the Bureau of
Education, Seattle, Alaska, Dr. Charles A. Thompson stated, "Another thing I must
'roar' about and then I'll give you a rest, and that is the way the Eskimo mistreats
and abuses all Animals that come under his charge, particularly dogs and deer. These
animals are always driven to the point of exhaustion and often death. And it is a
shame and a disgrace to the whites, especially the missionaries, that it has been
allowed to go on.... The way they habitually treat their dogs would cause their arrest
in Seattle in 10 minutes by the clock.... And if you hear of any trouble that I have at
Shishmaref you may easily guess what it is about” (Thompson 1910a).
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or spirit masters (e.g., Ingold 1980:281-283; 1986). In this regard the Inupiat
had to act according to a particular set of prescriptions and proscriptions in
order to assure future access to these hunting resources. Reindeer were not
and are not perceived as caribou by the Inupiat people (cf. Dale 1953:169), and
as a result there is no conflict between the hunting of a caribou that gave itself
to the hunter and the slaughtering of one’s own reindeer to meet one’s own
need. Reindeer were considered private property from the beginning of reindeer
introduction to Alaska through to the present day.
The acceptance of reindeer as personal property is most likely due to the
similar role they played in the early days of Alaskan herding to teams of sled
dogs. In the first few decades after initial introduction, reindeer were a source
of consumable products as well as a source of labor in transportation. Early
Inupiaq herders generally had at least a couple of trained sled deer th at they
used to supplement dog traction, especially if they needed to go somewhere
quickly with little to no room to carry provisions for the beasts of burden. In
these cases reindeer were ideal for traveling, as they could forage for
themselves on the tundra whereas rations for the dog team had to be carried
along on the sled. Most Inupiaq herders, however, continued to prefer dog
team s rather than reindeer team s as they were easier to manage and more
suitable for traveling on the ice in coastal environments (e.g., Ingold 1980:106).
Thomas Makaiqtaq Barr’s Family Reindeer Herding Operations
Among others who were reindeer herders in the study area, it was not
uncommon for fellow kinsmen, several brothers for instance, to keep their
reindeer together in a single herd so that while some were watching the
reindeer, others could go sea mammal hunting. Reindeer camps were located
to take advantage of hunting and gathering resources as well as to
accommodate the grazing requirements of the reindeer. For example, during
the critical spring hunt for uguruk , which often overlapped with reindeer
fawning, the reindeer from the Espenberg herd were moved along the coast to
the location of the spring hunting camp. Here the reindeer were guarded
against predation and harsh weather in the coastal dunes during fawning while
the necessary food stores of uguruk were obtained. A discussion of the
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Espenberg herd consisting principally of reindeer owned by the Barr brothers
and their families will provide an example of coastal Inupiaq reindeer
pastoralism.
The Barrs were in some respects more sedentary than other reindeer
herders, and utilized the semi-permanent settlem ent at Ublasaun as a base
camp for their herding operations during the early 1920’s. Sometime between
February, 1920 and ca. 1923 they relocated to Ublasaun from Cape
Espenberg where they had grazed their reindeer for more than 15 years.
Previously, their winter base camp had been on the Espenberg River (Inuirniq ;
KTZ-140), but they had to travel too far with the reindeer to find good
pasturage, so they decided to move the herd down the coast. Herders were not
restricted to particular ranges during the Early Private Herding period; as a
result there was nothing to stop the Barrs from moving their herd to Ublasaun.
The closest other reindeer herders, including Joseph Eningowuk, Frank
Iyatunguk, and Scott Walluk, were on the Kuupuk (Cowpack) River. The
reindeer from these two herds did not mix during the occupation of Ublasaun,
except one night when nine reindeer somehow managed to slip out of the one
herd and ended up in the other. The Barr brothers also had houses in
Shishmaref in the early 1920’s, which suggests th at they were still relatively
mobile. One of Peter B arr’s daughters was the first child named by the
Keithahns upon their arrival in Shishm aref in 1923 (Keithahn 1963:56).
Characterizing their herding operations as relatively more sedentary than
others results from occupation of the semi-perm anent village from the first of
September through May as a base of operations. This does not, however,
suggest that their behavior and daily activities were sedentary.
Site selection varied according to an evaluation of the needs of the
people and the needs of the reindeer. Ublasaun (KTZ-149).32 was chosen
because, in addition to the hills back from the coast providing good winter
pasturage, it also provided a good site for netting seals in the fall and the shoals
Ublasaun is the older placename associated with KTZ-149. The name of the
settlement as it was called by the people who lived there in the 1920’s was Ullugzaun,
meaning, ‘place for getting mixed up’ (Koutsky 1981:17). Today, elders seem to prefer
Ublasaun because it is the older name.
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just off shore often resulted in piled-up ice that attracted bearded seals in the
spring. An earlier settlement existed at Ublasaun, which already suggested
that people could make a living in this location. However, the personal
experiences of the Barr brothers were probably more important to the site
selection.
Seven sod houses were initially constructed at Ublasaun in the inipiaq 33
manner, meaning that they were almost subterranean, built in dry sand (e.g.,
in dunes) with only the sod-covered roof showing above the ground level. Later,
a small sod house was built for Gilbert Suplaq Barr’s in-laws, Umiaq and
Agaziuna, when his own family became too large to house everybody. This
newer house was constructed in the old-time fashion, because the two elders
preferred the old style homes better than the new innovative sod houses that
younger people constructed (see Figure 5.5, Feature 14). Suplaq and
Aumaisiaq’s house was located at the northeastern edge of the settlement and
from the size of the surface depression was the largest house at Ublasaun.
Next in line down the coast was the small home of his in-laws, followed by the
sod houses of Moses Qiluq34 and W alter and Edward Barr. Qiluq was the
widower of Qughanaq, elder sister to the Barr brothers. He lived alone with his
adopted son Jam es Kivetoruk Moses, the well-known Shishmaref artist (e.g., Y.
Mozee 1978). W alter and Edward were the sons of Avaulaq, the eldest Barr
brother who died before the occupation of Ublasaun. On the other side of a
small fresh water creek lived Peter Qauqluk B arr and Lloyd Koonuk and their
families. Their sod houses were very close together reportedly because their
wives were sisters. A very small structure stood adjacent to Lloyd and Peter’s
homes where Peter’s herding assistant lived, Gordon Qiziilaaq Dimmick. The
last sod house on the southwestern edge of the community was that of Thomas
Makaiqtaq Barr, the eldest living B arr brother at Ublasaun. Figure 5.5
illustrates the Inupiat who lived at Ublasaun (KTZ-149) and the kinship
relations that existed among them as well as household composition.
33 When the substratum is potentially wet, then the ivruliq type of houses were
constructed. These were semi-subterranean structures walled and roofed with sod
(Barr 1991d).
34 QUuq means “something found already dead” (Barr 1991a:10).
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Figure 5.5.

Household Composition and Kinship Relations at Ublasaun.
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The inhabitants of Ublasaun actively engaged in hunting and gathering
as well as herding activities. Conflicts between herding and foraging were
mitigated by the relatively large size of the community. It was large enough to
provide adequate numbers of able-bodied herders and hunters, and in this
respect is reminiscent of the larger camp sizes of the Chukchi prior to the
beginnings of specialized inland herding (e.g., Bogoras 1904-09). Three
assistant herdsmen lived at Ublasaun who worked for the three largest owners
of reindeer in the community. They were primarily responsible for keeping
watch over the herd from day to day, while the older herders were responsible
for overall herd management. The families associated with the Espenberg
herd, therefore, were relatively self-sufficient and generally did not depend on
trade with other coastal hunters to m eet subsistence requirements, as they
were coastal hunters themselves in addition to being able reindeer herders.
Ublasaun was occupied from the beginning of freeze-up to the break-up
of the ice in the spring. Just before the ocean began to get slushy as freeze-up
commenced, all attention shifted to communal seal netting as sea m am m als
began their winter movements. Some years seals were abundant, while other
tim es there were hardly any. The old people used to say that it depended on
the winds. Each family connected their individual nets together to form one
common net that might reach a total length of 200 feet. One end of the net
was tied on the shore and the other extended perpendicular to the coast
weighted down by anchors. The nets were made of young seal skin rawhide
with an approximately eight-inch mesh. The upper cork line and lower lug line
were made from uguruk skin because it was heavier and stronger th an seal
skin (Barr 1988). Anchors were m ade of stones when available, otherwise old
seal pokes filled with sand tied to tree roots were used. The animals caught
belonged to the owner of the section of net in which it was found. The n et was
set vising skin boats only when the ocean was calm.
Twice a day people would go out in skin boats to remove seals from the
net. When the ocean was rough, the seals were caught in the net, drowned, and
subsequently worked loose from the net by the waves and washed onto shore.
These became the property of whoever found them, so there were often races
on the beach. Periodically the net had to be taken ashore and dried to keep it
from getting so soft that it wouldn’t even hold a seal. Hundreds of young
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common hair seals were taken using net made from their own skin; another
indication of how the hunted gives itself to the hunter. When the population
declined so too did the manufacturing supply needed for their harvest. These
seals were stored whole in pits where they soon froze (e.g., Keithahn 1963:37
38). However, spotted seals, anmiat (young uguruk), and some occasional
beluga were also captured in the nets. The skins of these young seals were
important sources of m aterial for making the nets, as well as lashings and
Eskimo rope.
The inhabitants of Ublasaun also netted whitefish on Whitefish Lake
(KTZ-052) while the lake ice was still thin. They pulled the nets from the lake
before the ice got too thick. Reindeer herders from Kuupuk and others also
fished in Whitefish Lake. In the summer old time Inupiat used to travel by
boat up the small river that flows from the lake or walk along the well-worn
trail from the coast to dry fish and hunt caribou fawns for parka skins.
Makaiqtaq never really hunted caribou on the Seward Peninsula because of
the population crash in the mid-nineteenth century, although he did see a few
scattered herds throughout the course of his life.
Before reindeer introduction Northern Seward Peninsula Inupiat also
used bird skins to make parkas when caribou were scarce and Chukchi
reindeer hides were unavailable. Meat-eating birds were caught using a
tauwittitaq, which describes a bi-pointed piece of bone or ivoiy with a lashing
slot in the middle to which a cord was attached. The device was inserted into a
piece of m eat or blubber and anchored to the ground, so that when the bird
swallowed the bait and attempted to fly away it was unable to escape and died.
Fish were also taken using tauwittitaq technology (Barr 1991b).
Towards the end of September the inhabitants of Ublasaun butchered
reindeer and dried reindeer meat after the blue flies had disappeared. Reindeer
m eat was shared throughout the community at Ublasaun. Dried reindeer
meat was used throughout the winter in addition to fresh meat. Reindeer were
butchered in a way sim ilar to that of caribou. A variety of killing methods were
utilized by Inupiaq herders, but the preferred way of killing reindeer for parka
skins was to pierce the anim al’s heart w ith a knife. As much of the blood of the
animal as possible was kept to make a rich, thick soup. Once the animal was
killed the carcass was processed while laying on its right side; removal of the
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offal is easier and cleaner that way. The esophagus was cut at the throat and
tied shut and then pulled through the neck so that the stomach contents did
not spill out during its removal from the carcass. The carcass was broken
down in a fashion similar to that employed for processing uguruk. The legs
were disarticulated with the lower leg portion, or mukluk skins, still attached to
the feet. Sinews were removed and saved from the front side of the front legs
and the bundle of sinews in the rear legs. Then the belly and chest of the
animal was opened up, the organs and ribs removed, followed by the spinal
column. Then the sinews running along the back from the withers (hump
above the shoulders) to the rump were removed. The remaining m eat was cut
into long wide strips, some of which would later be partially boiled and then
dried, and some of which would be dried fully into large sheets of jerky (e.g., Barr
1991b).
If the reindeer hide was to be used for a parka (i.e., July butchering) then
the head was skinned out completely with the rest of the hide intact with the
exception of the legs, which were used to make mukluk uppers. The head skin
was turned inside out and grass stuffed inside to keep the shape so as to allow
the head skin to dry. The reindeer head skin served as the hood of the parka.
At least three hides were needed for the average parka. Larger people required
additional skins. Mukluk skins were turned inside out and wrapped around the
attached leg bone (metapodial) and sewn together to dry and store for later use
(e.g., Barr 1991b). Reindeer herders required a number of different kinds of
boots for different seasons and weather conditions.
Activities at Ublasaun, however, were not limited to reindeer herding
and hunting. These men were also avid trappers. Makaiqtaq B arr traded fox
sk in s and other furs for Russian, American, and Chukchi Native supplies. In
fact, before the collapse of intercontinental trade, Makaiqtaq B arr had a
trading partner from the northeastern cape of the Chukchi Peninsula, where
the people were known as the Siluamiut by the Espenberg Inupiat.
Makaiqtaq’s son, Gideon K. Barr, Sr., suggested th at he was from a settlement
other than Nauyatan (Naukan) (Barr 1991c). Uelen on the northw estern
Chukchi P en in sula was known as Ualiq. Makaiqtaq traded w ith this
Siluamiut man at Cape Espenberg during the letter’s trips through the strait
to the Kotzebue Sound annual trade fairs. The last time they traded was prior
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to Gideon’s age of remembering when Makaiqtaq gave his partner a .35
Remington automatic rifle. The Siluamiut man wanted the gun, and since
Makaiqtaq did not like it anyhow because it kicked too hard, he gave it to him.
Makaiqtaq was supposed to receive something in exchange the following year,
but his trading partner never returned to Espenberg. Diomede Islanders also
accompanied the Chukchi Peninsula Natives to Kotzebue. One Diomeder,
named Atuayuq, died on the Espenberg River en route to the trade fair and was
buried across the river from KTZ-140 (Barr 1983). Gideon recalled that,
“...after that they block Siberia and Alaska; they stop people [from] going back
and forth” (Barr 1991c).
Trapping was a major activity of the Inupiat living at Ublasaun. The
principal fur-bearer in the study area was the white arctic fox {Alopex alopex).
The northern Seward Peninsula catch of white fox brought higher prices than
other areas because they were entirely white by the tim e they reached the
Shishmaref area following the pack ice.35 Snow-white furs were considered the
finest. Trapping camps were located inland and were also used when reindeer
were kept nearby. Site selection generally consisted of situating the camp on a
high place where the tent would not be buried under snow and where there was
a lake and some willows for fuel. Trappers didn’t stay at these camps all the
time, but would resupply themselves from Ublasaun. During the occupation of
Ublasaun trapping was regulated by a season that opened in the middle of
November and closed in the beginning of February. This was also the time
period during which fur buyers and traders traveled throughout the Seward
Peninsula purchasing furs. In fact, it was at Ublasaun th at Gideon K. Barr,
Sr. first met a white m an from whom he learned his first English words,
“hundreds” and “dollars” (e.g., Barr 1991b). Accordingly, these satellite camps
located around the study area were utilized for trapping only during this part of
the winter. These camps were also used for reindeer herding activities.
Other subsistence activities th at took place while people stayed at
Ublasaun included netting seals in cracks or leads in the ice after the
Christmas holidays, fishing with nets under the ice in lakes and at channels for
herring, tomcod, and whitefish. Breathing-hole harpoon hunting was rarely
There is a residential Arctic fox population in the study area.
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practiced on northern Seward Peninsula, unlike further to the north. N etting
seals was easier than hunting at breathing holes anyhow (Barr 1991a). The
best months for netting seals were February and March. The nets used were
made of seal skin and were less than six feet in length and were set under the
ice of freshly frozen leads a t breathing holes. When frozen-over leads closed,
nets were often lost. Old leads covered with thicker ice were less likely to close
during storms than leads covered with thinner ice. To avoid losing sealing nets,
areas with thicker ice were preferred locations for setting under-the-ice seal
nets (Barr 1988). Small m a m m a ls and ptarmigan were also harvested during
the winter season. Ptarm igan were snared and two species of arctic hare were
harvested with nets set up in a circle around some willows.
In the spring, when the north wind started, heralding the beginning of
uguruk hunting season, the inhabitants of Ublasaun moved up the coast to
hunt uguruk where the ice was thick. Areas where the ice had piled up on itself
because of ice pushing into the off-shore shoals attracted uguruk and seals as
the pack ice moved north and the land-fast ice broke up. The location of these
areas varied from one year to the next so camps were not necessarily located
in the same place from year to year. The people from Ublasaun joined some of
their elders who did not accompany them to Ublasaun in the w inter, but stayed
at Cape Espenberg. These elders chose the location of the spring hunting
camps.
While the spring hu nt for uguruk took place they also hunted waterfowl
during their northern migration to sum m er nesting sites on the tundra. These
birds flew using the beach as their guide, as the ocean and tundra were still
frozen white when they first began to arrive. The beach was bare and black in
comparison and a dramatic visual navigation aid for the m igrating flocks.
They flew so low to the ground th at they were easy targets of bolas. Eggs were
also a much prized food in the spring. Eggs were eaten freshly boiled and also
stored in seal pokes with seal oil for the winter (Barr 1988).
So too did fawning take place during the beginning of uguruk hunting in
the spring. The reindeer were kept along the coast near the camp where they
gave birth in the sand dunes protected from the wind. Much of the literature on
Alaskan reindeer herding refers to the problems of herding reindeer during
fawning because the deer wished to return to the same fawning grounds each
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year. Oral testimonies from Shishmaref elders, however, indicate th at this
was not the case. The reindeer herders themselves chose the sites for fawning
each spring. Interviews with Chukchi reindeer herders in 1995 revealed the
same pattern on the Chukchi Peninsula.
After the uguruk hunt was complete, the hunting camp was abandoned.
All of the uguruk bones and other residue left over from uguruk processing were
burned at the m eat drying racks (initaq) prior to their departure. The ashes
from this fire would go back out to sea w ith a little south wind and the animals
would be reincarnated to return in a future season. This cycle is demonstrated
in the anatomy of the animals, in th at one can see bone ash in the liver of the
animals.36 Everybody went to Cape Espenberg near Nunaghiaq, where they
would hunt waterfowl by snaring them on small lakes and net whitefish. Arctic
grayling and herring also made runs through the area during the summer.
Intertidal zones species, such as spider crabs, shrimps, and many kinds of fish
were also utilized through the use of baleen nets. Spider crabs were also
hunted using spears while they sunned themselves on the beach en masse.
Clams were also gathered from the cape (Cross 1988).
The B arrs kept the herd on the “island” east of Nunaghiaq channel
during the m onth of July to provide them with relief from insect harassm ent as
well as to keep them from running off in the wind. Throughout the rest of the
sum m er the herders kept the herd moving and transported their supplies by
skin boat. While at Cape Espenberg the reindeer generally spent hot days
standing in the surf away from the mosquitoes (Barr 1991b).
Makaiqtaq Barr, although he never served an apprenticeship, was a
talented herdsmen. His reindeer were well-trained and tame. In order to
gather his deer together Makaiqtaq simply had to call the deer by a series of
The old people also used to say that arctic ground squirrels were whitefish and the
proof was in the similar markings of their bodies and the fact that whitefish eggs could
be seen in the liver of the squirrel. A similar connection existed between muskrats
and bullhead fish. Bullheads spawn up river and then come down the river as
muskrats. Again, bullhead eggs are found on the liver of muskrats (Barr 1991d). This
is further evidence of the ideological connection between marine and terrestrial
resources (e.g., Mine and Smith 1989).
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whistles. The first whistle got the reindeer’s attention, as they would lift their
heads from grazing and look at the herder. The second whistle caused the deer
to bunch together into a tight group. The third and final whistle resulted in the
assembled deer rushing towards the herder so that he would end up surrounded
by a circling group of reindeer. From this point he could watch for individual
deer to be lassoed in order to m ark fawns to the m ark of their mother, castrate
males, or butcher steers. It was generally the close relationship between the
herder and his sled deer that promoted such a response from the whole herd, as
the sled deer, expecting a treat from their master, would lead the rest of the
herd right to the herder. This type of open-range handling using lassos is
referred to in Inupiaq as navratugviq and continued to be practiced after the
implementation of reindeer corrals as a tool to assist in the handling of the
herd. For example, at Ublasaun a navratugviq area was located right behind
the village between the houses on the coast and the inland thaw lake (recently
named Rhonda Lake).
The Barrs also had a reindeer corral at Nunaghiaq. The Inupiaq word
for corral is kaungigaq, or in reference to the area around a corral,
kaungigaqviq (in the Shishm aref dialect reindeer corral is kaunigharuk. These
words appear to be derivatives of the word for reindeer, kauniq, which was of
Chukchi origin (Barr 1991b; e.g., gunngiq in Fortescue et al. 1994:322).37 The
corral built by the B arrs was on the coastal beach beside the sum m er camp
(KTZ-039). It was simply a circular enclosure made of drift wood in which
reindeer were lassoed. No evidence of this corral remains a t Nunaghiaq today.
However, another simple circular corral was constructed nearby on the west
side of the channel ca. 1919, which was subsequently enlarged to include
pockets and a chute after the collectivization of Inupiat reindeer in the mid1920’s (KTZ-128).
37 In fact, within most Eskimo languages, including Central Alaskan Yupik (CAY),
Naukan Siberian Yupik (NSY), Central Siberian Yupik (CSY), Sirenik Siberian Yupik
(Sir), and Western Canadian Inuit (WCI), the word for domesticated reindeer also is a
derivative of the Chukchi, with but a few exceptions in some dialects where it is a
derivative of “caribou” (Fortescue et al. 1994:322; Lawrence Kaplan, personal
communication, 1997).
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Indirect Inupiaq Involvement in Reindeer Herding
Others in the Shishmaref area owned a few head of reindeer but were
not reindeer herders per se. These owners often kept their deer in the herds of
their friends or relatives. Such an arrangem ent might very well have been the
basis of a trading relationship where the reindeer herder would care for the
owner's deer and provide him with some m eat and hides in exchange for coastal
products that the owner obtained through hunting. In some cases these
owners had tried their luck at reindeer herding, but after becoming dissatisfied
with the lifestyle of a herder, or after losing their reindeer, they returned to the
coast to focus solely upon sea mammal hunting once again. This is an
arrangement that was also found among the Chukchi and Siberian Yupiit of
Chukotka.
Review Comments Regarding Inupiaq Herding
The most difficult physical challenge to Inupiaq herdsmen during the
Early Private Reindeer Herding period on northern Seward Peninsula was
walking the endless miles necessary to care for the deer in all kinds of severe
weather. Reindeer herding was an adventurous lifestyle. Herdsmen were
known to wear out as m any as three pairs of m ukluks a sum m er because they
spent so much time walking with the reindeer. Inupiaq herders drove reindeer
all over western Alaska to establish new herds and to take anim als to market.
Their efforts were sometimes assisted by herd dogs that would ease some of
the herder's burden. Some of the dogs were imported from Scandinavia;
however, the best herd dog Elsie W eyiouanna remembered was one of her dad’s
collies. Good herding dogs were highly prized, but many were lazy.
Not all Inupiaq herding fam ilies in the study area had been fully nomadic
during Early Private Herding, but instead utilized task-oriented satellite camps
and a shifting central base. Herdsmen utilized these camps in addition to their
more nomadic temporary tent camps directly associated with caring for the
reindeer. These camps were resupplied from the central base camp during the
winter and from resource caches during the summer. Of course, additional
supplies were acquired from traders and stores.
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Some herds, like the Espenberg herd, had topographic features that
herders took advantage of in managing the reindeer. For example, in July, the
Barrs stayed near Cape Espenberg with their reindeer to give both themselves
and the reindeer some relief from the abundance of mosquitoes th at time of the
year. The channel at Nunaghiaq represented the single point of attachm ent to
land of the entire cape. The Barrs kept their deer on this virtual island for a
period of time in the summer, during which time they camped in tents just off
the beach and adjacent to the channel (KTZ-039). This is the camp that we
investigated in 1992. From the vantage point of the summer tent camp they
only had to keep an eye out so that the reindeer did not cross in front of the
camp in an attem pt to get to the mainland, otherwise the herd could be left
relatively unattended during this month.
However, there was an “olden rule,” as Gideon Barr called it, during
Early Private Reindeer Herding that the reindeer had to be watched 24 hours a
day in the summer otherwise they would stray away with the wind. Unless
herders were fortunate enough to have topographic features like Cape
Espenberg at their disposal, herders stayed with the herd throughout the
su m m er. In contrast, during the winter when the weather was good, the herd
only needed to be checked once a day. If the weather was poor, however,
herdsmen had to stay with the anim als. Otherwise they again risked losing the
herd, as reindeer are known to walk directly into the wind.
Earm arking of fawns with ownership marks took place on the open
range and in relatively small circular corrals made of driftwood posts or cut
from a stand of brush. Once reindeer were placed inside, one or two herdsmen
used their lassos to select individual deer for handling. The lassos used inside
corrals were shorter than those used on the open range. Children, mainly boys,
learned how to throw lassos a t an early age.
Aerial and on the ground surveys have not revealed the remains of any
reindeer corrals dating to the Early Private Reindeer Herding period on
northern Seward Peninsula to date. However, the corral at KTZ-128 had been
an Early Private corral prior to its modification dining the Collective period.
The remains of a num ber of driftwood posts of the early corral were
encountered during the 1992 archaeological investigations. Oral testimony
from several Shishm aref elders have provided the approximate locations of
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other corrals that have yet to be ground-checked. These corrals may date to
either the Early Private Herding period or the subsequent Collective Herding
period.
Inupiaq herders and their families spent so much time with the reindeer
that they were very familiar with their characteristics and behavior. Herders
learned to distinguish between their reindeer based on color, age, sex, size, and
personality. Herders could easily distinguish reindeer from caribou based on
their physical appearance and behavior, and caribou-reindeer hybrids could
also be identified. To the experienced eye, caribou had longer legs than reindeer
and they were not so widely spaced as reindeer when viewed from the front.
Caribou were also known to be faster runners than reindeer, which contributed
to the reasons why herders had such difficulty keeping their herds from mixing
with the caribou to the east of the study area.
APPRENTICES TO ASSISTANT HERDSMEN AND HERDERS TO
UMIALIKS: THE INCORPORATION OF REINDEER HERDING INTO
BERING STRAIT INUPIAQ SOCIETY
Perhaps most im portant to the success of the Espenberg herd was the
fact th at three individuals were employed by the reindeer owners to watch over
the reindeer. The relationship was very similar to th at of the Chukchi dwelling
mates, except that these young men were all bachelors. They were provided
with food and clothing by the owners of the herd. One of the employees was
Gordon Dimmick, who worked for Peter Qauqluk Barr. It is unclear from oral
testimony whether he was an apprentice or simply a hired hand. A number of
years earlier, however, he was listed in the archival literature as a reindeer
apprentice in another herd, which suggests th at he m ay have already finished
his apprenticeship by the time he became associated with the Espenberg herd
at Ublasaun. While living at Ublasaun he was a bachelor and took his meals
with Peter’s family. Sometime after Ublasaun was abandoned as a winter
herders’ settlement, however, Gordon m arried P eter B arr’s wife’s sister, Mary
Okie (see Figure 5.5; e.g., Fair et al. 1996:64).
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The other two assistants, Edward (Adrian) and Walter Barr, worked for
their paternal uncles, Thomas Makaiqtaq and Gilbert Suplaq Barr in the early
1920’s. The 1920 census rolls on February 13, 1920 list Edward as a herder
employee of Suplaq and Walter as working for Makaiqtaq. Edward and W alter
continued to work for their uncles as assistant herdsmen while living at

Ublasaun.

Assistant herdsmen were not always young sons, nephews, or future
sons- or brothers-in-law, however. For example, Espenberg elder Bessie B arr
Cross (b. 1921; d. 1993) remembered a time in the early 1940’s when her
father, Makaiqtaq , and she traveled to Chester Seveck’s herd in the Kotzebue
area to get reindeer meat as the deer at Espenberg had starved to death (this
topic will be addressed in the next chapter). Seveck was considered a wealthy
man and was the only early reindeer herder to author a book about his life and
activities (see Seveck 1973). His assistant herdsm an was a poor, but hard
working man th at Seveck took in to his family. Bessie remembered being
really confused because these two men switched wives every other day. W hen
Bessie asked her father about what she had observed, he told her that it was
an Inupiaq custom, referring to what is commonly regarded in anthropological
literature as spouse-exchange (e.g., Schweitzer 1989), and that their children
called each other brothers and sisters. Customarily, this relationship would
have created kinship ties among the participants, especially through their
children. This example, although from outside the immediate study area, when
considered together with the Barr case suggests th at if herding assistants were
not already close kin, they were capable of being incorporated into the kinship
network of the herding family through such social mechanisms as marriage
and spouse-exchange.
Earlier in this chapter I mentioned th at no apprentices were listed as
owners of reindeer in 1923. No simple explanation exists in the archival
records of the Alaska Reindeer Service for the study area. However, it was
evident that there had been problems between Shishm aref area herders and
their apprentices, such that in 1913 the Superintendent of the Northwestern
District, W alter Shields, discouraged the taking on of additional apprentices by
Shishmaref herders (e.g., Schultz 1915; Shields 1913). Apprentices were
treated like employees, some say like slaves, and the herders relied upon them
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to provide many services for the herder and his family. Although Shields
suggested that the herders care for the deer themselves, it is unlikely th at the
herders wanted to lose control over such productive labor. In what little
archival data exists subsequent to the 1913 incident, problems between
herders and apprentices appeared to have been less severe. It is no surprise,
therefore, that relatives, or individuals capable of being made a relative, were
preferred as assistant herdsmen. This helped the herders to m aintain control
over the services of their herdsmen as well as kept the reindeer awarded to
apprentices “in the fam ily.” The social obligations through shared kinship
superseded the official contractual relationship between herder and apprentice.
While contractual relationships were recognized during brief encounters with
reindeer service ad m in istrators, the rest of the year the relationship between
apprentice and herder was characterized by customary Inupiaq social
obligations.
The fact that apprentices were not listed as owners of reindeer in the
records of 1923 is probably a function of the above described relationship
between herders and apprentices. As the number of individuals involved in
reindeer herding increased along with the corresponding number of families
involved, herders became more interested in passing reindeer on to relatives.
In addition to limiting the transferal of deer outside of the local family the
taking of young male relatives also helped to insure control over th eir services
through the social obligations of kinship. This is another example of how
disparate the adm inistrative perspective of apprenticeships was from the
practical social reality of herding assistants. Once the majority of Shishm aref
area families became involved w ith reindeer herding to some degree or other,
administrators no longer insisted th a t herders take on apprentices th a t were
not kin. I speculate th at the apprenticeship system as conceived by the
administration was replaced by Inupiaq assistant herdsmen. Instead of
insuring the continual distribution of reindeer to new families, emphasis shifted
to providing labor to watch the herds while herders and owners participated in
hunting and gathering activities to assure access to both reindeer and coastal
resources. As a result of this transform ation assistant herdsm en were no
longer considered apprentices by the Inupiaq herders and owners, but became
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recognized as partners in an economy that combined reindeer pastoralism with
hunting and gathering.
Reindeer herding also helped to create relationships with people who
were not necessarily kin, but desirable allies nevertheless because of their
skills as hunter, trader, etc. The best documented example th at I am familiar
with, while originating from outside the study area, comes from a letter written
to W. T. Lopp on August 25, 1908. Mr. Lopp’s granddaughter Kathleen Lopp
Smith kindly provided me with copies of many of his personal files. This letter
was found among those papers. Ahlook had become a reindeer herder in Wales
during Lopp’s tenure there. Ahlook subsequently went to Kivalina to herd
reindeer. From his reindeer camp he wrote,
Please tell me for whaling this spring my brother caught big whale
he work for me & another m an caught two whales. I got bone for
one whale quarter bone. And I gave this m an 5 deer for one year
and told this m an about five year work for me. let you tell me.
Last winter I asked Mr. A. N. Evans, told me m ark 5 deer. I gave
4 females 1 male (Ahlook 1908).
This excerpt dem onstrates how reindeer herding helped to establish a
formal relationship between a reindeer herder and an Inupiaq whaling captain
(umialik), wherein the articulation between Inupiaq social mechanisms and
the Bureau of Education’s apprenticeship program is demonstrated. Inupiaq
herders wanted to establish ties th at would help them to diversify their
economic resources. In the above example, we see th at the apprenticeship
program was used by Inupiaq herders to establish formal relationships in a
manner similar to trading partnerships. Reindeer herding became a
mechanism through which customary Inupiaq relationships were defined. Of
course, not wanting to get into trouble with the “government,” a number of
dutiful herders checked with Reindeer Service personnel ju st to make sure their
arrangem ents were acceptable to them , as Ahlook’s example demonstrates.
Almost everyone in the present community of Shishm aref has ties to a
reindeer herding heritage during the Early Private Herding period. Discussions
of individual family histories typically involve some association w ith reindeer
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herders, owners, or apprentices. Many of the today’s elders grew up in the
reindeer camps of their fathers and continue to offer advice to modern reindeer
herders or at least form their own opinions regarding the conditions of pastures
and animals, as well as provide critical evaluations regarding the individual and
social behavior of these modem herders. Contemporary herders are criticized
if they do not herd their deer according to the recommendations of the elders
and also for stinginess.
Evidence of the social integration of reindeer herding into Inupiaq
society, however, is not limited to individual heritage nor to the role reindeer
herding played in subsistence and establishing Inupiaq partnerships. In some
cases reindeer herding became associated with the traditional role of the
umialik (singular), variously defined as boat captain, rich man, or trader
(review Chapter 2). It was a socially defined role that generally depended upon
the particular qualities of the individual. Umialit (plural) were generally
charismatic, effective hunters, capable of providing a surplus th at could then
be redistributed to others. The role of the umialik was one of prestige,
leadership, and wealth. Thus, it should not be surprising that reindeer herding
became a new vehicle for aspiring umialit within Inupiaq society. Control over
a resource such as reindeer created a particularly appealing position for
providing a surplus as well as access to cash and western trade goods. In fact,
reindeer herding became such an opportunity for acquiring wealth and prestige
th at attem pts were made by some Inupiat to limit access to family members,
which in some places gave rise to family dynasties. M arriages between
reindeer herding families adso were sometimes arranged so as to consolidate
wealth and insure that access to pastures was m aintained (e.g., Ellanna and
Sherrod n.d.; Olson 1969a). From the examples provided above, it becomes
apparent that other forms of extended social relationships also helped to
maintain cordial relations between neighboring reindeer herders, such as
trading partnerships and spouse-exchange.
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SUMMARY
Data presented in this chapter demonstrated that reindeer herding was
incorporated into traditional Inupiaq conceptions of property, wealth, and
prestige. The previous experiences that the Bering Strait Inupiat had with
intercontinental trade prior to reindeer introduction meant that access to
reindeer herding products had already been incorporated into Inupiaq
conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige. After reindeer introduction
Bering Strait Inupiat became the primary producers of herding products
rather than merely the recipients of Chukotkan products. Reindeer were
quickly acknowledged as property by Inupiaq herders based on an ideological
similarity to domesticated dogs. Inupiaq herders named particular reindeer
and exerted powerful control over them ju st as they did with dogs. In this sense
access to reindeer herding resources was restricted and their appropriation
took place at the time of the reindeer’s birth due to the fact that they were
private property. Human control over such a productive resources as reindeer,
in contrast to the spiritual control over hunted resources, provided Inupiaq
herders with an excellent opportunity to accumulate wealth that was then
distributed widely through extended social networks based on the social
obligations of generosity in sharing. In turn, reindeer herders were in a position
to gain prestige from the larger community, which led to the emergence of
reindeer herding umialiks. The fact that many reindeer herders became
admired for their wealth resulted in the stimulation of other’s interest in
pursuing reindeer herding.
With respect to evaluating the m ain problem statem ent of this study,
we find that the hunter-gatherer principle of sharing did not shift to a pastoral
principle of hoarding with the emergence of Bering Strait Inupiaq reindeer
herding during the Early Private period. Although the private ownership of
reindeer herding resources resulted in restricted access to these resources and
their appropriation at the time of a reindeer’s birth, the obligations of sharing
to maintain social relations and to acquire prestige meant that the transition
to a pastoral cultural logic was not complete by the end of the Early Private
Herding period.
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From the above evidence we can refute Hypothesis 2, which suggested
that reindeer herding failed to be incorporated into traditional Alaska Native
conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige. Similarly, the information
provided in this chapter also demonstrated that reindeer herding was
incorporated into traditional Alaska Native land use and subsistence activities
such that Hypothesis 3 is also refuted. For example, residential and resource
procurement sites were chosen to meet hunting and gathering as well as
herding requirements. While reindeer herding provided the Bering Strait
Inupiat with a source of cash and western trade goods, caring for the reindeer
during the Early Private Herding period kept most reindeer herding families out
on the land while many non-herding families moved into centralized semi
permanent villages where their children could attend school and access to trade
goods was insured.
Likewise, Hypothesis 4 ultim ately will be refuted. Hypothesis 4 stated
that reindeer herding represented only an agent of culture change associated
with culture contact and economic modernization. Furtherm ore, Hypothesis 5,
which suggested that reindeer introduction eroded traditional Alaska Native
social relations through the private ownership of herding resources is also
refuted. Hypotheses 4 and 5 are refuted due to the fact that reindeer herding
was incorporated into traditional social mechanisms for the sharing and
distribution of resources to m aintain social relations. This demonstrates that
reindeer introduction was not solely disruptive to Inupiaq society, and, in fact,
helped to maintain traditional patterns of social organization during a period of
increasing cultural stress associated with catastrophic loss of life due to
epidemic diseases, the influence of Christian missionaries and the Alaska
School Service, and increasing Inupiaq participation in the w estern market
economy. Reindeer herders activated formal socioeconomic relationships with
other herders and non-herders to m aintain cordial social relations as well as to
diversify their economic base. These social relations mirrored traditional
trading partnerships and social obligations associated w ith spouse-exchange.
In short, reindeer introduction on the northern Seward Peninsula provided an
additional mechanism to make a livelihood and maintain traditional Inupiaq
social relations despite the fact th at the practice of reindeer herding
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represented a new suite of activities in the annual subsistence cycle of land
use.
Inupiaq reindeer herding, however, did not continue along the path
established during the Early Private Herding period. Just like the Shishmaref
school teacher Schultz in 1915 had suggested a shift to open herding, others in
the Alaska Reindeer Service also advocated the separation of the herding
families from their deer. The U. S. Biological Survey and the Lomen family
influenced the establishment of a policy of open herding and the formation of
Native stockholder associations.
The result was the collapse of Inupiaq reindeer pastoralism when herd
owners and their families stopped living near their reindeer and joined the rest
of the Inupiat who had congregated at Shishmaref and Deering so th at their
children could attend school. The next chapter discusses the development of
this Collective Reindeer Herding period and its consequences, followed by a
chapter on the subsequent Re-Privatization of Inupiaq herding after World
W arH .
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CHAPTER 6
THE COLLECTIVIZATION OF
INUPIAQ R EIN D EER HERDING (m id-1920’s to ea rly 1940’s)

INTRODUCTION
The Collective Reindeer Herding period followed the Early Private period
on northern Seward Peninsula. Collective herding began in the mid-1920’s
through the influence of the U. S. Bureau of Education, U. S. Biological Survey,
and the desire to create a commercial reindeer industry (e.g., Lomen 1954;
P alm er 1924, 1926:31, 33; Schultz 1915; Thompson and Ham ilton 1912).
Most Alaskan reindeer herds were organized into associations, typically
referred to as reindeer companies, which consisted of individually-owned
reindeer that had been re-marked with a single ownership mark. The number
of anim als an individual owner contributed to the collective herd represented
the number of initial shares or stock held in the company. The individual with
the largest num ber of shares generally served as president of the association,
who, with other elected officers, managed the association’s affairs. Individual
families no longer herded their reindeer themselves as company herdsmen were
now hired to conduct the necessary herding activities. The policy of open
herding, however, minimized these activities and, therefore, also helped to
reduce h u m an -an im al interaction. The result was th at the relationship
between herder and reindeer became more exclusively predatory in nature as
company herdsmen began to simply harvest reindeer rath er than herd them.
Motivations in herd management focused more exclusively on production for
the commercial m arket than during the Early Private period when subsistence
and local bartering were the primary concerns.
The policy of open herding established during the Collective Herding
period was successful in th at the herds rapidly multiplied with minimal human
labor expenditure. However, the m iring together of reindeer from various herds
resulting from open herding m eant that it was impossible to handle all of a
company’s reindeer during a single corralling event. Associations were unable
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to keep their deer from entering adjacent ranges, nor were they able to keep
other deer off their own range. This made it impossible to accurately estimate
the number of reindeer owned by a particular reindeer company at any one
point in time. Herds became so large that a new method of handling the
reindeer was needed. To this end, the Lomen Company, a non-Native reindeer
herding corporation based in Nome, introduced a new style of reindeer corral
that was designed to handle thousands of animals with greater efficiency based
on the large-scale handling facilities of the cattle industry.1 This new corral
style resulted in handling a record amount of 1,000 reindeer per hour (e.g., U. S.
Senate 1939:20233). Lassos used on the open range {navratugviq-h.ajid]ing)
and inside small circular corrals were replaced by perm anent separating
pockets and chutes attached to a large circular holding pen. Earlier Inupiaq
corrals were sometimes modified to the Lomen form simply by adding
separating pockets and a chute to the circular pen of the older style corral.
The mixing of the herds also m eant that a method of determining the
ownership of unmarked deer was required. Because handlings took place
relatively infrequently during the Collective Herding period, many of the
reindeer, including the annual increase in fawns, were unmarked as to
ownership when they were brought into the corral. Previously fawns had been
marked according to the ownership m ark of their mother. However, open
herding made such a method of assigning ownership difficult and time
consuming since the handling of thousands of reindeer en masse m eant that
fawns and their mothers were often separated from one another in the corral.
Instead, the Lomens implemented a proportional method of marking these
unmarked deer along with their new corral design. This policy was briefly
summarized in the testimony of C. L. Andrews in the 1936 hearings before a
Sub-Committee of the U. S. Senate’s Committee on Indian Affairs as follows,
The percentage of fawn increase was determined mathematically
by counting the num ber of females in the herd and the number of
fawn. This was easily done, as all animals in the herd—handled—
The Lomen corral style was subsequently imported to the Russian Far East by the
1960's (Patty Gray, personal communication, June, 1997).
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passed through the chute and were counted and tallied. For
example, assume that during a 4-day period 15,000 deer were
passed through the chute, the total to be handled that season. Of
these, 7,500 proved to be adult females—1 year and older—and
5,500 were fawn. The percentage of increase in said herd would
be, roughly, 73. There are usually two classes of owners entitled
to increase: Coowners, whose deer belong in the herd being
handled, and stray owners, whose deer belong to some other range
and have drifted into the herd being handled. Under a range rule—
used by most herds, if not all—coowners were given a full (73
percent) increase and stray owners a lesser increase, determ ined
by subtracting the figure 10 from the actual percentage, in this
case being 63 percent. The coowners bore the expense of herding
and marking, whereas the stray owners bore no part of the
expense of the herd. Mavericks—unmarked adults— were
apportioned only to coowners (U. S. Senate 1939:20233).
Of course, the total number of adult females and fawns was not known
until the last animal passed through the chute and out of the corral. Therefore,
it was not possible to m ark fawns and mavericks in the proper proportions
during the corralling. Instead, a system of “overs and shorts” developed that
recorded the numbers of reindeer th at should be marked to various herds.
After the completion of the corralling the percentage increase was calculated
for each owner and compared to those deer actually marked to th a t owner. If
more deer were marked to a particular association than they were due, they
were considered “over” by that many reindeer. Similarly, if fewer deer were
m arked to a particular company compared to the calculated percentage
increase, they were recorded as “short” by the difference. Overs and shorts
were reported to the various other herds and corrections made a t subsequent
corrallings. The result was that, in effect, ownership of reindeer became
detached from live reindeer and became a product of accounting. H erd
m anagement became an activity of bookkeepers as counts made a t corrallings
were recorded on tally sheets that were used by the local reindeer
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superintendents in making their annual reports to the Alaska Reindeer
Service.
In the previous chapter I mentioned that the majority of archival
records for herds in the study area focused on the Collective Herding period.
While this is true, unfortunately, little qualitative data exists for this period of
Inupiaq reindeer herding. Quantitative data, while abundant, are relatively
uninformative for this discussion. The majority of available records consist of
marking and counting (handling) reports wherein the numbers of fawns and
adults were established for each company owning reindeer in the assembled
herd and the overs and shorts determined for each company. Unfortunately,
these data are not easily comparable because of the incomplete nature of the
archival records of the Alaska Reindeer Service. However, even if data were
available, little would be gained from such an analysis regarding the role of
reindeer herding during the Collective Herding period. An evaluation of reindeer
population trends can be accomplished without reference to these data.
Early Private Herding led to the establishment of reindeer herds across
western Alaska. Open herding and a separation of reindeer herding from the
daily domestic activities of reindeer herding families during the Collective
Herding period resulted in an over-population of the Seward Peninsula
pastures. Annual harvesting did not take place at a rate high enough to
stabilize the size of the reindeer population, despite the efforts of the Lomens
to boost consumer confidence in the States. At some point the system had to
break down simply based on M althusian principles. Historical accounts
suggest that starvation, wolf predation, and straying-off and joining the
caribou, all contributed to the collapse of the reindeer population a t the end of
the Collective Herding period.
The development of the three reindeer associations th at formed on
northern Seward Peninsula during the Collective Herding period is reviewed in
the following section. These include: (1) the Shishmaref Reindeer Association;
(2) the Allockeok-Koonuk Partnership; and (3) the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer
Company. Not much is known about the actual operations of these companies
as few documents relating to meetings of the stockholders were recovered. The
pertinent information that can be gleaned from the archival sources, however,
is presented below.
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Ultimately, concerns regarding Alaskan reindeer herding shifted to the
controversial relationship between Alaska Native reindeer companies and non
Native owners of reindeer, principally the Lomens of Nome. Many accusations
were made by both sides of the controversy. The Lomens were accused of
unfair range practices, manipulating federal agencies to advance their
commercial interests, and stealing Alaska Native reindeer. Native advocates
were accused of manipulating Alaska Natives just to make trouble (e.g., U. S.
Senate 1939).
The controversy between Native reindeer herders and the Lomens is an
incredibly complex issue for the simple reason th at so many accusations were
made, countered, and then made again, with little resolution (e.g., U. S. Senate
1939). Furthermore, because of the Native-non-Native controversy and the
fact that government representatives were also implicated in wrong-doings,
there was a considerable amount of data accumulated during the various
federal hearings conducted regarding Alaskan reindeer herding. As others have
reviewed this conflict in some detail (e.g., Murray 1988; Stem et al. 1980), it is
discussed only briefly here.
However, the controversy became moot with the failure of the Lomen’s
commercial reindeer enterprise during the Great Depression and the eventual
passage of the Alaska Reindeer Act of 1937. This act of Congress authorized
the appropriation of $2,000,000 for the government purchase of all non-Native
reindeer in Alaska and the associated buildings, corrals, and equipment of the
non-Native owners. Government purchase did not take place until 1940 (e.g.,
Lomen 1954). The Lomen family involvement in Alaskan reindeer herding is
discussed further below.
Following the discussion of the development of company herds in the
study area and the role of Lomen involvement in Alaska reindeer herding, the
role of collective reindeer herding in Inupiaq culture and society is evaluated.
The passage of the Alaska Reindeer Act of 1937 led to the emergence of the
modem period of Alaska Native reindeer herding, which is the topic of Chapter
7.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF COLLECTIVE REINDEER HERDING ON
NORTHERN SEWARD PENINSULA
In the fall of 1923, Edward L. Keithahn and his wife, Toni, traveled to
Shishmaref where they served as school teachers and the local reindeer
superintendent for the Shishmaref reindeer herds until the sum m er of 1925
(Keithahn 1963). The Keithahns contracted to keep w eather records, make
bird counts, “collect certain vermin from the flipper parts of w alrus,” organize a
Native-owned cooperative store, and “organize the various private reindeer
herds into a Reindeer Co-operative Herd," in addition to their teaching
responsibilities (Keithahn 1963:87).
The two most important duties of the Keithahns, outside the classroom,
were the collectivization of the reindeer and the establishment of the
Shishmaref Cooperative Store; “these were a m ust” (K eithahn 1963:87).
However, acceptance of these new forms of ownership did not come easily to
many of the Shishmaref Inupiat. For example, in Edward Keithahn’s book
about his Shishm aref experiences entitled, Eskimo Adventure: Another Little
Journey into the Primitive (1963), he reported that,
At first we had a terrible time convincing the stockholders [of the
cooperative storel that they still had to pay for their groceries
even though they owned stock. W hat made this doubly hard to
put across was the fact th at heretofore on several occasions they
had pooled their resources for a cargo of winter supplies. And
when they arrived each family took its share and w ent home with
it without paying anything. Now, they found, they had invested
their money in stock but no groceries. How come? W hat kind of a
racket was this, anyway? But, little by little, the good and
sensible villagers came to understand that part of their
investment was represented by the building and the rest by goods
on the shelves which would earn money for them as the stock was
turned over. And besides, from now on there would always be a
good supply of groceries, hardware and dry goods on hand at
reasonable prices (Keithahn 1963:87).
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Similar confusion likely took place regarding the transfer of the private
holdings of individual Inupiaq owners of reindeer to stockholder associations.
Such forms of ownership were difficult to conceptualize for the Inupiat. Many
Inupiat were subsequently reprim anded for taking reindeer from the company
herd for their personal use without following the established procedures. At
first some Inupiat complained th at they could not understand why they could
not kill a deer that had been one of their own personal reindeer prior to their
collectivization. Reindeer had been a resource available to all who owned them
during private herding. However, many Inupiat questioned who actually
benefited from collective herding, although some suspected th at it was the
Lomens who really benefited (e.g., Mozee 1933; U. S. Senate 1939:20084
20085, 20114-20116). As a result, m any simply walked away from reindeer
altogether, focusing again on hunting and trapping.
Combining the reindeer into cooperative herds was a directive passed
down from the Alaska Reindeer Service to the local reindeer superintendents.
There was much concern over the condition of the range; it was characterized
as “getting scarce or over-grazed” (K eithahn 1963:88). Furtherm ore, there
was reportedly much confusion as to the ownership of reindeer herds following
the devastating influenza epidemic of 1918 when a great many reindeer
herders perished on southern Seward Peninsula (e.g., Keeler et al. 1962:45-46).
The collectivization of the herds under a single company earm ark was an
obvious solution to the problem. The herders within the study area, however,
were relatively unaffected by the epidemic, and mixing of the herds does not
appear to have been a great problem on northern Seward Peninsula prior to
the abandonment of close herding practices. In fact, during the first two years
of open herding in the Espenberg area, the reindeer stayed, on their own
volition, in relatively close proximity to the Espenberg people while both
adjusted to open herding. After two years, however, the reindeer began to
wander more widely (Barr 1990).2 Even after the collectivization of the
Reindeer become accustomed to human interaction and do not revert to a wild state
immediately once abandoned. In fact, Inupiaq herders note that, even with today's
open herding practices, some of the deer will stay around the corral after they are
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reindeer, however, reindeer in the study area were slow to mix with neighboring
herds. For example, in 1928, the Reindeer Supervisor for the Seward Peninsula
District, Albert Schmidt, reported that the Shishmaref reindeer did not mix
with those of Wales, despite sharing contiguous ranges (U. S. Senate
1939:20237).
Keithahn had no prior experience with reindeer herding, and yet he had
been given the momentous task of altering an emergent pastoral system. It
appears that Keithahn was simply instructed to go to Shishm aref and
collectivize the herds without any real consultation with the owners of reindeer.
Instead, concerns about the range and the desire to create a prosperous
reindeer industry, alone, encouraged the establishment of reindeer
cooperatives. L. J. Palmer, who wras in charge of the Biological Survey,
conducted extensive studies to characterize the reindeer grazing ranges in
Alaska. These efforts were part of a larger effort to regulate the reindeer
industry and further commercialize reindeer herding in Alaska. Palmer,
Lomen, and others traveled to Shishm aref in the fall of 1923 aboard the
Biological Survey’s ship, to look at the Shishmaref herds in preparation for
collectivizing the animals. (Keithahn 1963:79). This short excursion seems to
have been the only reconnaissance done in the study area prior to
collectivization. Grazing legislation, however, although initiated by Carl J.
Lomen in 1923, was not passed and approved until M arch 4, 1927 (U. S.
Senate 1939:20424).
Unfortunately, Keithahn presented relatively little information about
Shishmaref reindeer herding in his book. Furthermore, no reports covering the
period of Keithahn’s tenure as Shishm aref s local reindeer superintendent were
filed in the archives of the Alaska Reindeer Service. Despite the lack of Alaska
Reindeer Service records, however, several comments in Keithahn’s book are of
particular interest to this discussion. For example, in addition to a decrease in
range quality, Keithahn noted that,

handled and returned to the open range. Furthermore, reindeer fawns are still easily
tamed.
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[I]t was becoming increasingly difficult to get apprentices to work
for nothing except a passel of deer that brought no profit anyway.
The trouble at Shishmaref, aside from the natural reluctance of
the natives to leave the seashore was the fact that these little
herds were scattered over some 3000 square miles of range and
nobody was raising enough steers to drive to market, providing
there was a market, which there was not. So my job was to talk
the deer owners into organizing a co-operative, get the deer into
one big herd, and employ paid herders. Then, at an appointed
time and place, they could butcher the marketable steers, load
them on the Boxer or a cold storage barge and eventually m arket
them in the States (Keithahn 1963:88).
The formation of large collective herds, which eventually grazed on U. S.
grazing permits or leases, and the establishment of a commercial export
m arket in reindeer products was supposed to be the solution to “the reindeer
problem” of the early 1920’s. So m any non-Natives served as administrators
in the Reindeer Service, however, th at there was always some kind of “reindeer
problem” throughout the course of the twentieth century. The quotation by
Keithahn above illustrates the underlying basis of “the reindeer problem” as
conceived in the early 1920’s which was used to justify the formation of
collective herds. Such statem ents regarding the collapse of th e apprenticeship
system and the reluctance of the Inupiat to leave the seashore were used to
suggest that reindeer herding had not entered the subsistence economy of the
northern Seward Peninsula Inupiat. However, the data presented in Chapter 5
suggest that investigations of the role of reindeer herding in the local economy
prior to the establishment of collective herds and the advocating of a policy of
open herding must not have been conducted. This characterization of Inupiaq
reindeer herding does not appear to adequately portray the conditions extant
on northern Seward Peninsula at the end of the Private Herding period, which
suggests that such statem ents may have been used merely to justify a shift in
herding policy towards a commercial industry. Clearly, Keithahn’s goal for the
Shishmaref herds was to commercialize Inupiaq reindeer herding activities.
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Keithahn’s statem ent above that the Inupiat were reluctant to leave
the coast was a result of his lack of experience w ith Alaska Native reindeer
herding. As the discussion in Chapter 5 indicated, reindeer herding on the
northern Seward Peninsula consisted of coastal herding and a more inlandriverine herding system prior to the collectivization of the herds. Furthermore,
Keithahn’s suggestion that herders had difficulty finding apprentices was used
to infer that private Inupiaq reindeer herding had been failing. However,
evidence suggests th at the Bureau of Education’s reindeer apprenticeship
program was transform ed into an Inupiaq system of assistant herdsmen that
was incorporated into the social fabric of Inupiaq society based on ties of
kinship and partnership. The formation of reindeer companies and the policy of
open herding, however, essentially marked “the beginning of the end” of
reindeer herding among many of the Inupiaq herding families (e.g., Barr 1991a,
1991b; see also Olson 1969a:57).
The policy of open herding, first suggested in the 1910’s, was based on
the belief th at if the Inupiat stopped living with their herds and left the deer
undisturbed, the rate of population growth would be much increased. Reindeer
cooperatives were seen as a viable method of m aintaining minimum control
over the herds and also provided a means whereby range disputes could be
settled more peacefully by requiring each herd association to apply for and hold
a grazing permit. The result was that the total num ber of reindeer herds on
the Seward Peninsula decreased while the average size of herds greatly
increased. O f course this also helped to insure adm inistrative oversight of
Native herding operations. Grazing applications w ere accepted only from
associations th a t had filed articles of incorporation and bylaws outlining the
operational guidelines of the association. Most decisions of consequence had to
be made in the village by a meeting of the board of directors and the local
reindeer superintendent.
Instead of having families living with the herd, a couple of herders were
hired by the company to take care of the reindeer. In order to harvest an
animal from the herd, the shareholder had to fill out an application to acquire a
reindeer for subsistence purposes. Shareholders w ere responsible for paying
the salaries of their hired herders as well as the overall management of the
herd, including corral construction, annual handlings to m ark the ears of fawns,
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castrate males, and slaughtering animals for the village. Decision-making fell
to an elected board of directors for each association.
Shishm aref Reindeer Association
The first collectivized reindeer herd in the Shishmaref area was the
Shishm aref Reindeer Association initially formed by Keithahn in 1923-1924.
It had taken me all winter a t innumerable reindeer meetings to
effect the organization on paper. The trip to Nome to have
branding irons3 made was the next step. Now we were ready to
take the third—to build a corral and count the herd so th at shares
could be apportioned accordingly. On August 27th I crossed
Shishm aref Inlet to the m ainland near the mouth of the Arctic
River where the corral was being built [at Qaqat] ,4 to assist in the
count. The corral was a huge affair built to accommodate 5000
deer without crowding, complete with chute and holding pens. It
was constructed of driftwood, coal sacks, and wire. I had provided
the coal sacks, but unbelievably, the wire was provided by the
W estern Union Telegraph Co. although they didn’t know it. It was
p art of the loot abandoned upon the successful laying of the
Atlantic Cable. At long last the wire had been put to good use [in
building a reindeer corral] (Keithahn 1963:88-89).
Unfortunately, no record of Keithahn’s negotiations with the Shishmaref
Inupiat were deposited in the archives of the Alaska Reindeer Service.
Furtherm ore, Inupiat concerns about collectivization were not documented.
Reindeer branding was unsuccessful and short-lived in Alaska as the long hair of the
reindeer covered the brands so they were not visible and brands became infected.
Keithahn incorrectly described the location of this corral as being on the Arctic River
(see Keithahn 1963:30). Shishmaref elder, Walter Nayokpuk, kindly pointed this out
to me. See Figure 6.2 for its actual location.
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Figure 6.1. Initial Shareholders of the Shishmaref Reindeer Association,
1926.
THOMAS
OKPOWRUK

< 3 KITSENNA
^
”

KEM
PINGOSEOK

^
”

SERGE
KTYOULIK
HENRY
ANGNUBLOAK

<
ABILEE
< EVANS
SOKWEENA
< THOMAS

^ WASHINGTON
KOPPEZURUK
FRANK
IYATUNGUK
< ] NEUGAGLOAK
< 3 D. IOKWRUMA

CLIFFORD
WEYIOUANNA

SHIRLEY
ETHEL
DANIEL
KARMUN

< 3 H. KOKIZOWAK
< ] SOAGZRUNUK
< 3 NEALOTOK
< 3 OWKONNIA
< 3 FRANK ASONAK
SOKVALENA
WILLIAM OHNGA

^

FRED

GOODHOPE, JR.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Figure 6.1. Initial Shareholders of the Shishmaref Reindeer Association,
1926—Continued.
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

- O LYDIA
, . JAMES
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MOSES

< 1 ELMER
^ SEEUTAK
BLATCHFORD
< MAY
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^
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^
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^ TINGOOK

■<3 JOHN OKIE
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Today's elders were too young to have a detailed understanding of this period of
Shishmaref area reindeer herding. In fact, there is no record of the existence of
the Shishmaref Reindeer Association until January 19,1926, when the official
paperwork was filed with the Reindeer Service. Members of the Shishmaref
Reindeer Association are represented in Figure 6.1 (Shishmaref Reindeer
Association 1926). Comparing Figures 6.1 and 5.11 demonstrates that a
number of Inupiat who had owned reindeer during the latter years of the Early
Private Herding period did not join the Shishmaref Reindeer Association. Of
course, many of the individuals represented in Figure 5.11 became members of
the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company (cf. Figure 6.6).
During the reindeer company period various herdsmen were employed
from Shishmaref to take care of the company herds. Most of the time these
hired hands were paid in live reindeer. These were not reindeer shares, but live
animals, such that they could dispose of them as they wished. Many
Shishmaref men were employed by the Shishm aref Association throughout the
Collective Herding period. For example, Alex Weyiouanna worked as a
company herder before he married Elsie Allockeok, during which time he
earned 18 reindeer. By the late 1930’s, however, these herdsmen focused
principally on the filling of butchering permits for company stockholders,
although the herd was still guarded sporadically throughout the winter and
particularly during fawning. Herding techniques became more open as the
Collective Herding period continued. Some of the Shishmaref elders I
interviewed rem em ber accompanying their father’s to spend a day or two at
the herd while they worked for the reindeer company. They traveled to the
camps by dog team and stayed in a tent pitched in a shoveled out area in the
snow.
A Survey of Shishm aref Reindeer Association Corrals5
The Shishmaref Native Corporation kindly allowed Clifford Weyiouanna and me to
conduct our 1993 survey of reindeer corrals on Shishmaref land. Surveys were limited
to immediate areas identified by elders where corrals had been built. There are
additional corrals to be located in the study area based on oral testimony, and
probably others whose locations have been forgotten.
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Slaughtering took place on the open range when only a few animals were
needed or the animals could not be herded into a corral (e.g., Briggs 1938b).
However, most of the time, after freeze-up when meat could be kept frozen for
the rest of the winter, larger butcherings were made for the shareholders at one
of the Shishmaref Reindeer Association’s reindeer corrals. Corrallings of the
Shishmaref Reindeer Association herd took place mainly during the winter
when the land and sea were frozen. In fact, the second corral constructed by
the Shishmaref Reindeer Association at the third channel a t Itiblaq (SHH011; see Schaaf 1988), up the coast from Shishmaref, was unusable in the
summer because it was not on the mainland (see Figure 6.2).
As stated in the previous section, the first reindeer corral of the
Shishmaref Reindeer Association was built at Qaqat during Keithahn’s tenure
as Shishmaref s local reindeer superintendent (see Figure 6.2). Qaqat is on the
mainland at the southern edge of the mouth of Shishm aref Inlet. No details
have been found as to why this corral was abandoned and a new one
constructed up the coast. However, it seems likely th at erosion of the
mainland coast at Qaqat and the difficult time people had (and still have)
landing boats there were likely causes. Photographs of K eithahn’s that were
purchased by the National Park Service indicate th at the Qaqat corral sat
approximately 50 feet from the bluff edge in the early 1920’s. Today, however,
less than half of the corral is evident at Qaqat, the m ainland having eroded at
least 65 feet since the tim e Keithahn’s photographs were taken. The village of
Shishmaref, sitting on a barrier island is widely known for its coastal erosion
problems. Unfortunately, however, the evidence from the Qaqat corral
indicates that even the mainland, lying behind the barrier islands, is eroding in
some places at a rapid rate.
The Itiblaq corral was not situated in a good location for winter
handlings either, however, as the pockets quickly filled with blowing snow off
the ocean. Figure 6.3 illustrates the names of various components of a
reindeer corral that are mentioned in the text. Many Shishm aref elders
attended corrallings at Qaqat and Itiblaq as young children. Young boys
caught the fawns as they came out of the chute and held them while they were
earmarked and were an im portant part of the labor force a t any corralling.
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Figure 6.2. Reindeer Corrals in Study Area from the Collective Herding Period.
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Alex Weyiouanna recalls that one tim e they had to shovel the Itiblaq corral
out twice before the reindeer were brought in. He also remembered th at the
corral had been constructed for a clockwise-spinning herd although the
Shishmaref herd spun counter-clockwise. Reindeer, when grouped closely
together in a confined area, circle in either a clockwise or counter-clockwise
direction. Reindeer corrals take advantage of this movement in the placement
of the various corral components (i.e., hook pocket and separation pockets) to
facilitate the handling of the deer by “funneling off” a small group of deer from
the circle herd into the hook pocket. It seems that at some point the spin of
the herd changed from clockwise to counter-clockwise as what little remains of
the Qaqat corral seems to indicate that it too had been constructed for a
clockwise-spinning herd. Despite the problems with the Itiblaq corral, it wasn’t
Figure 6.3. Structural Components of a Reindeer Corral (Schematic Diagram
of Kangigharuk Corral; not drawn to scale).
Separation Pockets
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until someone was injured during a handling there that the Shishmaref
Reindeer Association decided to move it to a new location. The driftwood poles
were removed from the corral and transported to Pitaghnaq on Shishmaref
Inlet, approximately 15 miles from Shishmaref on the winter trail to the
Serpentine River (see Figure 6.2). All that remained of the Itiblaq corral when
Edgar Ningeulook and I visited it in 1993, were some wing post stumps, a
trench where the corral poles had once sat, a small scatter of reindeer bones,
and a pile of reindeer antlers th at had been used recently as a source for
making the well-known Shishm aref horn doll (e.g., Harkey 1959). Despite the
absence of most of the posts, however, the corral footprint was still easily
recognizable on the ground surface.
The materials from the Itiblaq corral were recycled in building the
Pitaghnaq corral (see Figure 6.4). This time the corral was constructed for a
counter-clockwise-spinning herd and was situated on the flats on the northern
shore of Shishmaref Inlet adjacent to a small creek in an area where the
natural topography assisted in herding the deer into the corral. A break in the
hills above the flats provided a natural opening into the corral from the tundra
behind (Figure 6.4). This natural topographic feature assisted the herders in
pushing the deer into the corral since they could not see the corral or people
associated with it until after they were already contained within the wings of
the corral that led to the m outh of the main holding pocket. The earlier corrals
of the Shishmaref Reindeer Association had not been constructed in such a
manner as to take advantage of topographical features. This seems to suggest
that the reindeer were easier to herd during the early part of the Collective
Herding period as a result of prior close herding and the relatively more
intensive herding th at took place despite open herding. The fact that
topography was so im portant to the functioning of the Pitaghnaq corral
undoubtedly resulted from the wilder state of the reindeer under the herding
practices towards the end of the Collective period. The number of separating
pockets attached to the m ain holding pocket generally increased during the
Collective Herding period, which also suggests th at as the herds became larger
and herding became more extensive, the deer were more difficult to corral.
Similarly, many m odern corrals also take advantage of topographic features to
assist in getting the deer into the holding pockets. The similarities to the
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former methods of hunting caribou within the study area are striking, with the
exception that, instead of lakes, man-made corrals were used to contain the
animals for hum an processing.
The reindeer were driven to the corral by herding assistants who either
Figure 6.4. Pitaghnaq Corral: Shishmaref Reindeer Association’s Second
Reindeer Corral.

walked behind their deer, or later in the Collective period by herders on their dog
sleds. Some herdsm en had sled dog team s that were especially suited to the
task of driving reindeer. For example, Alex Weyiouanna, while working as a
herder, had a dog team that once herded the deer all by itself due to a
particularly sm art lead dog. When the herd tried to make a dash to escape,
Alex fell off his sled trying to cut them off. However, his lead dog continued on
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with the team and kept the herd from running off. Alex simply whistled and the
lead dog circled the team back and picked him up.
The Pitaghnaq corral was subsequently modified to adjust its shape to
better control the behavior of the deer. At first the western wing had been a
gentle curve that contained a larger area within the wings. Clifford
Weyiouanna, a contemporary Shishmaref reindeer herder who, along with his
son Troy, helped me map this corral in 1993, was interested in seeing how his
elders had designed their reindeer corrals. Based on his own experiences with
corralling reindeer he provided an interpretation of the narrowing of the wings
and the opening to the main pocket. It seems likely that when the reindeer
passed through the drainage and found themselves in the wings of the corral
and realized where they were, they probably bolted and ran into the western
wing fence (drive-line) trying to escape. By narrowing the distance between the
wings as well as the opening of the main holding pocket the deer could be
continually pushed down the wing lines into the corral, without the deer having
a chance to bolt in another direction. Similarly, the hook pocket was also
modified to remove an additional “belly” in the fence line where reindeer
probably bunched up into the fence trying to escape (see Figure 6.4).
The most distant poles in the wing lines of these company-style reindeer
corrals generally were not connected to one another by rails, wire, or burlap.
Instead, old pieces of clothing, boots, cans, or any other item that would
discourage the deer from passing between them were placed on top of these
poles. However, as the distance between the two wings decreased closer to the
main holding pocket, the space between the posts decreased and intervening
spaces were filled with brush, wire fencing, or burlap to create a continuous
physical barrier between the posts. People were generally stationed around
the opening of the wings to make sure th at the deer did not try to escape. If
the deer veered towards one of the wings a line of people that popped up off the
ground could easily redirect their path simply by waving their arms.
Once the reindeer were driven into the main holding pocket and its
mouth barricaded, the herd generally just kept walking in circles around the
perimeter of the main holding pocket. Instead of using lassos as in the corrals
of the Early Herding period, small groups of reindeer were separated from the
rest of the herd in the main holding pocket by what is called “fishing.” A group
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of people entered the main holding pocket and either by holding a piece of
burlap or locking their arms together formed a line of people, one end of which
reached out into the herd and other which remained stationary at the end of
the inside hook pocket wall. Once a small group of deer were fished out of the
herd, the line of people proceeded to sweep around pushing the deer into the
hook pocket. From there the deer were pushed into the separation pockets,
until a single deer was allowed to pass into the chute where it could be
earmarked, castrated, or slaughtered. The chute was constructed in such a
way that the deer had to stand with all four hooves in a single line from front to
back, which made the deer off-balance and easier to work with.
Alex Weyiouanna recalls th at most corrallings at Pitaghnaq took place
during the winter. However, despite the season, many people from the village
came to the corral during the reindeer handlings and pitched their tents
between the corral and the creek at the base of the hill (see Figure 6.4). Alex
explained the relative lack of surface evidence in this camping area to the fact
that it was used in the winter and only during the week or two of corralling
activities. Elders would sit near the chute and smaller separating pockets and
look for reindeer that had good coloring. When one came through th at was good
for making mukluks or other reindeer hide manufactures, an elder would shout,
“Kill that one,” and it would be killed. All of the reindeer slaughtered at the
corral, with the exception of those consumed during the coiTalling, were hauled
back as relatively whole carcasses back to the village on dog sleds.
Shishmaref consumed approximately 1,200 reindeer annually (Kendrick 1942).
Shortly after the construction of Pitaghnaq corral another corral was
constructed 25 miles from Shishm aref up the Serpentine River (see Figure
6.2). This was not a company corral, but a Teller Unit corral which
represented a district-wide management plan initiated toward the end of the
Collective Reindeer Herding period. The basic principle was the sam e as that
associated with the collectivization of the deer in the early 1920’s, but a t a
larger scale. A proportion of unmarked deer in the Teller Unit, later renamed
Bering Unit to avoid confusion with Teller-based companies, was m arked to a
common m ark for the whole grazing district. The Teller or Bering U nit in 1942
consisted of the grazing ranges within the study area as well as those of the
Deering, Igloo, Inland, and Teller reindeer associations. These reindeer were
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managed with a degree of independence from the individual companies by an
association of representatives of the various reindeer companies within the
district. This membership then elected officers who conducted Unit business
with the oversight of the Unit Manager of the Alaska Reindeer Service (e.g.,
Bering Unit Convention Minutes 1942). The unit hired herders to care for the
deer, but the unit did not involve itself in the m atters of the individual reindeer
companies. Separate unit herds were m aintained in various portions of the
district, including Shishmaref and Espenberg. To this end the Teller Unit built
a large corral at Kangigharuk. Figure 6.3 represents a schematic diagram of
the Kangigharuk corral (or 25-mile corral). While I surveyed this large reindeer
corral complex during the summer of 1993,6 because of the tall alders within
the major areas of activity, I was unable to actually map the corral remains.
The main points of interest about this corral site were th at the corral was
constructed using much more milled lum ber than any of the previous corrals in
the study area and the wing fences were longer than any of those previous.
Furtherm ore, two final separating pockets, each with a separate chute, were
attached to the second pocket. These characteristics lend further support to
the increasing wildness of the reindeer towards the end of the Collective
Reindeer Herding period. Furthermore, this corral represented a further
attem pt to make reindeer corralling more efficient by the addition of another
chute, so th at twice as m any anim als could be handled at the same time as
most earlier corrals in the study area. Originally, there had been a framed
structure at the corral, but this was subsequently relocated to a new location
after the corral was abandoned when the herds disappeared in the early 1940’s.
Allockeok-Koonuk Partnership
At least one Inupiaq in the study area was not happy about having his
reindeer in the Shishmaref Reindeer Association. William Allockeok had
continued to herd his reindeer separately even though he had become a
member of the Shishm aref Reindeer Association during Keithahn’s tenure at
Shishmaref. His herd was referred to as the Shishm aref No. 2 herd of the
Mr. Esau Weyiouanna kindly allowed me to visit this site on his allotment.
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Shishm aref Reindeer Association. However, Allockeok withdrew his deer from

the Association in 1925, and together with his brother, Lloyd Koonuk, formed
the Allockeok-Koonuk Partnership.
This range has been overgrazed and has very little winter feed left
on it. Allockeok and also the members of the Shishmaref
Reindeer Association feel th at it would be better if Allockeok and
his brother Lloyd took the old Lane River range and they took
Allockeok’s old range as this would make it easier to keep their
deer from mixing and would give them all winter feed (Schmidt
1929).

The initial terms of the partnership stated th at it would not go into
effect until the herd was relocated to the Lane River/Goodhope valley range
(see Figure 6.2) (Allockeok and Koonuk 1929a, 1929b). However, their
application for th at range was eventually denied due to protests from herders
based out of Deering who had utilized the range for many years (e.g., Andrews
1929b, 1929d, Deering Reindeer Company 1929; Knapp 1929; Magids and
Henry 1929; Mozee 1929a, 1929b). Allockeok and Koonuk received Allockeok’s
former range and was able to rem ain separate from the Shishmaref
association. The fact that these two brothers were the only members of their
company m eant that they were not burdened with a permitting process to
harvest reindeer from the herd. Despite the reorganization of their deer into a
company herd, the connection between herder and reindeer remained one of
private property. As a result, Elsie Weyiouanna remembers th at she and her
family were never hungry because they could still kill reindeer whenever they
wanted.
Although Allockeok and Koonuk m aintained greater control over the
operation of their herd, they were limited by the amount of labor available to
corral their herd. As a result, when Allockeok sometimes needed help corralling
he hired others to assist. Allockeok’s daughter, Elsie Weyiouanna, recalls that
most of the tim e these individuals were relatives. These assistants did not
receive wages, but instead were given skins for parkas and reindeer m eat in
payment for their services. In fact, people often preferred not receiving pay for
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their services as they would say, “sometime you gonna give me a little m eat in
the winter,” representing a hunter-gatherer cultural logic associated with
sharing and the social role of the umialik.
With respect to this discussion, Elsie Weyiouanna added that her father
was not a stingy man,
He telling me long ago, panin [daughter], ataatan [father], he
always feed 'em people. W hen they visiting, give coffee or
something hungry, ask ‘em. All of us, they always telling us. My
mother little bit stingy, cause he7 raised ah without... when she
was small, her parents die, he stay with uncle and his grandma.
Those days not like us today, no food like us, white m an food, just
Eskimo food (Weyiouanna and Weyiouanna 1993).
Allockeok’s wife, Wilsa, used to worry about running out of food because
of her childhood experiences w ith real hunger. People often went to Allockeok
to get a little something, like some sugar or tea. Despite Wilsa’s protests,
Allockeok always told her to give a little something to those people who needed
it. However, Allockeok’s status and prestige were also affected by his
commercial interests. For example, Edward Keithahn described Allockeok as
an Eskimo philosopher,
Allockeok was a philosopher and a most unusual Eskimo for
these times. As a small boy he had been fostered by a gold m iner
and apparently well indoctrinated with white man’s ways. He had
never spent a day in school but had taught himself to write his
name and even figure a little. He owned about a thousand
reindeer and operated a small store. Besides, he was the first
Shishm aref Native to live above ground and was the first gasboat
owner. He was also a successful hunter and trapper. In fact,
nobody in the village could surpass him in anything that he
considered important. B ut for all that he possessed, for all of his
“He” refers to “she” in this context due to the lack of gender specificity in Inupiaq.
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skill and prowess, Allockeok was not a happy man and th at in
itself was unusual in an Eskimo. The reason was th at Allockeok
was not a popular man (Keithahn 1963:95).
Keithahn suggested that Allockeok was not popular because he did not
share. However, Keithahn’s experiences were limited to two years in
Shishmaref. During that time Allockeok had attempted to run a store in
Shishmaref.
If [others] would ask for something from his well-stocked shelves
Allockeok would try to explain that the goods there were for sale
and that he expected to be paid for them and to m ake a small
profit on each item and that this was called business. B ut the old
people knew nothing and cared less about business. W hat they
did know was that a good man would have shared with them
(Keithahn 1963:95).
Allockeok’s attem pt to operate a store in Shishmaref, and the resulting
social tension from his attem pt to change the nature of his relationship to the
Shishmaref people, may have contributed to his desire to keep his reindeer
separately. However, it seems more likely that Allockeok failed to believe in
the collectivization of Inupiaq reindeer herding, because of its importance to his
family’s subsistence. From Keithahn’s perspective we sure told th at Allockeok’s
former generosity was replaced by a certain amount of resentm ent as
indicated by his comments regarding the influence of Christianity on the
behavior of many Inupiat,
Now people in Shishm aref plenty go to church. Plenty pray
because he hear about it, any kind you want, you pray, him come,
all right. I think th at mistake. All church people plenty poor;
igloo empty, bad looks clothes, children all time no grub. All time
pray, whatsam atter, never get? (cited in K eithahn 1963:97).
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As one might guess from Allockeok’s comments, he was not at the
mercy of others to help him corral his reindeer. He designed three different
reindeer corrals during his lifetime with his small family operation in mind. All
three were constructed on the banks of a river, the first on the Serpentine, and
the second and third on the Arctic River (see Figure 6.2). No surface evidence
of the Serpentine corral remains, probably due to flooding of the river. A vague
footprint of the older corral on the Arctic River is visible, but was not clear
enough to justify mapping in 1993. Posts and wire fencing are still present at
Allockeok’s third and last corral. Allockeok used the river bank to help funnel
the herd into the corral so that fewer herders were needed. Elsie Weyiouanna
recalls that four men could handle the family operation, compared to an
average of 20 individuals needed to run a herd through one of the Shishm aref
Reindeer Association’s corrals or th at of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company.
Furthermore, compared to the other reindeer corrals of the Collective Herding
period on northern Seward Peninsula, Allockeok’s corrals were significantly
smaller as Figure 6.5 demonstrates. The small size of the m ain holding pocket
m eant that it was unnecessary to construct a hook pocket in the corral, as
deer could easily be pushed into the runway-like first separating pocket. This
led directly to a very small pocket w ith a chute at the term inal end. Allockeok
and Koonuk corralled their deer primarily in the summer when the river was
ice-free. Elsie remembers that her father used to lose a num ber of reindeer due
to drowning every time he corralled his herd. She later insisted when her son,
Clifford Weyiouanna, got his reindeer herd in 1970 that he not build his corrals
on a river bank.
Allockeok’s experience with trying to operate a store in Shishm aref and
to encourage Shishm aref Inupiat to participate in a m arket economy or
“business” resulted in some tension in the village. However, despite his
apparent resentment as represented in Keithahn’s book, Allockeok continued
to believe that a successful Inupiaq m an should be generous in sharing.
Despite the jealousy th at others sometimes exhibited toward a m an who had
what they didn’t, Allockeok taught his grandson, Clifford Weyiouanna, the
importance of sharing w ith others. Clifford remembers th at his grandfather
was well-liked by many people because he was a skilled Eskimo dancer who
could always make people laugh, especially when he im itated an owl.
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Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company
Between 1924 and 1925 representatives of the Alaska Reindeer Service
Figure 6.5. Allockeok’s Last Corral on the Arctic River.

reportedly convinced the reindeer herding families of the Espenberg area,
including the inhabitants of Ublasaun, and those owning reindeer in the Deering
herd of Stanley K aw erak’s on the Lane River to join the Shishmaref Reindeer
Association (e.g., Andrews 1929c; Keithahn 1963:85). For example, Albert
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Schmidt, the Reindeer Supervisor for the Seward Peninsula District, stated on
June 13, 1929,
In 1924 or 1925 the Lane River herd which up to this time had
been a Deering herd joined with the Shishmaref Reindeer
Association and put their deer together the Espenberg herd which
also became part of the Shishm aref Reindeer Association. The
Lane River and Espenberg herds together have had up to the
present a separate m ark and herded their deer separately, but
their names have been on the Shishm aref Reindeer Association
books and their signature to the bylaws of the said organization
(Schmidt 1929).
However, because owners of the Espenberg and Lane River herds
received no further communication from the Shishmaref Reindeer Association,
and because some of them did not w ant to join with Shishmaref anyway, they
instead organized the Cape Espenberg Reindeer Company, with Stanley
Kawerak as the elected president (Andrews 1929a, Kawerak 1929:1). This
reindeer company was later renamed the Nuglungnuktuk {Niglanaqtuuq)
Reindeer Company in 1929 and was administered through the village of
Deering (e.g., M. Barr et al. 1929). The B arr brothers left Ublasaun sometime
between 1925 and 1927, and relocated to Deering so that their children could
attend school. Gideon K. Barr, Sr. recalled that the government had been after
his parents to move to a place where there were permanent teachers for the
children.
Records of the members of the Cape Espenberg Reindeer Company
have not been recovered, such that the first documentation related to the
Collective Herding period in the Espenberg area dates to 1929. Shareholders in
the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company at the time of its formation are
represented in Figure 6.6 (M. Barr et al. 1929). Comparing Figure 6.6 to Figure
6.1 regarding the initial members of the Shishm aref Reindeer Association
demonstrates that, in fact, it appears th at only two individuals had signed up
as members of the Shishm aref Reindeer Association and subsequently also
became members of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company, Joseph
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Figure 6.6. Initial Shareholders of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company,
1929.
THOMAS

GOODHOPE, JRCONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Figure 6.6. Initial Shareholders of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company,
1929—Continued.
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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Eningowuk8 and Lloyd Koonuk. Of course, as already discussed, ultimately
Koonuk joined with his brother William Allockeok to form a reindeer
partnership on the Arctic River.
At the time of the formation of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company,
C. L. Andrews was the Local Reindeer Superintendent for Deering reindeer
herds, with which the Espenberg herd became associated. Andrews attended
the first Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company handling in July, 1929 at the
Nunaghiaq corral (KTZ-128; see Figure 6.2). This company corral originally
had been a simple circular corral built by Makaiqtaq and Suplaq B arr around
1919. However, with the change to Collective Reindeer Herding wing fences, a
hook pocket, separating pockets, and a chute were built onto the existing
corral. After the handling, Andrews reported that,
I am much disappointed not to get more deer handled in both of
these herds this year, and hope th a t my successor may be able to
do better than I have. At Deering, there are not enough men left
in town to do the work as they go to the mines and to the
lighterage and to the Lomen Co. herds at marking time, those
paying better than this herd can pay. At the Nuglinuktuk herd
there are few men, not over nine or ten able-bodied workers who
own deer in the herd. They have to depend on some outside men
to assist at the corral, and were shorthanded this year (Andrews
1929c).
Insufficient labor plagued the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company
throughout the Collective H erding period. Gideon K. Barr, Sr., who served as
the Secretary of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company when he was young
man, noted the problems they had with getting the shareholders to contribute
food and labor to conduct corrallings of the reindeer. In a letter dated
December 28, 1937 to J. Sidney Rood, Acting General Reindeer Superintendent
from Shishm aref, Alaska, Gideon commented that he did not think it right that
It is interesting to note that a marriage was subsequently arranged between Joseph
Eningowuk's daughter, Katherine, and Makaiqtaq Barr’s son, Gideon.
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only one man received wages in exchange for his work, while th e rest of the
board of directors had to work for nothing. Mr. Barr continued,
Two or three years ago, our Secretary of Nug. R. Co. w as working
in wages: while the Chief Herder and President are working for
nothing. And I would like to have them paid in deer at next
corralling or else sometimes this winter. Secretary's wages was
24 deer a year. And President suppose to get little m ore deer than
Secretary do. And Chief herder should get little less than
Secretary do (Barr 1937).
Unfortunately, Gideon K. Barr, Sr.’s failing health and the progression of
Alzheimer’s disease m eant that we were unable to reconstruct the activities
surrounding the day to day operations of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company.
Most of our work focused on reindeer herding during the occupation of
Ublasaun (see Chapter 5). However, a letter written by Gideon in 1937 to
Acting General Reindeer Superintendent J. Sidney Rood, confirms that the
Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company continued to have problems with insufficient
labor to conduct corralling activities. Gideon wanted to receive permission
from the highest Reindeer Service authority to enact new rules to guarantee
that if shareholders did not assist in company business they would receive no
harvesting permits. The existing situation among the shareholders in the
company was that only some of them worked or helped to support the
corrallings, yet all received the same benefit, the right to harvest a certain
percentage of reindeer for subsistence. Gideon wrote,
And the second question is about the owners of Reindeer
Company. Do we have to give our owner some perm its? While
he's not helping at corralling for so many years? They even never
put in some thing for the Company's crew at corralling time.
They just w ant to lay around and take it easy. And still they are
shouting at me for their permits, saying they had shares at our
Nug. R. Co.. Are they doing fine business at our R. Co.? And after
if we call on him for two or three times, and if he don't obey us (as
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long as he's not sick), is it Lawful to take all his share's away from
him? If you was around I would talk to you myself but you are far
away. But I think you can understand these questions (Barr
1937).
Little else was learned about the affairs of the Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer
Company, except that the reindeer were herded only in the winter. In the
summer they were left unattended, such th at all of the herds eventually
became mixed after collectivization of the herds and a policy of open herding
was adopted. The Niglanaqtuuq Reindeer Company sold reindeer meat to the
miners on northern Seward Peninsula as well as in Kotzebue. Kotzebue people
used to help the members of this company during corralling time, because
there was always enough food and the Niglanaqtuuq Company was always in
need of additional labor. The Niglanaqtuuq company continued to function
until the 1940s, but by 1942 was inactive because many of its shareholders
had moved to Deering, Kotzebue, or Shishmaref, or had otherwise lost interest
in reindeer herding (e.g., Kendrick 1942:2).
LOMEN INVOLVEMENT IN ALASKAN REINDEER HERDING
Instead of evaluating the role th at reindeer played in the Alaska Native
subsistence and society, concern during the Collective Herding period focused
on establishing Alaska Native agricultural corporations. The result was th at
the mixed subsistence and m arket economy was replaced by an industry th at
was inherently designed to compete with cattle ranchers in the States. The
Lomens, who had first acquired reindeer in 1914 in opposition to the Alaska
Reindeer Service (e.g., U. S. Senate 1939:20084-20085), were the key leaders
in establishing an export m arket for Alaska reindeer products. Furthermore,
their influence on the collectivization of Inupiaq reindeer, while perhaps not
clearly documented in the official records, also should not be underestim ated
(e.g., U. S. Senate 1939:20203).
The Lomen brothers had first acquired reindeer through the purchase of
Saami and mission herds beginning in 1914. They were well financed by
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investors from the east coast, and did much to promote commercial reindeer
products in the lower 48 states. Unfortunately, however, their corporate
business tactics did much to contribute to the decline of Inupiaq reindeer
herding in the 1930’s and became a major topic of interest by federal officials
(review U. S. Senate 1939).
Close to 400 pages of testimony were published in the 1936 hearings
before a Sub-Committee of the U. S. Senate’s Committee on Indian Affairs
concerning Alaska reindeer herding (U. S. Senate 1939). Many accusations
were made on both sides of the Lomen-Native herders conflict. I will not review
these data here, but instead will provide some examples of the nature of the
accusations to demonstrate the heart of the Lomen-Native controversy. For
example, C. L. Andrews, who acted on behalf of Alaska Native interests, levied
many charges against the Lomens’ range practices and treatm ent of the
Native company herds. Andrews submitted vast quantities of testimony to
the Sub-Committee along with supporting documentation, which he then
proceeded to analyze and critique. For example, he stated,
[I]n July the chief herder of the [Lomen] corporation and his
herders were found on the Wales range again, driving deer toward
Teller. They were stopped by Wales herders. They went to Wales
and begged, cajoled, and bullied the natives into consenting to the
driving of a herd of reindeer th at Wales herders had rounded up, to
the Lomen corrals at Teller for handling. This was a perfectly
unreasonable proceeding. They claimed they were after the
corporation deer that were on that range. They should have
separated the deer at Wales on the home range of the herd on
which the deer were found, then should have driven their deer
home. The natives finally assented, after 3 days’ argument. The
deer were counted and m arked at Teller, and the corporation on
242 adult deer out of 1,163 adults in the herd, took all the
mavericks, 270 in num ber, 317 fawns, a total of 829 deer out of
1,878 deer driven down from Wales. The range rules are th a t the
mavericks belong to the ranges where found. This was a direct
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violation of this rule. They then butchered from the herd (TJ. S.
Senate 1939:20183).
The Lomen Company manipulated Inupiaq herders by holding many
more round-ups than were probably necessary so that they could m ark
unmarked animals with their own ownership marks. They paid higher wages
to Inupiaq herdsmen such that Native-owned companies could not afford to
employ herdsmen for cash. Furthermore, they also rounded up reindeer from
other ranges and brought the reindeer onto their own range, so that in effect
they were reindeer rustlers. For example, C. L. Andrews cited part of a letter
from H. W. Johnson, who was the Lomen Co. agent at Buckland, dated August
15, 1928, in which was demonstrated the unfair business tactics of the Lomen
reindeer herding operations towards Native-owned reindeer,
T)ue to storms we were unable to move the ‘Trinder’ to Igloo Point
in time to care for fawns the first day and one-half marking.
During all that time all fawns were marked to the Eskimo Co.
The following days we needed fawns for skins, so I called nearly all
for Lomen Co. mavericks; I figured we could take our share in
stray Eskimo deer in the Kotzebue herd or get unmarks in the
Buckland herd* (cited in Andrews testimony, U. S. Senate
1939:20198).
Andrews continued after citing the above letter to state,
This may be all right, and it may not. It is not generally good
practice to adopt promiscuously in dealing with native herds,
when the precedent is presented by taking whole herds into their
charge to manage to suit their convenience; and insolent letters
are written to the superintendent when he tries to correct the
situation. The letter concludes: “Eskimo Co. debts will be
received or covered by males in the Kotzebue and Buckland
butcherings.” This indicates a taking of males at will and settling
for them at leisure. Also: “We have intentionally marked owners
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and stray owners in the herd ‘short’ at this marking in order to be
able to select choice skins for butchering” (report of 1928, notes
at bottom of report signed T). E. Crowley, field supt.’). All this is
bad practice in dealing with a native people, and especially under
the conditions that have prevailed for the past 20 years in the
reindeer situation (Andrews testimony in U. S. Senate
1939:20198).
However, perhaps m ost im portant to the course of th e Collective
Herding period, was the fact th at the Lomens had friends in high places. They
were closely associated to the U. S. Biological Survey and L. J. Palmer. Their
family was powerful in Alaska, one of them being the federal judge in Nome.
They had strong lobbyists in Washington, D. C., and as a result were able to
fight attacks which suggested th at their involvement in Alaska reindeer
herding went against the original intentions of the reindeer introduction
program. The Lomens managed to get a tariff placed on imported reindeer
products from other reindeer-producing countries to limit Scandinavian
competition and Alaska grazing legislation passed, which created grazing
districts and ranges for which reindeer herders had to m ake application (U. S.
Senate 1939:20200, 20424).
After the collectivization of Alaska Native reindeer began, Carl J.
Lomen traveled to Washington, D. C. and requested grazing legislation.
However, Palmer of the U. S. Biological Survey had already visited all the
herds and outlined the boundaries of the herds and established the carrying
capacity for each range. Lomen was concerned that as the herds increased
they would start to crowd the range boundaries and spread into his herds.
Being surrounded by Native herds and aware of the suspicion surrounding his
operation, Lomen suggested legislation before difficulties arose. Although it
took several years, the Alaska grazing bill was passed in January, 1926. The
Lomens were the first to file for application under the act, but nine years later
still no action had been taken although the Native associations received their
grazing permits (e.g., U. S. Senate 1939:20127).
The Alaska Grazing Bill was supposed to insure th a t Lomens
maintained access to reindeer pastures as grazing pressures on the Seward
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Peninsula increased. They encountered resistance from A laska Reindeer
Service personnel who were opposed to non-Native ownership of reindeer, who
were reportedly subsequently removed from office through Lomen influence
(e.g., U. S. Senate 1939:20203-20204). The Lomens also rew rote the range
rules reportedly without Native involvement, such that some refused to
acknowledge them (e.g., testimony of James Brandon, Alaska Native reindeer
herder, in U. S. Senate 1939:20055). Interestingly, however, Carl J. Lomen,
who was also called the Reindeer King, stated th at the desire of their company
was to focus on developing m arkets outside of Alaska and leave the local
m arket to the Alaska Native herders (e.g., Lomen 1954), suggesting that there
was, in fact, little conflict between their operations and those of the Alaska
Natives. However, the change to open herding, the regulation of grazing lands,
and the collectivization of Alaska Native reindeer herds were necessary steps
to creating a commercial industry. A commercial industry m eant th at Inupiaq
reindeer herding on the northern Seward Peninsula could not continue in its
earlier form. There had been so many owners and so many sm all herds that
the only way the Lomens were able to insure their rights to access to pastures
was the consolidation of Native ownership to m ake room for non-Native
commercial herds. If grazing legislation had occurred prior to the
collectivization efforts, the Lomens would have run the risk of not receiving a
range because pastures would have been more limited w ith m any small
private Inupiaq herds.
Carl J. Lomen, who was the principal Lomen involved in reindeer
industry, submitted copious am ounts of information to the federal
investigators to counter the accusations made by Andrews and others. In
these materials Lomen discredited those who accused him suggesting that
they were simply troublem akers (U. S. Senate 1939; e.g., M attick 1936;
Stenson 1936). Lomen also attem pted to dem onstrate th a t his corporation
and family were not the enemies of the Alaska Natives, bu t were, in fact, of
great benefit to the Alaska N ative people. Despite the possible underlying
motives behind the development of their commercial reindeer industry, one
cannot deny the fact that the Lomens employed a great num ber of Alaska
Natives in herding and butchering work, lightering, and other wage labor. For
example, Carl Lomen testified,
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The last year preceding the depression our corporation paid out in
wages to Eskimo—herding, butchering, lightering, and other
labor—$109,000, employing during that one year, on full and part
time, 579 different Eskimo (Lomen testimony in U. S. Senate
1939:20157).
For some time the complaints of Alaska Native reindeer herders and
their advocates apparently fell upon deaf ears. Eventually, the Shishm aref
Reindeer Association9 and the Allockeok-Koonuk partnership joined together
with other Alaska Native reindeer associations to protest in the Seward
Peninsula Eskimo Reindeer Owners Association. On April 6, 1936, this group
wrote,
We ask above mentioned in the name of Humanity of our race to
withdraw the copies of our reindeer records and that no records
will be issued to Local Supt. office from here after inclusively by
agreement of Seward Peninsula Eskimo Reindeer Owners
Association for several reasons, as follows: 1. We the undersign
of the second Judicial District since the original existence of this
Reindeer Controversy have since made several protests against
our opponents Lomen Reindeer Corporation, now succeeded by
Alaska Livestock & Packing Company and their associate
companies with the Brewster [of the Alaska Reindeer Service]
and his staff bodily. Have made our protests to all Government
Officials at Washington D. C., Nome District Judge and Delegate
to Alaska since the first Reindeer Council held at Nome, Alaska,
Members of the Shishmaref Reindeer Association Board of Directors to the Seward
Peninsula Eskimo Reindeer Owners Association (SPEROA) included Joseph
Eningowuk, Frank Iyatunguk, Eddie Tocktoo, Alfred Kuzuguk, John Sinnok, and
George Aden Ahgupuk. The SPEROA was chaired by Wales herder George Ootenna,
one of the first Inupiaq reindeer herders in Alaska, with Louis Tungewenuk serving as
Secretary (SPEROA 1936).
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summer of 1932, and these protests has not been given authentic
consideration to relieve our want in our present deprivation which
we have never suffered since white owned herds begin to mixed
with our native owned herds up till to this time...(Seward
Peninsula Eskimo Reindeer Owners Association 1936).
However, finally in 1937 the Alaska Reindeer Service prepared a report
which served as the official recommendation for that agency for the purchase
of non-Native reindeer in Alaska. In this report several reasons why non
Native ownership should be eliminated were presented which provides some
insight into the final resolution of the Lomen-Native reindeer herding
controversy,
1. White-controlled ranges are salients into the Native
grazing grounds. Native deer have strayed into the possession of
White owners. These W hite owners, naturally, do not desire that
reindeer of mixed ownership be rounded up, corralled, and sorted
upon their ranges by any stray owners who see fit. Thus stray
Native deer are lost to the use of their owners until White owners
are prepared to corral and sort the mixed herds.
2. On several ranges Whites and Natives jointly hold rights to
graze reindeer. In some instances W hites, because they won a
majority of the deer, insist they shall control handling of the mixed
herds. The Natives, who represent the majority of the people,
desire to handle these mixed herds in order to get skins and meat.
This causes much dispute.
It is only natural th at W hites should have commercial
ambitions regarding reindeer and desire to control mixed herds on
ranges which they jointly occupy w ith Natives. They w ant
efficient commercial production; they realize the Natives have
had little experience w ith business, cannot visualize m arket
possibilities, and that the managem ent of herds for supplying
markets on a large scale cannot be entrusted to Natives. Plans
for production have, in some instances, resulted in White
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expending large amounts of money for equipment which Natives
believe unnecessary; as this equipment is used in connection with
operating mixed herds. White operators have levied rather high
herding fees against Natives. This has caused much complaint.
3. White owners have, certainly, developed m arkets for
reindeer. But Whites have been supplying demand for reindeer
products which, if supplied by the Natives, would have given the
Natives considerable income to finance reindeer work, and even
buy some White-men's goods. Orders for meat, skins, and live
deer have to a large extent, been received and filled by White
owners. It is hoped, if the reindeer enterprise becomes exclusively
Native in character, the Natives can sell enough reindeer
products to m aintain their own economy.
4. If White-ownership is eliminated, Government regulations
can be enforced more easily throughout the reindeer country. Our
regulations should not be 'class regulations,' some applicable to
Natives alone, some to Whites. But the Natives are untutored,
dependent, and special regulations are necessary to direct their
use of this reindeer resource which stands between them and
Government relief. We cannot give the Natives the same
freedom to destroy themselves through ignorance of our language,
law, and business, that we may give the Whites, whom we expect
to be competent to handle their own business affairs. Our
regulations m ust be general regulations for effective enforcement,
which they cannot be until White ownership is eliminated (Alaska
Reindeer Service 1937).
Finally, after the Great Depression hit the United States, and the beef
cattlemen’s association lobbied against their reindeer competitors in
Washington, the United States Congress determined th at non-Native
ownership of reindeer in Alaska went contrary to the original purposes for
which reindeer were introduced to Alaska, and that reindeer were supposed to
be for the sole benefit of Alaska Natives. As a result the Alaska Reindeer Act
of 1937 was passed which limited reindeer ownership in Alaska to Alaska
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Natives only. The transfer of all non-Native owned reindeer, however, was not
completed until 1940 (see Lomen 1929, 1939a, 1939b, 1954; Lopp 1939a,
1939b; Mozee 1933; U. S. Senate 1939 for a discussion of this era of Alaskan
reindeer herding).
A total of 85 different sets of earmarks were transferred to the U. S.
Government after the passage of the Reindeer Act. Only 18 of those m arks
belonged to the Alaska Livestock & Packing Company (Lomen's), the rest
included Saami who had immigrated to Alaska, and other non-Natives who
acquired reindeer in addition to the Lomens. This is when the Umnak Island
herd become Government property. Two of the non-Native earm arks
transferred to the government show some similarity to the earm ark of the
Allockeok herd. One m ark was that recorded for Jens Kvamme and Anderson
in the Holitna River to Eek River region, south of the Kuskokwim River. Due
to its far distance from the northern Seward Peninsula, it is rather unlikely
th at these deer had once been owned by an Inupiaq from the northern Seward
Peninsula. However, the only other possible evidence of serial ownership was
found among the deer formerly belonging to John L. Herbert, who was the only
non-Native owner of reindeer on the Seward Peninsula other than the Lomens
at the time of the passage of the Reindeer Act of 1937. William Allockeok, in
1919 or 1920, traded 40 female reindeer at a value of $1,000 to John Herbert
(Morlander 1932). Herbert subsequently modified Allockeok's earm ark by
making an additional m ark on each ear (cf. Allockeok and Koonuk 1929a; Rood
1940).
The passage of the Alaska Reindeer Act m eant the departure of non
Natives from reindeer herding, but it did not result in the restoration of Early
Private Reindeer Herding. As W. T. Lopp wrote on January 1, 1937,
Some will ask, Why the reindeer debacle? If deermen are
intelligent enough to have become convinced that the ‘big-cattleranch-open-herding’ idea has led them astray, and jeopardized the
very existence of their pastoral industry, why can they not go
back to their old-style herding of their own volition? The problem
is too big and difficult for them. Some people think it too hopeless
for even the Government to undertake. In some localities, the
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deermen probably could and would return to herding if the reindeer
service was tied up again with the school service, and the
ownership was not so hopelessly mixed. But the deermen and all
the whites who are familiar with the history of the reindeer
industry, believe that if any solution is successful it m ust provide
for the actual herding of every herd for a period of at least 4 or 5
years, until the ownership can be unscrambled and new
apprentices can be trained to take the places of the
superannuated deermen who served their apprenticeships 20, 30,
and even 40 years ago. Many of the leaders of these deermen also
feel that since this drift toward destruction has been sponsored, or
at least was not discouraged, for a decade, by some of the officials
of two departments, that our Government should bear part of the
burden of its salvage. They also appreciate the gravity of the
undertaking and are convinced that only a properly financed and
united effort of Government and deermen can hope to redomesticate the herds and adjust the ownership of the deer (Lopp
1939a:20155).
The overall effect of the Collective Herding period on Alaska Native
reindeer herders was summarized by W. T. Lopp on January 1, 1937 after
completing a trip to Alaska to report on reindeer herding conditions for the
Indian Rights Association in 1936,
[Alaska Native reindeer herders] now realize th a t the cattleranch idea has proven a flat failure, and the heritage they planned
for their children is decreasing like Chester Seveck’s ‘melting snow
in the spring.’ As some expressed it, ‘We wanted to leave our
children a tame food and clothing animal which would increase in
number as our children grew older, but under ho herding’ our deer
get wilder and the wolves and caribou take more and more every
year.’ (Lopp 1939a:20153).
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THE ROLE OF REINDEER HERDING IN INUPIAQ CULTURE AND
SOCIETY DURING THE COLLECTIVE REINDEER HERDING PERIOD
The Collective Herding period lasted less than two decades on the
northern Seward Peninsula and was not particularly successful considering the
consequences to Alaska Native reindeer herding. Ultimately, the formation of
reindeer companies and the grazing of the herds under a policy of open herding
resulted in the complete collapse of Inupiaq reindeer herding in the study area
by 1948. Little fault, however, can be placed on the Inupiat for the failure of
the reindeer companies. Collective herding was ill-conceived, although perhaps
well-intentioned. The major problem with the formation of reindeer companies
and open herding was that the importance of reindeer herding to Inupiaq
subsistence was limited through the separation of herding families from their
reindeer. After three decades of Alaska Native reindeer herding, during which
time an Inupiaq pastoral system began to emerge, the Alaska Reindeer
Service ironically eliminated virtually all the progress made since initial
reindeer introduction. In some areas of Alaska the shift to collective reindeer
herding resulted in the complete abandonment of reindeer herding, such that
reindeer herding has not taken place in these areas since.
Since people no longer lived near the reindeer, they were no longer easily
accessible resources. Reindeer no longer figured in the daily activities of those
herders who left their deer in collective herds, and their younger sons did not
grow up as herdsmen just by living near the herd and having it be part of the
annual subsistence economy of the family group. Those Inupiat who were
employed to care for the company herds were not caring for their own animals,
but those of a little understood corporation. The corporate connection between
shareholder and the reindeer in the herd was weak throughout the company
period and eventually disappeared altogether. In addition, there was no longer
free access to what were once individually-controlled pastoral resources.
Access to reindeer under collective herding involved a bureaucratic process
through the reindeer association. This served to detach reindeer herding from
the subsistence lifestyle of many Inupiat as access to reindeer became more
like social security than part of the subsistence economy. There was little a
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shareholder could do to increase his or her profits, and yet all shareholders were
expected to help corral the deer with little, if any, direct compensation.
Transfer of family stock to large collective herds managed by a
cooperative association represented the introduction of a foreign economic
system th at was not as easily adjusted to fit Inupiaq institutions of labor
organization or economy. The earlier herder-apprenticeship-owner system of
the Early Private Herding period discussed in Chapter 5 was relatively
successful in that regard. However, fewer individuals were willing to
participate in reindeer herding activities under collective management because
they saw little reward as access to reindeer herding resources became
unpredictable. Shareholders became reluctant to contribute money to the
management of a herd, from which they could not even harvest an anim al for
their own use without passing through a perm itting process. The frustration of
collective reindeer herding also resulted in the fact that a number of people,
who owned only a small number of reindeer before collectivization, completely
abandoned the idea of being involved with reindeer herding. As a result, there
were fewer able-bodied owners who rem ained active in the companies to assist
at corralling the reindeer. This was especially true for the Niglanaqtuuq
Reindeer Company. The Shishm aref Reindeer Association does not appear to
have had much problem finding sufficient labor to handle the reindeer. In fact,
that they built three corrals says much to the willingness of the shareholders
to work for the association. Allockeok and Koonuk also had labor problems,
but the consequences were not as severe as those to the Niglanaqtuuq
Company since they had a relatively small family operation in which the
owners received direct benefit from the herd.
To make m atters worse, the reindeer population on northern Seward
Peninsula crashed in the early 1940’s due to a variety of factors. Most of the
deer in the study area starved to death due to consecutive icy winters which
made forage unavailable to the reindeer. The pastures were already damaged
due to the heavy grazing which took place during the population explosion of
the 1930’s (e.g., Keeler et al. 1962:45). Crusting of the ice caused m assive
casualties among all the reindeer herds from Cape Prince of Wales to Cape
Espenberg. The reindeer were unable to reach the lichens lying below their feet
for the same reason sled deer were not good beasts of burden for coastal
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traveling; their hooves were neither able to penetrate the ice to gain traction
nor reach their forage. Thousands of reindeer starved to death in this manner.
Gideon K. Barr, Sr. recalled th at he saw hundreds of dead reindeer at Cape
Espenberg lying scattered across the tundra near the Nunaghiaq corral. They
had madly eaten the tops of sedge tussocks in an attem pt to survive as it was
the only thing they could reach, but to no avail. In the summer of 1992, we
excavated the completely articulated skeletons of reindeer inside the
Nunaghiaq corral. Gideon was quite convinced that these deer m ust have been
those that starved in the early 1940’s. Interestingly, one of the complete
reindeer skeletons found was pregnant which indicates that the animal died in
the spring before fawning season. This is a typical tim e of the year for
experiencing problems with icing on northern Seward Peninsula.
W eather was not the real culprit in this catastrophic loss of reindeer,
however. The unchecked exponential growth of Alaskan reindeer populations
resulting from open herding, and the failure to compete with the beef industry,
greatly contributed to grazing pressures since there were simply too many
reindeer on the Seward Peninsula. The reindeer herds had grown beyond the
range’s carrying capacity. W hen Inupiaq reindeer herding was characterized
by close herding practices herders took their deer to the steep rocky slopes of
the inland Kougarok M ountains which were used as reserve pastures. The
slopes of these uplands were steep and well-drained so that forage was still
accessible to the reindeer during icing events. However, once the herds grew so
large these reserves were no longer sufficient to m aintain the deer through
these grazing pressures. William Allockeok took the remains of his herd up to
these pastures in the early 1940’s, but forage there was insufficient to sustain
the deer and most of them died.
Other factors resulting in the collapse of Collective Reindeer herding also
were attributed to the policy of open herding by Shishm aref elders. For
example, predation by wolves greatly increased after the collectivization of the
deer. Decreased protection also had a substantial impact on the herds during
the fawning season, as other predators such as foxes, ravens, eagles, and
wolverines have a particularly severe effect on fawn survivability on the
fawning grounds. It was for this reason that most of the tim e someone stayed
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with the deer during fawning season, but the same 24 hour care as
characterized the Early Private Herding period was rare.
In addition, some individuals involved in the latter years of the Collective
Herding period attested to the loss of reindeer to the caribou herds that began
to enter the Seward Peninsula and surrounding regions. For example, Chester
Seveck, reported that,
In the year 1937 many big herds caribou coming through our
reindeer grazing land up north. Sometime the caribou herd come
to our reindeer herd and mixed up with them and then same
reindeer follow the caribou go away. They lost and never get
back. Many wolfs around the caribou herd and we lose many
reindeer that follow the caribou and also some killed by the
wolves. We started to watch the reindeer day and night. Three
big herds of reindeer follow the caribou and lost completely. We
could not catch them. The caribou very wild and travel day and
night. We m ust let them go because we could not catch them.
They too fast for us to follow (Seveck 1973:35-36).
Presently, the W estern Arctic caribou herd is expanding in size and has
already absorbed many reindeer from the eastern portion of the Seward
Peninsula. However, those reindeer that remained on the peninsula after the
mass starvation of the early 1940’s, increased predation, and/or loss to the
caribou were rounded up and used to form new private herds under the care of
experienced reindeer men and supervised by government employees (see also
Stem et al. 1980:83, 91). Gideon K. Barr, Sr. in 1991 told me the story of how
the first re-privatized herds were established from those deer that remained
after the ravages of the early 1940’s.
And then they starved out, and then the wolves come in from the
north. That’s the way the reindeer was unlucky. Government got
hold of a little herd from Deering and then put it up at Selawik.
This guy that saved th a t government herd was name Charlie
Smith from Selawik. When wolf come in from up north so he took
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care of that herd, night and day, winter and summer, and that’s
how come there was a little herd left. And then when the wolf go
away and then that herd increase rapidly, and then they start to
roam out some. Little herd, here and there. Now it’s all back to
Seward Peninsula again (Barr 1991b).
The collapse of the reindeer population in the early 1940’s meant that
for several years reindeer meat was not available on northern Seward
Peninsula except through exchange with some of the new Re-Privatized
herders. The decade between 1948 and 1958 represented a hiatus in
Shishmaref area reindeer herding. Some elders, particularly those who came
from reindeer herding families of the Early Private Herding period, longed for
reindeer meat during this hiatus as they had become accustomed to it in their
•annual diet as children. However, the establishment in 1958 of a new
privately-owned reindeer herd at Cape Espenberg helped to alleviate the
cravings of the Shishmaref people for reindeer meat. This herd, the Goodhope
herd, represented the emergence of the Re-Privatization Period discussed in the
following chapter.
SUMMARY
The Collective Herding period resulted in dramatic changes to the
relationship between Inupiaq herders and their reindeer. Administration of
Alaskan reindeer herding during this period focused on market production
based on a Great Plains ranching model advocated by the Lomens. While
reindeer herding had been incorporated into Inupiaq culture and society during
the Early Private Herding period, administrative emphasis on the commercial
development and economic modernization of the reindeer industry dramatically
affected the nature of the relationship between the Inupiat and the herds. For
example, the policy of open herding resulted in a separation of herding from
daily subsistence activities. Due to the fact th at herding families no longer
managed their deer, reindeer herding was removed from the annual cycle of
land use. Furthermore, ownership of reindeer shifted from individual private
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property to collective ownership managed through a Euroamerican-style
stockholders association. As a result, reindeer ownership no longer
corresponded to traditional Inupiaq conceptions of domestic anim al ownership,
property, wealth, or prestige. In fact, access to reindeer herding resources
became more restricted, even for those who had previously owned their own
herds, due to the fact that reindeer herding products were only appropriated
through a permitting process rather than at the time of an anim al’s birth or
death. Similarly, new grazing legislation restricted access to pastures also on a
permit basis. Accordingly, reindeer herding products were no longer distributed
through traditional Inupiaq social networks because herd managem ent was no
longer under an individual’s control. Furthermore, because herding activities
were conducted by hired employees rather than relying on the social obligations
of maintaining social relations, sharing of herding resources was no longer
requisite for herd management. In short, collectivization of the herds
represented the “westernization” of Inupiaq reindeer herding, which served to
arrest the processes of the emergence of Inupiaq reindeer pastoralism due to
the influence of culture contact and economic modernization, and the
separation of reindeer herding from traditional Inupiaq social organization.
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CHAPTER 7
THE RE-PRIVATIZATION OF INUPIAQ REINDEER H ER D IN G ON
NORTHERN SEW ARD PENINSULA (1948-PRESEN T)

INTRODUCTION
Passage of the Alaska Reindeer Act in 1937 led to the re-privatization of
Alaska Native reindeer herding. The failure of the Collective Herding period led
to the overgrazing of the range and the crash of the entire reindeer population
of the Seward Peninsula, such th a t land managers divided the Seward
Peninsula into a smaller num ber of ranges with modest stocking rates. As a
result, there were fewer Re-Privatized herds established than there had been
during Collective Herding. This simple fact meant that only two reindeer herds
could be sustained in the study area. The smaller number of herds and the
regulation of the numbers of reindeer allowed in each herd provided a means to
protect the reindeer herds from a repeat of the 1930’s population explosion and
subsequent crash.
Today, the two reindeer herds that graze on the pastures of northern
Seward Peninsula contain less than 3,000 reindeer, representing only a
fraction of the reindeer that once fed on these same pastures during the
Collective H erding period. They are the property of two Inupiaq men, brothersin-law, each of whom m aintains a primary residence in the community of
Shishmaref. Due to the insular nature of the village, however, both men also
m aintain at least one perm anent base camp on the mainland as a staging area
for reindeer herding and subsistence activities. The Goodhope herd grazes on
the Espenberg range from the Serpentine River north and the Weyiouanna
range lies to the south, extending from the Serpentine River to the Nuluk
River, approximately 50 kilom eters down the coast from Shishmaref.
The Goodhope herd was established in 1958. Then, in 1970, the
Weyiouanna herd was established through animals received from the
Goodhope herd. A brief discussion of the establishment of each of these herds
is presented below, followed by a brief discussion of the technological
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innovations that occurred during the Contemporary Herding period, and their
effects on Inupiaq reindeer herding. Concurrent with the technological
revolution was the emergence of the velvet antler market of the Orient, which
provided the necessary cash revenues used to purchase snowmachines and
aircraft for use in modern herding operations. The result was a new form of
extensive herding practices based on high-speed winter transportation and
minimal summer herding. In an attem pt to characterize the nature of these
contemporary herding activities, a generalized yearly cycle of herding activities
is presented, followed by a discussion of the role of contemporary reindeer
herding in Inupiaq culture and society.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF RE-PRIVATIZED REINDEER HERDS ON
NORTHERN SEWARD PENINSULA
The Goodhope Herd
The first contemporary reindeer herd in the Shishmaref area began in
the autumn of 1958 when two Inupiaq m en intended to establish a herd on the
northern portion of the Seward Peninsula in the Cape Espenberg vicinity.
After successfully applying for a range lease, Harold Dimmick and Fred
Goodhope, Sr. borrowed 1,562 reindeer from the U. S. Government and drove
them 250 miles from the Government camp near Selawik on the Nepatolik1
range in northwestern Alaska to their own range on the Seward Peninsula.
The loan program stipulated th at after five years the original number of
reindeer borrowed would be returned to the Government and the herders would
keep the increase as their own. This was the method by which the
Government distributed reindeer to Alaska Natives who expressed an interest
in starting their own independent herd and who were found to be suitable
candidates by the adm inistrators of the government reindeer program.
However, the partnership between these two men never began properly and
within the first year, only Fred Goodhope, Sr. was directly involved with the
Also spelled Nabachtoolik (e.g., Lomen 1954).
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new herd on the Espenberg range. Dimmick kept a number of the still jointly
held deer on a neighboring range leased by a herder from Deering (Hirsch et al.
1959; Hirsch et al. 1960).
The first corralling of Goodhope’s herd took place on November 22, 1959
at the newly constructed reindeer corral on the western bank of the Espenberg
River (see Figure 7.1), where, with the help of a crew from Shishmaref, they
handled 1,613 reindeer (Hirsch et al. 1959; Hirsch et al. 1960). The Bureau of
Indian Affair’s Area Land Officer, who oversaw Alaskan reindeer herding at the
time, attended this handling and reported that, the herd handled the nicest of
any herd in the five years of his experience in Alaska, a tribute to Goodhope’s
capabilities (Hirsch et al. 1959). By November, 1960 the partnership between
Goodhope and Dimmick officially had been dissolved and 550 anim als were
taken by Dimmick and relocated to the Koyuk area where he attem pted to
start an independent herd, leaving 2033 reindeer in the Espenberg herd (Hirsch
et al. 1960).
Most of the assistance during handlings of the Espenberg herd came
from the village of Shishmaref. Although at the first corralling of this herd in
1959 more than a decade had passed since a reindeer handling had been
conducted in the Shishmaref area, there were still many people around that
had been involved in earlier reindeer herding activities. Others in the
community brought their previous experience of working with reindeer to the
Espenberg handlings, where they again started to train a younger generation of
reindeer herding assistants, especially those who would assist in handling the
reindeer at the corral. W orkers at these early handlings were typically paid
wages in the form of butchered deer. One of the young men who assisted with
the handling of the Espenberg herd, Clifford Weyiouanna, would later marry
Fred Goodhope, Sr.’s daughter, Shirley, and start a herd of his own.
The importance of community assistance to the success of a reindeer
herd cannot be underestim ated; in fact, local assistance can m ake or break a
reindeer herding operation. For example, Harold Dimmick, who in 1960
relocated a portion of the Espenberg reindeer to the Koyuk-Elim area, gave up
trying to maintain his reindeer herd and returned ownership of the deer to the
government by the end of 1963. Reindeer administrators at the Bureau of
Indian Affairs suggested th at one of the reasons why his reindeer enterprise
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failed was because of the attitudes of the local community. They were against
outsiders moving into the village with a reindeer herd and consequently failed to
cooperate with the herder when assistance was needed with herding operations
(Nygard et al. 1963:9). This example illustrates the degree of economic
interdependency between a reindeer herder and the community with which he
is associated.
The Espenberg reindeer were generally run through the corral in
November after freeze-up had occurred so that animals could be slaughtered
and stored without fear of the m eat going bad. M eat was the main commodity
produced from the herd during those first few years following the initial
formation of the Espenberg herd. Late summer reindeer hides were no longer
of the same importance that they had once been, as ready-made clothing and
footwear became more commonly used by the villagers. However, the
importance of reindeer herding to the local economy of Shishmaref, although
extremely difficult to quantify, cannot be denied. Despite the fact that reindeer
hides were no longer of such paramount importance for clothing manufacture
as they had once been, meat received as payment for services provided was
still as valuable to villagers as it had once been. For example, among Alaskan
reindeer herds for the year 1961, approximately 90 families received the
majority of their income from reindeer, and approximately 240 families
received some supplementary income from participation in reindeer roundups
and handlings (Nygard et al. 1961). Likewise, the Espenberg herd provided the
Shishmaref community with a local source of relatively inexpensive m eat th at
had been unavailable since the early 1940’s when the last original Shishm aref
herds disappeared.
The importance of close herding was reinforced by Fred Goodhope, Sr.’s
brother-in-law, Gideon K. Barr, Sr., who in the spring of 1959 visited the herd
during fawning to find that the reindeer were not being watched closely enough,
in his opinion. Gideon stayed with the herd himself and later stressed to Fred
the importance of staying with the females dining fawning to minimize fawn
mortality and showed him how to build snow-block wind breaks to protect
newly bom fawns from hypothermia. Gideon B arr’s interference in his brotherin-law’s reindeer herding operation stemmed from his experience with his
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family’s reindeer herd during Early Private Herding and his own involvement in

open herding during the Collective Herding period.
A study of domesticated reindeer fawn mortality in Kamchatka, Russia
between the years 1934 and 1954 suggests that the practice advocated by Mr.
Barr probably had a significant impact on fawn survivability and overall herd
growth and productivity. Of 4,797 recorded deaths of reindeer fawns during the
first month of life on the tundra, 12.8 percent was due to exposure during
blizzards; an additional 16.6 percent of those deaths were due to abandonment
by the mother (Baskin 1983:133-134).
“It can be easily seen that one of the major causes of reindeer calf
mortality is the lack of a stable mother-young bond, leading to
loss of calves and their deaths during blizzards. This usually
happens when the calves are only one day old and cannot yet
follow their mother properly - they have not yet developed mutual
recognition signals” (Baskin 1983:134).
By keeping close watch over reindeer cows during parturition and
building wind breaks, herders not only protect the fawns from predation, but
they also mediate the impact of harsh weather conditions which provides
greater opportunity for the development of stable cow-calf bonding which in
turn increases fawn survivability. Elders such as Mr. Barr, who grew up in
reindeer camps of the early 20th century, learned such information from their
elders and from personal experience with the herds. It was the open herding
policy which began in the 1920’s th at advocated minimizing interaction with
the herd and Mr. Barr tried to influence his brother-in-law with techniques of
close herding so that the herd would prosper.
The actual affects th at Mr. B arr and other former reindeer herders had
on the subsequent prosperity of the Espenberg herd is very difficult to
determine today because the key individuals involved have either passed away
or are no longer in a position to share their historical insight. Apparently,
however, the advice of Mr. B arr was followed at least for a couple years
afterwards, for in the spring of 1960, the fawn crop of the Espenberg herd was
better than any other herd on the mainland. Credit for the recognized
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prosperity of the Espenberg herd, however, certainly cannot be denied Fred
Goodhope, Sr. as he certainly was not unfamiliar with reindeer herding prior to
acquiring his own herd; he was the son of Charlie Goodhope who had owned
reindeer in a Deering reindeer company, and both Fred’s first and second wives
were the daughters of reindeer herd owners. However, like many other reindeer
herd owners throughout the history of Alaskan reindeer herding, he managed
the affairs of his herd in concert with the wants and needs of his family. For
example, in winter the herd was taken near to Shishmaref so that the herder’s
three children and later a fourth adopted son, could attend school, while during
the summer the herd grazed on the pastures at Cape Espenberg (Hirsch et al.
1960). Prior to acquiring their reindeer herd this family had lived in Deering
during the winter and generally spent the rest of the year at Espenberg.
Fred Goodhope, Sr.’s herd prospered quickly after its formation, due
undoubtedly to the policy of close herding he practiced. He and his family spent
more time with the reindeer than had been previously practiced under the
system of open herding which characterized the reindeer company period, but
did not live directly with the herd as was the case during the early years of
Alaskan reindeer herding. Herding techniques utilized during the early years of
this herd were mere intermediate between these two extremes. The result was
that the Espenberg herd grew rapidly and soon became one of the largest
reindeer herds in the state. In the spring of 1960, the fawn crop of the
Espenberg herd was better than any other herd on the mainland; some island
populations, most notably that of Nunivak (e.g., BIA 1966:5), had higher
fecundity rates probably because of fewer predators and closer herding
techniques. By December 31,1971 the Espenberg herd was the second largest
reindeer herd out of the 19 free-ranging herds in the state, with 4,472 animals
(BIA 1971:3-4). The Shishm aref people remember th at the Espenberg herd
usually numbered around 5,000 animals and was well managed until herd
operations were transferred to his son, Fred Goodhope, Jr., in the late 1970’s
and early 1980’s (e.g., Stem et al. 1980:121). At that time the herd apparently
was over-harvested for capital and began to decrease in size. Fred Goodhope,
Jr. (b. 1948) continues to operate the Espenberg herd today, but the herd is
only a fraction of what it had once been, although he is working to increase the
size of his herd.
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The Weyiouanna Herd
Clifford Weyiouanna (b. 1942) is the eldest contemporary herd owner in
Shishmaref. He first acquired a herd of reindeer during the winter of 1970-71
when 500 reindeer were removed from the Goodhope range to the newly
established Weyiouanna range located just to the south. Prior to this
acquisition, Weyiouanna had no direct experience in owning a herd of reindeer,
although he had occasionally worked for Fred Goodhope, Sr. during corrallings
of the Espenberg herd. Although his father had herded reindeer for the
Shishm aref company as a teenager, only his mother’s father, William
Allockeok, had operated a herd of his own. Unfortunately, Allockeok’s herd all
but disappeared right around the tim e of Clifford Weyiouanna’s birth in the
early 1940s. The decision to start a herd of his. own was not made lightly.
Returning to Shishmaref after going to high school on scholarship in South
Dakota and brief military service dining Vietnam, he entertained the idea of
starting a reindeer herd of his own. He spent a considerable am ount of time
contemplating the idea and listening to his mother’s advice. Elsie Weyiouanna
had grown up in the reindeer camps of her father, and she knew the difficult life
of a reindeer herder. However, Clifford reminded his mother th at with
snowmachines, helicopters and small aircraft herding reindeer would not be as
difficult as during his grandfather’s time. Soon his mind was made up; he was
going to become a reindeer herder.
Clifford Weyiouanna was not the only individual from Shishm aref to
apply for a grazing permit for a herd of reindeer in the early 1970’s.
Shishm aref elder, W alter Nayokpuk, told me that he had also w anted to start
a herd of his own, but because the range Clifford applied for had been used by
his grandfather, he received the perm it since it had already been in Clifford’s
family.
Clifford purchased his reindeer with money he made from carving
whalebone for the Native crafts m arket. However, the cost of the outright
purchase of a herd of reindeer was often prohibitive for individuals who wanted
to start a reindeer herd, such th at reindeer were often taken on loan to be paid
back in animals after several years. Furtherm ore, among other recently
formed herds on the Seward Peninsula, it is now more common th at a new herd
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is established from a loan of reindeer from another established herder rather
than from the government as was previously the case. The duration of the
loan continues to be generally five years, the original number of deer being
returned to the lender, while the natural increase belongs to the new herder.
However, there are recent examples where reindeer were purchased outright
from an existing herd in order to establish a new herd, but this will most likely
remain a rare occurrence due to the large sums of money involved with such a
transaction.
During the first few years of the Weyiouanna herd, Clifford had the
assistance of Ben Kokeok, who served as Clifford’s chief herder. The two of
them worked daily caring for the deer, and taking care of other herding
activities, such as building Clifford’s first reindeer corral on the Arctic River
(see Figure 7.1). Clifford recalls that Ben knew more about operating a herd
than he did when he first got started in reindeer herding. Ben taught Clifford
much about herding and handling reindeer, skills which he learned through
working for other reindeer herders, particularly Fred Goodhope, Sr.. However,
after Ben began a full-time job with the Shishmaref school, Clifford took on sole
responsibility for caring for his herd and has subsequently only hired occasional
workers to perform specific tasks such as assisting in the butchering of steers
in November to provide a supply of fresh m eat for the local village market.
Clifford Weyiouanna and Shirley Goodhope were married prior to the
decision to start a reindeer herd. Shirley was the daughter of Fred Goodhope,
Sr. and the granddaughter of Makaiqtaq Barr from Ublasaun. However, ju st
because Clifford’s father-in-law had a herd of reindeer did not mean that he
received a loan of reindeer immediately after he decided to become a reindeer
herder. Other researchers have suggested that the marriage of Clifford and
Shirley was an arranged marriage (e.g., Ellanna and Sherrod n.d.); however,
oral testimony from the principal individuals involved and four village elders
presents information to the contrary. In fact, it was not until elders intervened
on Clifford’s behalf that Fred Goodhope, Sr. was persuaded to loan reindeer to
his son-in-law. Contrary to certain historical instances in which marriages
were arranged between Alaska Native families in order to consolidate wealth
and
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Figure 7.1. Reindeer Corrals in Study Area from the Contemporary Herding Period.
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control access to reindeer, as well as to ensure access to pastures (e.g., Forrest
1937:300-301), Fred Goodhope, Sr. initially resisted loaning reindeer to start a
new herd from which his daughter was sure to benefit. Relations between
these two men appear to have been strained, although Shirley did her best to
alleviate tensions between her father and husband. Previous reports suggest
that Goodhope claimed that his son-in-law still owed him reindeer (see
discussion in Stem et al. 1980:121-123). Interestingly, Shirley also recalls
that she was definitely not interested in marrying a reindeer herder after
growing up in a reindeer herding family, as she did not want to continue that
lifestyle. However, as she puts it, she fell in love and ended up with a m an who
subsequently became a reindeer herder despite her earlier convictions to the
contrary.
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS AND THE EMERGENCE OF
CONTEMPORARY INUPIAQ REINDEER HERDING
When Clifford Weyiouanna decided to become a reindeer herder, he
recognized that reindeer herding would be considerably different from that
practiced by his grandfather, William Allockeok, or his father, Alex
Weyiouanna during previous periods of reindeer herding on northern Seward
Peninsula. Reindeer herding throughout the circumpolar north changed
dramatically during the last half of the twentieth century due primarily to
technological innovations in transportation, especially the production of the
“Ski-Doo” ca. 1960 (e.g., Epstein and Valmari 1984; Ingold 1976, 1980; Linkola
1973; Miiller-Wille 1975; Muller-Wille and Pelto 1971; Pelto 1973; Pelto et al.
1987). Previously, reindeer herding activities involved herders on foot, skis,
snowshoes, or on dog sleds, all of which necessitated considerable time and
labor investment. The labor and time requirements for herding the deer on foot
are obvious. Herding with team s of sled dogs, while decreasing the amount of
time involved with traveling to and from the herd, still required that dog teams
were provisioned with food, a costly and time-consuming activity. During the
Collective Herding period, the herds themselves often served to feed the
herder’s dog teams. However, with the rise of snowmachines, small fixed-wing
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aircraft, and helicopters, time and labor requirements were reduced, with a
consequent increase in the dependency on cash to purchase or re n t these
machines and the fuel needed to operate them. By 1970, Pelto reported that
there were a million snowmobiles in use in North America (1973:7).
These innovations in transportation meant that herders could remain
more sedentary than earlier generations of reindeer herders, and simply make
regular trips from the village by snowmachine or plane to check on the location
and condition of the herds. This also helped to reduce the problems experienced
by reindeer herders who wanted their children to attend school, but did not
w ant to leave them with another family in the village. The result w as that a
new form of herd management emerged th at was based on the open herding
policies of the Collective Herding period, but included mechanized
transportation. Knowledge of reindeer behavior in general, and the character of
one's own herd, as well as an intim ate understanding of the range, allowed
herders some control over the movements of their reindeer on the range
without staying with the anim als 24 hours a day. This extensive herding
system is discussed further in the following section on the annual cycle of
reindeer herding activities.
The emergence of the Korean m arket in reindeer velvet antler in the
early 1960's provided a great influx of cash into rural Alaska which allowed
herders to purchase snowmachines and aircraft for conducting herding
activities, as well as m aintain this equipment. While meat sales rem ains an
im portant aspect of the reindeer herder’s economic transactions, most cash
revenue is generated through velvet antler sales. However, the economic role
of reindeer herding changed dram atically in the early 1960’s when herders
started to harvest velvet antler for the Oriental medicinal m arket (e.g., Barry
et al. 1995; Nygard et al. 1963:11). Deer antler from a variety of species has
been used by the Chinese as a medicine for roughly 4,000 years. The earliest
written record of deer antler being used as a medicine was in a book dating from
the Han dynasty, 206 B. C. to A. D. 200 (Wong 1991:530). Deer antler was
used in European and English medications before the eighteenth century and
today it is used widely among Chinese, Koreans, Tibetans, Mongolians,
Russians, and wherever people of Chinese descent live, including the Oriental
communities of North America (B arry et al. 1995:2).
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“Velvet antler is consumed to provide general improvement in
health, energy and endurance. It is also taken to remedy a
variety of specific illnesses including arthritis, rheumatism,
kidney deficiency (insufficient secretions of sexual hormones); to
remedy gastro-intestinal disorders (poor digestion, constipation);
for cardiovascular disorders (anemia, low blood pressure or
hypotomia); to promote rapid healing; for recuperation and
regeneration of damaged tissue; to remedy sexual disorders
(impotence, w atery semen, premature ejaculation, hypertrophy
of the prostate gland); to treat menstrual disorders and
menopause in women; and for treatm ent of cold feet and hands,
lumbago, clear and profuse urine, weight loss, slow growth in
children, weak bones and sinews, fear of cold, dysmennorhea, and
leukorrhoea” (Wong 1991:530).
In general, Alaska Natives do not share these views regarding the
medicinal properties of velvet antler. Yet, the demand for deer antler in velvet
is so great th at the economic gains from velvet antler production are equally
great. The result was th a t the economic basis of the Alaska reindeer industry
was revolutionized once dealers in velvet antler started to take advantage of
the Alaskan reindeer herds. Alaskan velvet antler accounts for less than five
percent of the Korean velvet antler market, and the dollar am ount involved in
international trade is alm ost insignificant. However, the impact of antler sales
on the economy of rural Alaska is highly significant (Barry et al. 1995:12-13).
“With an average price of $25 per pound in 1994, the antler
industry was w orth about $928,125 to the producers in the
villages.... There are very few sources of private sector earned
income in these sm all villages, making antler sales a central
activity for m any of the affected villages" (Barry et al. 1995:8).
Although this revenue is not distributed evenly across the community,
there is a significant trickle-down effect. Antler sales brought in large amounts
of cash into the community, and herd owners started to allow their workers to
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choose whether they would rather receive cash or m eat as paym ent for their
services2. Furthermore, the reindeer herders spend considerable amounts of
money at the two stores in the village.
Velvet antler sales produced a large influx of money into reindeer herding
operations, unparalleled among previous Alaska Native reindeer herders. The
abundance of cash and the need to rapidly harvest the velvet antler and ship it
off to the buyers as soon as possible resulted in helicopters becoming an
important tool in contemporary herding practices. Use of helicopters, however,
is generally limited only to the summer handlings in late June, conducted for
the main purpose of cutting antlers in velvet. During the rest of the year
reindeer herders rely on their own means of transportation, consisting mostly
of snowmachines and among a few herders, privately-owned fixed-wing aircraft.
Small helicopters were initially employed by the Korean “horn buyers” to
. assist in bringing the reindeer into the corral. Presently, most herders contract
individually with private helicopter service providers to bring their deer to the
corral for harvesting velvet antler in late June. The use of hehcopters is a very
expensive service, however, so some herders attem pt to minimize their costs of
hiring helicopters by gathering the reindeer together on the ground prior to the
arrival of the helicopter so that all the helicopter pilot needs to do is push them
to the corral.
The timing of this handling is crucial as m arket price varies according to
the condition of the antlers. If the herd is handled too late in the season, the
antlers become too calcified (too hard) such that the herders receive a lower
price per pound for their product. For this reason, antler harvesting generally
takes precedence over other subsistence activities, to insure the best possible
product. Furtherm ore, buyers demand that the velvet antler be treated with
respect and in a proper m anner to assure the quality of the product. Those
herders who do not package their cut antlers properly and do not freeze it as
soon as possible produce a product of decreased value. Those herders who
At the 1993 June handling of the Weyiouanna herd, adult men received approximately
$150 each, while the boys, commonly called “fawn catchers,” were paid approximately
$35 each.
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consistently provide a quality product generally have little difficulty in finding a
buyer for their velvet antler in subsequent years.
Throughout the remainder of the year, reindeer herding activities are for
the most part combined with hunting and gathering activities. The following
section will provide a brief characterization of the yearly activities of a reindeer
herder and his family, supplemented by specific examples observed during
fieldwork. This discussion is based primarily upon observations among the
family of Clifford Weyiouanna. It is important to note that it is difficult to
generalize about contemporary Inupiaq herding practices, as each herder may
conduct his herding operations differently depending on a variety of factors,
including the availability of other income, labor, equipment, and fuel (e.g., Stem
1980).
A GENERALIZED ANNUAL CYCLE OF INUPIAQ REINDEER HERDING
ACTIVITIES ON NORTHERN SEWARD PENINSULA
Contemporary reindeer herding activities are generally divided into two
seasons of activity during the course of year. The reliance on mechanical
means of transportation in contemporary herding activities results in seasonal
differences in reindeer herding activities. In the winter, snowmachines provide
efficient means of transportation to conduct herding activities, such that the
deer can be watched daily if need be. As a result, the majority of contemporary
herding activities take place during the frozen months from November to April.
During the summer and fall, when transportation is limited to boating on the
ocean, lagoons, and rivers, few reindeer herding activities take place, with one
major exception, the harvesting of velvet antlers in late June. Because the
velvet antler m arket is based on a particular stage in the growth cycle of
antler, Inupiaq herders are forced to hold their principal economic activity of
the year during the worst possible time of the year from a logistics point of
view.
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Summer and Fall Herding Activities
The lack of a frozen snow cover during the growth of reindeer antlers
m eans that the Shishmaref herders m ust rely on boats to get to their corrals
to harvest velvet antler. However, boats are useless for driving the reindeer to
the corral. The emergence of the velvet antler m arket m eant th at herders had
to corral their deer during the summer when their mobility was most limited.
The result was the incorporation of helicopters and all-terrain-vehicles (ATVs)
into contemporary herding practices. However, during the rest of the openw ater season, herding activities are minimal, instead herders attention shifts
to hunting, fishing, and gathering.
There is generally little conflict between the late June handling of
reindeer for the harvesting of velvet antler and subsistence hunting and
gathering activities. Spring uguruk hunting has generally ended by the last
half of June, although some Inupiat engage themselves in walrus and duck
hunting as well as some salmon netting in the ocean during the herder’s
preparations for the June handling. O ther subsistence activities th at take
place around the time of velvet antler harvesting include picking the young
leaves of a particular kind of willow (Salix sp.). In fact, many spectators during
Clifford Weyiouanna’s summer handling spend more time picking greens in the
general vicinity of the corral than they do watching the handling of the reindeer.
Herders themselves are often preoccupied during this time of the year
attending to reindeer herding business, however, they continue to participate in
the seasonal m enu of subsistence resources through the sharing of friends and
relatives or the outright purchase of goods gathered by others. Many
Shishmaref people, however, also look forward to the June handling because of
the constant supply of reindeer stew th a t is provided by Shirley and her
assistants in the herder’s cabin adjacent to the corral, which is a welcome treat
at this time of the year.
Although reindeer ownership is now restricted by federal regulations
which limit the number of grazing ranges allowed, many people are still
involved in reindeer herding activities. In fact, reindeer herders depend on these
people to conduct their reindeer herding operations. Although the modem
means of transportation reduces the num ber of people needed to herd the deer
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on the open range throughout the frozen months of the year, 20 to 30 workers
are needed to corral the reindeer in late June for the harvesting of velvet antler,
earmarking fawns, castrating bulls, and performing veterinary activities.
However, there are generally many more people at the corral th an are needed
to perform the basic labor requirements. Summer reindeer handlings are
relatively large social gatherings open to the entire local community. In
addition, a few people from neighboring communities also attend these social
affairs to attend to reindeer herding business and to serve as witnesses to
handling procedures of reindeer owned by other herders. Most visitors,
however, come just to watch the handling of the reindeer and to indulge
themselves at the day-long feast in the herder’s cabin. Of those who actually
conduct the labor associated with the handling, the majority are somehow
related to the reindeer herd owner. Some of the workers are specialists in the
particular duties they perform, despite the fact that they own no reindeer of
their own. In fact, the herd owner himself generally is not as proficient in the
specific skills necessary to handle reindeer at the chute as those working for
him, as his responsibilities typically involve overseeing and coordinating this
labor-intensive operation.
Ben Kokeok, the former chief herder of the Weyiouanna herd, continues
to render assistance at the reindeer handlings when his job perm its probably
because Clifford and he are good friends; they have hunted together, herded
together, celebrated together, and mourned together. Ben continues to be
recognized by Clifford as having specialized knowledge and his status during
handlings reflects this specialized knowledge. In fact, during sum m er handlings
Ben generally wears a pair of coveralls which states th at he is th e chief herder
of this herd. Clifford does not hesitate to ask him his opinion as to estimating
the number of anim als in the corral, a skill that he is recognized as being
particularly good at, or w hether he would castrate or kill a particular animal as
it passed through the handling chute. Ben also helps in m anaging the actual
h andling activities at the corral, reprimanding children for getting in the way of
the workers or when they place themselves in dangerous locations. He also
teases and helps to train new bull-handlers in order to refine their techniques so
that anim als are not h u rt or do not escape prior to being vaccinated, castrated
or de-antlered.
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The slimmer corralling is a labor intensive activity. The handling of the
Weyiouanna herd generally takes 12-15 hours to complete once all the deer are
assembled in the corral. Work associated with handling the deer is continuous
during this period with only a couple of short breaks to provide the opportunity
for the workers to eat and take a short rest. The following account based on
fieldnotes from the Weyiouanna handling on June 23-25,1993 describes the
process of bringing the reindeer into the corral.
It was a long night trying to get the reindeer into the corral. Clifford and
the two helicopter pilots were out flying all night looking for the reindeer and
then driving them towards the corral with the assistance of two young men on
snowmachines on the ground. Meanwhile, the rest of the work crew slept until
the reindeer were in sight. The helicopter had to push the reindeer across two
rivers in order to get here. They approached the corral around 3:30 or 4:00
o’clock in the morning. Someone had to be awake to watch for their approach
in order to wake all of us from our naps. I have no recollection of who woke me
up as I was so exhausted even after three hours of sleep.
We had worked for hours late into the night in order to prepare the corral
to receive the reindeer. The water that almost filled the corral had to be
pumped out with a gasoline-driven w ater pump. In addition the burlap had to
be unfolded and dried out and then hung on the wire stock fence that
encompassed the corral so that the reindeer could not see through the corral
walls. This helped to calm the reindeer and kept them from trying to escape
through the fence. The burlap has to be put up and taken down each time the
corral is used. If not dried properly the burlap will rot and then it will no longer
be usable. It cannot be left up for sim ilar reasons in that it would eventually
rot and fall off the fencing. However, more importantly the corral m ust be as
ventilated as possible so that it does not fill up with snow during the winter.
With solid walls it would fill up to the top with wind-blown snow. The smaller
holding pockets that lead into the chute are paneled in plywood, as the animals
get quite upset as they are moved from one pocket to the next prior to entering
the chute where the animals are worked with directly. They sometimes try to
climb or jum p out of these small holding pockets and therefore their
construction m ust be quite durable. W hat this means is that in the winter
when the herd owner decides to handle the reindeer so as to vaccinate for
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warble flies, all the snow that blows into these pockets much be shoveled out,
quite a labor intensive activity.
After jumping out of my sleeping bag in the bachelor’s tent, I
accompanied a few other young men along the lagoon side of the corral at the
top of the eroding bank to the end of the pole fencing that served as the wing of
the corral complex. Once there, we hid from view so that we would not affect
the movement of the reindeer as they were pushed into the corral. A single
man standing on the horizon is enough to change the direction of the reindeer
herd such th at they could possibly escape from the helicopter and
snowmachine herders. While laying upon the tundra waiting for the herd to
approach, I was particularly nervous about being trampled by the reindeer,
especially when the ground started to shake due to the impact of the
thousands of hooves on the earth. However, I appeared to be alone in my fear,
so I put my trust into the young men on either side of me. After the long piece
of burlap was spread along the top of the bank and each of us formed a single
line below it, ready to leap up with the burlap in our outstretched hands, the
rest of the group waited patiently for their cue. I was filled with anticipation
since I had no idea what was going to happen. Suddenly, our little group sprang
into action and began to run up behind th e bolting herd as the helicopter and
snowmachines passed by us into the confines of the wings of the corral. The
herd was alm ost into the corral, only another one hundred meters or so to go.
Our job was to assist in keeping the herd moving in a forward direction, if any
deer cut back and fried to escape from the helicopter and two snowmachines, it
was our job to keep them from succeeding in their plans. Quickly I realized
that I was not as young as my cohort as I was being pulled along by my
stretch of burlap. After extracting m yself from a small puddle, I began to
appreciate the dexterity involved with running across tundra tussocks in
pursuit of reindeer. After the reindeer entered the main holding pocket the two
snowmachine drivers and those of us who had followed carrying the burlap
banner reassembled the removable wall thus locking the reindeer inside the
corral. The only way out for them now w as through the line of decreasing
holding pockets th at eventually led to th e chute into which a single animal was
allowed to pass in order for the animal to be ear marked, ear tagged,
vaccinated, its antlers removed, and blood drawn. If the animal was a bull that
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the herd owner decided to castrate one or two strong men prepared to receive
the animal just outside the chute where the deer was wrestled onto its side so
that the castrator could perform his duties. Females were simply allowed to
leave the chute on their own accord and as they ran off the herd owner, who
controlled the gate at the end of the chute, hollered out to the tallyman the
ownership m ark on the deer and whether she was lactating or not. Those
females that were not lactating were without fawns and therefore did not
contribute to the future of the herd, so were subject to future slaughtering.
After the last reindeer passed through the chute, most everyone made
arrangem ents to boat back to Shishmaref to rest. However, there is still much
work to do at the corral before the herder and his family are finished with the
handling. The velvet antler that had been neatly stacked on plywood and
plastic beside the chute so that the blood in them did not drain out had to be
packaged in shipping boxes to be taken back to Shishm aref where it was
frozen until it could be shipped to the horn buyer. Similarly, the burlap on the
corral had to be removed, dried, folded and stored for the next corralling. When
the last of these duties were finished, the summer handling was over. During
the 1993 Weyiouanna handling approximately 1100 pounds of velvet antler
were harvested which translated into approximately $25,000 worth of income
for the herder.
Because of the difficulties in traveling on the m ainland in the summer,
the reindeer generally receive little attention from the herder. However, right
after the corralling of the deer, the herder groups the reindeer together again
and pushes them to an area with good summer forage in the heart of his range
in an attempt to keep his deer from mixing with neighboring herds. During the
su m m er, heat and insect harassm ent cause the deer to travel into the wind for
relief which causes herds to become mixed. However, afterwards, the herd is
left to move of its own accord. Herders recognize th a t good summer feeding is
im portant to the health of the herd, such that they w ant to minimize the
disturbance to the deer during the summer season. Of course, the difficulties in
tra v elin g among the deer in the summer might be seen to suggest th at the lack
of interest in herding on foot is the principal cause behind the lack of herding in
the su m m er However, in 1995, Clifford W eyiouanna and Ben Kokeok
observed during the corralling of the Brevig Mission herd which had been herded
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24 hours a day that the condition of those deer was worse than those that were
left unattended. Experienced herders recognize that the reindeer are capable of
providing themselves with the best diet, and that herders sometimes keep the
reindeer too close to villages and therefore on poor quality pastures. In short,
contemporary herders see constant herding as harassm ent of the reindeer
such th at they will not experience maximum growth during the summer, which
subsequently places additional stress on the herd during the w inter season.
This herd management strategy appears to be based in the open herding
policies of the Collective Herding period.
The harvesting of the antlers in late June or early July generally
represents the end of herding activities until freeze-up in October/November,
when mobility is again restored to the herders. Therefore, activities during the
rem ainder of the summer and the fall generally focus on hunting, fishing, and
berry picking. For example, right after the harvesting of velvet antler,
attention in the Shishm aref community shifts to hunting flightless ducks
during their annual molt on the many lakes found up the rivers. Previously in
the Shishmaref area, the hunt for flightless ducks was a large communal
event. However, today these hunts are limited to individual family groups. By
the end of July, many Shishm aref Inupiat travel to their fishing camps up the
Serpentine River when salmon are netted and dried for winter consumption.
Clifford Weyiouanna and his family put away at least 100-150 salmon each
summer. Then the salmonberries begin to ripen, for which the Shishm aref
area is famous on the Seward Peninsula. Hundreds of gallons of salmonberries
are picked and stored by Shishm aref Inupiat every summer. Other berries
ripen after salm onberries, the latter being crowberries, or blackberries as they
are called locally, which ripen in early September. Moose hunting also occurs
in the late s um m er, although moose are a relatively recent arrival to this part
of the Seward Peninsula, first appearing in the 1950’s. It is im portant to note
that moose hunting has been incorporated into the annual cycle of subsistence
and land use. Other subsistence activities performed in late su m m er and fall
include harvesting whitefish, herring, tom cod, and arctic grayling. Some also
hunt seals in the fall.
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W inter and Spring Herding Activities
While freeze-up restores the mobility of the Shishm aref people, the
mobility of reindeer is restricted by deep snow and their dislike of walking on
ice. As a result, it is fairly easy for herders to keep track of where their deer
are grazing during the winter months. Other villagers report sightings of
reindeer to the herders during their travels in the region. This information
helps the herders to determine movements of the deer so that their future
position can be predicted based on a knowledge of general herd behavior from
previous years and an understanding of the effects of topography on herd
movements. Such reports from other villagers also help to determ ine
significant alterations in the location of the reindeer, which the herder is then
able to investigate to determine whether a predator such as a bear or wolves
was involved and regroup the deer and push them in whatever direction the
herder desires.
After the lagoon and ocean begins to freeze in October and November,
when boats are brought onto shore for the winter, the Shishm aref people
become island-bound in the village until the lagoon freezes solid. By the time
people are able to travel by snowmachine off the island, the herders are ready
to travel to their range and begin to asses the condition of their herds. Up until
1995, Clifford Weyiouanna owned his own Piper Super Cub which he used to
monitor his herd throughout the year. He generally takes a butchering crew
out to slaughter anim als for the village as soon as it’s possible to travel by
snowmachine to the m ainland. A supply of meat can be stored easily after
freeze-up in the village. During the summer, the need for refrigeration limits
the amount of reindeer m eat available to the village. Most of this m eat is sold
in the village, representing the cheapest supply of red m eat available to the
Shishmaref people. However, herders also barter a considerable quantity of
meat in exchange for services or goods. For example, Clifford Weyiouanna once
traded a used outboard motor for 14 reindeer carcasses. Some m eat from the
Shishmaref herds is also sold in Kotzebue, especially by Fred Goodhope, Jr.. In
addition, Weyiouanna and Goodhope also give reindeer m eat to some of the
village elders, especially reindeer delicacies such as reindeer heads for soup, as
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the elders appreciate these foods from their childhood. The reindeer herders
also donate reindeer meat for funerals and other community feasts.
Until the new year, reindeer are slaughtered from the herd to meet
village demand. However, in January the reindeer are again handled at the
corral. While the deer are easy to drive to the corral with snowmachines, the
extremely cold temperatures and the need to constantly shovel out the holding
pockets of the corral making January handlings particularly labor intensive.
Clifford Weyiouanna handles his deer in January simply to treat th e animals
for warbles and to inoculate animals for brucellosis. After receiving these
shots, reindeer cannot be slaughtered for at least one month, so th e availability
of reindeer meat is limited to frozen stores, until the reindeer are again fit for
hum an consumption.
In the middle of April, the most important part of the w inter’s herding
activities begins, caring for the herd during fawning. In the spring, the reindeer
begin to move across the range in search of fresh sprouts in snow-free areas
and suitable areas to drop their fawns. In addition, grizzly bears th a t den near
E ar Mountain awake from their w inter’s sleep and harass the reindeer during
fawning. One Sh ish m a ref elder suggested to me that it was the sound of the
reindeer hooves that wakes the bears up in the spring. Eagles, wolverines,
ravens, and fox are also potential predators during fawning season. By staying
with the deer during fawning herders attem pt to minimize fawn mortality.
However, some years the deer are so scattered th at the herders have
difficulty even grouping the deer together. This is especially true during years
when predators are extremely troublesome or when ice-crusting has stressed
the an im als by lim iting their access to forage. For example, during the fawning
season in the Weyiouanna herd in 1994 the deer were widely scattered due to
grizzly bear harassm ent and the fact th a t a January thaw had created an icecrust on the snow that the reindeer had difficulty penetrating. The result was
that the deer were in visibly poor condition, which both Clifford and Shirley
Weyiouanna worried about. They recognized that the herd had been further
stressed by the two winter h a n d lin g s they conducted to sell live reindeer from
the herd. The result was that m ost of our herding activities in late April, 1994,
until break-up made snowmachining no longer possible, focused on pushing the
reindeer together towards the Serpentine River and the east side of E ar
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Mountain. We were also selecting fawns to sell live to an exotic anim al dealer
from Outside. The following discussion is an excerpt from my fieldnotes of
these herding activities.
It is Thursday, May 12, 1994. We put over 80 miles (129 km) on the
snowmachines today. Traveled to the top of E ar Mountain to investigate
animal tracks spotted with binoculars yesterday from the hills above the
Serpentine River. The tracks turned out to be those of musk oxen. Clifford
was relieved that the tracks were not those of his reindeer as they are very
difficult to get down off the m o u n ta in once they arrive there. I was impressed
at how dramatic and severe the im pact of m usk oxen grazing was on the
tundra compared that of the reindeer grazing areas I have visited. We went to
the very top of Ear Mountain but could not see the Diomede Islands as the sky
was not clear enough, although Cape Prince of Wales and the various
mountain ranges to the south and east were visible. We descended the south
slope of E ar Mountain still searching for reindeer.
Through the course of several hours we spotted numerous small groups
and a few larger groups of reindeer. Some smaller groups were comprised
primarily of male reindeer, but in most groups there were also a few adult
females, some with newborn fawns. During one of the many stops we made so
that Clifford could scan the horizon with his incredibly powerful binoculars, he
spotted a fawn that had been abandoned by its mother. We drove up to the
fawn, perhaps only two days old, and decided to pick it up and place it in the
sled for eventual shipment to the States next week. The fawn was destined to
die if we had left it, so Clifford decided th at we might as well try to bottle feed it
back in Shishm aref until the Texans arrived this weekend. After all, if the fawn
lived it would be worth $250, if it died nothing would be lost as the animal most
certainly would have died alone on the tundra either as a result of hypothermia
or as a m eal to one of the two grizzly bears whose tracks we spotted nearby.
We parked our snowmachines right beside the fawn. It was ju st lying on
the snow and offered no resistance to being picked up, wrapped in a tarp, and
tied to the sled. For the rest of our long day the fawn slept comfortably in the
sled and only awakened when a particularly dramatic bump was encountered.
If the fawn died back in Shishm aref its skin would be tanned in the traditional
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m anner with the hair left on and made into a small child’s parka, still a
preferred garment for the young in Shishmaref.
Soon after picking up the abandoned fawn we stopped a t a spring where
there was fresh water to eat lunch and wait for waterfowl to approach. Clifford
has stopped here for lunch before while herding and hunted waterfowl. We
feasted on muktuk that had been given to the herder by a successful whaler
from Wales just two weeks before, as well as black meat (dried bearded seal)
and dry fish (dried salmon) harvested and prepared by Clifford’s family last
year. After we finished lunch, the snowmachine I was driving would not start.
It took a half an hour of working on it before the machine started. Clifford
concluded that a piston or the rings were going bad. From th at point on I didn’t
shut off the machine.
After lunch we put 52 miles on the snowmachines before we arrived
back in Shish m aref- We traveled far to the south of Ear M ountain where the
terrain is different from the north side of this one obvious landm ark. The
landscape to the south is characterized by long hills separated by narrow
lowland valleys and creeks. Some of the hills have been partially eaten away
by erosion from the creeks passing by their bases. There was also a lot of
willow brush on this side of E ar Mountain. One creek had started to melt
already, but we crossed it nonetheless, much to my dismay. I had been
dreading this moment. The successftd method is to speed across the open
water or rotting ice fast enough th at you and the snowmachine do not sink,
generally reaching speeds o f45 - 50 miles per hour.
There was evidence of reindeer grazing scattered throughout this area,
although the feeding craters were found primarily on the tops of the hills.
Exactly where the reindeer were feeding before they began to move as a result
of the sound of our approaching snowmachines I don’t know, as our method
was to approach the groups of reindeer only close enough to direct their
movements to the northeast of E ar M ountain in order to minimize stress on
the newly bora fawns. The herder’s goal was to move the reindeer in the
direction of the Serpentine River where the pasture was better and where we
knew there were already a couple hundred reindeer. Furtherm ore, the density
of grizzly bears is significantly lower in this area than the area surrounding Ear
Mountain, so we were trying to minimize predator impact. As the day came to
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an end and we headed back in the direction of Shishmaref Clifford began to look
for a couple of steers to slaughter so that he could sell some m eat in the village,
provide meat for his own household, and give a carcass to his wife’s two uncles,
who were also the grandfather’s of Clifford’s grandchildren.
May 14,1994. We headed out to the herd again today. Yesterday I had
dental work done so Clifford didn’t want to take me out on the snowmachines.
Instead, he flew his Super Cub airplane around his range to locate his
scattered herd. In addition to spotting many small groups of reindeer he also
saw two grizzly bears, one of which had killed two animals, either reindeer or
moose. When we left Shishm aref this morning we had several items on our
agenda. First of all we wanted to find the scattered reindeer, push them into
larger groups and direct them back towards Ear Mountain. Clifford wanted to
keep his reindeer on his range especially because we were going to be capturing
20 fawns to sell live to buyers from Texas. Accordingly, we also planned to pick
up any abandoned fawns th a t we encountered during the day. We also
intended on shooting up to two grizzly bears if we encountered them, one for the
herder and one for me, as the bears have had such an impact on the reindeer
herd this year. Although previously the herder has shot grizzly bears in
defense of property, this year he checked with Fish and Game and found out
that he was eligible for a bear tag as was I. Furthermore, Clifford still wanted
to kill a couple of steers for m eat and hunt for some waterfowl.
The fawn that we took back to Shishmaref on May 12 is living in
Clifford’s house and is fairing well on formula dispensed in a baby’s bottle. It
quickly became imprinted on people and is a rather nice pet. I discovered that
it eats much better if the bottle is held under one’s armpit, thu s imitating a the
position of a reindeer teat. The fawn seems less anxious when feeding when he
can’t see what’s going on around him and has something to push against while
nursing. Elsie Weyiouanna told me that the fawn that we brought back to
Sh ish m aref was probably abandoned by a two-year old cow as they are too
young to make good mothers.
Fifteen miles out of town the snowmachine I had been driving, the Arctic
Cat Cheetah, broke a shock and after attempting to fix it we decided to leave it
and pick it up on the way home. I rode in the hickory basket sled pulled behind
the herder’s Arctic Cat Panther. We traveled to the Nuluk River which is
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southern range boundary separating Weyiouanna’s range from the Wales
herder’s range. Before reaching the river, Clifford spotted a lone snowmachine
without a sled. He said that it m ust be a neighboring reindeer herder out
checking on his mother’s herd. W hen we reached the area where the herder
had spotted a group of bulls yesterday from the air, we noticed that the other
snowmachine had come onto the E ar Mountain range and driven th at group of
, reindeer across the river and onto his own range. Clifford estimated th a t the
trespassing cost him one thousand dollars worth of velvet antler. The only
time during the year that one is perm itted to retrieve reindeer from a
neighboring range is during a handling, and since the neighboring herders
sometimes failed to inform the Weyiouanna when they were going to handle, it
was unlikely that he would be able to retrieve reindeer bearing his ownership
ear tags. As might be expected Clifford was very angry over this incident and
commented on how had the Cheetah not broken down we probably would have
caught the reindeer rustler in the act!
Today we saw five grizzly bears and numerous tracks following and
chasing groups of reindeer. All of the bears were spotted in close proximity to
reindeer. We encountered a chocolate brown grizzly bear just across a small
drainage from a small group of reindeer and proceeded to dispatch it w ith haste.
The hide measured 7 feet and 4 inches (2.24 m) long after it was skinned and
now lies on the floor as a rug on the second floor of the herder’s home. At times
when the house in Shishmaref has been full of guests during corralling, Fve
slept on this bear rug at least twice. At the time of the hunt Clifford asked me
if it would be all right if he shot this bear as it was so beautiful and of an
un com m on color as most grizzly bears on the Seward Peninsula are blonde.
We returned to S h ish m a ref around 11 P M after limping the Cheetah home
where it can be fixed. Clifford already owns a replacement shock. His machine
is also experiencing problems as the clutch is starting to go bad. This problem
was also anticipated and the replacem ent parts have already been purchased.
May 15,1994. Today we spent m ost of the day working on the
snowmachines. Replaced the broken shock on the Cheetah and the clutch on
the Panther. Clifford and I spoke with one of his cousins for a short tim e about
crabbing up the coast and more im portantly about the best trail on the sea ice
to get to the open lead for bearded seal (uguruk) hunting that would sta rt very
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soon. Clifford is often the first hunter to get an uguruk in the spring, and in
many ways he is the unofficial leader of the spring hunt. When he heads out
onto the ice to hunt, soon the rest of the village hunters follow. This is due to
Clifford’s skill as a hunter as well as his unique understanding of the ice
conditions because he flies his Super Cub over the ice to determine the best
way to reach the hunting grounds. If other hunters do not obtain an uguruk
soon after the first is captured, the first uguruk of the season is distributed
throughout the village, especially to the elders. Usually the hunter is left with
only the blubber and perhaps the two tenderloins or backstraps. However, if
the hunters all begin capturing uguruk around the same time this village-wide
distribution of the first catch does not take place.
Later this afternoon the Wales herder who we spotted yesterday
crossing into the Ear M ountain range called Clifford. He said that he had taken
a dozen of his own reindeer from Clifford’s range. Clifford was very happy to
receive the phone call and said th at when the weather cleared he would fly
down and pick up the neighboring herder and fly him around his range so that
he could locate all of his m other’s reindeer. He also told him that any reindeer
with his family’s ownership tags that we came across we would send in his
direction and then give him a call on the phone.
The reindeer cows have calved on the south slope of E ar Mountain for
the past two years. Clifford and his eldest son, John, have tried to keep them
down by the Arctic River because the snow is so deep at Ear Mountain. The
reindeer, however, keep returning to Ear Mountain. Finally, Clifford has given
up keeping trying to keep them on the Arctic River. The deer on the
Serpentine River are beginning to move westward.
May 16, 1994. Left for the herd at 10:30 AM. Eight miles out of
Shishmaref my snowmachine broke down again, so we had to change a belt.
It’s white-out conditions today. Clifford said that we wouldn’t be able to find the
reindeer in these weather conditions if it wasn’t for the trip he made in his
airplane the other day. In three days the reindeer would not have moved that
far from where they were w hen he made his aerial inspection, so we had a good
chance of relocating them on the ground. However, I was suspicious as I could
see nothing except the herder’s snowmachine in front of me and our
snowmachine tracks from previous trips. We followed some of our previous
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snowmachine tracks as well as those of some school teachers who had ridden
out to try to videotape some grizzly bears. Clifford had heard about where the
teachers had gone so he decided that we would follow their tracks. We traveled
to the southwest of E ar Mountain, but Clifford became disoriented in the whiteout conditions so we continued to follow the school teachers’ tracks.
Eventually there was a slight break in the fog and clouds, just enough that we
caught a glimpse of E ar Mountain. Clifford immediately made a ninety degree
turn to the south. From th at point we soon encountered three different groups
of reindeer that we managed to group together. I was amazed th at such a
short glimpse of the mountain would provide enough information for the herder
to know exactly where he was situated on the landscape so th at we could
travel directly to the deer we were looking for. This was the beginning of a truly
informative day for the anthropologist.
.
Clifford Weyiouanna is able to locate reindeer by reading the reindeer
tracks in the snow. Of course, it is no big challenge to identify in which
direction a group of reindeer are moving when looking at their tracks. However,
based on his memory of his aerial survey of his range, he can anticipate where
the reindeer will be located days after his flight. Based on this complex
multivariate analysis, all of which takes place in the herder’s head without the
aid of a magnetic compass, he would drive off on his snowmachine and bring in
other groups of reindeer and merge them with the main group that I continued
to push forward. Again, all of this took place in virtual white-out conditions.
Unfortunately, I had no idea where I was or where I was going, and despite the
fact that Clifford had indicated which direction I was to move the herd I ended
up driving the herd too close to E ar Mountain and partly around the western
peak about five miles in the wrong direction. Clifford was able to identify where
he was based on his recognition of streams, banks, valleys and ridge tops, and
eventually found me and the herd and corrected my mistake.
The herd was relatively easy to drive and keep together, except when
given too much free tim e when they would begin to disperse to look for places to
graze. Bare spots on the tundra where the snow had melted were focal points
for the hungry reindeer. As I passed these patches I could see pieces of
fruticose lichen lying on the snow where frantic mouths had dropped some of
their quickly taken bites. Many of the reindeer cows were very diligent about
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checking up on their fawns as they began to lag behind as they became more
exhausted. There was much head turning and sniffing of the fawns to
determine which was the appropriate fawn. The mothers would then try to
encourage the fawns to stay at their side.
We were pushing the herd forward at a relatively fast pace so as to get
the reindeer closer to the coast as soon as possible and to collect fawns as they
tired. Our ultimate goal was to pull twenty fawns from the herd to be sold live.
The fawn buyer from Texas was waiting for us at West Camp, which is
Clifford’s main reindeer herding camp and the location of his corral. As the
fawns grew tired we picked them up or caught them and placed them in
shipping crates that we had tied into our sleds. Although the fawns were tired
they still had quite a bit of energy stored in their young bodies as it was
sometimes quite difficult to capture them due to their swift footedness. Clifford
pointed out that some fawns were “more caribou” than the others. This
description applied to their visual appearance as well as to their behavioral
characteristics, such that once we began to pursue a dark-skinned fawn with
russet long hairs we knew we were in for a chase as the “more caribou” fawns
were incredibly spunky. Many a time I ended up flat on my face lying in the
snow after having lunged to try to capture a fawn from my moving
snowmachine. Put 108 miles (174 km) on the snowmachines today.
The above description of spring herding activities demonstrates the level
of knowledge needed to herd reindeer even in the days of open herding with
snowmachines. Herders hunt while they are herding the deer, such th at there
is no clear distinction between reindeer herding and subsistence activities. It
should also be apparent that despite the extensive nature of contemporary
reindeer herding, snowmachines, airplanes, and powerful binoculars provide
contemporary herders with many advantages that previous Shishm aref
reindeer herders did not have. These technological innovations result in the
potential for relatively close care of the reindeer during the winter w ithout
staying with the herd 24 hours a day. However, reindeer herding activities are
also adjusted from year to year to accommodate other activities. For example,
during the past couple of years Clifford Weyiouanna has started to lead guided
bear hunts from his reindeer herding camps during the spring bear hunt. Of
course, during these hunts, he continues to accumulate information about the
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herd and is able to direct animals he encounters towards the rest of the herd.
However, other obligations also arise th at are not compatible with herding
activities. For example, tragically in the spring of 1995, Clifford’s adopted
brother, Michael Weyiouanna of Brevig Mission, went through the ice with his
snowmachine and was lost. Of course, during this tragedy, Clifford’s attention
was focused on trying to find his brother rather than his reindeer. Therefore,
reindeer herding is not always the herder’s number one priority.
After the snow begins to get too soft for snowmachine travel, herding
activities cease until preparations begin for the summer handling and
harvesting of velvet antler. And from here the annual cycle continues.
THE CONTEMPORARY ROLE OF REINDEER HERDING IN INUPIAQ
CULTURE AND SOCIETY
While the above section describes the nature of contemporary reindeer
herding activities, it does little to characterize the role of reindeer herding in
contemporary Inupiaq culture and society in Shishmaref. One point that
should have become clear was that reindeer m eat is a village staple, except for
those who can afford to buy commercial beef at extremely high prices, or those
who travel to the east to hunt caribou and transport it back to Shishmaref.
While moose hunting features in Shishm aref area subsistence, the species fails
to compete with the productivity of caribou and reindeer. Furthermore, some
elders do not care for moose meat, and therefore moose can hardly replace the
customary desire for reindeer or caribou meat. Because only two Shishm aref
fam ilies own reindeer herds, however, the majority of the Shishmaref
community m ust purchase reindeer m eat as they can not produce it
themselves. Similarly, most Shishm aref people do not participate in reindeer
herding activities, except during times when one of the herders hires individuals
to butcher or to work at the corral. However, even then, most of these hired
hands are relatives of the herders, so th at many do not participate in herding
activities at all. This appears to limit the possible role of reindeer herding in
the economy of the average Shishm aref family.
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However, the major role of contemporary reindeer herding in Shishm aref
culture and society does not he in its contribution to village subsistence or
seasonal employment. Instead, reindeer herding provides the means by which
traditional Inupiaq values of hard work, a connection to the land, and
generosity in sharing with others are maintained and reproduced. To this end
the remainder of this discussion focuses on a characterization of the role of
reindeer herding in Shishmaref oral history and cultural heritage, w ith
particular attention to the role of the reindeer herding in Shishm aref society.
Reindeer Herding in Shishm aref Oral History and Cultural Heritage
Both of the men who own reindeer herds in the Shishmaref area today
are descendants of reindeer herders; their grandfathers, fathers and other
collateral male relatives were also herdsmen or owners of reindeer a t one time
or another during the past century of reindeer herding on northern Seward
Peninsula. Figure 7.2 illustrates the individual reindeer herding heritage of Fred
Goodhope, Jr. and Clifford W eyiouanna, the two contemporary reindeer herders
in Shishmaref. Involvement in reindeer herding was so pervasive in the
Shishmaref area during the second, third, and fourth decades of the twentieth
century, however, that it is generally difficult to find someone of Shishm aref
ancestry who is not a descendant of at least one reindeer herder or stockholder
in a reindeer company.
There are certain elders in the village who are recognized for their
specialized knowledge of reindeer herding, just as there are those recognized as
experts in carving, boat-making, traditional healing, open water navigating,
walrus hunting, polar bear hunting, fox trapping, hide processing, skin sewing,
sea m ammal processing, etc. However, as one might expect, historical
knowledge regarding specific topics is not equally distributed among these
elders. Oratory rights to certain oral testimony generally are circumscribed
based upon individual life experience, intimacy with the testimony of deceased
individuals and their life experiences, prior childhood and early adult
associations with keepers of traditional histories, myths and legends, and
because a particular individual excels in his or her skill in story-telling. Today,
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Figure 7.2. Family Heritage of Contemporary Shishm aref Reindeer Herders
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Figure 7.2. Family Heritage of Contemporary Shishmaref Reindeer
Herders—Continued.
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elders will generally only speak about specific aspects of reindeer herding in
which they were either eye witnesses or recognized as the “owner” or
“inheritor” of a particular story or experience associated with a deceased friend
or relative. Elders will generally refuse to tell someone else’s story, but if they
do it is preceded and followed by a disclaimer that informs the audience th a t
the story was not their own and th at such-and-such would tell it much better if
they were present and able; there seems almost to be an assignation of the
label “secondary source” to this kind of unauthorized oral testimony.3
Information regardin g reindeer herding generally is limited to
testimonials rather than oral tradition. For example, reindeer herding is not
represented in most traditional social histories, myths, or legends of the
community. I am familiar with only one exception, in which reindeer herding
features in oral tradition of the Shishm aref area, although it was reindeer
herding on the Chukchi Peninsula on the Asian side of the Bering Strait.
Gideon Barr recorded a story that he had learned from Stanley Kawerak, one of
the first Inupiaq herders in Alaska from Cape Prince of Wales. I will provide on
a brief review of Gideon’s story here to illustrate the role of reindeer herding in
Shishmaref oral tradition and as an indication of the familiarity had by Bering
Strait Inupiat of Chukchi reindeer herding prior to reindeer introduction into
Alaska.
Long ago a boy was bora to a woman from near Shishm aref and her
Asian captor from East Cape on the western shores of the Bering Strait. His
m other raised him in such a way th at he became very strong and swift
because she was so distraught and angry at having been taken forcibly from
her home and held in slavery in a land where she could not at first understand
their language. She told him stories about her home and shared with him her
feelings at having been brought to Asia. When the boy grew old enough he
See Morrow (1990) for a more detailed discussion of multiple simultaneous reference in
Yupik society that also is instructive for other Inuit societies. For example, she
explained, “Because all knowledge, except that encapsulated in descriptions of
personal experience, is inferred, and since no two people have the same specific
experiences, each tends to defer to others rather than to make statements claiming
general truth or applicability” (Morrow 1990:151).
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went inland from East Cape and lived for awhile among the reindeer herding
Chukchi, where he learned how to work with reindeer and hence obtained
super-human strength and agility. The strenuous life of a reindeer herder made
the young man so powerful physically, that when a Chukotkan warrior from up
the coast began to organize a raiding party to Alaska, he refused to allow it and
through his strength destroyed the ceremonial bow that was used to select the
warriors for the raid. The son of the Shishmaref area woman then proclaimed
that from that time forward he would allow no one to travel to Alaska for the
purposes of fighting with his m other’s people. Thus, it was the son of a woman
from along the coast of the northern Seward Peninsula who had refined his
strength, speed and agility among the reindeer herders th at ended the
traditional warfare between th e peoples of Alaska and Chukotka.4
The above story seems to be the one significant historical event in the
history of the Shishmaref area th at happened to include some reference to
reindeer herding, although it referred to a period of history th at was
unassociated with the life experiences of a remembered individual.
As suggested above, m ost stories involving reindeer herding are
relatively recent in nature and originate from the life experiences of the story
teller or a deceased friend or relative rather than long-standing oral tradition.
The information obtained from today’s elders regarding early reindeer herding
are the remembrances of children; the exhilaration of riding in a sled pulled by
swift reindeer, how cold it was living in a tent with the herd in winter, and
helping their fathers move th e herd and having to hit the reindeer on their
backsides in order to get them to walk forward because they were so tame, are
all examples. More specific details of what reindeer herding was like in those
This is a very brief summary of the story recorded in an Eskimo Heritage Program
Interview by Albert Ningeulook with Gideon K. Barr, Sr. in Shishmaref, Alaska,
February, 1982. Eskimo Heritage Program Number, SH/AN/82-005-T1. An English
version of the story was also told by Gideon Barr, Sr. to Kathryn Koutsky in 1975 (see
Barr 1975). It is also interesting to note that Mr. Barr reported that according to the
stories he heard Alaska Natives did not travel to Chukotka to partake in warfare, but
that the Chukotkans came up the coast from Wales every couple of years or so to
battle with the Alaska Inupiat (Barr 1975).
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days, patterns of activity, locations of seasonal pastures, etc. are difficult to
obtain because today’s elders do not have extensive first hand experience w ith
the herding conducted by the elders of their youth. Furthermore, unlike their
parents, these children were not aware of what life was like prior to the
emergence of Inupiaq reindeer herding, so reindeer herding activities were ju st a
normal part of everyday life, but primarily within the activity domain of the
adults. Children were only rarely involved directly with herding activities, and
most of the time this involvement was limited to boys, unless of course there
was a paucity of boys in the family. By the time today’s elders began their
second decade of life the herding style and lifestyle of their early childhood
began to disappear as reindeer were combined into company herds and a policy
of open herding followed. As a result these early days of Shishmaref herding
are now relegated to the “golden days” of the past. The elders remember these
days fondly as a period during which the people maintained their connection
with the land and were still hardy individuals with strong Inupiaq values.
Strength and endurance is highly valued among the Inupiat as is attested to by
the many traditional competitions that were organized to determine who was
the strongest both within and between villages.
The other type of information shared by the elders concerning reindeer
herding is that which advocates certain traditional cultural values. Today
many stories involving reindeer herding activities focus on the strength,
endurance and general hard work associated with the reindeer herding lifestyle.
Elders discuss how in the early days before snowmachines and other motorized
means of transportation, reindeer herders walked incredibly long distances
taking care of their reindeer, often citing the number of pairs of mukluks they
would utilize in a single summer.
There is also some disagreem ent as to the relative competency of
certain individuals as representing an historical authority on reindeer herding.
Variations between different historical reindeer herding families in herding and
husbandry techniques continue to surface in modem discussions. For example,
while discussing my previous work with one of the village elders who is
considered expert in reindeer herding m atters with another of the village
experts, it was pointed out to m e th at this man was not very competent at
castrating animals and not necessary the best reindeer herder. Such a
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response that calls into question the authority of another elder seems to be
unusual, and in this case was based on the previous unilateral focus upon this
man for understanding the history of reindeer herding in the area.
The inconsistencies in family member involvement and especially in the
administration of reindeer herding (e.g., private ownership vs. collective/
corporate ownership and close vs. open herding) may help to explain why
reindeer herding fails to figure as prominently in oral testimonies as one might
expect after an investigation of kinship relations and family heritage in the
Shishmaref area. For example, I was surprised to learn that a significant
number of individuals from Shishmaref were unaware that their ancestors had
been reindeer herders or owners of reindeer. This was made abundantly clear
one day in November, 1992 when I was lecturing in the combined seventh and
eighth grade class on the history of reindeer herding in Alaska and the methods
of ethnohistory. When I asked the class who had ancestors that were involved
with early Shishmaref reindeer herding, everyone turned and looked at one of
Fred Goodhope, Jr.’s sons. I was initially embarrassed because my plan had
been predicated upon the assumption th at most everyone in Shishm aref had
historical fam ily ties to reindeer herding based on the archival research I had
conducted. Because so few people were fam iliar with the history of reindeer
herding in the village and the lives of their ancestors, it wasn’t until I started
naming-individual historical figures that some of the students began to realize
that this or th at person was their grandfather or great grandfather. In
addition, a couple students were surprised to learn that they were named after
a relative who had been an early reindeer herder in the region. They knew of
their nam esake (avvazaaq) but did not know th at they herded reindeer. This
sparked much more interest in the history of Shishm aref reindeer herding than
was apparent at the beginning of the class. Their homework for the next day
was to interview a Shishmaref elder about the history of reindeer herding in
Shishmaref. Although only three students participated, the following day we
were able to reconstruct a surprising amount of the history of reindeer herding
in the community based on these three rath er brief interviews.
Unfortunately, school-aged children in Shishm aref generally are not
fam iliar with the oral traditions and history of their community, so th a t
information regarding the history of reindeer herding also is not passed on to
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the younger generation. A variety of reasons for this no doubt exist, including
indigenous language loss and the resulting difficulty experienced in
communication between the grandparent and grandchild generations. A full
discussion of contemporary Alaska Native language and culture loss is beyond
the scope of this dissertation, however, it seems safe to say that social change
has been so rapid during the past three generations, and particularly in the
past twenty years, that today’s young people have much difficulty in
understanding what life was like for their grandparents’ generation. This lack
of understanding arises from a pronounced generation gap between
grandparents and grandchildren, and also stems from the fact that some elders
do not speak English and most children do not speak Inupiaq so that there are
some cases in which the only way for a grandparent and grandchild to
communicate is through an interpreter. In the absence of a common language
it is not surprising that the conventional transmission of oral history from the
elder generation to the younger generation does not take place.
However, even among those families in which elders and children both
speak English or limited communication is possible in Inupiaq, the
transmission of oral history is often hindered by a break down in the
relationship between elders and young people because of a variety of
circumstances including, (1) a general lack of interest in Inupiaq traditions on
the part of the younger generations, (2) avoidance of elders because the young
people feel misunderstood, judged, and controlled by the elders, (3) lack of
confidence in the teachings of elders because of young peoples’ participation in
the western educational system which generally disregards oral history and
indigenous forms of knowledge, and (4) feelings by elders that oral histories and
their life experiences are considered unim portant for today’s children because
they are uninterested or uninvolved in an Inupiaq lifestyle. Many other factors
no doubt complicate the relationship between young people and their elders,
and this entire topic deserves much more attention than can be had here.
In some cases it seems th at the breakdown of communication between
the generations is related merely to the fact th at a particular elder is ju st a
grumpy old person with no interest in talking with their grandchildren.
Although this realm of investigation is beyond the expertise of the author and
outside the general scope of the project, an example of such a relationship
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might prove helpful in instigating further research into this problem. A couple
years ago I was interviewing one of the eldest members of the Shishm aref
community, who has since passed away, in his home when one of his teenage
grandsons entered. Soon the young man’s attention was captured by the
reindeer herding topic his grandfather and I were discussing, so he sat down
next to us and started to listen. I encouraged his interest, but soon afterwards
his grandfather rather severely told his grandson to leave because we were
working. I stated that his presence didn’t bother me and th at I too would
probably w ant to listen to my grandfather talk about the early days of reindeer
herding. My statem ent changed nothing; the elder was not interested in his
grandson being involved in our discussion. What was so ironic about this
situation was that this elder repeatedly stated that his reasons for working so
much with anthropologists was so that his grandchildren would some day be
able to learn these stories and understand what it had m eant to be Inupiaq
during his time. He was despondent over the changes that he had observed
take place during his adulthood which resulted in the abandonment of Inupiaq
values and lifestyle. He understood that many of the contemporary problems
faced by his children and grandchildren were associated with a collapse in
Inupiaq identity and cultural pride. Yet, when his own grandson became
interested in his life experiences he reacted by sending the young m an away.
From my own associations with this young man, I know that he was generally
interested in his family’s history and cultural heritage, but had no real avenue
of participating in the transm ission of this knowledge. He was also interested
in his family’s past involvement with reindeer herding and I have watched him
grow-up to become a regular and valuable member of the labor force at the
summer handlings of the Weyiouanna herd.
It is unfortunate th at there seems to be a lack of interest among the
adult members of the community to encourage the transm ission of elder’s
knowledge and experience to the younger generations. This seems to be
especially true regarding the history of reindeer herding. Contemporary
herders, however, occasionally receive and seek out advice from selected
community elders regarding issues of reindeer herding. These sam e elders also
form their own opinions regarding the competency and appropriateness of the
beh vior of contemporary herders both within the village and in neighboring
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villages. These evaluations are based upon traditional characteristics of

umialit.

Contemporary Reindeer Umialiks
Historically, participation in reindeer herding provided a means of
bettering one’s immediate economic situation through access to reindeer meat,
sinew, and hides. Some individuals prospered under this new occupational
endeavor, such that they became wealthier than others in the community.
Under these circumstances many of the successful reindeer herders claimed
the prestige that owning reindeer proffered and some became identified as
mm'aliks during the Early Private Herding period (see Chapter 5). O f course,
just as was the case among the Inupiat prior to reindeer introduction, the
status of these umialit depended on individual personality traits and how they
affected an individual’s ability to lead, the assistance of the individual’s
extended family, as well as an individual’s ability to provide resources for
distribution to others. The loss of family control over reindeer herding during
the Collective Herding period resulted in the collapse of reindeer umialiks due to
the separation of reindeer herding and the annual subsistence cycle and the
relegation of decision-making to a board of directors based on a democratic
process. However, with the re-privatization of Inupiaq reindeer herding and its
incorporation once again into the herders’ annual subsistence cycle, the
question arises as to whether or not reindeer umialit emerged among
contemporary Inupiaq reindeer herders? The following discussion provides a
brief characterization of the umialik nature of some contemporary reindeer
herders.
First of all, it is im portant to note that most contemporary discussions
of reindeer herders in Shishm aref do not refer to them as umialit. In fact,
there is a general resistance to acknowledging the umialik nature of living
people. I suspect that this results from norms of behavior that tend to
equalize status differentiation, a t least on the surface, within the village. Adult
individuals tend to shy away from drawing attention to their successes through
an Inupiaq sense of humility. In fact, I suspect th at the Shishm aref herder
who is characterized below as a reindeer umialik will be resistant to this
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characterization. However, for the sake of anthropological analysis, I ask him
to bear with me for a moment.
This raises the question of whether an umialik would even identify
himself as an umialik ? It seems to me th at the answer to this question is
probably no. Designating someone as an umialik is not up to the individual
himself, but instead, status and prestige come from others in the community
(e.g., Riches 1982). It is up to the individual to accept the prestige offered by
others in the community; however, in turn, the umialik m ust also accept
responsibility for maintaining these relationships. He does so by continuing to
provide resources for the community and maintaining his corporate labor force,
otherwise he risks losing the support of those around him, and ultimately his
prestige and status. In this respect, I suggest that the role of an umialik is not
so much one of “achieved status” as it is of achieving status, dependent upon
the continual maintenance of positive relations with the individual’s extended
family and the larger community. The dynamic nature of this system provides
a possible explanation as to why most discussions of umialit refer to historical
individuals as attaining the status of umialik is a life-long pursuit.
Most contemporary discussions of umialit are historical in nature,
referring to a time when Inupiaq institutions were more apparent and
operative in community life. This raises the question as to whether the
Inupiaq institution of umialit continued to operate into the Contemporary
period on northern Seward Peninsula? And if it did, is it recognized by
contemporary Shishm aref people? This study is unable to address the latter
question due to the difficulty in collecting community perceptions about the
family with which I was intimately associated. My relationship to Clifford
Weyiouanna influenced the nature of the information community members
were willing to share with me, since I was no longer a stranger in the
community. In fact, a number of Shishm aref people have even referred to me
as Jim Simon Weyiouanna.
W ith respect to answering the question concerning whether the role of
umialit continued into the present on northern Seward Peninsula, we know
that the associated institution of the karigi or community house, or at least
the activities associated with that physical structure, ceased to operate in
Shishm a re f society during the early part of the twentieth century. The
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absence of whaling crews on northern Seward Peninsula makes an evaluation
of whether traditional umialit continued into the twentieth century difficult to
determine as most previous discussions have focused on whaling captains.
However, the continuing need to organize collective labor during communal
hunts for flightless ducks, corralling reindeer, among other activities on
northern Seward Peninsula, suggests that there was still a need for leadership
in order to conduct subsistence activities in the twentieth century.
Contemporary leadership in Shishmaref, however, is not limited to th at
associated with umialit. In fact, most leadership positions today are elected
offices within the community, and therefore, do not necessarily depend on an
individual’s gender, personality, wealth, him ting skill, knowledge of the
landscape, luck, and ability to organize labor. However, with respect to
providing a surplus of resources that can be distributed among others in the
community, provide meat for community gatherings, and assist others who are
suffering from a shortfall or bad luck, reindeer herders gain a clear advantage
over many others in the community.
Reindeer herders are generally considered rich by modem village
standards, and are generally held as respected members of village society;
however, not all reindeer herders are umialit. Those who are potential umialiks
demonstrate good humor, generosity in sharing, effective hunting skills,
effective leadership, and an ability to m aintain mutually beneficial
relationships between workers and family members. Reindeer herders are
dependent upon the communities in which they live to provide the necessary
supplemental labor to conduct herding activities such sis corralling or
butchering large numbers of anim als for village consumption. Those who are
unable to enlist the support of the village have difficulty maintaining their herd
operations as Harold Dimmick’s failed attem pt at herding in Koyuk
demonstrated earlier in this chapter.
While reindeer herders are dependent upon the community, so too is the
community somewhat dependent upon the herder. The cost of living in rural
Alaska is high; reindeer m eat represents a cheap alternative to store-bought
meat imported from Outside. However, perhaps a more important reindeer
product, if not from a financial standpoint, are reindeer mats, which are simply
the freeze-dried hides of reindeer in their w inter coat with the head, neck and
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legs removed. The reindeer mat or kaq, as former Shishmaref resident, Fred
Tocktoo, of the National Park Service recently stated on Public Television,
represents the difference between death and life during winter traveling. The
hollow winter hairs of the kaq provide an insulating layer that has yet to be
surpassed by modern manufactures. As a result, the reindeer m at is an
important part of the Inupiaq hunter’s tool kit even in contemporary contexts.
The general absence of caribou in the Shishmaref area during the twentieth
century meant that most Shishmaref Inupiat depended on reindeer herders to
provide reindeer mats for the community. Clifford Weyiouanna always has a
supply of reindeer mats on hand in one of his warehouses. He informed me
that a single m at is worth about $10, although I never saw him actually
charge somebody for one. Reindeer mats are used throughout the year. They
are used as pads in basket sleds used in winter and in boats during the
Rum m er. They are also used as sleeping mats when camping in canvas wall
tents. Perhaps the most vital use of reindeer mats is when hunting on the
ocean ice.
Both Shishmaref reindeer herders continue to engage in hunting and
gathering activities and are generally respected as accomplished hunters and
providers of traditional foodstuffs. For example, when I first began my
Shishmaref research Clifford Weyiouanna had historically been the hunter who
caught the first uguruk of the spring. The first uguruk received is usually
distributed amongst village elders if others in the community do not receive
uguruk soon thereafter. Furthermore, some herders have even established
cooperative relationships with whaling captains such that some of the
expenses of pursuing whales is covered by a reindeer herder. For example,
Clifford Weyiouanna was once asked to serve as co-captain of a Wales whaling
crew. Although honored by the offer, he declined due to the high overhead costs
of maintaining a whaling crew, although he did purchase a harpoon bomb,
which if used to kill a whale will guarantee a large share of whale meat and
muktuk. Similarly, in 1993 Fred Goodhope, Jr. traded reindeer m eat for
muktuk from a Point Hope whaler.
The close connection to the land th at reindeer herders m aintain relative
to many in the village, and their desire for coastal resources means that the
Shishmaref herders are also some of the best hunters in the community. In
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fact, their reindeer herding operations provide the financial backing necessary
to engage in subsistence activities throughout the year. As a result, both
reindeer herders, in addition to providing reindeer products, also procure other
traditional resources. Reindeer herders’ boat crews for uguruk hunting in the
spring tend to involve the same individuals who assist in reindeer herding
activities at other times of the year. Clifford Weyiouanna currently m aintains
two boats for spring hunting. His eldest son, John, inherited Clifford’s old boat
after we finished building his new boat in the spring of 1995. In addition,
Clifford owns two smaller commercially-manufactured boats, one of which he
offered his chief herder to use uguruk hunting in 1995, so th at he too was able
to procure a supply of uguruk. Clifford is also known to offer other hard
working and drug-free individuals an opportunity to hunt when they may not be
able to outfit their own boat or have suffered bad luck. In this respect, some
reindeer herders also help to provide access to hunting resources in addition to
those of reindeer.
SUMMARY
The reprivatization of reindeer herding on the northern Seward
Peninsula failed to undo all of the disruptive effects associated with the
Collective Herding period. While private ownership of reindeer was reinstated,
such that reindeer herders were capable of acquiring wealth and prestige from
their herds, access to pastures remained restricted due to the fact that herders
had to acquire grazing permits from the government. Therefore, only two
reindeer herds could be supported in the Shishmaref area after the
reprivatization of the herds. Similarly, each reindeer range had a stocking limit
set by the government to keep herds from growing too large that they became
endangered by overgrazing. As a result, herders were limited in how much
wealth they could acquire in their herds.
The stocking limits imposed on each herd meant th at maximizing herd
productivity was unnecessary since as soon as one’s herd size grew above its
limit the excess anim als had to be eliminated. The reduced size of
contemporary reindeer herds limited the number of reindeer available for meat
production for the local community as well as the commercial market.
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Individuals who wanted reindeer meat had to either purchase it through cash
or barter, or work for one of the reindeer herders to acquire reindeer meat for
their own use. However, dependency on store-bought food in Shishmaref
increased over recent decades, although traditional indigenous foods, including
reindeer, continue to be critical components of the Shishm aref diet.
The reprivatization of the reindeer herds on northern Seward Peninsula
resulted in herd management again coming under familial control. As a result,
herders a gain were dependent upon others in the community to provide labor to
conduct certain herding activities, especially corralling and slaughtering of deer.
Accordingly, reindeer herding again became incorporated into Inupiaq social
organization as a means to insure sufficient labor as well as to provide for the
distribution of reindeer herding products within the community. However, the
increasing reliance on cash during recent decades in Shishm aref resulted in
herding products consisting of reindeer meat as well as earned income in cash
transfers associated with velvet antlers sales to the Orient. Thus, while
Inupiaq social organization provided the social network for this economic
interdependency, the economic variables became more heavily influenced by
the cash economy than during previous periods of reindeer herding.
Although herd m anagem ent among the Shishm aref herds are still
characterized by open herding methods, initially encouraged by the federal
government during the Collective Herding period, the technological innovations
in transportation, particularly the introduction of the snowmobile in the 1960’s,
provided the opportunity for a new type of herding to develop. High-speed
winter transportation created the opportunity to conduct closer herding
activities during the winter than had occurred during collective herding. This
mobility also m eant that herders could live in sedentary communities so that
their children could attend school, without having to be farmed out to relatives.
In this respect the introduction of the snowmobile m itigated the conflict
between the long-standing processes of sedentarization and reindeer herding
responsibilities on the tundra.
The emergence of the velvet antler market during the contemporary
herding period provided the financial basis for this new method of open herding.
Although most of the benefit of velvet antler sales was gained by the herders
directly, crew members now generally have a choice of receiving meat or a
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cash wage in exchange for their labor. Previously, laborers received reindeer
meat alone as payment for their services. Despite the large influx of cash
resulting from velvet antler sales, contemporary Shishmaref reindeer herders
continue to rely on hunting and gathering activities for subsistence. However,
the policy of open herding and a continued emphasis on commercial production
for the market, m eant that reindeer herding was not reintegrated into the
annual cycle of land use as it had been during the Early Private Herding period.
However, although reindeer herding and land use practices have changed,
Shishmaref area reindeer herders still provide the only readily available
material to protect Inupiaq hunters from the Arctic environment through the
distribution of reindeer mats. The fact th a t no modem manufactured material
has been found to be a satisfactory replacement for these insulating mats
indicates that, unless caribou again inhabit the northern Seward Peninsula,
Inupiaq sea m am m al hunters will continue to rely on Inupiaq reindeer herders
for life-saving reindeer products. The provisioning of reindeer mats serves to
assist the Shishm aref community in accessing traditional hunting and
gathering resources.
Despite the modernization of the reindeer herding industry, the
involvement of Inupiaq social organization in herd management led to the
reemergence of reindeer umialiks, albeit in a modem context, with the
reprivatization of reindeer ownership on northern Seward Peninsula. Data
presented in this chapter demonstrated a correlation between the organization
of labor associated with herding activities and those of sea mammal hunting
and other subsistence activities. In other words, Shishmaref reindeer herders
assisted their reindeer crews not only w ith benefits from herding, but also
provided important support in pursuing traditional hunting and gathering
resources, especially bearded seals. Furthermore, reindeer handlings, where
large labor forces are needed, also represented social gatherings where food was
freely shared with the entire assembled community. These community events
provide the herders with the opportunity to demonstrate their generosity in
sharing and thus acquire prestige from the community.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

“Such obstinate endurance, with its inner resistance to
engulfinent by dominant but alien traditions, can be understood,
no doubt, as a reflection of the fundamental role of prim ary
relationships—especially that of parents and children—in handing
on basic attitudes, feelings, and patterns of interpersonal
relations. But it is also a stubborn fact of vital importance in
understanding the contemporary world of many peoples and
many cultures, each of which may seek from the West ways to
improve standards of life, but each of which may at the sam e
time be determined to keep an identity and tradition of its own”
(Lesser 1968 [1961] :588).
INTRODUCTION
This study represented a dramatic shift in understanding of Alaska
Native reindeer herding and the effects of reindeer introduction on Alaska
Native peoples. The purpose of this dissertation was to describe the
development of Bering Strait Inupiaq reindeer herding and how reindeer
introduction affected Inupiaq culture and society. Previous discussions have
focused on reindeer herding as an agent of culture change, such th at most
effects of reindeer introduction were seen simply as disruptive to Inupiaq
culture and society. The theoretical approach utilized in this dissertation, on
the other hand, provided the opportunity to evaluate reindeer herding as a
component of the Inupiaq socioeconomic system rather than simply as an
agent of culture change and economic modernization of a hunting and gathering
people. This approach acknowledged the potential influence of previous
socioeconomic ties between Alaska Inupiat and the indigenous groups of the
Chukchi Peninsula on the adoption of reindeer herding by the Bering Strait
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Inupiat of northern Seward Peninsula. It also acknowledged that reindeer
introduction was evaluated by the Bering Strait Inupiat through a huntergatherer cultural logic. Furthermore, an understanding of the pastoral
continuum and the necessary interdependency of reindeer pastoralism and
hunting and gathering provided the opportunity to evaluate the role of reindeer
herding in Inupiaq society without simple comparisons to Saami or Chukchi
reindeer nomadism (cf. Stem 1980).
The result of this approach was a diachronic review of the role of
reindeer herding in Inupiaq culture and society of the northern Seward
Peninsula. Reindeer herding was found to have been incorporated into
traditional subsistence activities and patterns of wealth and prestige, such
that today reindeer herding helps to reproduce or continue Inupiaq culture and
society. However, despite this thread of continuity that Inupiaq reindeer
herding helps to maintain, language loss and the continuing rift between elders
and their grandchildren suggest th at the period of rapid social change that
began with Euroamerican contact will continue unabated into the twenty-first
century.
EVALUATION OF HYPOTHESES
The main problem to be addressed by this study focused on determining
whether reindeer introduction among the Bering Strait Inupiat resulted in their
transform ation to reindeer pastoralists. Because many of the problems
addressed in this study relate to the effects of reindeer introduction, evaluating
the hypotheses posed relied heavily upon information provided in Chapter 5
concerning the Early Private Reindeer Herding period. The role of reindeer
herding in Inupiaq society during the Collective and Reprivatized Herding
periods represented more of a reaction to governmental policy changes than to
the effects of reindeer introduction. Thus, Early Private Herding is evaluated
separately from the subsequent periods of Shishmaref area herding.
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Early Private Herding Period (1904-mid-1920’s)
In Chapter 1 the m ain problem statem ent was formulated to determine
whether reindeer introduction to Alaska resulted in the transformation of
Inupiaq hunter-gatherers to reindeer pastoralists. It read,
Reindeer introduction among the Bering Strait Inupiat resulted in
the transformation of Inupiaq hunter-gatherers to pastoralists as
evidenced by the replacement of; (a) resource sharing with
resource hoarding, (b) open access to resources with restricted
access to resources, and (c) appropriation of resources at the
animal’s time of death with appropriation at the time of the
animal’s birth.
Data provided in Chapter 5 demonstrated th a t the hunter-gatherer
principle of sharing did not shift to a pastoral logic of resource hoarding with the
emergence of Bering Strait Inupiaq herding during the Early Private period. In
contrast, access to reindeer herding resources was restricted due to private
ownership of the reindeer in a manner similar to how the Bering Strait Inupiat
traditionally viewed domesticated dogs. Likewise, individual ownership of
domesticated reindeer also resulted in the fact th at reindeer were appropriated
at the time of their birth rather than at the anim al’s death as was the case
with hunted animals. Therefore, of the three criteria of the problem statem ent,
only the traditional concept of sharing associated w ith a hunter-gatherer
cultural logic failed to shift to pastoral norms as identified by Ingold (1980).
Furthermore, access to pastimes remained unrestricted during the Early
Private period. However, despite the fact that the evidence suggested th at the
transition to pastoralism had begun, the social importance of sharing reindeer
herding resources forces us to acknowledge that the Bering Strait Inupiat were
not successfully transform ed into pastoralists (as defined) as a result of
reindeer introduction.
Restricted access to reindeer herding resources and their appropriation
at birth m ay have corresponded to an emergent pastoral cultural logic.
However, considering th at the private ownership of reindeer corresponded to
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the traditional ownership concepts associated with dogs, which thereby
restricted access to and determined the means of appropriating these
resources, we should not be surprised by the fact that Inupiaq cultural logic
appeared to have shifted to a pastoral logic with regards to components (b) and
(c) of the problem statement. In other words, recognizing the restricted access
to and appropriation of reindeer resources may have been due more to their
conceptual similarity to domesticated dogs than to an emergent pastoral
cultural logic. Similarly, due to the fact that the Bering Strait Inupiat
evaluated and adjusted to reindeer introduction through a hunter-gatherer
cultural logic based on an understanding of the theoretical contributions of
Sahlins (1985) and Bourdieu (1977), we should not be surprised that
component (a) of the problem statem ent, concerning the role of sharing in
hunter-gatherer societies, was not replaced by a pastoral principle of resource
hoarding. In short, the previous involvement of reindeer herding products in
Bering Strait trade and exchange may have provided the framework for
incorporating reindeer herding into Bering Strait hunter-gatherer cultural logic
rather than an emergent shift to a pastoral cultural logic.
Hypotheses 1 through 5 originated from the problem statem ent,
personal observations and experiences, and a review of the anthropological
literature on Alaska Native reindeer herding, which was found to be
contradictory as discussed in C hapter 1. In an attempt to clarify these
contradictions and provide a unified anthropological understanding of Alaska
Native reindeer herding, based on the case study of the northern Seward
Peninsula, five hypotheses were posed that are reviewed below.
This study suggested that early Inupiaq reindeer herding approached
pastoralism during the Early Private Herding period due to the previous
experience the Bering Strait Inupiat had with Chukchi reindeer pastoralists.
Information provided in Chapter 3 led us to refute Hypothesis 1, which stated,
Hi. Reindeer introduction represented the arrival of an entirely
foreign socioeconomic system in Alaska (REFUTED).
The fact that the products of Chukchi reindeer herding featured in
intercontinental trade across the Bering Strait and were subsequently
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distributed within Alaskan territory suggests that the Bering S trait Inupiat
were already familiar with the economic potential of herding reindeer. The
emergence of Inupiaq reindeer herding resulted in the Bering Strait Inupiat
becoming the primary producers of these commodities rather than merely
middlemen involved in their trade. This pattern may also account for the longlived involvement of the Bering Strait Inupiat in reindeer herding when reindeer
herding was short-lived elsewhere in Alaska. In short, the products of reindeer
herding were already part of the socioeconomic system of the Bering Strait
Inupiat, and therefore, were already part of their hunter-gatherer cultural logic.
This also helps to explain why sharing reindeer herding products remained so
important to Inupiaq reindeer herders as the distribution of reindeer products
was a means to acquiring traditional Inupiaq prestige and maintaining
traditional social relations.
The emergence of reindeer umialiks during the Early Private Herding
period also related to the previous economic importance of reindeer herding
products in intercontinental trade and subsequent trade and exchange within
Alaska. The fact that reindeer herding provided a new means to rise to the
status of an umialik contributed to the continued development of Inupiaq
reindeer herding during the Early Private Herding period. While Inupiaq
reindeer herders were able to amass wealth in the form of live reindeer through
their productive labor, their dependency upon relatives and other community
members resulted in the distribution and sharing of reindeer herding products
through traditional Inupiaq social networks based on the principles of Inupiaq
social organization. As such, Hypothesis 2 was also refuted, which stated,
H2. Reindeer herding failed to be incorporated into traditional
Alaska Native conceptions of property, wealth, and prestige
(REFUTED).
Chapter 5 also revealed that the emergence of Bering S trait Inupiaq
reindeer herding resulted in combining herding and hunting and gathering
activities to m eet the requirements of the reindeer as well as to provide access
to hunting and gathering resources for humans. In this way reindeer herding
was incorporated into traditional land use practices and the annual cycle of
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subsistence activities during the Early Private Herding period. Furthermore,
despite the fact that reindeer introduction was supposed to help assimilate the
Inupiat into Euroamerican society, in fact, reindeer herding during the Early
Private period kept herding families out on the tundra more than the non
herders, many of whom moved to more permanent villages like Shishm aref to
be closer to schooling, medical supplies, and western trade goods. Reindeer
herding families, on the other hand, tended to maintain their livelihood on the
land such that many of their children did not receive as much schooling as the
children of non-herding families. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was also refuted,
which states,
H3. Reindeer herding failed to be incorporated into traditional
Alaska Native subsistence economy and land use (REFUTED).
Also refuted was Hypothesis 4, which stated,
H4. Reindeer herding represented only an agent of culture change
associated with culture contact and economic modernization
(REFUTED).
The fact th at Hypotheses 1 through 3 were rejected, alone suggests that
reindeer herding introduction did not represent only an agent of culture change
associated with Euroamerican contact and economic modernization. While the
emergence of Bering Strait Inupiaq reindeer herding represented culture
change among the Inupiat by adding herding to the annual cycle of subsistence
activities, that change was evaluated through a hunter-gatherer cultural logic.
The Bering Strait Inupiat already had familiarity with the benefits of herding
reindeer through their interactions with inhabitants of the Chukchi Peninsula
prior to reindeer introduction to Alaska. These experiences provided the
cultural framework, which led to the incorporation of reindeer herding into
traditional Inupiaq conceptions of property, wealth, prestige, land use, and
subsistence during the Early Private Herding period.
Hypothesis 5 was also refuted due to the fact that this study
demonstrated th at reindeer herding actually served to m aintain traditional
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Inupiaq social relations as well as to provide a new means to acquire the
traditional status as an umialik during a period of rapid social change
associated with the activities of missionaries and the Alaska School Service.
Hypothesis 5 stated,
H5. Reindeer introduction eroded traditional Alaska Native social
relations through the private ownership of herding resources
(REFUTED).
Chapter 5 demonstrated that private ownership of reindeer herding
resources paralleled traditional Inupiaq conceptions of domesticated dog
ownership. Similarly, the fact that reindeer herding products acquired from the
Chukchi Peninsula were also privately owned meant that the Inupiat had little
difficulty in adjusting to the fact that reindeer were not a resource without
restrictions to access or their appropriation. Their restricted nature, in fact,
led to the emergence of reindeer herding um ialiks during the Early Private
Herding period, such that reindeer herding was incorporated into traditional
Inupiaq social organization.
Collective Herding Period (mid-1920’s-early 1940’s)
Chapter 6 provided a discussion of the development of cooperative
herding on the northern Seward Peninsula and its effects on the role of reindeer
herding in Inupiaq culture and society. The hypotheses posed in Chapter 1 are
difficult to evaluate for the Collective H erding period because this period of
Shishmaref area reindeer herding represented a shift resulting more from
reactions to govern m en tal policy changes than to any “natural” developments.
Collective ownership of the herds represented a significant example of
culture change associated with Euroam erican culture contact and economic
modernization. For example, private ownership and management of reindeer,
which had been incorporated into traditional conceptions of property based on
a similarity to the ownership of domesticated dogs during the Early Private
period, was replaced by corporate ownership based on the western principles of
a stockholders association. This was a difficult transition for many Inupiat to
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understand as herding resources became appropriated neither at birth nor
death, but rather through an administrative process that relied on a
mathematical determination of dividends based upon the proportion of shares
owned by the shareholder and the rate of herd growth. Shareholders were not
even able to slaughter an animal for their own subsistence needs without first
passing through an a d m in istra tiv e process. Furthermore, the separation of
the people from their deer and the fact that the herds were herded by paid
employees of the collective association resulted in the separation of herding
from subsistence activities, land use, and traditional social relations.
Therefore, considering the Collective Herding period, we are unable to
address the m ain problem statem ent of this study since it focuses on the
transition from hunting and gathering to pastoralism; clearly, collective herding
represented neither. In fact, access to grazing resources also became
restricted during the Collective period as herds were limited to particular
pastures based on a government perm itting process, which represented a
ranching situation more than a pastoral pattern.
On the other hand, Hypothesis 1 could be addressed if it was
reformulated to read,
Collective herding represented the arrival of an entirely foreign
socioeconomic system in Alaska.
Information provided in Chapter 6 demonstrated that we are unable to
refute this revised hypothesis as ownership and management of reindeer
through a stockholders association clearly represented a foreign system to the
Inupiat.
Similarly, Hypothesis 4 could be addressed if reformulated to state,
Collectivization of the herds represented only an agent of culture
change associated with culture contact and economic
modernization.
Data presented in this study also demonstrated that this revised
hypothesis would fail to be refuted.
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Rewriting Hypothesis 5 with respect to the Collective Herding period is
also instructive,
Reindeer introduction eroded traditional Alaska Native social
relations through the collective ownership of herding resources
managed by a stockholders association.
If w ritten in this way, Hypothesis 5 would also fail to be refuted by the
evidence presented in this study.
The exercise of modifying the hypotheses posed in Chapter 1 based upon
previous anthropological statements regarding Alaska Native reindeer herding
serves to illustrate the importance of defining which period of reindeer herding
one is addressing. This exercise also helps to illustrate the dramatic effects
collectivizing the herds had on the role of reindeer herding in Inupiaq culture
and society. Collectivization represented the application of foreign
Euroamerican principles that were incompatible with the Bering Strait
Inupiaq cultural logic, which served to distance the Inupiat from an interest in
pursuing reindeer herding activities, especially in light of the competition that
existed between Inupiaq herding and the aggressive Non-Native commercial
reindeer corporations. In short, the separation of herding activities from
Inupiaq social organization with the collectivization of the herds represented a
failed attem pt in economic modernization by the government designed to
further assimilate the Inupiat into Euroamerican society.
Reprivatized Reindeer Herding (1948-present)
When collective herding was finally recognized as an insufficient means
of managing Inupiaq reindeer herding by governmental administrators,
reindeer ownership again was privatized on the northern Seward Peninsula.
The result was that, as demonstrated in Chapter 7, reindeer herding was
reincorporated into Inupiaq conceptions of property, wealth, prestige, social
relations, and subsistence activities. In fact, the social role of the reindeer
herder as umialik also reemerged when the herds were reprivatized. Therefore,
Hypotheses 2, 3, and 5 are refuted for the Reprivatized Herding period.
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However, Inupiaq access to reindeer herding was more restricted than it
had been during the Early Private Herding period, where access depended on an
individual’s commitm ent to herding reindeer and their ability to enlist familial
and community support to conduct herding activities through the maintenance
of traditional social relations. Restricted access to reindeer pastures, first
operationalized during the Collective Herding period, was maintained when the
herds were reprivatized. This limited the num ber of Shishmaref families that
could own and pasture reindeer to two. While those families again relied on the
maintenance of traditional social relations to conduct their herding affairs, the
fact that only two families controlled the herds limited the extent to which
others in the community had access to herding products based on traditional
social relations alone. The result was that many more individuals had to
access these resources through purchasing them than during the Early
Private Herding period. Therefore, governmental regulations served to limit
the extent to which reindeer herding was reincorporated into Shishmaref area
socioeconomics through traditional social relationships during the Reprivatized
Herding period.
The policy of open herding and an emphasis on commercial production,
which characterized reindeer herding during the Collective period, remained
operative when the herds were reprivatized. The result was that herding was
not reintegrated into the annual cycle of land use as it had been during the
Early Private Herding period. The emergence of modem means of
transportation, especially the snowmachine, however, m eant that it was not
necessary to return to living directly with the herds to insure their productivity.
In addition, herders could remain in the permanent villages to which most
Inupiat had relocated after Word War II, such that the herders’ children could
rem ain in school and not be separated from their families in order to receive an
education. Furthermore, hunting and gathering activities could also be
conducted using snowmachines and boats equipped with outboard motors such
that traditional subsistence resources could be accessed while still living in
sedentary centralized villages. While practicing open herding might not
represent the most efficient means of maximizing herd productivity due to
increased straying of anim als and loss due to predation and severe weather,
the government imposed stocking limits on the number of reindeer allowed in
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each herd that made maximizing productivity relatively pointless. As soon as
one’s herd size grew above the stocking limit the excess animals had to be
eliminated. Furthermore, the relatively undeveloped commercial m arket for
reindeer meat could not w ithstand the excess production associated with
maximizing herd productivity. As a result, reindeer herding during most of the
Reprivatized period focused production of velvet antler for the Asian market.
The mechanization of reindeer herding activities resulted in herders
becoming increasingly dependent on acquiring cash in order to purchase the
necessary equipment. Snowmachines and binoculars quickly became vital
tools to the reindeer herder. Similarly, the fact that more of the community
had to purchase reindeer m eat and other products resulted in a greater
involvement of reindeer herding in the emerging cash economy th an it had been
during the Early Private Herding period. However, despite the greater
involvement of western economics in reprivatized herding, herders remained
the only source of the vital reindeer skin insulating mats that continue to be
necessary resources to pursue traditional hunting and gathering activities on
northern Seward Peninsula.
Chapter 7 dem onstrated th at a correlation existed between the
organization of labor associated with herding activities and those of hunting
and gathering activities. Shishm aref reindeer herders were dependent upon
their crews to conduct the necessary herding activities associated w ith
production, and as a result, these individuals received benefits from their
association with the herders th at assisted them in pursuing subsistence
activities. In short, the m aintenance of social relations between a herder and
his crew also extended to activities outside of herding, especially sea mammal
hunting. By assisting his crew members with access to traditional resources,
the herder served to m aintain their service for future reindeer herding
activities. This relationship continued the traditional patterns associated with
an umialik and his crew. Similarly, the free sharing of food during summer
reindeer handlings w ith the community at large also served to m aintain
traditional social relations through the demonstration of the herders generosity
in sharing, which in turn served to legitimize the herder’s status as an umialik.
Therefore, we can conclude th at herding was incorporated into Inupiaq culture
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and society such that today reindeer herding assists in traditional Inupiaq
cultural maintenance and reproduction.
DISCUSSION
The central thesis of this dissertation asserted th at reindeer
introduction did not represent the arrival of an entirely foreign socioeconomic
system in Alaska, but rath er the actualization of a system with which the
Bering Strait Inupiat had at least some familiarity. Furtherm ore, the varying
extent to which reindeer herding was incorporated into Inupiaq society
suggested that indigenous societies can change without destroying cultural
integrity or significance to Native identity. In fact, the example of Bering
Strait Inupiaq reindeer herding suggested that discussions of cultural
continuity are not only possible, but necessary to better understand Inupiaq
culture and society of the twentieth century.
The previous experience the Bering Strait Inupiat had with the
intercontinental trade in reindeer herding products provided the framework for
the incorporation of reindeer herding into Inupiaq culture and society due to the
value they placed on access to herding resources. This may also explain why
sharing of herding products remained so important to Inupiaq reindeer herders
for acquiring traditional Inupiaq prestige and maintaining traditional social
relations, just as it had been prior to reindeer introduction. This previous
experience may also explain the fact that reindeer herding on the northern
Seward Peninsula continued relatively uninterrupted for more than a century.
One can not deny, however, that reindeer introduction caused some
change to Inupiaq culture and society. For instance, it is a simple fact that
prior to reindeer introduction the Bering Strait Inupiat were not reindeer
herders. The emergence of Bering Strait Inupiaq reindeer herding meant that
Inupiaq culture changed to include herding activities into the annual
subsistence cycle and land use patterns. This represented culture change.
Furthermore, that reindeer herding provided additional means of acquiring
wealth suggests th at th e chances of achieving the statu s of umialiks perhaps
were greater after reindeer introduction. However, the evidence presented in
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this study suggested that the culture change resulting from reindeer
introduction was not wholly disruptive to Inupiaq culture and society. In fact,
this dissertation demonstrated that reindeer herding was incorporated into
Inupiaq culture and society to such an extent that today Shishm aref area
reindeer herding helps to reinforce traditional Inupiaq values and social
relations, provides access to traditional hunting and gathering resources, and
therefore aids in Inupiaq cultural maintenance and reproduction.
In conclusion, despite the fact that reindeer were introduced into Alaska
as a program in social engineering designed to assimilate Alaska Natives into
Euroamerican society, this study demonstrated that the Bering S trait Inupiat
evaluated reindeer introduction through their own hunter-gatherer cultural
logic. The Bering Strait Inupiat were already aware of the potential
socioeconomic importance of reindeer herd production through their
involvement as middlemen in Bering Strait intercontinental trade. As a result
Bering Strait Inupiaq reindeer herding became incorporated into traditional
Inupiaq conceptions of property, wealth, prestige, social organization,
subsistence, and land use practices. The incorporation of reindeer herding into
Inupiaq culture and society provided the opportunity for the Bering Strait
Inupiat to improve standards of life during a period of rapid social change
associated with increasing Euroamerican influences. Furtherm ore, the
incorporation of herding into Bering Strait Inupiaq culture and society also
provided a means to m aintain cultural identity through the emergence of
reindeer umialiks and through the importance of reindeer herding in
maintaining traditional social relations. In effect, reindeer herding became part
of Inupiaq traditional culture through its importance to Inupiaq cultural
reproduction.
EPILOGUE
The implications of this study to the debate over the A laska Reindeer
Act of 1937 are great. Reindeer herding is an integral component of Inupiaq
culture and society on northern Seward Peninsula. It is also plays a vital role
in the continuation of traditional hunting and gathering activities. The recent
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9th Circuit Court ruling that Alaska Native reindeer herding is not traditional
is found to fall short of anthropological and Inupiaq reality. On May 18, 1998
the U. S. Supreme Court let stand the 9th Circuit Court’s ruling (The
Associated Press 1998). Future deliberations regarding Alaska Native
reindeer herding should consider the role it plays in the maintaining traditional
Alaska Native culture and society.
It is interesting to note that Hugh Beach, in an article entitled, The

Reindeer-Caribou Conflict in the NANA Region of Alaska: A Case Study for
Native Minority Rights Issues, predicted th at if the Alaska Reindeer Act of 1937
was ever seriously challenged, the challenge would be initiated “by non-Natives
with major economic speculations” (Beach 1985:31). This is precisely w hat
happened. Beach portrays the Reindeer Act as a keystone for Alaska N ative
rights, suggesting that,
Were the Saami to achieve herding rights similar to those granted
Alaskan natives in the Reindeer Act of 1937, it would be
considered a major victory of enormous implications for the
Saami culture (Beach 1985:31).1
Unfortunately, however, the repeal of the Reindeer Act of 1937 sixty
years later represents the further erosion of the rights of indigenous Americans
and a corresponding increase in the rights of non-Natives. This recent action
does not represent a new era in the continuing drama of Alaska Native
reindeer herding, however. Various governmental agencies have long ignored
the role of Alaska Native reindeer herding in indigenous cultures and societies
of Alaska.
For example, in 1992 the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service reportedly
purchased the reindeer of a Togiak herder in Southwest Alaska for $1 and then
proceeded to slaughter several hundred reindeer on Hagemeister Island without
any investigation as to the role those reindeer played in the Togiak economy.
1

In Norway and Sweden access to reindeer herding is restricted to members of the
Saami ethnic group. In Finland, however, non-Saami may also herd reindeer (e.g.,
Korsmo 1996:171).
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Ignoring the fact that, reportedly, it was illegal for the Fish and Wildlife Service
to own reindeer in Alaska in the first place, they condemned the reindeer herd
because they believed that the deer were unherded, unutilized, and were
overgrazing the island due to the catastrophic death of more than 100 reindeer
on the island during the previous winter. Studies of the problem (e.g.,
Stimmelmayr 1994) were not initiated until after critics of the action brought
public attention to agency activities. The Togiak herder had received written
notification that he had to decrease the number of reindeer in his herd, but not
speaking English, he failed to respond. What the Fish and Wildlife Service did
not know is that m any from Togiak traveled to Hagemeister Island to harvest
reindeer with the permission of the Togiak herd owner. These hunters recorded
the date of the kill, sex and age of the animal on a log that was hanging on the
wall in the herder’s cabin on the island. I saw this list myself in the spring of
1993 when I traveled to Hagemeister to salvage reindeer skeletal elements
from those animals killed by the Fish and Wildlife Service.
The Togiak example demonstrates an inherent problem in how reindeer
herding is regarded by public agencies and natural resource managers.
Reindeer appear to be considered no different than cattle or sheep grazing on
public lands. However, this study demonstrates that the role of reindeer
herding on the northern Seward Peninsula in Inupiaq culture and society is far
more complicated than a herd of animals simply grazing public lands. Reindeer
herding helps to m aintain traditional Inupiaq values and social relations, and
as such the social role of reindeer herding should be included in evaluations of
public lands management.
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Figure A .l. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1905.
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Figure A .l. K inship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1905— Continued.
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Figure A.2. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1906.
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Figure A.2. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1906—Continued.
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Figure A.3. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1907.
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Figure A.3. K inship R elations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1907—Continued.
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Figure A.4. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1909.
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Figure A.4. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1909—Continued.
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Figure A.5. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1910.
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Figure A.5. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1910— Continued.
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Figure A.6. K inship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1911.
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Figure A.6. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1911— Continued.
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Figure A.7. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1923.
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Figure A.7. Kinship Relations Among Owners of Reindeer, 1923—Continued.
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